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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The state is running out of cash. Most of its funds are blocked in
a central bank in Dakar, the Senegalese capital, where the seven
other Francophone west African countries that use the currency of
the African Financial Community (better known as the CFA franc)
have cut off all financial links with Côte d’Ivoire. All foreign banks
in the country have also closed their operations, freezing not only the
government’s funds but also those of private clients. It is no longer
possible to use cheques or credit cards or to make bank transfers.
Everything has to be paid for in cash. Employers cannot pay their
suppliers or employees. Shops, markets and petrol stations are still
busy but may soon run out of supplies. (The Economist, 2011)

This quote from The Economist (2011) describes the situation in Côte d’Ivoire
in March 2011, a few months after the disputed presidential elections in Novem-
ber 2010. The elections were won by Alassane Ouattara, but the former incum-
bent president, Laurent Gbagbo, did not want to leave office. The closure of
the banks plus other economic measures were meant to force him to give up,
but meanwhile, ordinary people were “struggling to survive without salaries,
pensions and savings” and “the formal business sector has also been unable
to function”, BBC News (2011) reported. At last, after a 10-week shutdown,
people could withdraw money again and receive their salaries. Moreover,

The reopening of the banking system is a step towards restarting the
economy of the world’s biggest cocoa producer. (BBC News, 2011)

A year later, in April 2012, The Economist (2012) published an article de-
scribing life in Iran under sanctions and isolation in combination with the per-
sistent threat of military strikes by America, Israel, or both, for Iran’s nuclear
ambition. People were concerned with soaring inflation. After the first talks in
15 months of Iran with the five permanent members of the UN Security Council
plus Germany that resulted in the sole agreement to keep talking, the value of
the domestic currency of Iran, the rial, rose:

1
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On the eve of the talks one American dollar bought 19,000 rials. The
next morning it bought 16,000, a jump of 15% for Iran’s currency.
“I don’t know when I last walked home knowing the money in my
hand was worth more than when I started the day”, said one trader,
clutching an enormous wad of notes, the size of which belied their
modest value. (The Economist, 2012)

Yet, the situation only worsened in the months that followed, according to
a correspondent of NRC.Next (2012) in Iran. The value of the rial decreased,
he reported, with a sharp drop in October 2012, to one dollar for 34,450 rial.
Then, black market currency trading was halted, leading to clashes between
currency traders and the police in the centre of the capital of Teheran. The
correspondent explains that it was halted, because traders were trying to buy
all dollars and euro’s that they could get, with an historic low exchange rate
of the rial as a result. He also reported that president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
called on the people not to sell their rial for foreign currency, in an attempt to
prevent an even further decrease of the value of the rial.

About another year later, NRC (2013) published an article on money transfer
in a town called Sabadani in Syria, which was besieged and was regularly shelled
for 14 months already by the army of Bashar al Assad. The few thousand people
that had stayed behind in this town had set up structures to keep functioning
and continue living. The town’s main source of income was money sent from
Syrians in exile. This money was brought in cash over the mountains. An
important task of the war-time town council was distribute humanitarian aid
and small donations among the 20,000 people in the town and the surrounding
villages. A network of 150 intermediaries appointed by their families and clans
guaranteed this distribution. The author reports that at several places where
the Syrian regime lost control such councils had emerged. He underlines that
though these councils are of local importance, they also divide the country in
several autonomic zones.

These are only three recent examples of circumstances of conflict that had an
effect on how money was transferred and on the currency in which transactions
were settled. However, despite the negative impact that disrupted payments
may have on an economy or society in the short-run but also in the long-run,
studies of the dynamics of changes in payments under circumstances of conflict
are rather scarce.

The subject of the current study is payments in societies affected by conflict.
With conflict, we mean interstate, intrastate and state-formation conflict, dur-
ing which groups of actors aspire competitive or incompatible means or ends.
Conflicts may be violent or non-violent, or have violent phases and non-violent
phases, as in our selected cases. According to Justino et al. (2013, page 6–9),
violent conflict emerges only under very specific circumstances, namely when
the institutional mechanisms that allow peaceful conflict resolution are weak-
ened or even broken down. In line with the approach to conflict, security and
development outlined by Beswick and Jackson (2011, page 7), we acknowledge
that the state is an important actor in conflict, but not the sole actor.

We adopted a case study method to investigate the research subject for
the empirical setting of the breakup of the former Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (SFRY). Of seven successor states in the Balkans, Bosnia and Herze-
govina and Serbia are analysed in-depth, whereas Croatia, Kosovo, Macedonia,
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Montenegro and Slovenia receive attention where relevant.
In the current chapter, first, the concept of payments is introduced. Then,

the research problem is sketched. Subsequently, literature on understanding
economic change is briefly reviewed, emphasising the reciprocal relation between
micro foundations of decisions and macro outcomes of these decisions, relevant
for our study of payments. This micro-macro relation constitutes the theoretical
starting point of this study. Fourthly, a research gap is identified. Next, the
research objective and research questions are defined and explained. In the
subsequent section, the contribution of this study is explained. Finally, at the
end of this introductory chapter, the thesis setup is unfolded.

1.2 Payments: an introduction

A payment, as the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) defines it, is “the
payer’s transfer of a monetary claim on a party acceptable to the payee. Typi-
cally, monetary claims take the form of banknotes or deposit balances held at a
financial institution or at a central bank” (BIS, 2003). The transfer of the mon-
etary claim may discharge an obligation associated with the delivery of goods
and services or with a legal obligation. The transfer of money may also be a
remittance by a foreign worker to someone in his home country.

The plural of payment is payments, yet the term payments is also used
to denote the totality of hardware, software and institutions associated with
clearing and settlement of payment transactions that ensure the circulation of
money in an economy. The term payments is sometimes substituted by the
term payment system, though the latter term may also refer more narrowly
to the electronic fund transfer systems to which banks and central banks are
connected.

To an economy, payment systems are pivotal, for their effect on the velocity
of money as well as the overall costs of money transfer for effectuation of the
underlying transactions (Manning et al., 2009). The European Central Bank
stresses the contribution of well-designed payment infrastructure to the proper
functioning of markets (ECB, 2010). Along with credit, payment services are a
necessary element to run a profitable business, but the benefits of transferring
funds via financial intermediaries have not been realised for many people around
the world (UN, 2006).

If we build on the above definition of a payment, we can identify what is
necessary to make a payment. Firstly, it takes a payer and a payee, who interact
in an economic transaction. The payer is the individual who pays the monetary
claim whereas the payee is the one who will ultimately receive it. Here, the
term ‘individual’ may refer to people as well as organisations. In principle,
any natural and legal person can alternately act as a payer and a payee, e.g.
households, firms, merchants, firms, hospitals, tax collecting agencies, warring
factions, peacekeeping forces etcetera.

Secondly, the above definition makes clear that a payment involves a mon-
etary claim. As stated in the definition of the BIS, monetary claims typically
take the form of banknotes, i.e. cash, or bank deposits. These two forms of
money are means of payment. Instruments for transferring ownership of money
are also means of payment. Common payment instruments include debit cards,
credit cards, checks, payment orders, traveller’s checks, digital cash, electronic
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purses and stored value cards. To make a payment, the monetary claim needs
to be available to the payer and acceptable to the payee. The latter means that
the receiving actor needs to be willing to accept the transferred monetary claim
as a medium of exchange. The acceptability is closely related to expectations
about the future value of the medium of exchange, as Manning et al. (2009)
recently underlined, and Keynes (1923) did many years earlier. Usually, in an
economy, one or more currency is assigned as legal tender. These are the cur-
rencies which a creditor is obliged to accept as a means to settle a debt. In this
regard, the government that issues the currency can be seen as the ultimate
creditor: it must accept the currency that it issues, for example for fees, fines
and taxes (Wray, 2012).

Finally, to make a payment, there needs to be a connection between the payer
and payee, such that the monetary claim can be successfully transferred. The
channel through which money is transferred may be physical as well as virtual,
through ICT. Contractual relations may be required to make use of channels.
A payer and payee, a means of payment that is available and acceptable, and a
connection between the payer and payee that can serve as a conduit for trans-
ferring money are necessary to make a payment, because it is not possible to
make a payment if one of those conditions is not met.

With regard to the monetary claim, Wray (2012) underlines that money is
a liability of the issuer and an asset of the holder. Moreover, Wray (2012) and
Coggan (2011) stress that money is a promise of the issuer. Money as a medium
of exchange emerged everywhere around the globe. According to Lonergan
(2009), this happens as naturally as the emergence of language and law when
people live together. Jevons (1875) explained that the usefulness of money lies
in the fact that it avoids the so called ‘double coincidence of wants problem’
of barter. Barter means payment in kind between two actors who, in fact,
simultaneously act as a buyer and a seller. The problem of barter is the need
to find an actor who is not only able to provide a certain good or service but
is also willing to receive the good or service offered by the other actor in the
transaction. With money as a medium of exchange, this problem is levied. Yet,
this idea of money does not take into account the many currencies that circulate
world wide and also does not explain why some currencies are even sometimes
rejected. According to Wray (2012), demand for money in a particular unit of
account is created by levying taxes in that currency.

Furthermore, while we identified a payer and payee as necessary actors in a
payment transaction, other actors become involved, if the payer does not per-
sonally hand over cash to the payee, but engages an intermediary who facilitates
the transfer of funds, provided that all actors are connected. Then, the quid and
pro are separated (Greif, 2002). Providers of payment services include commer-
cial banks and remittance companies as well as some mobile phone companies,
like MPESA in Kenya. If relatives and friends are asked for this service, they
can also be seen as some kind of financial intermediaries, though in a more
informal fashion. If money is transferred through a payment system, often a
central bank is involved as well, running the payment systems, regulating and
overseeing it or functioning as a lender of last resort, if need be. Indirectly,
other parties are usually also involved in payments, like a ministry of finance.
Together, the regulators set the formal rules.

Figure 1.1 shows the actors in payments. In this figure, payers and pay-
ees are denoted as users of payment services, intermediaries and central banks
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as providers of these services, and central banks and governmental bodies as
regulators. The payer (debtor) and payee (creditor) are at the bottom. The
horizontal arrow between them represents a payment obligation between them.
If this obligation is settled in cash, the arrow represents the flow of money too.
Moreover, in that case the other actors do not play an active role in the payment
transaction, though ex ante cash may be withdrawn by the payer and ex post
deposited by the payee. In the figure, there are two intermediaries. In case of
interbank money transfer, the intermediary on the left is the debtor’s bank while
the intermediary on the right is the creditor’s bank. Then, the upward arrow
on the left is a payment order this is debited while the downward arrow on the
right means that the bank credits his client’s account. The arrows between the
intermediaries and the central bank indicate interbank clearing and settlement.
The lower part of figure 1.1 resembles the 4-corner model. The dotted line be-
tween the governmental bodies and the central bank does not refer to money
transfer. Instead, it indicates that by rule governmental bodies are related to
the central bank.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Figure 1.1: Actors in payments.

Money transfer is rather special, because unlike transfer of mail and parcels,
for example, transfer of funds generally is not about specific coins or banknotes
and it even does not necessarily involve physical transport. A person who goes
to a nearby office of a remittance company to collect a remitted sum of money,
for example, will not complain if he does not get the exact banknotes that his
relatives brought to a far away office of that company. Moreover, debiting and
crediting counterparts’ deposits balances may also do, as is mentioned in the
above definition of a payment. This peculiarity of money transfer eases long
distance payments, but also paved the way for liquidity saving arrangements,
Ferguson (2009), for example, explained. He wrote that already in medieval
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times, liquidity saving arrangements were developed by merchants and bankers.
Their closely aligned networks of markets and branches in combination with
sophisticated bookkeeping methods substantially lowered the need for physical
transport of coins between trading cities, reducing the costs of fund transfer as
well as the risk of theft.

1.3 The problem of changes in payments under
circumstances of conflict

Financial services, including payment services, support transactions and build
up markets. Conflict circumstances, however, may disrupt payments, as the ex-
amples of Côte d’Ivoire and Syria make clear. Causes of disruption of payments
may be, for example, damage of the electric grid, with operational failure and
unavailability of payment services as result. As a solution, alternative ways of
money transfer may be used, though often with higher costs. In extreme cases,
money cannot be transferred at all. If it concerns business to business transac-
tions, commodities or intermediate products may not be delivered, which may
imply that certain products cannot be produced. In case of business to con-
sumer transactions, specific goods or services may not be consumed by certain
groups while for the business side it means loss of business. If there is a problem
of money transfer between an employer and employees, it means that household
budgets are not replenished in time. Davids and Soeters (2009), for example,
describe the cumbersome process of salary payments of Afghan National Army
personnel and found that subsequently for the personnel itself it was difficult to
get the money home while working far away. From this example it follows that
problems in payments may hinder economic activity.

The example of Iran showed that acceptability of a previously widely ac-
cepted money of account may also decrease under circumstances of (imminent)
war, in relation to expectations about the government’s capacity to maintain
stable currency. Depending on the circumstances, it is also possible that the reg-
ulatory framework needs to be redefined, for example if a conflict is associated
with regime change.

From a transaction cost approach, the problem is that making payments
may become more costly under circumstances of conflict, lowering the financial
resources available for other purposes. With regard to currencies, the stability of
the domestic currency may become problematic. If, for example, inflation spurs,
a turn around in wealth occurs. Instability may also lead to other behavioural
responses, like capital flight or seeking refuge in foreign currency. Moreover, the
circumstances can be such that for a long period of time the economy can get
stuck in a Pareto inferior situation.

All of the above mentioned changes in payments under circumstances of
conflict can be regarded as what North (1990) calls discontinuous change and
Collier (2008) calls development in reverse. The challenge is to return to at
least the pre-war efficiency of payments as soon as possible. In a post-conflict
phase this is not an easy task, according to Castillo (2008). She argues that
post-conflict reconstruction differs from ‘development as usual’, not in the least
place because multinational organisations like the IMF as well as peacekeeping
forces are often involved. Apart from their mandated tasks, peacekeeping forces
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may substantially interfere in the local market, with unintended consequences to
prices, power relations between parties, but also to acceptance of local currency,
leaving Van Duren (2010), based on his experience with contracting by ISAF in
Afghanistan, to conclude that money is ammunition. With this, he means that
contracting by peacekeeping forces may have an effect on a peace process just
like the use of real ammunition can. Yet, it is important to realise that conflicts’
effects may not all be negative; the necessity of post-conflict reconstruction may
also provide impetus for reform.

Recently, attention to currencies in relation to order is increasing. Based on
analyses of past currency crisis Rickards (2011), for example, foresees currency
wars in the future, as does Coggan (2011) who also conveys the message that
the future world order relates to currencies. Both authors build their ideas on
events in the past, including the global financial crisis in the 1920s and early
1930s, as well as the present-day financial crisis. In his analysis, Rickards
(2011) puts emphasis on relative stocks of currency and gold held by countries.
He claims that changes in these positions may seriously undermine confidence in
particular currencies and as a consequence affect the strength of the currencies,
which in turn may result in a wave of panic on financial markets and among the
public, affecting national security. Coggan (2011), instead, puts the nature of
money at the center. He argues that the new world order is determined by the
ways governments can keep the promise that is associated with the money. So,
according to him, the crux is that money is just a promise. For an understanding
of post-conflict economies, Coats (2005) argues that currencies and payment
channels should be studied in relation to each other.

1.4 Understanding change

For an understanding of economic change in general and changes in payments
in particular, we acknowledge the importance of institutions. Scholars in New
Institutional Economics take the view that individual behaviour is shaped by
institutions, from which it follows that change in behaviour is related to change
in institutions. North (1990, page 3) defines institutions as follows: ‘the rules
of the game in society or, more formally, the humanly devised constraints that
shape human interaction’. Examples of informal constraints include codes of
conduct, norms of behaviour and conventions, whereas formal constraints in-
clude political (and judicial) rules, economic rules and contracts (North, 1990).
According to Williamson (2000), informal rules usually change at a slow pace,
while formal rules can change more quickly. This notion is important if we want
to understand changes in payments, because it means that it may take time be-
fore the behaviour of individuals is adequately aligned with new formal rules for
money transfer channels and currencies, for example. Kosse and Jansen (2011),
for example, found that payment choices of migrants, who were confronted with
new rules after migration, continued to be affected by habits acquired in their
home countries.

The idea of ‘institutions as rules’ can be very useful if one is interested in
what rules are preferred by politicians, for example what currency regime, or in
what contracts there are, like terms of use of bank accounts. But Greif (2006)
stresses that though rules and contracts are behavioural prescriptions, they can
be ignored by individuals. So, in order to have effect, individuals must be
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motivated to follow (new) formal rules, by beliefs, expectations and internalized
norms, he explains. This reasoning is reflected by his definition of institutions
as a system of rules, beliefs, norms and organisations that together generate
regularity of behaviour (Greif, 2006, page 30).

In a recent publication, North et al. (2009) also added beliefs to the defini-
tion of institution, stating that institutions also shape individuals’ opinions and
beliefs of other individuals’ future behaviour. Furthermore, North et al. (2009,
page 15) state that institutions include “formal rules, written laws, formal social
conventions, informal norms of behaviour, and shared beliefs about the world,
as well as the means of enforcement”. Moreover, they argue, institutions not
only constrain behaviour, but also “structure the way individuals form beliefs
and opinions about how other people will behave” (North et al., 2009, page 15).
With regard to currencies, beliefs may be of particular importance if we see
money as a social construction of the mind, as did Ferguson (2009), who states
that the value of money is no more nor less than the value assigned to it.

For an understanding of economic change, it is also important to include the
effect of institutions on transaction costs (Williamson, 1998, 2000). Transaction
costs are the costs above and beyond the costs of what is being exchanged, like
the costs of information gathering, travel expenses and opportunity costs of the
time spent on the transaction, including time spent on the payment part of the
transaction. Focussing on the transfer of money, the payer’s costs for payments
add to the amount paid for whatever is being exchanged while the payee’s costs
of receiving money lower the net amount received. A change in institutions
for payments may result in lower transaction costs, which makes trade more
profitable, for example.

While examining institutions is a useful pursuit for an increased understand-
ing of change within an economy, it can also be of help in an attempt to under-
stand differences in performance among countries. In their book ‘Why nations
fail’, Acemoglu and Robinson (2013) argue that it is institutions that can ex-
plain why some countries are rich and some countries are poor. Moreover, they
explicitly put aside the hypotheses of geography, culture, and ignorance as could
they explain differences in wealth. In a more formal manner, North (2005) states
the same. He attributes the differences in performance of different societies to
the differences in so called ‘adaptive efficiency’, which refers to the flexibility of
institutions to respond to political and economic feedback. Rigidities and erro-
neous beliefs, for example, may hinder a society to make fundamental changes,
he argues. This concept can be of help when examining processes in post-conflict
reconstruction, for example, or the delay of a much-needed currency reform.

Akerlof and Schiller (2009) assign animal spirits as the driving force of the
economy. Animal spirits comprise confidence and its multipliers, fairness, cor-
ruption and bad faith, and stories. Hyperinflation, for example, can be under-
stood in the light of animal spirits. They argue that it is the government’s task
to make errant animal spirits less strong if they occur - or to prevent errant an-
imal spirits in the first place. So, though Akerlof and Schiller (2009) emphasise
human psychology, they implicitly also address adaptive efficiency.

Insights from sociology may also be of relevance for an understanding of
dynamics of payments. Of interest is a paper of Granovetter (1978) on thresh-
olds. From his paper it can be inferred that the occurrence of change relates
to the distribution of individual’s thresholds. With thresholds he means the
number of other actors who must make a certain choice before an actor will do
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so. He convincingly argued that the distribution of thresholds may lead to the
paradoxical situation of an aggregate outcome that does not seem consistent
with the underlying preferences. Take for example the choice of currency. If
most individuals only want to use foreign currency if their neighbour does so
too, but don’t prefer an overall switch to foreign currency, still the economy
can end up in a situation where foreign currency is common if there also are
a few individuals with a lower threshold, namely those who start using foreign
currency irrespective of what others do. Yet, because those have neighbours,
they will trigger their neighbours who will triggers theirs and so on.

Unintended consequences of individual behaviour are studied by Schelling,
among others. Schelling (1973, 1978) explored the relationship between choices
of individuals in the context of the social aggregate to which they belong and the
characteristics of this aggregate. He provided analyses of various situations in
which the macro outcome produced by micro level behaviour, i.e. of individuals,
may be inconsistent with what was intended on micro level. The point is that
individuals include how many others will make a certain choice in their decision-
making, while their own choice incurs externalities on the others. In short, an
individual who can choose between alternative A and B, of which A delivers
the highest payoff, refrains from choosing A because the other players do not
choose A, while the other players decide by similar reasoning, with the result
that all choose B, while they would have been better off if they had both chosen
A. Only after a certain threshold is passed, i.e. when sufficiently many others
have chosen A, the equilibrium will tip to A. Moreover, once this tipping point is
passed, the change may go fast. Elaborating on these concepts of tipping points,
thresholds and collective behaviour, recently, Gladwell (2009) wrote a book in
which he analyses a variety of occurrences of rapid change. First published in
2000, his book has become an international bestseller. Some of the changes we
found in payments may be regarded as tipping points. Then, it is interesting to
uncover what caused a tip.

More recently and from a different angle, the role of network size and struc-
tures for explaining the speed and direction as well as the aggregate outcome of
change is increasingly studied. Easly and Kleinberg (2010), for example, pro-
vide a comprehensive overview of theory and applications in markets and social
networks. Developments in information and communication technology seem to
increase connectedness in the world, but according to Castells (2004, page xvii)
“technology cannot be considered independently of its social context”. This
notion is important, because it helps to understand differences in use of internet
banking, for example. The ideas of the before mentioned authors build on the
theoretical foundations of Burt (1992), a sociologist who elaborated the con-
cept of structural holes in understanding markets, and of Granovetter (1973),
who suggested investigating social networks with the purpose of understanding
micro-level interaction and macro-level patterns. He became known for his the-
ory on the strength of weak ties. He argued that strong ties, for their local effect
of cohesion, may lead to overall fragmentation, while weak ties link individuals
or small groups that are different, which creates opportunities. More specifi-
cally, Rochet and Tirole (2006) and Chakravorti (2010), for example, explain
how the characteristic two-sided network structure of the market for payment
services affects growth potential of payment networks and affects the overall
costs of payments to a society. The point that they make is that membership
of a payment platform is attractive for an individual only if there are sufficient
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members on the other side of the platform. Because this is true for both sides,
the challenge is to get both sides on board. Bolt and Chakravorti (2008) go fur-
ther, and explore different price structures of card networks from welfare point
of view.

Finally, as a tool for understanding economic behaviour and change, game
theory is increasingly applied in economic studies and policy research. Wydick
(2008), for example, applies game theory to understand economic development.
In particular, he succeeded in illuminating why it is difficult to bring about
change. Game theory is applied to understand co-operation (see for example
Axelrod (1984), Nowak and May (1992) and Nowak et al. (1993)) as well as
conflict (see for example Schelling (1960)). Moreover, one could also say that
for an understanding of conflict it is important to understand co-operation.
Ostrom (1990) explored the common-pool resource problem with game theory.
More specifically, Penard (2008) emphasises the usefulness of applying game
theory in the analysis of institutions, for example by studying a commitment
problem as a principal-agent game. All these authors build on the seminal work
of Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944), Theory of Games and Economic
Behavior.

1.5 Gap

Several studies on payment habits have been conducted, in particular by central
banks. Often, these entail large surveys that provide insight in relative usage of
cash and non-cash payments methods and focus on determinants like age, in-
come and level of education, type of transactions or point-of-sale characteristics
(see for example Bagnall et al. (2014); Bounie and Francois (2006); Hernandez
et al. (2014); Jonker (2005); Schreft (2006)). The extent to which the survey
results are related to the context, in particular to the institutional and politi-
cal context, is generally limited, while for an understanding of payments under
circumstances of conflict, we believe this should be incorporated in the analysis
for a more in-depth understanding.

In literature on payments, costs of fund transfer receive much attention.
Various studies show that cash-based payments are most costly (Humphrey
et al., 2003; Brits and Winder, 2005; Garcia-Swartz et al., 2006; Humphrey and
McAndrews, 2010; Zandi and Singh, 2010). Humphrey et al. (2003), for example,
calculated that a shift from paper money to electronic money may save a country
1% of its GDP annually, which means that a society could benefit if it moves
towards a cashless society. A more recent study in developed countries suggests
that a shift from paper money to electronic money has a positive spin-off such
that it increases GDP (Zandi and Singh, 2010). Calculations of the opposite,
i.e. costs of a shift towards more cash or of the negative spin-off if obstructions
in electronic money transfer receive less attention.

Access to financial intermediaries as to realise costs savings on payments, is
often studied in relation to economic development. See for example the so called
‘Blue Book’ of the United Nations (UN, 2006) that advocates financial inclu-
sion in developing countries. The World Bank (2014), in the Global Financial
Development Report 2014, also stresses that financial inclusion is important for
development and poverty reduction, and is pleased to note the subject has gained
increased attention of policy makers. The report also contains worldwide data
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on the levels of financial inclusion of countries. While some developing coun-
tries may have experienced conflict recently and are in a process of economic
reconstruction of which improving financial inclusion can be a part, the focus of
this literature is not specifically on conflict situations. Moreover, according to
the Consultative Group to Assist the Poor (CGAP, 2012), a partnership that
seeks to advance financial inclusion, a remaining research gap is the relation
between financial exclusion and financial stability, i.e. viewing the matter from
a different perspective, which seems sensible when studying payments under
circumstances of conflict.

Recently, in the discussion on access to payment services, the two-sidedness
of the market for payment services is gaining attention. While these theoret-
ical explorations are insightful, they are not specifically concerned with this
challenge after conflict.

Finally, if we look at literature on causes, impact and consequences of con-
flict, then it appears that little research is done on the micro-level dynamics of
conflict. For example, only recently, an EU funded research programme called
MICROCON started with the specific aim of proposing and conducting new
research on this level (Justino et al., 2013). Justino et al. (2013) state that
policy effectiveness is sometimes low and state- and peace-building processes
sometimes remain weak, because we lack a systematic understanding of the in-
terplay between violent conflict and development. By including the micro-level
dynamics of conflict, they argue, we can improve this understanding.

1.6 Research objective and questions

Acknowledging the relevance of payments in an economy and noting a research
gap when it comes to the relation between payments and conflict, the research
objective of this study was defined as follows:

To increase an understanding of how and why changes occur with
regard to payment modes and the currencies in which payments are
made in the prelude to a conflict, during a conflict and in the after-
math of a conflict and how these changes relate to economic activity,
by doing multiple case studies in which institutions and networks rel-
evant for payments and significant actors within them in countries
recently affected by conflict are described and analysed.

Four research questions are central in this study. These questions are:

1. What shapes decision-making with regard to payment modes and the cur-
rencies in which payments are made, with what economic outcome and
how does a conflict affect the decision process?

2. What series of changes in payments may occur in the prelude to a conflict,
during conflict and in the aftermath of a conflict?

3. What accounts for changes in payments and the economic outcome of those
changes in the prelude to a conflict, during conflict and in the aftermath
of a conflict?

4. To what extent does the conflict account for the changes in payments in
the prelude to a conflict, during conflict and in the aftermath of a conflict?
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The first research question is theoretical. It seeks to gain insight in the
micro-level dynamics of payments and attempts to relate this to macro-level
performance as well as conflict. Exploration of the literature led to the devel-
opment of an analytical framework of payments, conflict and economic activity
(chapter 2). Payment modes are defined and a unilateral decision-making model
is development. Moreover, an ideal type of payments is defined as well as a cat-
egorisation of change away from and towards this ideal. This framework is
applied in the rest of the study.

The second research question is empirical. It is answered for two selected
cases, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia, against the background of the breakup
of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, in hope that these cases
would deliver generally applicable insights. The answer to this question consists
of two economic histories (chapter 5 and 6) of major changes in payments that
occurred in the case countries in the years that preceded the conflict that the
case countries went through, as well as the years during the conflict and the
aftermath.

The third and fourth research question are answered empirically and ana-
lytically (chapter 7). In answering the third research question, the case study
findings are understood using the analytical framework, developed by answering
the first research question. It builds on the assumption that social phenomena
that we can observe, are the outcome of decisions of interacting individuals
(Scharpf, 1997). Therefore, this question is answered with a microeconomic
analysis of the series of changes found in the two cases.

The fourth research question aims to relate the changes in payments to the
the breakup of the SFRY and particularly to the conflict that the case countries
went through, described in chapter 4.

Central in the study are decisions of individuals with regard to how to pay
or be paid to settle a transaction and the efforts to economise on transfer of
money. It is the users’ ‘play of the game’ when they interact that ultimately
determines what currencies and money transfer channels come to the fore at
macro level. However, the options they can choose from as well as the extent
to which they can economize on payments also relates to the level of providers
and regulators. For this reason, the study is a multilevel analysis, including the
levels of users, providers and regulators.

For the analysis of individual decisions, tools from game theory were used
for those decisions that have a strategic element, i.e. for those decisions of
which the outcome depends not only on one’s own decision, but also on the
decisions of the one with whom an actor interacts. The usefulness of game
theory in studying interpersonal behaviour and analysing strategic behaviour
is underlined by Penard (2008), who also states that for this very reason it
has become an essential tool in economics. Another advantage of game theory,
according to Gintis (2009b), is that it allows to speak clearly about social reality.
And last but not least game theory urges the need to pay detailed attention
to the circumstances in which an interaction takes place, as the outcome of
interaction may hinge on institutional details (Bowles, 2006).
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1.7 Contribution

The study is conducted with the intention to make a contribution to the think-
ing about the economic aspects of conflict. This is done by choosing a subject,
namely payments, that is rarely investigated in relation to conflict, but is highly
relevant to an economic system, and therefore requires due attention in post-
conflict reconstruction. The study adds to the literature on the economics of
conflict in general and institutional and network aspects with regard to payment
systems under circumstances of conflict in particular. The study can serve as
a base for policy making on these aspects. This may encompass policy directly
related to payment systems and currencies, but also to policies of aid organisa-
tions concerning the choice of payment modes and currencies when they make
payments in countries affected by conflict.

The social relevance of this study is that it attempts to contribute to think-
ing about ways that reduce the impact of conflict on an economy as well as
the risk of conflict. Furthermore, this study attempts to show that directing ef-
fort towards reconstructing payments in post-conflict situations is to the benefit
of comprehensive post-conflict reconstruction processes as improved payments
lower costs made by organisations locally involved in post-conflict reconstruc-
tion, including the military and aid organisations.

The scientific relevance of this study is fourfold. Firstly, it connects a micro
level analysis of payments to patterns at macro level. Secondly, it delivers an
analytical framework of payments, conflict and economic activity that could
be useful for further research on the subject. Thirdly, it yields overviews of
changes in payments before, during and after conflict for the cases of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Serbia, which could be of interest for those who are interested in
the history of payments in those countries. Finally, it contains game theoretical
applications in a field in which it has not been applied much before.

1.8 Thesis setup

The thesis setup, schematically summarised in figure 1.2, is as follows. The
current chapter forms the starting point of the thesis. In chapter 2, building
on the theoretical background briefly introduced in this chapter, an analytical
framework of payments, conflict and economic activity is developed, following
from the need for such a framework for making sense of the case study data.
By knowledge of the researcher, there was no suitable framework available. The
framework puts individual actors at the center of the analysis of institutions
for payments, an approach is coined actor-centered institutionalism by Scharpf
(1995). Furthermore, the framework emphasises network effects on individual
behaviour as well as the economic outcome.

Chapter 3 is dedicated to the methodology applied in this study. It expli-
cates the logic that combines the research objectives and research questions with
the analytical framework and the case study findings. It is explained why a case
study method is chosen as the overarching research method. Furthermore, it
is explained how empirical evidence from multiple sources of evidence was col-
lected and combined (Yin, 2009), including interviews with experts, documents,
archival data, direct observations as well as physical artefacts of payments, like
banknotes.
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The following three chapters constitute the empirical part of the thesis. First,
in chapter 4, the context of the case study is described, formed by the breakup of
the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in the 1990s. The description
of the context is relevant for a full understanding of changes in payments in the
societies under study. Next, in chapter 5 and 6, for the case of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Serbia respectively, historical overviews of changes in payments
are provided. In those chapters, per case, in chronological order, major changes
with respect to the payment system, the payment network, the legal tender and
the currency regime are described.

In chapter 7, the case study findings are analysed per case as well as cross-
case, putting the empirical evidence in perspective with use of the analytical
framework of chapter 2. For several occasions, the strategic behaviour of actors
at multiple levels in payments is interpreted with tools from game theory. A
cross-case comparison in addition to per case analysis is recommended by Yin
(2009), for it increases support for generalizing conclusions from the case studies,
though going from specific cases to general statements is perhaps the toughest
hurdle a researcher has to take (Brousseau and Glachant, 2008). Chapter 8,
finally, contains a discussion, conclusion and recommendations.

Discussion and conclusion
Chapter 8

Analysis

Chapter 7

Case Serbia
Chapter 6

Case Bosnia and Herzegovina

Chapter 5

Context: breakup of the SFRY

Chapter 4

Methodology

Chapter 3

Analytical framework

Chapter 2

Introduction
Chapter 1

?

?

?

?

?

Figure 1.2: Thesis setup.



Chapter 2

Analytical framework of
payments, conflict and
economic activity

2.1 Introduction

The current chapter relates to the first research question, which seeks to find
what shapes decisions with regard to payment modes and the currencies in
which payments are made, with what economic outcome and how a conflict
affects the decision-making process. Moreover, building on theories on insti-
tutions, networks, money and payment systems, this chapter contains an ana-
lytical framework that outlines how the research problem is approached in the
current study. It is developed because a suitable framework that specifically
addresses changes in payments under circumstances of conflict was not found
in the literature, while an analytical framework is useful, as it “help[s] organize
the observed world and connect it to the research problem” (Shields, 1998).

The type of framework emerged from the research problem (Shields, 1998),
the problem for the current study being a fall back in efficiency of money trans-
fer and persistence of choices of currencies with negative impact on the economy,
under circumstances of conflict and (imminent) regime change, when institutions
may change. Our endeavour is to understand how and why these problems oc-
cur and how and why actors in payments make choices in such situation. In our
view, a useful framework to study this problem is New Institutional Economics,
building on the ideas of North (1990) among others. This framework connects
institutions to individual behaviour and overall economic outcome via the con-
cept of transaction costs. This line of thinking is elaborated in the previous
chapter and forms the meta-level of the analytical framework developed in the
current chapter. But because we want to study our problem in more detail
and be more specific in our findings, we need a more narrowly defined micro-
conceptual framework, nested in the meta-level framework (Shields, 1998). In
part, this framework, in the words of Shields (1998), was ‘invented’ by the re-
searcher, while other parts were ‘found’, just as the meta-level framework. The
way of reasoning that she implicitly seems to refer to, is abductive reasoning.

15
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Richardson and Kramer (2006) argue that with abductive reasoning, based on
theory, a way of thinking can be developed that remains flexible and heuris-
tic. This is especially useful when there is new and surprising empirical data.
We believe that the latter is true for the current research, because changes in
payments under circumstances of conflict are not extensively studied, and are
expected to differ from development under peaceful circumstances. Abduction
differs from deduction and induction. Deduction means that general rules are
applied to a specific case. Induction starts with an observation of a specific and
ends with the best explanation, at least for the moment. Abduction means that
a new idea or hypothesis is added, from general rules and a specific result.

Shields (1998) distinguishes five types of conceptual frameworks on the mi-
crolevel and explicitly relates these to types of research purposes. The current
study has the purpose of increasing an understanding. If we follow her cluster-
ing of theory and method, an appropriate conceptual framework for our study
is of what she calls the ‘practical ideal type’. As the name suggests, this type of
framework is based on Max Weber’s ideal type. An ideal type is a construct usu-
ally based on the concept of rationality that is helpful for understanding reality;
it is not meant as truth. The ideal type is not necessarily what a researcher
will find in reality, but it is a heuristic device that functions as a benchmark.
The idea is that observed deviations from the ideal type will lead to deeper
understanding of social phenomena. In our framework, we construct a practical
ideal type of payments and define categories of change away from ideal as well
as towards ideal.

Since we embrace the concept of rationality as the basis for our ideal types,
let us first briefly summarise what this entails. A rational actor is assumed
to choose his actions in accordance with his preference relation over respec-
tive outcomes (Gintis, 2009b). Provided the preference relation is consistent,
individual’s preferences can be represented by a utility function. A utility func-
tion expresses the preferred order of alternatives or it assigns real numbers to
outcomes. Utility can be interpreted as the subjective value attributed to a
particular outcome. A rational actor is assumed to maximise his utility func-
tion, under given conditions and constraints. As such, utility guides individual
decision-making. It should be noted that, as opposed to the concept of homo
economicus that prevailed in Walrasian models, we assume that actors do not act
exclusively selfishly, but may also desire to be cooperative, and that behaviour
has strategic elements as people exercise certain power in social interaction
(Bowles and Gintis, 2000).

Although the concept of rationality is often regarded as being too rigid and
therefore not suitable for economic analysis, Myerson (1999) argues that models
based on the concept of rationality are useful, for they deliver a good benchmark.
The model tells you what rational people would do, which does not necessarily
differ from what you empirically find.

Our model puts actors at the center of the analysis in order to understand
aggregate outcome (Scharpf, 1997). Though most part of the framework is con-
cerned with the users level, it incorporates providers and regulators as well.
Moreover, it must be noted that the term ‘individual’ should be broadly inter-
preted; it may refer to natural persons, but also to households, firms, govern-
mental bodies, non-governmental organisations, multilateral organisations and
other organisations. The models of behaviour in our framework are formalised
with mathematics, in particular game theory and network theory, to increase
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analytical clarity.

The structure of the chapter is as follows. First, the basic framework is
developed, formed by a unilateral decision tree, which leads to distinct payment
modes. Second, the framework focusses on payer-payee interaction, i.e. the
situations in which respective preferences come together. Subsequently, the
framework scales up to networks of payers, payees, financial service providers
and central banks. Next, the framework turns to the question of currencies
by which to make payments. Then, issues on the level of payment systems
are addressed, including settlement schemes and settlement risk. Ultimately,
the practical ideal type of payments is defined and a categorisation of changes
payments towards this ideal and away from this ideal is presented. The latter
categories are of particular importance for studying payments under adverse
circumstances, like conflict. The chapter ends with a conclusion.

2.2 Payment modes

Payments can be made in numerous ways. Often several payment options coex-
ist, like cash payments, electronic banking and mobile banking all at the same
time, while sets of options may differ from time to time and from place to
place. The actual way a payment is made can be regarded as the outcome of
decision-making by interacting individuals, under given circumstances. In the
next section, we turn to payer-payee interaction, but first we will identify de-
termining conditions and key decisions from individual perspective, as to model
choices and define generic categories of outcomes, we call payment modes. The
payment modes comprise: 1) de facto personal transfer of money, 2) voluntarily
personal transfer of money, 3) impersonal transfer of money, and 4) impersonal
transfer of money with third party enforcement. This is a ‘natural’ grouping of
payment options. Specific payment options mentioned before can be grouped in
these payment modes. Moreover, the model is not constrained to specific types
of payers and payees involved or numbers of payers and payees in a particular
transaction; it applies to retail, commercial and wholesale payments as well as
to one-to-one transactions, one-to-many transactions and many-to-one transac-
tions. Because of the generic categories, our model has no limits with regard
to application in both cases over the whole period of interest. This facilitates
comparison. Furthermore, a generic model can be applied in other cases as well
in further research.

Our categorisation of payment modes builds on the types of economic ex-
change distinguished by North (1990, page 34-35). Like him, we distinguish a
personal and an impersonal pattern. With personal money transfer, we mean
that the payer personally hands over money to the payee, usually in the form
of banknotes and coins, but it may also be commodity money. In literature,
this payment mode may be referred to as face-to-face payment (see for example
ECB (2010, page 353)). With impersonal money transfer, we mean that money
is transferred via an intermediary. In that case, banknotes, coins or commodity
money may likewise be passed, though not directly, while it may also be bank de-
posits of which the ownership is transferred. Our definition of impersonal money
transfer includes point-of-sales payments as well as remote payments, for exam-
ple. In line with North (1990), we further specify impersonal money transfer in
an informal mode and a formal mode, which differ with respect to the types of
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safeguards. Formal safeguards include the institutional arrangements governing
financial intermediaries and terms of use of financial services, which can ulti-
mately be enforced by a third party, i.e. the judiciary. This applies to formal
intermediaries like banks and non-bank financial intermediaries offering payment
services on contract basis. In contrast, informal safeguards cannot be enforced
by the judiciary. Instead, the transfer of money by informal intermediaries is
safeguarded by other mechanisms, of which examples include kinship (North,
1990), social relationships, reciprocity (Williamson, 1985; Axelrod, 1984), repu-
tation (Greif, 2006) and honour. The Hawala system is an example of a widely
operating informal payment network (Addison et al., 2001a). But with informal
intermediaries we also refer to occasional arrangements with family members
and friends, for example, who may function as informal intermediaries. With
informal safeguards, the role of the state is minimal, whereas with formal safe-
guards, there is a set of rules and an effective judicial system. The emphasis on
safeguards is particularly useful when studying payments under circumstances
of a weak state, violence or disorder.

In our model, the determining condition affecting the choice of how to trans-
fer money is access to one or more intermediaries. The presence of an intermedi-
ary increases the freedom of choice. One of the two key decisions in our model is
whether to engage an intermediary one has access to. We see this as a matter of
balancing the valuation and costs of engaging an intermediary for money trans-
fer. The other key decision is whether to rely on informal or formal safeguards
when an intermediary is employed. Our decision-making model is derived from
the simple contracting schema of Williamson (1985). In his contracting schema,
the decisions of performing a task one selves or having the task done by someone
else on contract basis is central. Moreover, his micro-level model appeared very
useful for an understanding of the aggregate level outcome, which is in line what
we are trying to achieve.

The payment modes correspond to the key conditions and key decisions.
Figure 2.1 displays the sequence of choices along the branches of the decision
tree, while the payment modes are depicted by the leaves of the decision-making
tree. This is the basic micro-level framework.

The following assumptions underlie our model. As stated earlier, the basic
assumption is that actors decide rationally. Second, the model assumes that
the payer is solvent; else, of course, the transaction cannot proceed. The model
also assumes that the payer and payee have agreed upon a currency. In a later
section, this simplification is discussed. Furthermore, the model assumes that
the circumstances of the transaction comprising connections and formal and in-
formal safeguards are given, i.e. the set of alternatives does not change during
a transaction. However, they may be changed after each and every transaction
just like the preferences over the outcomes may change over time. Moreover, it
is assumed that contracts are not complete and costless (Williamson, 1985), and
that people are not fully informed, for example about all details of a payment
service provider or about a specific payment method, for reasons of costliness of
information gathering as well as difficulties in information processing. In this re-
spect, North (1990, page 27) states that ‘the costliness of information is the key
to the cost of transacting, which consists of measuring the valuable attributes
[. . . ] and the costs of protecting rights and policing and enforcing contracts’.
Though incomplete contracts and incomplete information entail risk and uncer-
tainty, this can by levied by institutions, comprising formal and informal rules.
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Figure 2.1: Unilateral payments decision tree (based on Williamson (1985) and
North (1990)).

As such, institutions reduce transaction costs.

Let us return to the decision tree in figure 2.1. It contains a sequence of
choices from individual perspective. The decision-making starts in the upper
left corner of the tree and ends at a particular payment mode, depending on the
choices made along the tree. An actor may also appear indifferent to two or more
payment modes. If the actor has a need to transfer money to achieve a certain
goal, in our model, the first thing an actor does is to assess his freedom of choice
of how to transfer money. This means that he ascertains whether he is connected
to an intermediary, and, if so, of what type, i.e. an informal intermediary, a
formal intermediary or both. If the actor is not connected to an intermediary,
i.e. intermediary = 0, there is no choice but to transfer money personally
to settle the transaction. If, instead, a connection between the actor and an
intermediary is optional, meaning the physical and virtual requirements are met
as to create a physical or virtual path along which the money can be transferred,
i.e. intermediary > 0, the actor balances the subjective value and the total
costs of personal and impersonal transfer of money. If there is only one type
of intermediary available, it is a binary choice. Else, the actor also weighs the
pros and cons of informal and formal intermediaries as to finally decide upon a
specific payment mode. Here, it is important to acknowledge that the actor may
not be fully informed about the alternatives or is cognitively not able to assess
the best course of action. This thinking about the bounds of rationality was
first published by Simon (1972). From the limits, he concluded that individuals
satisfice rather than maximise. It should be noted that this does not interfere
with the view on rationality as acting in accordance with ones preference relation
(Gintis, 2009a). It just means that the preference relation may be based on
incomplete information or may stem from inadequate consideration of the pros
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and cons of the respective alternatives.
What determines the subjective value of money transfer via an intermedi-

ary? We assume it is a combination of the ease of use and the convenience
of using a particular mode. Humphrey and McAndrews (2010), for example,
mention convenience as one of the main drivers for the current transition from
paper to electronic non-cash payments. With ease of use we mean how easy it
is to go through the steps that are necessary in order to make a payment in
a particular mode. Convenience is broader. Convenience includes transaction
speed, liquidity saving and possibilities of keeping track on expenses (Hernandez
et al., 2014), but also, from a malicious standpoint, the opportunities for tax
evasion and corruption, for example. Reasons for non-cash payments may also
include perceptions of safety and security. Kosse (2010) found that Dutch con-
sumers’ perceptions regarding the likelihood and consequences of possible safety
incidents in a payment system affect cash and debit card usage. With cards,
for example, there is the risk of skimming, i.e. the theft of card information,
while for example by phishing e-mails or hacking criminals try to acquire details
they can use to steal money. Security relates to the chance of robbery. With
no or only a low amount of cash in one’s purse, cash register or safe, a person,
shop or firm, for example, becomes a less interesting target for a criminal who
is out to steal money, though he may not only be interested in cash but also in
credit cards. Bagnall et al. (2014) found that among countries perceptions with
regard to security have different effects on the choice between cash and non-cash
payment methods. For consumers in Austria, they found that when consumers
rate high with regard to their perceptions of security, they prefer cash, while in
Canada they found that there it is the other way around. Finally, the size of the
transaction may affect the valuation of an intermediary. Bagnall et al. (2014),
for example, found that in seven western countries cash usage by consumers
in a way that corresponds to personal transfer in our categorisation is strongly
negatively correlated with transaction size. Moreover, it is also conceivable that
the transaction size affects the choice between informal and formal safeguards.

What determines the costs? The costs include the costs of the payment
option, like usage charges, increased by the costs above and beyond, including
the cost of information gathering about the specificities of the mode and the
actors a long the channel. Most importantly, information is required about the
trustworthiness of the intermediary. Arrow (1972) argues that any transaction,
but in particular those that stretch some time, require a certain element of trust.
Other elements of the total costs may include time, effort, travel expenses, the
costs of money being lost, stolen or miscalculated, and the costs of cash handling
and holding liquidity. Information and communication technology can play a
role in cost reduction on these aspects.

In those occasions in which the actor values the use of an intermediary lower
than the associated total costs, i.e. v(intermediary) < C(intermediary), he will
decide to transfer money personally, on voluntary base. From this, it follows
that personal transfer is not restricted to the unbanked; banked individuals may
also prefer personal transfer of money for particular transactions. Opposite, if
v(intermediary) > C(intermediary), the actor will decide to have the money
transferred impersonally. In this case, an additional decision is required. This
concerns the type of safeguards: informal or formal. Again, circumstances dic-
tate whether the actor has a choice or that the outcome is determined by fact;
formally safeguarded payment systems may not always be available as may in-
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formal networks for money transfer. If there is a choice, the outcome depends
on the preference order of the actor over formal and informal safeguards. Here,
trust in the intermediary is important as well as trust in the associated institu-
tions. From a broad perspective, the latter include politicians, for their role in
law-making and policy development.

Our model assumes that the value of using an intermediary is subjectively
determined. From this assumption we can explain that preference relations
differ among actors, even if the costs are the same to them. What is easy to one
person may not be easy to another, while what is considered convenient by one
may be seen as a drawback to another. Moreover, the way one makes payments
may well be habitual behaviour, which is often hard to change. With the same
reasoning we can also explain why an actor may vary his choices, thereby fitting
his choices to the underlying transactions, although he may have a dominant
mode.

It is important to note that individual optimization does not necessarily
produce optimal results from social perspective (Bowles, 2006) and vice versa.
Analysis of empirical data on social costs and benefits of several payment modes
and methods provides evidence for this notion. Humphrey et al. (2001) and
Humphrey et al. (2003), for example, compared several payments methods and
calculated that societies could reach cost savings up to 1% of GDP when cash
payments are replaced by cashless payments. Balancing cash and cashless pay-
ments, Garcia-Swartz et al. (2006) and Zandi and Singh (2010) also advocate
a move towards a cashless society. These studies suggest that personal transfer
of money is the most costly form of transferring money for society as whole,
but from the perspective of payers and payees this may not be obvious; a cash
payment may appear cheapest. Analytically, this can be explained in terms
of network externalities that users of payment systems accrue to others but
probably do not take into account while making a decision.

Finally, we ask how a conflict may affect the individual decision making. In
principle, a conflict may have an impact on all factors that shape the decision
making, i.e. on the availability of intermediaries, on the balance of costs and
the value of engaging an intermediary, and on the formal and informal rules of
transferring money. The larger the share of payments through a formal payment
system, the larger the effect can be on the overall efficiency of payments in a
society if this system cannot be used or is no longer preferred. This can be
explained not only by an increase of transaction costs, but also by an increase
of liquidity need, as explained in a following section.

2.3 Payer-payee interaction

Even if the circumstances from the perspective of one actor are ideal and he has
several modes and currencies to choose from, which means in principle he can
economise on payments, his attempts are constrained, namely by the choices
of the actor(s) he transacts with, because successful transfer requires mutually
consistent decisions. An actor does not know for sure in advance whether his
unilaterally preferred payment mode will be the actual payment mode by which
a monetary claim will be transferred. To illustrate this proposition, a payer’s and
payee’s decisions are confronted with each other in table 2.1. The table shows
the outcomes of all combinations of unilateral decisions of a payer and payee
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→ Payer No intermediary vINT < CINT Informal Formal

↓ Payee safeguards safeguards

No Personal transfer Personal transfer – –
intermediary (de facto) (semi-voluntarily)

vINT < CINT Personal transfer Personal transfer – –
(semi-voluntarily) (voluntarily)

Informal – – Impersonal –
safeguards transfer

Formal – – – Impersonal

safeguards transfer with

third party

enforcement

Table 2.1: Outcomes of payer-payee interaction.

respectively. It shows where a payer and payee will arrive, given their respective
preferences under specific circumstances. In a specific transaction, the payer and
payee are distinct individuals, but it should be noted that individuals can be in
the state of payer and of payee.

Since successful transfer of money requires compatible decisions with regard
to payment modes, it appears that of the sixteen combinations of unilateral
decisions no more than six of them instantly match whereas ten do not match.
While the first are indicated by the resulting payment mode, the latter are
indicated by a minus sign in table 2.1. Personal transfer of money resulting from
a combination of distinct preferences concerning personal transfer (de facto and
voluntarily) is called semi-voluntarily, because at least one of the actors had no
choice but to transfer personally. This adds one payment mode to our model.

In reality, even more occasions exist than displayed in figure 2.1 in which
there is a matching problem, because it can occur that though the payer and
payee both prefer to engage the same type of intermediary, i.e. formal or in-
formal, their preferences for specific intermediaries are incompatible. This is
the case when there is no path all the way from the payer and payee along
the respective intermediaries. From these types of matching problems it follows
that a rise of intermediaries in payments in fact leads to the return of a double
coincidence of wants problem, which was once solved by the introduction of
money.

Table 2.1 makes clear that attempts of actors to economise on payments are
constrained by the circumstances and preferences of the actors they interact
with. Moreover, the table shows that if there is no match, there will be no
transaction, unless one or both actors are willing and able to switch to another
though less preferred mode to arrive at an outcome that does yield a match,
i.e. to solve the matching problem. For the individuals involved, to switch can
be a wise decision, despite a rise in costs. After all, a payment transaction is a
means to an end.

Because the outcome of a choice for a particular mode depends on the other
actor’s chosen mode, we can conclude that deciding upon payment modes is
strategic in nature. Because of this, we can model the decision-making in
payer-payee interaction with tools from game theory, of which the basics are
provided in appendix B. Moreover, since in payment transactions the actors
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benefit from doing the same, coordination games seem the appropriate type
of games to model payer-payee interaction. This type of game is extensively
studied by Cooper (1999), for example. He underlines that while coordination
games have multiple Pareto-ranked equilibria, the Pareto-efficient equilibrium
is not a natural focus point for the players; economies may get stuck in an
inefficient equilibrium. According to Cooper (1999), key characteristics of co-
ordination games are confidence and expectations rather than conflict. Doubt
about whether the other player might choose the action that is associated with
the Pareto efficient outcome may prompt players to play an other action and
play it safe. Choices may concentrate on a particular option for reasons of expec-
tations about mutual expectations. If so, the equilibrium solution is a so-called
focal point (Schelling, 1960). Moreover, choices may be influenced by a phe-
nomenon called sunspots (Cass and Shell, 1983), which is an extrinsic random
variable that does affect choices only because people think it is of influence.

Yet, as a consequence of war activities or otherwise, circumstances may
become even such that the sets of optional payment modes of the payer and
payee do not overlap. Then, it is impossible to coordinate on the same payment
mode and money definitely cannot be transferred. If a solution cannot be found
quickly, then already placed orders may need to be cancelled whereas no new
ones may be placed, for example.

Finally, it should be noted that in a particular transaction, more than one
payer or more than one payee may be involved. In one-to-many transactions,
there is one payer while there are many payees. Examples include salary dis-
bursement and social security payments. Contrariwise, in many-to-one transac-
tions, there are many payers while there is only one payee. Examples include
utility or tax payments. But also in these transactions with multiple payers or
payees, the payoff of a choice(s) for a particular payments mode on side of the
transaction is affected by the choice(s) on the other side.

2.4 Payment networks

While in the previous section we focussed on the interaction between one payer
and one payee, in reality there are many payers and payees, who can be said
to form a network. Moreover, given money’s function of medium of exchange,
usually individuals play both roles, where the underlying transaction determines
whether they play the role of payer or payee at a certain moment. With concepts
from network theory, as presented by Goyal (2007) and Easly and Kleinberg
(2010) for example, we can describe and analyse connections between actors in
payments and the circulation of money via those connections.
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Figure 2.2: Examples of cash-based payment networks.

Figure 2.2 shows simplified examples of two cash-based networks. The nodes
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represent the actors, in this case individuals acting as payers and payees, whereas
the lines represent the links between them. The network on the left hand side
is complete. This means that each individual actor in this network is directly
linked to every other actor in the network; they are all so called neighbours.
In terms of our categorisation of payment modes, in this complete network, all
actors can transfer money personally to each other, as they are all able to physi-
cally meet and hand over the money personally. The network on the right hand
side of figure 2.2 is incomplete, because one link is missing. This means that
personal transfer is possible between all members except those two who are not
linked. But still money can be transferred between these actors, as the network
structure allows impersonal transfer of money via other actors, who then func-
tion as intermediaries. In the case of one intermediary, this actor meets both the
payer and the payee, while those do not meet each other. This requires that the
payer and payee alternately travel to the intermediary, that the intermediary
travels between them, that the payer travels to the intermediary after which the
intermediary travels to the payee or that the intermediary travels to the payer
after which the payee travels to the intermediary. If need be, more than one
intermediary can be engaged. Obviously, if a third - or even a fourth or fifth -
link disappears, the number of paths for money transfer decreases. Moreover,
disappearance of links may lead to a situation of unconnected, exclusive groups.
If there are no links at all, the network is called empty.
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Figure 2.3: Examples of non-cash payment networks.

Figure 2.3 shows examples of non-cash payment networks in which money is
transferred in the form of bank deposits. Non-cash payment networks usually
require specific payment system infrastructure that connects users and providers
of payment services, physically and virtually. Developments in information and
communication technology have increased the speed with which money can be
transferred through payment systems and will also further shape financial net-
works, according to Castells (2004).

We represent a non-cash payment networks as follows. It consists of distinct
groups of actors that differ with regard to the number and type of neighbours.
Payers and payees form the periphery of the network. In either case presented
here, they are linked with the actors in the core, but not directly to each other;
the payers and payees are nonneighbours. So, by definition, money transfer in
such networks is impersonal. Depending on the type of safeguards, it facilitates
either the formal or informal payment mode. A payment system run by a central
bank typically is of formal type.

In the network on the left-hand of figure 2.3, the core comprises banks and a
clearing house, of which the latter is indicated by the black node in the middle
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of the network. Each individual is linked to one bank only whereas the banks
have links with subsets of individuals in the periphery as well as with the actors
in the core, i.e. with other banks and to the clearing house. The links between
the banks and the clearing house are required for interbank payments, as the
clearing house offsets claims of member banks against one another. This implies
that for interbank payments, the clearing house is an essential player and lies on
every path between the actors in the periphery. With regard to final settlement,
usually central banks are involved, so actually the center of the network consti-
tutes a clearing house and a central bank. The links drawn between the banks
indicate cash distribution between banks. Those links are physical, in contrast
to the links between the banks and the clearing house, which are virtual. In
figure 2.3, one node in the periphery is not linked to the core. To the node that
lies near to it, this means that his network membership has no meaning locally,
but globally it has.

Transfer of money can be initiated fully electronically, by cheque or by a
combination of cash and a written payment order. In any case, there is a
book entry in the network’s system, followed by settlement. Usually, the payee
receives his money electronically. But for example in the case of a network for
remittances, the payee collects the transferred money in the form of cash.

Part of the transactions in the non-cash payment network will be of intrabank
type, i.e. between individuals holding accounts within the same bank. Then,
the concerning bank is the essential player, which handles the payments ‘in-
house’ within its books, while the rest of the core actors are not involved. For
intrabank payments, one could also represent the network as a star network, as
shown on the right hand of figure 2.3.

Though the payer and payee lay at greater distance in the non-cash network
then in the cash-based network, as the shortest path - in terms of network
relations, not necessarily geographically - in the former is 2 or more versus 1 in
the latter, in particular money transfer through non-cash payment systems can
yield cost savings, as explained before.

So far, we assumed that the actors in the periphery are individuals that can
play the role of payer as well as payee. But one could also think of a network
comprising two subsets of members in the periphery, namely consumers who
always play the role of payer and retailers who always play the role of payee,
where the members in the core comprise credit card companies, functioning as
platforms. This is a two-sided market. Rochet and Tirole (2006) point out that
in a two-sided market platform membership is attractive for an individual only
if there are sufficient members on the other side of the platform. Because this
is true for both sides, the challenge is to get both sides on board.

The cash and the non-cash payment networks can exist in parallel. More-
over, individuals can be members of both. Multihoming, i.e. multiple network
membership, provides flexibility in payer-payee interaction and makes it easier
to coordinate on a payment mode that both players are willing and able to use.

Finally, it is important to note that choices of network members may affect
other members’ choices and payoffs even if they do not transfer money to each
other. Effects of nodes on their neighbour(s) are called local whereas effects on
nonneighbours are called global. If actions of other players raise the payoff to a
player, the network is said to create positive externalities. If in contrast actions
of other players lower the payoff to a player, the network is said to create
negative externalities. If the marginal payoff of a player’s actions increases
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by an increase of actions of other players’ actions, those actions are strategic
complements. Alternatively, if the marginal payoff of a player’s actions decreases
by an increase of other players’ actions, those actions are strategic substitutes.

The way payers and payees are linked in a payment network, the network
effects mentioned here as well as the relative use of the cash-based and the non-
cash payment networks require attention if we analyse money transfer. This
applies to studies of payments under normal circumstances as well as under
circumstances of conflict. In a study of payments before, during and after
conflict, it seems sensible to pay special attention to (dis)appearance of links and
(un)availability of actors in the core and decrease (increase) of use of paths that
were previously (not) commonly used. Changes in the connectedness of network
members may originate from changes in the physical circumstances related to
war damage, and may change for example after independence. Regime change
may urge for a new institutional framework for the payment network to function.
Finally, in the case of an embargo on international financial relations, use of a
payment network for international payments is limited by rule.

2.5 Currencies

So far, we left out the choice of money of account in our model of payments.
We can safely do so if we study payments in an economy of which we know that
the choice of currency usually is not an issue. This is the case, for example,
when the one currency assigned as legal tender is used without second thought
in about every domestic payment, like the euro in the Eurozone. But there are
three situations relevant for our study in which we should include the choice of
currency in our investigation: regime change, internal conflict and high inflation.
If such situations are observed, we can use the following framework for analysis
of choices with regard to currencies.

Regime change is likely to be accompanied by consideration of the legal
tender at regulators level, for the reason that the new regime must make a
choice in which currency it will levy and collect taxes, as well as other payments
to the government, like fines and fees. Basically, the regime can choose between
domestic or foreign currency, or both. We assume that this change is exogenous
to users and providers. What matters to our micro-level analysis is whether
the newly assigned legal tender will become the common means of payment and
store of wealth and whether it is stable. Ultimately the value of money depends
on whether people trust that the issuer is willing to accept the money itself as a
means of payment; in case of a government, this means whether the government
is willing to receive taxes in the currency it issues (Innes, 1913).

At the regulators level, a related choice is the choice for a currency regime.
The choice for a currency regime a priori affects the ability of the monetary
authority to exercise monetary policy. In case of a sovereign currency, Wray
(2012) mentions the following options, from most to least policy space: 1) float-
ing rate 2) managed float, and 3) pegged exchange rate. A pegged exchange
rate can be unilateral, when a country pegs its currency to a foreign currency,
but it can also be negotiated, like in the mid-20th century Bretton Woods Sys-
tem, in which a group of countries tied their currencies to the US dollar. A
fourth option can be added to this list: a currency board. Like the third option,
under such arrangement, a domestic currency is pegged to a foreign currency,
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but the difference is that under a currency board regime, the central bank of the
country holds sufficient foreign exchange reserves to defend the exchange rate.
Obviously, in case of fully adopting foreign currency, the monetary authority is
most limited. Nevertheless, the extent to which the monetary authority indeed
is able to exercise monetary policy is also affected by the actual use of domestic
currency compared to foreign currency: the larger the share of foreign currency,
the smaller the potential effects of monetary policy. It should be noted that un-
der all currency regimes mentioned above, the domestic currency can be either
overvalued or undervalued, i.e. the exchange rate may not reflect the real value
of a currency. With a pegged exchange rate regime, a change of rules is required
to adjust the exchange rate. This is desirable, for example, when a currency is
overvalued and hence impedes export. Whether a currency is undervalued or
overvalued can be assessed by the purchasing power parity (PPP), a concept
coined by Cassel (1918). The purchasing power parity is the ratio between the
purchasing power of the domestic currency at home and the purchasing power of
the foreign currency in the foreign country. The idea is that in equilibrium the
purchasing power of a currency is the same internally and externally, allowance
being made for the costs associated with international trade, as Keynes (1923)
for example explained. Though the PPP concept is debated, having analysed
PPP of US dollar and UK Pound Sterling over two centuries, Taylor and Taylor
(2004) conclude that mean reversion is not only theory, but occurs in practice.

Secondly, internal conflict may bring choices with regard to currencies to the
fore at providers and users level. In their studies on finance in conflict and re-
construction, Addison et al. (2001a) and Addison et al. (2001b) mention several
examples of internal conflict that were associated with changes in currencies,
including weakened national currencies due to destroyed central banks or stolen
money base, warlords issuing new currency through their own banks and the
adoption of foreign currency by a part of a country. If an internal conflict results
in secession, the reasoning on regime change above applies.

The third situation in which we are to include choices with regard to cur-
rencies in our micro-level analysis of payments is high inflation. Inflation can
result from several causes, including an increase of money supply that does not
correspond with an increase of economic activity, as Milton Friedman pointed
out (see for example Friedman (1969)). This is the quantity theory of money,
which in its simplest form can be expressed by the equation MV = PT , where
M is de quantity of money, V is the velocity of money, P is the price level and
T is the number of transactions.

Since inflation means loss of purchasing power per unit, high inflation may
trigger users to seek refuge in stable foreign currency in order to preserve the
purchasing power, because “money as such has no utility except what is derived
from its exchange-value, that is to say from the utility of the things which it
can buy” (Keynes, 1923, page 75). Here, it is important to note that the loss
of purchasing power occurs between consecutively payments, or even, in case
of hyperinflation, during a payment transaction if processing of the payment
order takes a lot of time. Expectations about future loss of purchasing power
are likely to affect decisions of individuals in the state of payer as well as payee,
but in different ways. An individual in the state of payer has an incentive to
spend the inflationary currency quickly while an individual in the state of payee
has in incentive to refuse this currency and insist upon another, more stable
currency. Yet, in order to settle a payment, they have to implicitly or explicitly
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agree upon the currency: they have to coordinate on the same behaviour, i.e.
choose the same currency. The payer then sends money in the agreed currency,
or transfers money via an intermediary that takes care of exchange. Like payer-
payee interaction, the choice of currency can be studied as a coordination game,
with multiple Pareto-ranked equilibria.

The payer’s incentive to spend is rather straightforward, but the payee’s in-
centive to refuse a currency is more complicated. The key condition that affects
the choice of the payee is access to foreign currency, while key decisions are
based on future expectations about the stability and acceptance of the respec-
tive currencies. If a payee expects that the payer can avail himself of foreign
currency, he can insist on being paid in foreign currency and save the cost of
exchange. This can be the case if the payer receives his income from labour,
domestic sales or exports in foreign currency, if he receives remittances in for-
eign currency or if he has access to money changers. If the payee has access to a
money changer, he can also choose to be paid in domestic currency and exchange
this to foreign currency quickly after the payment is settled, if he expects that
the costs of exchange outweigh the loss of purchasing power in the period until
the moment he will have to make a payment. If he requires domestic currency
for future payments, like taxes, fines and fees, or to pay for services provided
by governmental bodies, in his consideration he should include the cost of ex-
changing twice. Additionally, what will play a role in the decision with regard
to currencies is the expectation about future acceptance of a foreign currency
by payees and money changers. If it is unlikely that the foreign currency will
be accepted in the future, there is no gain in switching to that foreign currency.
This means that the choice of currency, just like the choice of payment networks
discussed in the previous section, creates externalities.

Consideration of the network structure is important if we try to understand
circulation of currencies. We can model the choice between currency α and β
as a coordination game in which the actors benefit from doing the same. This
game has two Nash equilibria, namely both choose α or both choose β. But
the structure of the network appears to have an effect on the equilibria. Goyal
(2007) explained that in a complete network, these are the only possible Nash
equilibria, while in an incomplete network, there may exist equilibria with a
diversity of actions. From this, it follows that if a network is incomplete, we
may find a component C1 of the network in which the actors choose currency
α and a component C2 in which the actors choose currency β, while some of
the players of components C1 and C2 choose either of the currencies, depending
on whether they transact within their own component or with an actor of the
other. These are the players who are best off by playing a diversity of actions.
The following figure illustrates this. In this network, intra-group interaction is
more intense than inter-group.

It must be noted that the choice for a currency may constrain the freedom
of choice between payment modes. If, for example, rules define that the formal
payment system for domestic payments processes payment orders in domestic
currency only, then impersonal transfer with third party enforcement does not
have to be considered by an actor who a priori prefers to pay or be paid in foreign
currency. The other way around, the choice for a payment mode may constrain
the choice for currencies. If, again, for example, the domestic payment system
processes payment orders in domestic currency only, then the choice of currency
is predetermined for an actor who a priori prefers to pay or be paid impersonally
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Figure 2.4: Network with low level of integration. Source: Goyal (2007).

with third party enforcement. If cash payments are preferred, though, there is
more flexibility. Then, the choice of currency is to the discretion of the payer
and payee. In the case of a preference for informal transfer of money in the form
of cash, the choice of currency may not even play a role at all with regard to
final settlement, if the informal intermediary simply hands it over without any
processing in between.

Finally, the function of medium of exchange is not restricted to currency in
narrow sense, provided by a regulatory body. Goods and services can also be ex-
changed for a commodity whereas salaries can (partly) be paid in non-monetary
form. Commodity money is a standardized good of which units are interchange-
able, like gold, silver, copper. Other historic examples of commodity money in-
clude barley, salt and shells. Contemporary examples include cigarettes. Com-
modity money is money with value in itself. Acceptance of this commodity
money depends on the discretion of the party accepting the payment. Quasi-
money is another type of liquid asset. Examples include bills of exchange, bonds
and treasury securities. Typically, commodity money and quasi money are not
as liquid as banknotes and coins. Under circumstances of conflict, the exchange
of commodity money or even barter may rise, in particular when funds become
depleted or when there is a lack of liquidity.

2.6 Payment systems

If we want to understand the aggregate outcome of individuals’ decision with
regard to payments, transaction cost theory is too narrow, because it leaves
out the meaning and consequences of the differences between settlement in cash
payments and settlement in payment systems. In this respect, two aspects of
payment systems stand out: the settlement model in relation to liquidity need
and settlement risk in relation to systemic risk.

Liquidity efficiency is one of the key determinants of development in payment
systems, according to Manning et al. (2009), because of the costs of holding
liquidity. Liquidity need relates to the settlement model. Main settlement
models applied in payment systems are Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS)
and Deferred Net Settlement (DNS). In the first model, payment obligations are
immediately settled on gross basis. In a DNS model the accumulated payment
obligations are netted at regular intervals. Matching payment orders are set off
against each other, usually once a day. RTGS type payment systems require
banks to hold more liquid assets than under DNS, which might be costly, though
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the money can be recycled: incoming funds can be used for outgoing funds
to lower liquidity need and hence the costs of liquidity. With sophisticated
calculations, the costs of holding liquidity can be minimised.

The following figure illustrates the effects of netting on liquidity need for the
same set of payment obligations between banks B1, B2 and B3 for three set-
tlement types: no netting, bilateral netting and multilateral netting. It should
be noted that the second column (no netting) not only represents settlement in
RTGS systems but also cash transfer of money.
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Figure 2.5: The effects of netting on liquidity need. Source: Manning et al.
(2009).

The payment obligations between the banks illustrated in figure 2.5 arose
from payment orders from their respective clients as follows: B1 pays 3 units
to B2; B2 pays 5 units to B3; B3 pays 2 units to B1 and 1 unit to B2. The
gross transfer of money, i.e. the sum of payment obligations, amounts 11 units.
Without netting the payment obligations, the liquidity need equals the sum of
payment obligations, as shown in the second column of figure 2.5. It should
be noted that direct transfer of cash between payers and payees also encom-
pass gross transfer, though in that case liquidity recycling does not occur in
the way it occurs in RTGS systems. The neighbouring column shows bilateral
netting: payment instructions are off set per pair of banks, so only net amounts
are transferred between the banks. In this example, bilateral netting reduces
liquidity need by 2 over 11 units. The column far right illustrates multilat-
eral netting: payment instructions between all banks in the system are off set
against each other by an intermediary M. Positive positions generate liquidity
need whereas negative positions do not. This simple example shows multilateral
netting reduces liquidity need drastically (from 11 to 2 units).

According to Manning et al. (2009), the lowering of liquidity need is the
main advantage of netting, as it lowers the costs of payments. Yet, from the
same simple example in figure 2.5 we can derive that these very advantages
also render an economy relying on a DNS system, but also a RTGS system in
combination with liquidity recycling, very vulnerable, because if the systems are
temporally out of order, immediately the demand for cash will rise.
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Risk Risk events Examples

Credit risk Settlement member or Heavy financial losses

agent insolvency by settlement member

or agent

Liquidity risk Failure by settlement High cost of liquidity

member to submit

payments promptly

Business risk Insolvency of Costly project overrun

infrastructure provider by infrastructure provider

Withdrawal of service

by system infrastructure

on financial grounds

Operational External Disasters Terrorist attack,

risk to the natural disaster

system Utilities failure Loss of power/water,

loss of access to office space

External threat to Hacking, denial of service

network attack etc.

Supplier failures Failure of organization

to whom critical functions

have been outsourced

Internal System/network failures Human error, software

to the error, computer virus

system System/network capacity Limited processing capacity

breach

Employee misdeed Fraud, forgery, theft,

extortion, other intentional

unauthorized activity

by systems’ staff

Table 2.2: A breakdown of components of settlement risk in payment systems
by different trigger events. Source: Manning et al. (2009).

Several events can lead to unavailability of a payment system, for example
when settlement risk surfaces or in a deliberate attempt to prevent this from
happening. The payment obligations arisen in interbank payment systems in
the wholesale market and in ancillary systems like retail payment systems and
security settlement systems inherently impose settlement risk. Manning et al.
(2009) define settlement risk as the risk that obstructions in payments might
lead to a chain of failures of members of a payment system. In addition, they
pinpoint settlement risk as the key to systemic risk. Because of the importance
of prevention of obstructions in payment systems to monetary systems it is often
central banks that run Large-value Payment System (LVPS) and ensure final
settlement in their function of lender of last resort (LOLR) (Manning et al.,
2009; Freixas and Parigi, 2010).

Table 2.2 sums the components of settlement risk as distinguished by Man-
ning et al. (2009). The components and associated risk events are helpful for an
understanding of settlement risk, both the prevention and occurrence. Credit
risk in payment systems, mentioned at the top of table 2.2, depends on the
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model utilised to process and settle payment obligations. Such models can be
roughly divided in Deferred Net Settlement (DNS) and Real Time Gross Set-
tlement (RTGS), previously explained. In a system of DNS model, credit risk
may arise if a bank credits its customers before settlement, because this may
lead to lack of sufficient funds for its net position at the end of the day. When
comparing liquidity need of DNS and RTGS models, liquidity need is lower in
DNS than RTGS, though recycling is possible in the latter. Because of the costs
of liquidity, in both systems participants try to keep the amount of liquidity low,
creating a risk. The costs of liquidity also provide an incentive to delay pay-
ments in a RTGS system. Because of potentially far stretching effects of delays
in payment systems, like gridlock, central banks offer short term liquidity at
low cost. Other solutions to lower credit risk and liquidity risk come from in-
terbank lending. The third kind of risk mentioned in table 2.2 is business risk.
Business risk relates to the dependency of banks, its customers and payment
specific infrastructure providers. Finally, table 2.2 mentions operational risk,
which originates both external and internal the system.

The risk events and examples listed in table 2.2 emphasize that no system can
be fully safeguarded from harm. Finally, it should be noted that the occurrence
of a risk event listed above may take away the option of impersonal transfer of
money with third party enforcement from a part or all of the users of the system,
potentially forcing them to renegotiate a previously agreed payment mode for
specific transactions or to postpone the payments.

2.7 A categorisation of changes in payments

From all elements of the previous sections together, we can derive a practical
ideal type of payments for an economy as a whole that will serve as reference
point in our analysis. We also develop a categorisation of changes towards and
away from ideal. The changes categorised here can be observed at individual
level as well as aggregate level. The latter refers to average change of used
payment modes. In our analysis, we try to understand changes on the macro
level, yet we do so by also observing the microlevel.

A study by Schmiedel et al. (2012) on social costs of retail payments yielded
contrasting results. They found that in some eurosystem countries unit-cost
is lowest in cash payments, while in other countries it is lowest in non-cash
payments. So, based on that, we cannot appoint one of our payment modes
as ideal. But since we are interested in the circulation of money in societies as
a whole, we also take other types of transactions into consideration, including
business-to-business transactions, salary disbursements and tax payments as
well as wholesale payments between financial institutions. It is not difficult
to see that for such transactions the mode of impersonal transfer of money
with third party enforcement has advantages (see for example the Payments
Book of the ECB (2010) on the importance of smooth and efficient payments
for business). Therefore, we define the practical ideal type as follows: in most
transactions the individuals coordinate on impersonal transfer of money with
third party enforcement. The practical ideal type of payments can be regarded
as a Pareto efficient equilibrium. Key features of the practical ideal type are
that most money transfer is safeguarded by formal rules and that liquidity need
is relatively low.
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Our definition of ideal payments acknowledges that actors’ preference orders
over payment modes may differ, depending on the underlying transaction, and
that actors are not always and everywhere connected to the payment system,
which implies that there are situations in which they coordinate on other modes
in order to settle a transaction.

For changes in the way money is transferred, the categories are deduced from
the static payment modes mentioned earlier and comprise shifts between these
modes. The categorisation becomes:

1. From transaction to no transaction

2. From impersonal to personal transfer

3. From formal to informal transfer

4. From voluntarily to de facto personal transfer

5. From no transaction to transaction

6. From de facto to voluntarily personal transfer

7. From personal to impersonal transfer

8. From informal to formal transfer

Change 1 is the extreme case. It is a shift from payer-payee interaction with
compatible choices to a situation in which the payer and payee do not succeed
in solving matching problems that emerge from drastically changed circum-
stances. The consequences to economic activity are immediate and potentially
far stretching. Change 2 encompasses a change from using intermediaries to not
using them. This shift may be dictated by a change with respect to physical,
virtual or institutional requirements for money transfer, but may also stem from
a change in the valuation and costs of engaging an intermediary. Change 3 is a
change in formality of the safeguards. This change occurs if the formal payment
is unavailable or when the balance of valuation and costs tips in the direction
of informal safeguards. Change 5, 6 and 7 are the respective opposites of these.
From the outset, change 4 and 6 seem to involve no change. Yet, here, the
change lies in the freedom of choice, not in the actual way money is transferred,
as this remains a direct cash transfer. The other changes do involve observable
changes.

The first four categories of changes in payment modes are associated with
development in reverse, i.e. away from the practical ideal type, which is not
unlikely under circumstances of conflict and violence. Several risk events ex-
ternal to the system summed in table 2.2 may occur during conflict and may
lead to system failure. Change 1 is particularly disruptive, though change 2
to 4 may also affect trade in negative sense. Glick and Taylor (2005) refer to
trade disruption and the economic impact of war as collateral damage. This is
a cost of war that according to Smith (2014) is often ignored in studies. The
latter four changes are associated with recovery, after occurrence of change 1
to 4, but can also be regarded as development as usual for economies that are
undergoing a process from cash-based to less cash. Exceptions may include
criminal transactions. For an understanding of the changes and their economic
consequences, topics addressed in the current framework will need to be studied,
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including formal and informal rules, the path length between payers and payees,
the structure of the payment network, liquidity need and settlement risk.

Note that there can be spatial variation in the occurrence of the changes.
Moreover, a change in circumstances may have different impact on different
actors. This means that the changes summed above may happen simultaneously.

With regard to currencies, we do not denote a particular currency regime
as ideal, because literature suggests that the choice of exchange rate regime is
not closely linked to performance (see for example Cviić and Sanfey (2010) for
comparison of exchange rate regimes in South-Eastern Europe since the demise
of communism in the late 1980s). Yet, if there is a domestic currency, ideally,
payments are made in this currency, as wide use of the domestic currency means
that monetary policy can be more effectively implemented. The categorisation
is:

1. From old to new currency

2. From domestic to foreign currency

3. From foreign to domestic currency

Change 1 encompasses currency reform, for reasons of high inflation, regime
change or internal conflict. It is a choice made at regulatory level. For similar
reasons, change 2 may be a choice at regulatory level, for example if it is decided
to adopt a foreign currency, but may also occur at lower level, i.e. amongst
payers and payee. In the latter case, it is a shift away from ideal. If, parallel to
a domestic currency, foreign currency is used on large scale, it can undermine
the value of the domestic currency. Change 3 is the opposite of change 2 and is
regarded a change towards ideal, because of the broadening of the policy space.
Note that change 1 and 2 as well as change 1 and 3 may occur simultaneously.
Also note that in payer-payee interaction incompatible choices with regard to
currencies impede the underlying transaction.

2.8 Conclusion

As an answer to the first research question, in this chapter, we developed a
basic framework for decision-making in payments that emphasises the freedom
of choice if financial intermediaries are present and relates this to the potential
of economizing on payments. Hence it also underlines the impact of temporarily
unavailability of payment service providers, for example due to war activities.
Furthermore, we recognised that choices with regard to payment modes have
a strategic element and are also influenced by network effects. Moreover, we
underlined that choices with regard to currencies are related to perceptions
about the future purchasing power, which in turn is related to perceptions of
the credibility of the regime.

Yet, our purpose was also to develop a framework that would organise our
study. Now that we have constructed an ideal type plus a framework for ap-
proaching deviations from this ideal, we have directions for observing the real
world. We can use the categories for organising the descriptions of changes in
payments, while the decision models will be helpful for our understanding of
observed changes in payments. The framework also provides focus for the de-
scriptions of changes in payments as well as the analysis of the findings. In short,
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the descriptions should focus on the incentive structure formed by informal and
formal rules as well as the network structure in relation to the economic outcome.
Moreover, the organisation and availability of the payment system, settlement
schemes, liquidity need, settlement risk, currency regimes and purchasing power
need to be addressed, for reasons explained in the previous sections.

Though the starting point of the framework was that actors behave ratio-
nally, we may find irrational behaviour or behaviour that cannot be explained
with our framework. In our view, this does not render the framework useless.
First, because this will trigger us to look further than we expected based on
theory. Second, because this will deliver input for improvement of our frame-
work.

The same applies for the practical ideal type of payments that we developed.
In our view, the ideal is money transfer through payment systems with formal
safeguards, i.e. third party enforcement, in the domestic currency, if there is,
but we may find situations in which this is not regarded ideal. Yet, our purpose
is to use our definition of ideal as a reference point for our understanding of
changes in payments. By examining how and why payments move away from
and towards this practical ideal type, we can develop policy recommendations
(Shields, 1998).
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Introduction

The analytical framework developed in the previous chapter answered the first
research question. It defines an ideal type of payments and contains a categori-
sation of changes away and towards this ideal. The current chapter contains
the methodology of the study. The purpose of the chapter is to explain how
research question two to four are answered with the categorisation of changes
in payments developed in chapter 2. So, this chapter is the link between the
previous chapters, the data and the context description, historical overviews
of changes in payments in the case countries and the analyses in the following
chapters.

The chapter is structured as follows. First, an explanation is provided for
choosing a case study method as the overarching research method. Then, the
design of the case study is explained, including the argumentation for the se-
lected cases. Thirdly, the process of data collection is exemplified. This means
that per source of evidence it is explained what data was collected, in what
manner and with what purpose. Subsequently, it is clarified how the data was
analysed per case and cross-case, addressing the adopted strategy and the used
analytical tools. Finally, the quality of the research design is discussed, paying
attention to important methodological issues like credibility and transferability.

3.2 Case study

3.2.1 Case study method

An important choice that greatly shaped the research was the choice of research
method. According to Yin (2009), the type of research questions, the desire
to control behavioural events, and the period of interest, should be taken into
account when choosing the research method. The overarching, leading research
questions of the current study, as contained in the research objective, are of how
and why type, namely how and why do changes occur in the modes and curren-
cies in which payment are made in the prelude to a conflict, during a conflict
and in the aftermath of a conflict and how do these changes relate to economic
activity. Secondly, the study is interested in behaviour under real circumstances
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and has no desire to control behavioural events. Moreover, the researcher is not
able to influence the relevant behaviour of actors in experimental type of setting
for the importance of the context. Thirdly, the study aims to understand be-
haviour with regard to payments in recent conflict. For a study with this scope,
a case study method is suitable as the overarching research method (Yin, 2009;
Blumberg et al., 2008).

A case study method is also suitable when there is a difficulty of distin-
guishing the phenomenon of interest and the context that may characterise the
research subject, Yin (2009) and Blumberg et al. (2008) argue in addition, be-
cause this difficulty requires considering a large number of variables to increase
an understanding, what is exactly what is done when applying a case study
method. Indeed, there is sufficient reason to believe that there is no clear di-
viding line between changes in payments and the context in which these take
place. Moreover, Davies (2010) stresses that a proper analysis of the true mean-
ing of money requires a broad study that includes the context of the society it
circulates in.

Furthermore, Gerring (2007) remarks that case study methods are often
applied when there is an interest in a period of change, which indeed is the case
in the current study that analyses changes in payments in a period of regime
changes.

In addition to the theoretical underpinning provided by Yin (2009), Blum-
berg et al. (2008) and Gerring (2007) for doing case study research in general,
Alston (2008) draws attention to particular advantages of case study research
when the research objective is to understand the dynamics of institutions. He
states that case studies typically “enable us to analyze both the determinants
and consequences of institutions and institutional change”. In addition, Alston
(2008) states that case study research provides an opportunity to understand
off-path behaviour. In surveys, for example, off-path behaviour often ‘disap-
pears’ due to averaging out, despite the potential of delivering valuable clues
for answering the research questions. Another benefit of case study research
mentioned by Alston (2008) is that case study research delivers detailed infor-
mation that makes the argument become more compelling.

3.2.2 Case study design

The design of a case study requires careful considerations. What is important,
according to Yin (2009), is that the design should be such that the collected
data is linked to the initial research questions. Although this seems obvious,
it is not easy to achieve. Moreover, the research design did not originate at
once. Instead, it was reconsidered many times. About this aspect of the design
process, Coffey and Atkinson (1996) state that “successful qualitative inquiry
is entirely dependent on a constant interaction among research design, data
collection, and data analysis”.

The main concern in the design process was to make clear what is inside and
what is outside, i.e. what makes up the case and what belongs to the context.
We eventually chose a contemporary conflict to form the context and two coun-
tries involved in this conflict to form the cases, as illustrated in figure 3.1.The
selected conflict is the breakup of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yu-
goslavia (SFRY) and the case countries are Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia,
for which the argumentation is provided in the next section. Today, the case
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countries are independent, sovereign countries, while before the dissolution of
the SFRY, Bosnia and Herzegovina as well as Serbia were constituent republics
of the SFRY. In our case study, we trace back the changes in payments that
occurred in the geographical area of the current countries.

Embedded unit of analysis:
payments

Embedded unit of analysis:
payments

Context: breakup of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

Case: Bosnia and Herzegovina Case: Serbia

Figure 3.1: The design of the case study.

The boundaries between the context and the cases, were not always clear.
This is indicated in figure 3.1 by dotted lines. So, the advantage of case study re-
search of taking contextual factors into account while interpreting findings, also
brought a challenge with it for the researcher, namely the attempt to distinguish
the context, the case and the units of analysis.

Following from the analytical framework, per selected country, an embedded
unit of analysis was studied, namely payments. As an answer to the second
research question, data was collected and analysed of these countries as to show
what series of changes in payments may occur in the prelude to a conflict, during
conflict and in the aftermath of a conflict. As to increase an understanding of
the process of change, payments were studied on all levels of actors in payments,
as identified in chapter 1, with special attention to the interrelations between
choices at the respective levels. Focus of the study was provided by the analytical
framework: changes in choices with regard to payment modes and currencies in
payment transactions. So, in fact, the transaction is the unit of analysis, which
is also the approach that Williamson (1985) adopted in order to understand the
evolution of economic institutions. Changes in payment transactions are first
viewed from macro perspective, with emphasis on the formal side of payments,
and subsequently analysed on the micro-level.

Another important consideration in the design process was the number of
cases. Yin (2009) divides the types of design in single case studies and multiple
case studies, where the latter consist of two or more cases. A frequently men-
tioned advantage of a multiple case study, compared to a single case study, is
that it allows cross-case comparison, which makes the study more compelling
and robust. For this reason, it is chosen to include more than one case, and
hence conduct a comparative case study.

When it comes to the number of cases, Gerring (2007) discusses a more subtle
division of types of case studies. He divides them in studies of one, several or
many cases, where several means two or more, but no more than ‘a handful’.
By doing so, he wants to emphasise that there is a tradeoff between the number
of cases and how intensively each case can be studied: the fewer cases, the
more intensively each case can be studied.Vice versa, Gerring (2007) argues,
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the greater the number of cases, the more the study tends towards a survey.
With a desire to be able to make comparisons, but also to gain in-depth insight
into a research subject on which literature is rather limitedly available, it was
decided to have a sample consisting of two cases and to study these intensively.

Per case, several observations were made. Here, the term observation does
not only refer to the literal meaning of watching something or someone. Instead,
it is also used in a metaphorical sense, and refers to an activity like reading
about a phenomenon. Gerring (2007) regards observations as the most basic
elements of a study. Based on preliminary research, we expected to find a series
of ways payments were made per case. Therefore, diachronic observations were
made, i.e. the units of analysis were observed over time. We also wanted to
be able to analyse within-case spatial variation at single points in time, for
example the spatial variation of the introduction of a common currency or a
new domestic payment system. Therefore, also synchronic observations were
made. Per identified change, distinct observations were required, according to
Gerring (2007), namely ‘before’ and ‘after’ observations. Therefore, we made
these type of observations, and we added ‘during’ observations, from the notion
that changes may also take some time. Finally, each observation consisted of
several dimensions of the research subject, which may be measured as variables.
For the current study, the variables are defined by the analytical framework.

Figure 3.2 schematically shows how the previously explained choices con-
cerning the population, the sample, the cases, the units of analysis and the
observations translate into a clustering of elements of the dataset. For reasons
of simplicity, figure 3.2 shows four changes per unit of analysis per case and three
observations per change, yielding a total of 24 observations (N). This does not
correspond with the actual number of observations we made; it just shows the
idea of making observations. In the historical overviews, the observed changes
are presented as series of changes, while in the analysis chapter they are grouped
in one of the 11 categories of change defined in our analytical framework. More-
over, it should be noted that the temporal variation indicated by T1 to T12 for
each unit of analysis merely indicates a sequence events, not necessarily syn-
chronism. So, for example T1 in case 1 was not necessarily the same moment
or period as T1 in case 2, though it could be. Moreover, within-case spatial
variation is not made visible in figure 3.2. Finally, it should be noted that the
‘after’ stage of a change may form the ‘before’ stage of a subsequent change. If
so, this conceptually decreases the number of observations.

We selected cases for which we analysed spatial variation as well as temporal
variation. Now we can redefine the study as comparative-historical, based on the
typology of Gerring (2007). Compared to the typology of Yin (2009), from which
we can conclude that our study is a multiple case study with an embedded unit
of analysis, the advantage of the typology of Gerring (2007) is that it provides
a clearer indication of the data collection as well as the analysis. Moreover, the
link with the research questions, in particular the second, is also easier to see.

3.2.3 Case selection

The aim of the study is to increase an understanding of changes in payments
under circumstances of conflict. The study endeavours to deliver general insights
on the subject. For adequately selecting of cases that suit this aim, the work
of political scientists Przeworski and Teune (1970) on comparative research is
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Obs 2.1 (T4)
Obs 2.2 (T5)
Obs 2.3 (T6)
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Obs 3.2 (T8)
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Obs 4.1 (T10)
Obs 4.2 (T11)
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Obs 1.2 (T2)
Obs 1.3 (T3)
Obs 2.1 (T4)
Obs 2.2 (T5)
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Obs 3.1 (T7)
Obs 3.2 (T8)
Obs 3.3 (T9)
Obs 4.1 (T10)
Obs 4.2 (T11)
Obs 4.3 (T12)

Figure 3.2: The case study design and dataset (based on Gerring (2007)). Pop-
ulation = 1; Sample = 1 ; Cases = 2; Units of analysis = 2; Observations (N)
= 24; Time (T) = 12.

insightful. They explain that only by selecting cases that are ‘most different’ one
might cancel out systemic differences as explanation; with ‘most similar’ design
this is not possible. The logic is this. If you find similar behaviour in cases
that are most different, the systemic factors in which they differ cannot explain
this, so you might have found something that occurs more generally and you
can proceed your analysis at a lower level, down to individual characteristics.
What is more, when most similar cases are selected, there is a risk that the
explanatory value of differences at systemic level is overestimated. Przeworski
and Teune (1970) conclude that with most different cases it is more safe to
generalize the findings. Therefore ‘most different’ cases are selected.

As already disclosed in the foregoing, the cases of Bosnia and Herzegov-
ina (BiH) and Serbia were selected and studied against the background of the
breakup of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY). Both
constituent republics of the SFRY until the breakup, they have a shared history
in terms of economic organisation and political system. They also had similar
institutions and infrastructure for payments. Yet, they differ in several respects
that are of relevance for our study and for which we regard them as most differ-
ent within the context of the breakup of the SFRY. These differences manifested
mainly during the wars. Firstly, BiH experienced severe and widespread war
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damage, while war damage in Serbia was restricted in time and place. As a
result, in BiH formal payment services were not available for a prolonged pe-
riod of time due to operational failure, while in Serbia no severe interruptions
occurred. Secondly, during the Bosnian war, BiH was split in three parts, while
Serbia remained one and also stayed part of a federal structure. With regard
to payments, this resulted in a situation of three technically and institutionally
separate payment systems and three ‘domestic’ currencies in BiH, while in Ser-
bia there was one domestic currency and the payment system remained intact
and in connection with another republic. Thirdly, only in BiH there were en-
claves, with specific problems and solutions for payments. Fourthly, the three
parts in BiH were ultimately reunited, while Serbia did not go through such a
process.

In the terminology of Yin (2009), the context and the cases were selected
from the principle of theoretical replication. Theoretical replication means that,
based on the theoretical framework, every selected case predicts foreseeable
contrasting results whereas literal replication means every selected case predicts
similar results (Yin, 2009). For the differences mentioned above, contrasting
results were expected.

From a pragmatic point of view, two additional considerations played a role
in case selection. First, there should be sufficient access to data. The se-
lected cases were reckoned to be providing sufficient opportunities to actually
get to the field of research, to meet relevant interviewees and to obtain relevant
documents and statistical data, without compromising the personal security of
the researcher, as Mertus (2009) recommends to take into consideration while
designing a study in potentially violent and difficult situations. Finally, the se-
lected countries and cases should be relevant to the researcher’s former principal,
the Netherlands Ministry of Defence.

3.3 Data

3.3.1 Data collection

During the course of the study, from 2009 to 2014, qualitative and quantitative
data on the context, the cases and the unit of analysis were collected. Two
phases can be distinguished in the data collection process. Firstly, data was
collected with the purpose of identifying major changes in payments in the case
countries and the issues that relate to these changes. In this phase, the inter-
views were particularly important. In the second phase, per identified change
more detailed data was collected, as to be able to describe and analyse each
change and its outcome in accordance with the analytical framework and to
relate them to the context.

The data was collected with the purpose of describing changes in payment
and uncovering the causal mechanisms associated with the changes for the spe-
cific cases plus establishing generalisable causal patterns. The way we gathered
- and analysed - data was in line with how Vennesson and Wiesner (2014) define
process tracing: “a technique designed to re-construct causal processes with the
aim of developing or evaluating theoretical propositions about what accounts
for an outcome in the specific phenomenon”. “Process tracing helps to un-
cover the links connecting outcomes to antecedent factors”, they state. Data
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from various sources should be gathered as to trace processes comprehensively.
Moreover, as Vennesson and Wiesner (2014) underline, this process tracing was
a circular endeavour: gathered data may urge for additional data as to deepen
the understanding.

The sources of evidence included in our study comprise interviews, archival
records, documentation, direct observations and physical artefacts. The pursuit
was to collect data from at least three sources per phenomenon, as to be able
to cross verify the data and hence increase the validity of the study. According
to Yin (2009), evidence from multiple sources yields a broader view on the
research subject than a single source can deliver. More importantly, though,
is that conclusions will be more convincing when based on multiple sources
instead of one, provided the sources are inquired along converging lines. With
convergence of evidence, Yin (2009) means that facts can best be understood by
combinations of evidence from different sources (see figure 3.3), as opposed to
drawing conclusions per source of evidence. By analogous reasoning, Yin (2009)
also argues that combining qualitative and quantitative data delivers a strong
analytic strategy.

Fact

Direct observations Physical artefacts

Documents Archival records Interviews

�
���

@
@@R ?

@
@@I

�
��	

Figure 3.3: Convergence of evidence (single case study) (based on Yin (2009)).

Several aspects guided the collection of data. First of all, it was the aim to
understand changes in payments that relate to a conflict. This implied that we
had to determine a starting point in time. This was done during preliminary
research. It was found that the deteriorating economic situation during the
1980s is often regarded as having played an important role in the breakup of
the SFRY (see for example Woodward (1995)). Based on this, it was decided to
take the situation of payments at the beginning of this decade as the starting
point of the series of changes to be studied. We also had to decide the end of
the period about which data would be collected. This decision was based on the
research objective, namely to understand economic consequences of the changes
in payment that relate to conflict. By stretching the dataset to the presence,
we would be able to assess whether the changes had lasting effects until today.

Secondly, the data collection was guided by the analytical framework, which
defined the topics about which data was to be gathered. This implied that per
case, data was collected on the institutional and network aspects of the payment
modes and currencies, forming the incentive structure for the actors on all levels
of payments, i.e. users, intermediaries and regulators, and affecting the process
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of changes.
Finally, during the data collection process the analysis process was borne in

mind, to ensure that the data was collected in a form that fits the analytical
tools.

3.3.2 Interviews

According to Yin (2009), interviews typically suit addressing ‘how’ and ‘why’
type of research questions extensively, of which type the question of the current
study are. In view of this, interviews with a total of 22 interviewees in expert
role have been conducted, 15 persons in Bosnia and Herzegovina and 7 in Serbia.

The interviews were held for two reasons. The primary reason was to become
generally informed about the institutional and network aspects of the payment
systems and currencies in the past three to four decades in the case countries
and to become specifically informed about the issues and constraints that may
have plaid a role in changes in payments. For this purpose, it was chosen to
conduct interviews with experts in this field, who could draw from their pro-
fessional experience. Yet, though they were experts, we didn’t take everything
that was said for granted. Factual information provided by the interviewees
was checked in other sources of evidence. The topics, events and key persons
that were addressed by the interviewees also gave direction to the further data
collection from other sources for a deeper understanding. The second reason for
conducting interviews was to gain insight into perceptions from different per-
spectives about the causes and consequences of changes in payments, and about
the main issues. So, the interviewees can be regarded as informants as well as
respondents, though the first predominates for our purpose of getting histories
of changes in payments per case, assessing the economic outcome of the changes
and relating them to the breakup of the SFRY.

To a large extent, the contribution of the interviewees to the thesis is implicit.
The contribution of the interviewees is explicit in the paraphrases and quotes
that are included in the thesis. The quotes mainly comprise illustrative examples
of payments under war circumstances and during hyperinflation and impressions
of informal rules. So, the interviews delivered data for the analysis while at the
same time the analysis was informed by the political and attitudinal views on
the research subject of some of the interviewees.

The interviewees were all experts selected for their professional experience in
banking, currency reform, payment system reform and post-conflict reconstruc-
tion or other relation with the research subject. In order to analyse changes in
payments from different perspectives, comprising the levels of providers, regula-
tors and observers, the researcher ensured that interviewees were selected with
experience on all these levels. The professional experience of several intervie-
wees covered more than one level or more than one relevant organisation. For
example, one interviewee worked for the state-led payment bureau in the past
and is currently affiliated with a commercial bank. The affiliations of the inter-
viewees include central banks, commercial banks, the former payment bureaus,
ministries of finance, universities, resident offices of the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund, USAID, the Office of the High Representative
(OHR), as well as the Embassies of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Bosnia
and Herzegovina and in Serbia. The positions of the interviewees include gov-
ernor of the national bank, minister, economist, policy advisor, project director
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and head of office. In addition, a numismatist interviewed. With combinations
of letters (BiH and S) and numerals, references to the interviewees are included
in the context description and case findings, as to give an impression of the
contribution of individual interviewees. For reasons of privacy, details of the
interviewees are not revealed.

For both cases, the local Embassies of the Kingdom of the Netherlands as-
sisted in gaining access to interviewees. In addition, some interviewees intro-
duced the researcher to persons they deemed relevant for the study. Gaining
access to public and multilateral organisations appeared to be rather easy, in
contrast to gaining access to commercial banks. In both case countries, inter-
views with payment experts in commercial banks were requested from all listed
banks in the country, yet all but a few requests were denied. It can be ar-
gued that this caused a selection bias; possibly, those who were willing to be
interviewed may have different views and experience from those who denied.

With interviews as source of evidence, also the question of trustworthiness
of the interviewees raises. As interviews were conducted with individuals who
hold different perspectives, given their diversity of professional backgrounds,
it was possible to verify viewpoints and experiences against others. The data
from interviews was also corroborated with data from other sources. In general,
the interviewees seemed trustworthy and honest while no deliberate lies were
uncovered, though some personal achievements seem to have been exaggerated.

The type of interviews that was chosen was of semi-structured type, for the
reason that this type of interview leaves room to respond to unexpected an-
swers (Blumberg et al., 2008) and to become informed about further issued not
thought of earlier. Moreover, structured interviews were deemed to be too rigid
whereas unstructured interviews were conceived to inhibit comparison within
and between cases. The interviews were guided by an interview protocol that
was developed beforehand in four slightly different versions, each aimed at a
distinct group of interviewees: providers, users, regulators and observers. The
interview protocol covered all elements of the analytical framework of payments,
which means that it contained questions about changes in payment modes and
currencies in relation to institutions and networks. Using interview protocols
ensured that all these elements would be addressed during a series of interviews
in a case country, though the interview protocol was not fully followed in ev-
ery single interview, because in some occasions, depending on the knowledge
and experience of the interviewees, part of the interview protocol appeared not
applicable. Then, specific questions were prepared.

In addition to the interview protocol, the interviews were also shaped by
practical and ethical guidelines concerning ethics, security, access as well as ve-
racity, identity, objectivity and behaviour, which Sriram et al. (2009) point out
to be of particular importance in field research in violent and difficult situa-
tions. For example, although the research subject was not directly related to
the atrocities of war, the interviews did remind some of the interviewees to it
in such a way that they became emotional during the interview. The researcher
responded to this as carefully and respectfully as possible.

The researcher visited all 22 interviewees personally, respectively during
fieldwork in Bosnia-Herzegovina in September 2011 and in Serbia in January
2012. Most interviews were conducted in formal settings at the interviewees’
offices, while some took place in less formal atmospheres of terraces, cafés and
restaurants. During interviews with 19 interviewees, the spoken language was
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English, which was not the mother tongue of the researcher and of all inter-
viewees, except one, with an American nationality. Three interviewees spoke
Bosnian only, or their active English language proficiency was not sufficient for
an interview. For these interviews, two local interpreters were arranged by the
researcher, selected from a list of professional interpreters provided by the Em-
bassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. Interpretation was consecutive. The
risk of lost in translation is regarded low, given the professional approach of the
interpreters. Moreover, the researcher has some language proficiency in Slavic
languages, she revealed to the interpreters. One interview was in Dutch.

With 17 persons, the interviews were recorded with a digital voice trace
and subsequently transcribed verbatim. In one occasion, the interview took
place at an organisation where for security reasons visitors were not allowed to
bring in any electronic device. Four interviews were not recorded, mainly for the
reason of not wanting to disrupt an interview that started naturally immediately
after shaking hands. Instead, notes were carefully taken, during and after these
interviews. Though the interviewees were all very attentive and helpful, some
of them objected to being quoted, to prevent that statements made during the
interviews would be interpreted as being the official stances of the organisations
they work for, while this does not necessarily apply.

In addition to the interviews, spoken data was collected during informal
conversations about payments with taxi drivers, shopkeepers and restaurant
personnel, among others. These conversations were not recorded, but noted by
the researcher afterwards.

Because making payments is such a common act, all interviewees could also
be regarded as users. It is conceivable that this interferes with their perspectives
from the levels of provider, regulator or observer.

3.3.3 Documents

Documents constitute an important source of both qualitative and quantitative
data for the current study. Collected documents include laws, treaties, resolu-
tions, policy papers, progress reports, country reports, formal evaluations and
news clippings, as well as histories and memoirs. While documents are an im-
portant data source in their own right, they also served to corroborate data
from interviews. On the other hand, the interviews delivered some guidance to
the collection of documents.

In and across the collected documents, the researcher looked for changes
in payments and explanations for these changes. Data on the formal side of
changes in payments was found in relevant laws, treaties, resolutions and policy
papers, as they contain the formal rules that constrain payments. In-depth
insight in the course of change in payments in the case countries was provided
by other documents, like reports, news clippings, histories and memoirs. While
in some of these documents payments are the core subject, other documents
provide background information on the cases and the context. The latter is
relevant for an understanding of the reasons and implications of the changes.
Memoirs provided insiders’ information on political and diplomatic issues and
illuminated which end-states were pursued by the parties involved and how
opposing interests affected the outcome of peace talks and post-reconstruction
processes, among others. This information contributed to an understanding of
why formal rules are as they are and also of the outcome of specific compromises.
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Documents were selected on the basis of the analytical framework. This
means that concepts included in the analytical framework were used as search
terms in search engines and in search fields of websites of organisations that
played a role in the payment systems of the case countries, in the conflict or in
the peace process. Snowballing on the basis of reference lists in earlier found
documents is a strategy that was also applied for collecting relevant documents.
Moreover, several documents were provided or recommended by some intervie-
wees.

Furthermore, documents prepared by renown institutions were preferred
over sources of which the credentials were not known. Therefore, a vast part
of the documents was retrieved from websites of central banks, commercial
banks, remittance companies, the World Bank, the International Monetary
Fund, the Bank for International Settlements, the United Nations and the Office
of the High Representative. News clippings were gathered from the archives of
renown news agencies, including Balkan Investigative Reporting Network and
The Christian Science Monitor. Also of importance in the selection process
were the dates of publication of documents in relation to the period of interest
of the current study. Effort has been put in collecting documents published on
a subject or event when it was still fresh and not analysed in the light of what
followed later.

The selected memoirs are from persons who were professionally involved in
the affairs of the case countries, the peace process or in the post-conflict recon-
struction process. Memoirs include those of Carl Bildt, the first High Represen-
tative in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Warren L. Coats, IMF economist involved in
the creation of the single currency for Bosnia and its single central bank, Richard
Holbrooke, an American diplomat who played a key role in the negotiations that
resulted in the Dayton Peace Agreement, Kofi Annan, Secretary-General of the
United Nations from 1997 to 2006, Warren Zimmermann, the last US ambas-
sador to Yugoslavia, and Madeleine Albright, US Ambassador to the UN from
1993 to 1997 and US Secretary of State from 1997 to 2001. It should be noted
that though these persons were insiders for their professional role, in a way they
were also outsiders, as none of them is from the Balkans.

The set of documents was constrained by the language proficiency of the
researcher. This implies that most of the selected documents are documents
that were originally written in English or translated to English, though some
literature in Bosnian language as well as Serbian language was used as well.

3.3.4 Archival records

This study includes official statistics and other numerical data from archives of
thirds. Archival records contain quantitative data collected by organisations for
their own purposes and audience (Yin, 2009), but can be useful for other pur-
poses as well. Similar to documents, most archival records were retrieved from
internet, but books were also used. Some data could be directly downloaded as
a spreadsheet, while other numerical data was found in documents.

Because the degree of accuracy of archival records is unknown to the re-
searcher (Yin, 2009), the authority of the source was taken into consideration,
as recommended by Blumberg et al. (2008). This implies that data were pri-
marily collected from official websites of institutions and organisations with high
credentials. It appeared that data covering the period of existence of the former
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Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was no longer available on several of
those official websites; many of them publish data on current countries, not of
past countries. Moreover, the availability of archival data that covers periods
of the conflict is characterised mainly by scarcity, not by abundance.

Data on formal institutions includes rankings of institutional quality, pub-
lished yearly by the World Economic Forum in their Global Competitiveness
Reports. Another indicator for institutions is the corruption perceptions index
published by Transparency International, which measures the perceived level of
corruption in the public sector.

Data was also gathered about volume and value of payment transactions
through ATM’s and POS terminals. This data was retrieved from the cen-
tral banks and incumbent banks of the case countries as well as the Bank for
International Settlements.

Inflation is quantified by data on consumer price index and foreign exchange
rates, retrieved from the central banks of the case countries, as well as from the
IMF Data Mapper, the CIA World Factbook and statistical agencies of the case
countries. Official data on hyperinflation in Bosnia and Herzegovina as well as
Serbia is found, but this data might be different from the fast-changing reality
on the ground at the peaks of hyperinflation.

Finally, to assess the performance of the case countries quantitatively, data
was gathered on Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and unemployment. This data
was retrieved from the IMF, the World Bank and statistical agencies of the case
countries, among others.

3.3.5 Direct observations

Primarily intended to conduct interviews, the visits to the case countries pro-
vided the opportunity for direct observations by the researcher of present-day
behaviour in payments as well as the circumstances in which payments are made
and the economic situation of the countries, among others. The direct observa-
tions were informal in nature, not formal (Yin, 2009).

Direct observations were made about the physical outreach of ATM’s, branches,
money transfer companies and money changers, for example, but also about the
conditions of local transport, availability of internet and payments conduct on
bazaars. Notwithstanding the casual way of observing, the direct observations
delivered valuable information that adds to the information received from in-
terviewees and found in documents and archival records. In fact, the direct
observations made the information found otherwise come alive. As such, the
observations helped answering the research questions.

3.3.6 Physical artefacts

Physical artefacts related to payments were also included in the study, in partic-
ular, the media of exchange, like banknotes, emergency money and commodity
money that circulated in the case countries as well as in the other succeeding
countries of the former SFRY before, during and after the breakup of the SFRY.
All regular issues of currency issued in the ex-Yugoslav region between 1946 and
2011 were included in the study. This is the period from the establishment of
Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia, in 1963 renamed to Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia, to present. Deutsch Mark and euro notes issued from
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1960 to present were also included, because these currencies have been formally
and informally present in the case countries in the period of interest.

Though currency can be issued in the form of coins and paper money, for this
study the inspection of media of exchange was mainly restricted to banknotes,
because these are fiat money in pure form and are therefore closer related to the
institutions that support the circulation of a currency. Coins, for their metal,
do have some intrinsic value that can exceed the nominal value. An additional
reason for concentrating on banknotes is that the nominal value of banknotes of
a currency is usually higher than of coins, which makes it even more important
that they don’t loose their value. Finally, during hyperinflation, cash often is
available in paper only.

Data on physical artefacts was collected by inspection of the artefacts in real
and in catalogues, during field work as well as desk research. During field work,
the researcher was a user of the domestic payment system of the case countries,
and hence among others of the national notes and coins of those countries, so
the presently circulating currencies, withdrawn locally by the researcher for ev-
eryday expenses, were easily available for inspection. In addition, for the case
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, at the Central Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina, a
series of banknotes and coins issued in Bosnia and Herzegovina, displayed in the
hallways, were inspected. Another opportunity to inspect physical artefacts in
real was during a meeting with a numismatist in possession of a near complete
private collection of issues of banknotes and money bons of Bosnia and Herze-
govina since the 1980s. Finally, pictures of commodity money that circulated
in Sarajevo during the Bosnian War were inspected during a visit to the per-
manent exhibition adjacent to the so called ‘Tunnel of life’ under the runway of
the airport of Sarajevo. Furthermore, for the case of Serbia, currencies of the
Republic of Serbia, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia were inspected during two visits to the Visitor Center
of the National Bank of Serbia.

By desk research, historical and present-day banknotes of national curren-
cies in the ex-Yugoslav region plus Deutsch Mark and euro were inspected in
numismatic catalogues, including the Standard Catalog of World Paper Money:
General Issues 1368-1960 (Cuhaj, 2010); and the Standard Catalog of World
Paper Money: Modern Issues 1961-Present (Cuhaj, 2011). These two volumes
of the Standard Catalog of World Paper Money (SCWPM) cover legal tender
notes only that were issued by recognized national governments. The Serbian
Krajina dinar was not included in these volumes, but instead it was inspected
in an edition of the The Banknote Book by Linzmayer (2012) dedicated to this
currency. In addition, the book Coins and Banknotes of Yugoslavia, Slove-
nia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro and Macedonia by
Vǐsčević (2011) was used for the inspection of physical artefacts. This book is
a comprehensive and detailed numismatic catalogue covering the ex-Yugoslav
region in the 19th, 20th and 21st century that provides more background infor-
mation than the SCWPM and detailed information about periods and area of
circulation. Moreover, unlike the two used volumes of the SCWPM, not only
presents regular issues, but also irregular and private issues.

Finally, the researcher has a reasonably extensive collection of Yugoslav,
Bosnian, Serbian and Croatian banknotes issued in the period of interest.

The inspection of the banknotes delivered the following data per banknote:
currency name, the monetary authority that issued it, date of issue, territory
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of use, signatures, images, scripts, text, colours and other features, like stamps
and overprints. Per issue, also the smallest and highest denominations were
marked and the sequence of denominations noted. The data of 337 banknotes
of 57 regular issues of 12 currencies in total for the ex-Yugoslav region was put
together in an Excel spreadsheet, which is easy to search.

New banknotes are the visible outcome of changes in formal rules, stemming
from decision-making on the regulators’ level. Also, they are the media of ex-
change handled by payment service providers and sent and received by users in
cash payments. The purpose of the inspection of banknotes, first of all, was to
see how payments changed in physical sense. What sequence of different notes
circulated in the economies of interest? How many times and with what inter-
vals were currencies changed, for either political or economic reasons, and were
people confronted with new issues again? Secondly, the notes were inspected in
order to increase an understanding of the acceptance of the respective issues as
proper media of exchange and store of wealth. For this aspect, in particular de-
nominations and look and feel of the notes were important. Thirdly, banknotes
were inspected, because sequences of denominations of consecutive issues reveal
the extent to which monetary authorities were able to provide stable currency.
Banknotes with unusually high denominations, for example, can be regarded
as the physical evidence of the severity of periods of hyperinflation, and thus
complement archival data on hyperinflation. Likewise, the inspected commod-
ity money delivered evidence of the occurrence of problems in payments and
of ways these problems were temporarily circumvented. Fourthly, banknotes
were inspected, because images printed on them may reveal some of the spirit
of the age. Seeing this, may contribute to an understanding of the context in
which the changes in payments took place. For this reason, some examples of
banknotes are presented in this study. Moreover, overviews of the currencies
and respective issues of the case countries are provided in appendix C for BiH
and in appendix D for Serbia.

3.4 Analysis

3.4.1 Analytical strategy

After having collected data from several sources of evidence, the challenging
process of analysis commenced, with the aim to make explicit what was implicit
and hence to make sense of the data (Rosenwasser and Stephen, 2012). In the
words of Yin (2009), it was time to ‘play’ with the data. There are different
views on what analysis means. Coffey and Atkinson (1996) compare several
interpretations of the term analysis and conclude that what it means is complex
and contested by qualitative researchers. They also consider several analysis
approaches and conclude that there is no best approach. Therefore, they advice
researchers to “experiment and play with analysis”.

As a start of the analysis process, found data on on relevant events in the
context as well as events that directly relate to the case study subject were
put in chronological order, yielding a detailed chronology. During this process,
several gaps in the data became evident and were filled where possible. Yet,
however useful for writing case descriptions, the chronology did not tell a story
by itself. What was needed for that, was an analytical strategy (Yin, 2009).
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The chosen strategy for the current study was using the analytical framework
developed in chapter 2. This strategy implies that our analytical framework
organised the analysis. The analytical framework comprises a practical ideal
type of payments as well as categorisations of deviations from this ideal.

The analytical framework organised the analysis in two ways. Firstly, the
framework provided focus, as to identify periods of time in which major changes
in payments occurred. The focus was on payment networks, payment systems,
legal tenders and currency regimes. Turning points with respect to these aspect
of payments mark periods. These periods organised the descriptive chapters of
the case study and form series of changes.

Secondly, as for the analysis chapter, the analytical framework gave structure
to the chapter: the categories of changes in payments defined in chapter 2 cor-
respond with the compositional structure of chapter 7. In the analysis chapter,
the changes in payments are analysed at the micro-level and explicitly linked to
the concepts in the analytical framework.

In fact, this strategy of using the analytical framework also guided the data
collection, because in order for the framework to ‘work’, data was required
that covered the topics and concepts addressed in the framework. Coffey and
Atkinson (1996) argue that whatever analysis strategy or approach is chosen, it
should be exercised with due care, but not be applied too rigidly, as that may
prohibit the imaginative, artful, flexible and reflexive side of analysis.

The process of making sense of the qualitative data was supported by coding.
Coding is a technique of interpreting the data, with the effect that relevant parts
of the data are selected and labelled for further analysis while noise in the data
is filtered out. The codes are tags or labels that the researcher defined, mainly
based on concepts included in the analytical framework. Ideally, according to
Coffey and Atkinson (1996), codes are the researcher’s own creation. They
help the researcher organise the data, while the very creation of the codes or
categories is a way of beginning to think about the data, they explain.

The main function of the codes was to link the collected material to the
theoretical framework, in particular the interviews. Coding also facilitated re-
trieval of the data (Coffey and Atkinson, 1996), as data on the same concepts
was put together. An effect of coding is that the data is condensed, but it is
also de-contextualised. The latter is a commonly mentioned limitation of data
reduction (Rietjens, 2014). Therefore, as to reduce the risk of misinterpretation
due to data reduction, during the analysis process text fragments were reread
in the original documents.

Codes were defined at different levels of generality. Examples of codes on
the highest level of generality are case Serbia, case BiH and context. Exam-
ples of more specific codes include conflict, economic situation, currency set,
institutions, connections and payer-payee interaction. There were also codes to
indicate the levels of actors, the period of time, and whether a text fragments
is concerned with a turning point. Some codes overlap or are nested, so some
text fragments were labelled with more than one code.

In order to facilitate the analysis, the qualitative data was organised in four
large Excel spreadsheets, which were made easy to browse with the use of filters.
This was adequate for our purpose. The spreadsheets contain data fragments
that were copied from the transcripts of the interviews, collected documents,
fieldnotes and author’s inspection reports of physical artefacts. Because the
spreadsheets contain data from several sources, they support adherence to the
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principle of convergence of evidence. One spreadsheet contains a list of relevant
historical events of the cases and the context in chronological order, as to have a
clear picture of the sequence of events. This table was particularly useful for the
description of the context and the historic account of changes in payments as
well as for an accurate assessment of the changes against the context. A second
spreadsheet is dedicated to the physical artefacts. It lists details of banknotes
issued in the region in the period of interest. This table provides an overview
of how, when, where and by whom banknotes changed in physical appearance.
Furthermore, information on inflation can also be deduced from this overview,
as it contains the denominations. In a way, like the first table, this table also
contains an historical overview of events, but with a narrow focus, namely on the
issues of new currencies only. The third and fourth spreadsheet contain coded
fragments from the interviews and memoirs for the respective case studies. On
separate sheets, these fragments are organised on the basis of the codes that
were assigned to the fragments. These tables facilitated the analysis process of
particular concepts in isolation, as all data per concept was put together.

Finally, the analytical framework also guided the analysis of quantitative
data. Most quantitative data is also stored in Excel spreadsheets. In the time
series on volume of transactions through a payment system, consumer price
index, exchange rates and economic growth, for example, it was attempted to
identify changes in payments and to assess the severity of phenomena. The
quantitative data are not statistically analysed; unprocessed, they are included
with the aim of describing or illustrating.

3.4.2 Analytical tools

The complexity of social behaviour can be overwhelming. Therefore, when
studying such situations, it can be useful to apply mathematical tools and ben-
efit from the precise language of mathematics. Coleman (1964) pioneered in
applying a broad array of mathematical tools for an understanding of social
phenomena and make predictions.

Noting that we can increase an understanding of changes in payments if we
focus on decision making and realising that some of the decision in payments
have a strategic element, it was chosen to use tools from game theory, a specific
field of mathematics, to model the behaviour of actors, in particular actors at
the users level. Game theory is an abstract theory of examining actors and their
choices. The models may yield additional insight in mechanisms that otherwise
could not easily be deduced from the data. Solution concepts of game theory, like
equilibrium and dominant strategies, help increase an understanding of how and
why certain outcomes occur that would otherwise not be revealed. According
to Penard (2008), game theory has become an essential tool in economics for its
usefulness in studying interpersonal behaviour and analysing strategic decisions.
Also for policy research, tools from game theory are appropriate, Scharpf (1997)
argues.

Decisions are strategic if an actor’s payoff of a decision not only depends on
his own decision but also on the decisions made by other players of the game.
Because this applies to decisions regarding currencies and money transfer, game
theory is useful for identifying patterns in these decisions that help explain why
some combinations of issues, constraints and incentives lead to gridlock, evoke
corruption or lead to suboptimal use of financial intermediaries. For those choice
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situations in the case countries where it was assessed that the decision making
was strategic, games were defined. Situations in which players act independently
and simultaneously were defined by games in normal form and illustrated by
matrices.

Modelling was done as follows. First, the players were identified. The players
of some games were actors from the same level, e.g. user versus user, provider
versus provider, or regulator versus regulator. In other games, strategic inter-
action was modelled of actors of different levels. After it was clear what actors
were to be modelled, the next step was to gain a clear picture of the circum-
stances of their interaction: the reason and aim of the interaction, the set of
options which could be selected, and the institutions and connections that are
likely to have affected the decision making. From this, a further definition of
the game is derived, namely the options and the preference orders.

The definition of the games was rather complicated, because a vast part of
the data was not specific about individual choices and preferences, but on a more
aggregate level. Therefore, to a large extent, defining a game was a matter of
inductive reasoning. In particular the definition of the preference orders requires
careful attention. By combination of data, the best explanation was sought to
declare why the preference order is defined the way it is. A mistaken preference
order decreases the value of the game. Once a game is defined, the reasoning
becomes deductive: within the definition of a game, the outcome of the game
can be deduced. When this did not yield an outcome that was in line with the
data, the game was redefined until there was a fit. So, in sum, the modelling
with game theory can be described as an iterative process of fitting reality into
games, in order to increase an understanding of the decision making process.

3.4.3 Within-case analysis

Per case, from the data historic overviews from macroperspective of the changes
in payments in the case countries were developed and analyses of the changes
were carried out through the theoretical lenses developed in the analytical frame-
work. The purpose of the descriptive chapters is to tell a story that supports
the subsequent analysis, in which the changes in payments are grouped per cat-
egory, and the sequence of the changes is less clear. Providing chronological
descriptions first was deemed useful, because payments in conflict affected soci-
eties is not a wide-studied subject, which means that such descriptions are not
widely available in scholarly literature and there is no basis the researcher can
build on.

The changes were conceptualised in accordance with the analytical frame-
work. In this part of the analysis, the individual actors were put at the center,
while institutions and networks formed the setting within which the interac-
tion of the actors was explained. An underlying assumption of this approach
is that social phenomena can be regarded as the outcome of interaction among
actors (Scharpf, 1997). The behaviour of individuals was analysed at multiple
levels, in concreto the levels of users, providers and regulators. For the microe-
conomic analysis, tools from game theory were used, in the hope this would
yield insights in the mechanisms and outcome. Yet, for profound understanding
of the changes, links with the context were also incorporated in the per-change
analysis, as indicated in figure 3.4.
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The analysis was diachronic, which means that analysis of individual be-
haviour was done for subsequent changes. Yet, the analysis was also synchronic,
which means that spatial variation was accounted for. Eventually, the changes
were compared with each other, as is also illustrated in figure 3.4.

3.4.4 Cross-case analysis

In addition to within-case analysis, a cross-case comparison was performed. By
selecting two cases, the possibility to do so was a priori built-in the study for
the reason of arriving at conclusions beyond an individual case.
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Figure 3.4: Within-case and cross-case analysis.

In the first part of the cross-case analysis the cases were compared with each
other: case versus case (see figure 3.4). Part of this analysis was synchronic,
which means that at specific moments in time, it was investigated what hap-
pened in each of the cases, for example what occurred in one case, when a
major change occurred in the other. For another part, this analysis was aimed
at finding differences and commonalities between the cases. Finally, it was at-
tempted to see whether differences and commonalities between the cases can be
understood against the background of the cases: across case within context.

In the cross-case comparison, the identified major changes in payments per
case with regard to the payment system, the payment network, the legal ten-
der and the currency regime were compared. We examined whether similar or
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different changes occurred, whereas we also examined for what reasons and if
applicable with what intentions the changes occurred. Moreover, in the cross-
case comparison, we also tried to assess to what extent the conflict explains
the differences and commonalities with respect to the occurred changes, their
origins and their consequences.

With regard to generalisation of the case study results to other conflicts, the
cross-case analysis is of main importance. Following the reasoning of Przeworski
and Teune (1970), since we chose two different cases, the found commonalities
of which we argue that they relate to the conflict are the phenomena that we can
expect to observe in other conflict settings as well. Yet, the cross-case synthesis
is challenging, because, as Yin (2009) argues, it does not rely on numeric tallies,
but on argumentative interpretation of cross case patterns. In this regard, Coffey
and Atkinson (1996) stress that generalizing and theorizing is about ideas that
emerge when the researcher goes beyond the data. This means that the focus
in the other parts of the analysis, provided by the analytical framework, must
be released in this part.

3.5 Quality of the research design

The views on what makes a good research design differ. Common tests of the
quality of empirical qualitative research are those of construct validity, internal
validity, external validity and reliability (Yin, 2009). These tests are based
on a positivist approach of facts. In this approach, it is assumed that facts in
society can be observed objectively and be treated just as facts are treated in the
natural sciences. This approach dates back to the early years of sociology, when
Durkheim tried to convince other scientists that social facts can be studied as
rationally as is done in the natural sciences and that therefore sociology should
also be regarded as an academic discipline.

Interpretive researchers adopt a different approach. They acknowledge that
social facts are not independent from human interpretation. In the current
study, this approach is adopted. This implies that other criteria are more suited
then those mentioned above when assessing the quality of the research design,
namely confirmability, dependability, credibility and transferability (Miles and
Huberman, 1994).

Confirmability is the extent of corroboration and confirmation of the find-
ings. By combining data from several sources of evidence as well as from multiple
levels and organisations, most findings could be corroborated and confirmed.
Moreover, to increase confirmability, if allowed, the interviews were recorded
and subsequently fully transcribed, as to prevent a confirmation bias if the re-
searcher, as this could have decreased the quality of the research if only notes
had been taken. Yet, the researcher proceeded the field work with some caution,
because of possible sensitivities that still persist, even though countries were se-
lected of which the main conflict is more or less resolved. Furthermore, partic-
ularly the data from interviews can be biased by retrospective sense-making of
events that occurred many years ago. This increased the need for corroboration
and confirmation by other sources of evidence and searching for data produced
close to the time that an event happened.

Dependability is a kind of quality control. In order to increase the de-
pendability - or reliability - of the study, an electronic case study database
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was created, which allows efficient review of the evidence. The database con-
tains the collected data of the two cases and the context. It contains all inter-
view recordings, transcripts, correspondence with the respondents, documents,
archival records, reports of direct observations and reports of inspections of
physical artefacts of both cases and the context. The database is available on
request. Moreover, the study was done under supervision of promotors and with
peer assistance.

Credibility is also very important in empirical research in the social sciences.
The identified changes in payments need to be credible, as well as the analysis
of the changes. An important point of concern was a sound understanding of
the conflict dynamics (Norman, 2009). Moreover, evaluation of credibility was
particularly important for the games that were developed, i.e. the microlevel
analysis. The arguments for the actors’ strategy profiles and preference orders
are inductive and stem from interpretation of data that was not all at the level
of individual actors, while the games display interaction at individual level. The
point is that once a game is defined, with deductive arguments the solution of the
game can be determined, but if the definition of the game does not correspond
to reality, then the deduced solution does not provide ground for conclusions,
despite correct mathematical reasoning given the definition of the game.

Finally, transferability requires careful attention of the researcher. Transfer-
ability refers to whether the study can be generalised to other contexts. For this
aspect of the quality of the study, in particular the selection of cases was im-
portant. Based on the reasoning of Przeworski and Teune (1970), it was chosen
to inquire different cases, because this offers the best change of generalisable
finding. Even though it was a hurdle to go from specific to general (Alston,
2008), we tried to generalise the case study findings.



Chapter 4

The context: the breakup of
the former Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia

4.1 Introduction

Before we focus on changes in payments in the cases of Bosnia and Herzegovina
and Serbia, we sketch the context in which these changes occurred. Davies
(2008) argues that without knowledge of the context of a particular society, we
cannot understand monetary developments. To this end, the chapter contains
background information that will be helpful for the reader while reading the
case descriptions. Moreover, in the analysis chapter, chapter 7, we return to
the context and link it to the case findings when we try to answer the fourth
research question, which aims to assess to what extent the conflict accounts for
the changes in payments.

With regard to the particular context of our study of changes in payments,
it is important to distinguish between the breakup of the the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) and the Yugoslav wars. The breakup refers
to a process characterised by political crisis and upheavals that culminated
in the dissolution of the SFRY in the early 1990s. The constituent republics
of Slovenia, Croatia and Macedonia declared their independence in the early
1991 and Bosnia and Herzegovina followed in 1992. Since then, Serbia together
with Montenegro formed the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY). Later, in
2003, the latter two formed a more decentralized state union named Serbia and
Montenegro. Dissolved in 2006, it was a short-lived union. As for now, the
declaration of independence from Serbia by Kosovo in 2008 can be regarded as
the final step of the breakup of the SFRY, though Serbia still claims Kosovo
as its province. Moreover, still occasionally in BiH there are discussions about
partition of the country after all.

The breakup was a process that already started in the decades before dec-
larations of independence and before three Yugoslav wars broke in the early
1990s. There was war in Slovenia in 1991, in Croatia from 1991 to 1995 and
in Bosnia and Herzegovina from 1992 to 1995. The Serb dominated Yugoslav
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People’s Army (JNA) played an important role in these wars. In the late 1990s,
war broke out in Kosovo and lasted from 1998 to 1999. In Macedonia, no war
occurred, but during the Kosovo war it was confronted with the consequences
of war when many Albanians from Kosovo fled to Macedonia. Moreover, it had
serious quarrels with Greece about the name and the flag of the ‘new’ Macedo-
nia, adjacent to the Macedonia region in Greece. Ultimately, it was agreed that
the name of the country would be the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
(FYROM or FYR Macedonia) and that the economic blockade against Mace-
donia would be lifted. This blockade had hurt FYROM as well as Greece itself
(Holbrooke, 1999).

The current chapter does not attempt to provide a comprehensive account
of the complex history of the Balkans nor detailed descriptions of the wars.
Instead, it contains those events that are of relevance for our understanding of
the process of change in payments. Those mainly comprise events that relate
to changes in the formal institutional frameworks. These events are presented
in relation to macro economic developments, illustrated by quantitative data on
economic growth, among others.

The structure of the chapter is as follows. First, general characteristics
of the SFRY are provided, including geography, the population and economic
organisation, because if we want to understand why the SFRY broke up, it
is important to know what broke up (Woodward, 1995). Subsequently, the
economic decline in the 1970s and 1980s is addressed. This is the period when
the value of the common currency, the Yugoslav dinar, came under pressure.
The general characteristics of the SFRY and the economic decline constitute
the common background of the case countries. Next, the period of violent wars
is described. We focus on the Bosnian War and the Kosovo War. The wars
in Slovenia and Croatia are only briefly addressed. Then, the years after the
wars are described for the constituent republics, again with emphasis on the
case countries, addressing the divergent paths of development they experienced.
Also, present-day tensions in Bosnia and Herzegovina and in Serbia are pointed
out.

4.2 The Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
in brief

The Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia constituted a large share of the
Balkan peninsula in south-eastern Europe. It was composed of six republics and
two autonomous provinces that formed a federation since the end of World War
II. The constituent socialist republics were Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia,
Macedonia, Montenegro, Slovenia and Serbia. The two autonomous provinces,
both located in Serbia, were the provinces of Vojvodina and Kosovo. The
breakup in the 1990s resulted in seven successor states: the six constituent re-
publics and Kosovo, though the status of Kosovo is pending, as Serbia recognises
the governance of the Republic of Kosovo, but still regards it as an autonomous
province.
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Figure 4.1: Map of former Yugoslavia as of 2008. Source: Wikipedia.
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Figure 4.1 displays the former Yugoslavia as of 2008. Except from a few
details, the borders drawn on this map resemble the borders of the republics
and provinces at the time the SFRY was still united. The map also shows the
post-war division of Bosnia and Herzegovina in two entities, comprising the Fed-
eration of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Republika Srpska, as agreed in the
Dayton Peace Agreement. The Brčko District can be recognised in the north-
east of Bosnia and Herzegovina, bordering Croatia and located between the two
parts of the Republika Srpska. Furthermore, it can be seen that the Republic
of Serbia now consists of two parts: Central Serbia and the province of Vojvo-
dina in the north. Kosovo is at the south of Serbia. The map also shows how
the successor states neighbour each other and the surrounding countries. The
map shows the central location of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina in
the former SFRY, sharing borders with Croatia, Serbia and Montenegro. Sur-
rounding countries include, Italy, Austria, Hungary, Romania, Albania, Greece
and Bulgaria, so Western countries and south-east European countries.

In 1991, just before the breakup, in the SFRY the last census was held. Data
from this census is presented by various authors, including Woodward (1995,
page 32-35). From the table she composed, the following can be derived about
the population of the SFRY. In 1991, the population of the SFRY amounted 23.5
million in total, about a million more than a decade earlier. With 9.5 million
inhabitants, including the provinces of Vojvodina and Kosovo, Serbia was the
most populated republic. The population of Bosnia and Herzegovina amounted
4.3 million people. The population of the former SFRY comprised several eth-
nic groups, including Serbs, Slovenes, Croats, Bosniaks and Albanians. When
viewed on the total population of the SFRY, Muslims formed a minority of 10%,
but in Bosnia and Herzegovina they formed 43.7% of the population. Bosnian
Croats made up 17.3% of the population and Bosnian Serbs 31.4%, according
to the 1991 census. Because of its heterogeneous population, Crnobrnja (1996)
calls Bosnia and Herzegovina a country of diversity. In Serbia, Serbs formed the
majority (65.8% on average), except in Kosovo, where in 1991 approximately
90% of the population was Albanian. In the province of Vojvodina, more than
half of the population was Serb (57.2%), while Hungarians made up the second
largest group (16.9%). In Montenegro, 61.8% of the population was Montene-
grin, while Muslims and Serbs formed minorities of respectively 14.6% and 9.3%.
Outside Serbia, in parts of Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbs locally
formed majorities, for example in Krajina (see for example Isaković (2000)).

For most time of its existence, the Second Yugoslavia war ruled by Marshal
Josip Broz, also known as Tito. He held the post of President of the Republic,
until he died in 1980. It was Tito’s strong wish to keep the different groups
of people living in the socialist republics and autonomous provinces together
(Woodward, 1995). While initially Yugoslavia followed the socialist ideology
of the Soviet system, soon Tito developed a different though related system of
so called self-management. Self-management meant that workers had decision-
making influence in the companies where they worked. With this system, Yu-
goslavia differed from the Eastern bloc as well as from Western countries. In
1961, Tito, among others, founded the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), as alter-
native to superpower blocs (Woodward, 1995). The movement still exists and
aims at peaceful coexistence. Most of its members are developing countries. Not
being part of the eastern or western bloc, while being a member of the NAM
gave flexibility to Yugoslavia in terms of foreign economic relations, Woodward
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(1995) explains. The United States though, demonstrated some discomfort with
the NAM.

Yet, as Isaković (2000) argues, in the end the ‘Yugoslav model’ was not that
different from the Soviet system, as it likewise could not escape its destiny of
collapse, due to inbuilt shortcomings. Like in other socialist states, after the
fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, in the SFRY a process of transformation to a
market economy started. Isaković (2000) also stresses that the collapse of the
ideology meant that the main integrating factor of the SFRY disappeared and
that the effects of long-lasting repression of opposition in the political scene,
where the the League of Communists of Yugoslavia had dominated, became
apparent in the sense of lack of alternatives. In the late 1980s and early 1990s,
a process towards pluralism took place in the constituent republics. In Serbia,
for example, the League of Communists of Serbia agreed to introduce political
pluralism and a law on this matter was adopted in July 1990. Following this
new perspective, several new political parties were founded in Serbia (Thomas,
1999, page 52-68). This implied that there was economic transformation and
political transformation going on at the same time.

The legal basis of the SFRY in its final years was the constitution of 1974.
By this constitution the socialist republics and autonomous provinces were given
considerable decision power (see Woodward (1995) for more details), analogous
to the system of self-management. Decentralisation meant that the republics
each had their own constitution, president, government, parliament, central
bank and police, among others. Since 1974, even the autonomous provinces
enjoyed having their own institutional framework. After Tito’s death, power
was decentralised even further, with far stretching consequences. Federal level
legislative procedures as well as other procedures of important affairs required
consensus of the republics and provinces (Meier, 1999). Moreover, the right
of veto in several policy areas meant that republics and autonomous provinces
could exercise considerable power over other republics and provinces.

The 1974 Constitution also explicitly gave the peoples of Yugoslavia the
right to separate from the SFRY, though procedures to exercise this right were
not stipulated (see for example Meier (1999)). It is important to note that this
right was given to the peoples and not the republics. The republics were not
homogeneous, but were populated each by several ethnic groups. Yet, it were
republics that declared independence in the 1990s, not peoples.

4.3 Economic decline

The SFRY experienced periods of prosperity and low unemployment, in partic-
ular in the 1950s. Also in the 1960s and early 1970s material prosperity was
evident, according to Dragnich (1992), and the SFRY was more prosperous than
other communist-ruled states. However, since the 1960s, there have been ongo-
ing problems with employment. Many people emigrated in response, to go to
work as Gastarbeiter, mainly in Germany and Austria. The per capita GDP
increase between 1970 and 1990 presented in table 4.1 seems impressive. In
the 1970s, Yugoslavia’s population achieved GDP growth rates between 3.6%
and 8.6%, as table 4.1 shows. But in the 1980s, the real economic growth rate
decreased and in 1983, 1987 and 1988 the economy even contracted (see ta-
ble 4.1). Inflation was very high in those years (see table 5.3). Furthermore,
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Year Per capita GDP GDP volume Unemployment rate
at current prices % change

(US dollars)
1970 724 5.6 7.7
1971 783 8.1 6.7
1972 811 4.3 7.0
1973 1,047 4.9 8.1
1974 1,436 8.6 9.0
1975 1,594 3.6 10.2
1976 1,783 3.9 11.4
1977 2,148 8.0 11.9
1978 2,531 6.9 12.0
1979 3,148 7.0 11.9
1980 3,200 2.3 11.9
1981 3,125 1.4 11.9
1982 2,824 0.5 12.4
1983 2,870 -1.0 12.8
1984 3,032 2.0 13.3
1985 3,165 0.5 13.8
1986 3,377 3.6 14.1
1987 3,550 -1.0 13.6
1988 3,617 -2.0 14.1
1989 3,832 14.9
1990 3,549 16.4

Table 4.1: GDP and unemployment of the former Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia from 1970 to 1990. Source: data.UN.org.

in twenty years time, the unemployment rate doubled from 7.7% in 1970 to
16.4% in 1990 (see table 4.1). The deteriorating situation is also reflected by
escalating consumer prices, reaching a peak in 1989 (see table 5.1 in chapter 5).
Several products came in short supply and were therefore rationed, while strikes
became increasingly common (Dragnich, 1992, page 159). Collective action was
required to revive the Yugoslav economy. Under these circumstance, the lack of
decisiveness of the presidency became particularly pressing

There was a global economic recession in the late 1970s and early 1980s, after
the oil crisis of 1973. However, unlike most western countries, the economy of
the SFRY did not recover. Moreover, UN data on imports and exports between
1965 and 1990 tell that all those years imports exceeded exports (data.UN.org).
Lending abroad while facing no or low economic growth, the problem of external
debt became large. On behalf of private and public creditors, the London Club
and Paris Club respectively were involved in rescheduling debt. According to
Woodward (1995, page 15), a programme intended to resolve the foreign debt
problem actually appeared to largely cause economic decline. Interestingly,
Dragnich (1992, page 139) notes that many Yugoslavs were unaware of the debt
problem.
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Region Index
Yugoslavia 100.0
Bosnia and Herzegovina 64.7
Montenegro 79.8
Croatia 86.3
Macedonia 89.6
Slovenia 124.4
Serbia Total 111.0

Serbia Proper 110.6
Kosovo 73.9
Vojvodina 120.7

Table 4.2: Regional differences of wages per employee in December 1991. Source:
Kreso (1997).

In the summer of 1988, it became clear that “the dogmatic-policies [of Prime
Minister Mikulić] had reached a dead end” (Meier, 1999, page 101), as the mea-
sures taken were no reform in the sense that the balance-of-payments problem
was released and inflation decreased. Croatia and Slovenia became impatient,
because of the lack of improvement. In December 1988, Ante Marković suc-
ceeded Mikulić as Prime Minister of the SFRY. A year later, he announced his
reform programme, encompassing monetary reform plus associated measures,
to be implemented in a shock-wise manner. The programme encompassed the
introduction of a new dinar that would be pegged to the Deutsch Mark as to
bring inflation to a halt. Other measures included import liberalisation and a
squeeze of loans to loss-making enterprises (Cviić and Sanfey, 2010). The re-
form programme would support the transformation from a socialist society to
a market economy. While the programme had some positive effects, the suc-
cess lasted only a short period of time. Moreover, Serbia strongly objected the
reform ideas of Ante Marković (Cviić and Sanfey, 2010, page 30).

Subject of many debates on the future of the SFRY was not only economic
decline itself. According to Woodward (1995), in the run-up to the conflict,
regional inequalities were also of particular importance. The northern parts of
the SFRY, including Slovenia and Vojvodina, have always been more prosperous
than the southern parts. This can be read from the regional differences in wages
in December 1991, as presented in table 4.2. In this table, the average wage
in Yugoslavia is set at 100, whereas the wages per employee in the respective
republics and provinces are shown relative to this base. The data show that in
December 1991, wages substantially differed between the republics, with lowest
wages in Bosnia and highest in Slovenia. The table also shows that within
Serbia, the regional differences were large, with Kosovo lowest and Vojvodina
highest and the latter close to the level of Slovenia. It is important to note that
the data illustrate the situation after Slovenia, Croatia and Macedonia each
declared independence from the SFRY, earlier in 1991. But it is well known
that the regional differences in wages in the preceding years were in line with the
data presented here, though the index number of Croatia presented here might
be a bit too low, given that Croatia was also relatively wealthy and earned much
income from tourism. When the republics and autonomous provinces were still
together in the SFRY, the inequality in wages meant that in terms of taxes
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Slovenia and Croatia contributed more per person to the federal budget than
the poorer parts of the SFRY. Since Serbia had four out of eight seats in the
presidency, with votes for Serbia itself, the provinces and Montenegro, Serbia
had a strong position in allocating the federal budget and it actually meant
that Slovenia and Croatia sent money to Serbia, as they getting less back then
their contribution. Complaining about their position of net-payer, in debates
they ignored the benefits of being part of the SFRY, including the ability to
buy inexpensive foodstuffs, electricity and raw materials and to sell an internal
market with no customs barriers, as Dragnich (1992) points out.

Furthermore, with trading opportunities to the west, Slovenia had little ap-
petite to bear the burden of foreign debt, for which a solution was not expected
shortly, given the political disunity in this regard. Moreover, with opposing
interests among the republics and autonomous provinces, the high degree of
decentralisation in the SFRY proved inadequate for realising a turn around in
the economic situation by collective action on the level of the federal govern-
ment (Woodward, 1995). A future in a looser confederation was considered, but
this idea is not effectuated. Instead, the SFRY dissolved and wars broke out.

4.4 Bosnian War

Against the background of economic decline, unresolved public debt problems
and foreign debt problems, calls for independence became louder and resulted
in referenda on this topic in the respective republics of the SFRY. After it
appeared that majorities voted in favour of independence, Slovenia, Croatia and
Macedonia were the first to declare independence in 1991, followed by Bosnia
and Herzegovina in 1992. Serbia and Montenegro endorsed a constitution of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), on 27 April 1992, after which it can be
said that the SFRY did not exist any longer (Allcock et al., 1998).

After the secession of the socialist republics, about a third of Serbs would
come to live outside Serbia, mainly concentrated in Serbian Krajina on Croatian
territory and Republika Srpska in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
These people became out of reach of Belgrade’s influence. To many Serbs,
this was an undesirable situation; they wished a ‘Greater Serbia’. According
to Malcolm (1994), more than ethnic tensions, it was this problem with new
borders that was the cause of violence between Serbia and Croatia and Serbia
and Bosnia and Herzegovina when the SFRY broke up. He states that these
conflicts essentially were border-conflicts. Isaković (2000) also argues that the
violence by Bosnian Serbs was instigated by the fear of loosing their nation
status and become a minority. Therefore, he says it is better to speak of nations
against nations, instead of states against states, i.e. Serbs against Croats and
Muslims instead of Serbia against Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina.

In Slovenia, in 1991 there was a war that lasted ten days. In contrast, the
wars in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina lasted several years. In response to
the fighting in Slovenia and Croatia, the UN imposed an arms embargo on the
SFRY by UN Security Council Resolution 713 (UN, 1991), which was not lifted
until November 1995 by UN Security Council Resolution 1012 (UN, 1993a).
According to Malcolm (1994), the arms embargo imposed on the SFRY was
particularly disadvantageous to BiH, as most stock piles and military factories
were not in BiH, but in Serbia.
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Several authors argue that the fighting betweens ethnic groups in BiH in
essence was not an ethnic conflict. According to Woodward (1995, page 380),
for example, “the problem was not ethnic conflict but the collapse and rejection
of an overarching authority and of a capacity to tolerate and manage difference”.
The reasoning of Zimmermann (1999), who served as US ambassador to the
SFRY in what appeared the final years of the SFRY, is in line with this. He
points at nationalist leaders, who suppressed opposition to their ideas in any
way they could, making him conclude that destruction of Yugoslavia occurred
from the top down.

Another author who argues that the West misidentified the causes of violence
in the former Yugoslavia is Gagnon (2004). Convinced that it was not ethnic
hatred, either from ancient or more recent date, he claims that the violence was
created by conservative elites from Belgrade and Zagreb, for fear of losing their
privileged positions in the economic and political structures after reform. As
the elites sent troops out, for the affected communities Gagnon (2004, page 179)
sees it as ‘imported’ violence, resulting from strategic decisions of the leadership
in Belgrade and Zagreb. Violence along ethnic lines would draw attention away
from calls for fundamental changes in terms of economic system and political
power and would hence demobilise the population.

Malcolm (1994, page 237–238) also argues that the war in Bosnia was not
civil war, but that the fighting between neighbours was caused by planned up-
heaval by federal army personnel sent by Milošević as well as by Croatia. He
explains that Muslims were deliberately placed in bad light in such a way that it
provided reason for murder, after which the Muslims fought back and a vicious
circle of violence started. He refers to the referendum held in 1992 for support
of his thesis that the conflict came from outside Bosnia and not from inside. In
that referendum, 64% of the people in BiH voted “yes” when asked “Are you
in favour of a sovereign and independent Bosnia and Herzegovina, a state of
equal citizens and nations of Muslims, Serbs, Croats and others who live in it?”
(Malcolm, 1994, page 231).

On 7 April 1992, the Bosnian President Izetbegović declared that the country
was in a state of emergency, in response to armed clashes in the suburbs of
Sarajevo that had begun on 5 April 1992 and Serb offensives in eastern Bosnia
and the Krajina that had begun on 7 April 1992 (Allcock et al., 1998), only a
month after the declaration of independence on 3 March 1992. Several weeks
later, on 20 June 1992, he declared the country was in a state of war (Allcock
et al., 1998). Respondent BiH1 described the situation of the early days of
the Bosnian War as ‘total paralysis’, as it was too dangerous to walk around
freely, telecommunication stopped because lines were damaged and roads were
destructed by shelling. The period of violence lasted until the end of 1995.
Throughout this period, electricity was not always and everywhere available.
The same accounts for telecommunication lines. Damage was done to utilities
by the armed forces that took control of BiH territory, i.e. by the army of BiH,
the army of Bosnian Serbs and the Croatian Army, but also by NATO during
air strikes. Many people had become refugees.

Figure 4.2 shows the front lines in 1993. It can be seen that at that time the
Bosnian Serbs were in control of the largest part of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The
de facto capital of the Republika Srpska was Banja Luka whereas the Bosnian
Serb government seated in the town of Pale, south-east of Sarajevo. The Croat-
controlled part, the Croatian Republic of Herzeg-Bosnia, neighboured Croatia
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and included the city of Mostar. The government of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina controlled parts in the middle of the country’s territory as well as
several enclaves in the east and the Bihać pocket in the west. It also controlled
most of the capital of Sarajevo, except some suburbs. The distribution of the
territory over the respective armies let the map of BiH look ‘like a tiger’s skin’,
according to respondent BiH1.

Sarajevo and the five isolated towns of Bihać, Goražde, Srebrenica, Tuzla
and Zepa, mainly populated by Bosniaks but surrounded by Bosnian-Serbs and
besieged by the Army of Republika Srpska, were appointed and affirmed as ‘safe
areas’, by Security Council Resolutions 819, 824 and 836 (see UN (1993b), UN
(1993d) and UN (1993e)). Though called safe, Bosnian-Serbs kept the enclaves
under siege for several consecutive years. In Sarajevo, for example, thousands
of residents, including many children, were wounded or killed by shelling and
snipers. Also well-known is the massacre of Muslim men, after the the enclave of
Srebrenica fell on in 11 July 1995. The final days before the fall of this enclave
plus the aftermath are described in minute detail by journalist David Rohde
(1997), for example, in his book ‘Endgame’. Life in the enclaves was hard, not
only because of the dangers. In Bihać, for example, the situation worsened when
passage of food and humanitarian aid convoys was refused by Krajina Serbs (see
for example O’Shea (1998) for a focussed account of the impact of the conflict
on the lifes of ordinary people living in the Bihać pocket).

Mass murder, ethnic cleansing, and mass population movements character-
ize the Bosnian War. Victims and killers were among all ethnic groups. The
war changed every day life and business in the country dramatically. The divi-
sion of the country hindered free movement across the country and numerous
road blocks were set up by the respective authorities to control who and what
was going in and out of specific places. Production fell and many people re-
lied on humanitarian aid, provided by UNHCR, while UNPROFOR provided
protection.

For the citizens in the besieged city of Sarajevo, the airport, controlled by
UNPROFOR, was of vital importance for official aid coming in by air lift. The
airport, on the outskirts of the city, formed an interruption in the siege line.
While both sides of the airport were Bosnian territory, crossing the runway
during daytime meant being in full sight of Bosnian-Serb snipers. Safe passage
between Sarajevo and the rest of BiH territory became possible after 30 July
1993 through a narrow tunnel with low ceiling that was secretly dug under the
runway (Kolar and Kolar, 2011). Through this tunnel, goods forbidden by UN
sanctions entered the city, including weapons and ammunition, but also loads of
food, cigarettes, oil and medications to sell on the black market. Injured people
were also transported through the tunnel.

Since March 1994, the Croat part and Bosniak part formed the Federation
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, created by the Washington Accords (USIP, 2014),
basically a ceasefire agreement. This federation comprised a central government
and ten cantons. In spite of the agreed division of responsibilities, it appeared
a political mess and there was internal friction (Bildt, 1998; Holbrooke, 1999).

Though the violence mostly took place outside Serbia, the wars in Bosnia
and Croatia were noticeable in Serbia. Fleeing the violence, tens of thousands
of refugees arrived in Serbia. Moreover, the wars indirectly affected the lives of
people in Serbia as economic sanctions were imposed on the FRY in May 1992
for its involvement in the war. UN Security Council Resolution 1012 (UN, 1992)
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Figure 4.2: Map of former Yugoslavia during wartime, 1993. Source:
Pawe lGoleniowski @ wikimedia.org.
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limited foreign trade as well as financial relations abroad, resulting in scarcity of
several products. According to Holbrooke (1999) Milošević hated the sanctions,
because they hurt the economy and society. The sanctions against the FRY,
not to the Republika Srpska yet, were suspended in November 1995 by UN
Security Council Resolution 1022 (UN, 1993a), shortly before the Bosnian war
was formally ended.

There had been several attempts to end the war in Bosnia, including the 1993
Vance-Owen Plan. But these attempts were without success, not in the least
place because ‘outsiders’ often misunderstood the problems in the Balkans, more
specific what instigated violence in the 1990s, as several authors argue, including
Malcolm (1994) and Dragnich (1992). Though the UN Security Council was
aware of the atrocities in Croatia as well as Bosnia and Herzegovina, witness
the many resolutions in this regard in which the atrocities were condemned, it
did not take adequate action. Under UN flag, lightly armed peacekeeping forces
were present in the country. Their presence did not stop the violence between
the parties. Moreover, the UN forces were only allowed to defend themselves.
Ultimately, the Yugoslav wars, as well as the wars in Somalia and Rwanda, were
different kinds of conflicts then before the Cold War was over and proved that a
different approach was required, former UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan and
with N. Mousavizadeh (2012) explains in his memoirs. The end of the Cold War
as well as these conflicts made the UN rethink its role in the world order as well
as the use of violence by UN troops.

Initially, the United States were reluctant to become involved in the conflict,
let alone to use force, which probably relates to bad experience in Somalia. But
in early 1995, after Madeleine Albright, then US Ambassador to the United
Nations, put pressure on the UN, permission was given to NATO to bomb
Bosnian-Serb targets. Yet, as was expected by others, indeed the Bosnian-Serbs
reacted violently. They shelled Bosniak enclaves and took more than 340 UN
peacekeepers hostage (Albright, 2003, page 196). An American F-16 was also
shot down.

Madeleine Albright was critiqued for her role in pressing for bombing. As
all efforts by NATO and the UN so far did not have the desired results, she sub-
sequently advised to retreat UN troops and thought that NATO allies would
agree to arm the Bosniaks (Albright, 2003, page 196-197). But then, in July
1995, Srebrenica fell and slowly it became clear that large-scale murder had
taken place. The evidence of the slaughter had a big impact on the members
of the Security Council. Bill Clinton, then in his first term as President of the
United States, appeared willing to take the lead in the ending of the war in
Bosnia. In the summer of 1995, led by American diplomat Richard Holbrooke,
the - as it later turned out - final round of peace negotiations started. Negoti-
ations took place between the presidents of Serbia, BiH and Croatia, i.e. Slo-
bodan Milošević, Alija Izetbegović and Franjo Tudjman respectively. Milošević
headed the Yugoslav-Republika Srpska delegation. The Contact Group, com-
prising the United States, Russia, Germany, Britain and France, was involved in
the negotiations. Firstly, the method of shuttle diplomacy was employed, with
Richard Holbrooke as intermediary travelling between the presidents, whereas
the final stage took place from 1 to 21 November 1995, in Dayton, Ohio, where
all delegations came together.

After these negotiations started, the Markale marketplace in Sarajevo was
shelled by Bosnian Serbs, causing many casualties. Unlike when Srebrenica fell,
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this time there was a large scale military campaign by NATO fighter aircraft
and artillery in response, aimed at Bosnian Serb positions around Sarajevo,
expressing that the willingness of the UN and NATO to use force as to stop
violence had changed.

In the resulting new balance of power, negotiations continued. As the
Bosnian Serb military leader Ratko Mladić and President of the Republika Srp-
ska Radovan Karadžić were both on the list of the previously erected ICTY,
they could not leave BiH and Serbia for the negotiations in Dayton without
being arrested. Milošević stayed in contact with them during the negotiations
in the US. However, on several topics Milošević and Karadžić did not share
views. Milošević, for example, had already recognized the boundaries of one
Bosnian state, while Karadžić “demanded to vote for secession” of Republika
Srpska from BiH, and that the Bosnian Serbs could have their own “separate
foreign policy and their own embassies” (Holbrooke, 1999, page 177).

During the negotiating process, it became clear that the negotiating parties
had opposing ideas on state institutions. Carl Bildt (1998, pages 115–120), co-
chairman of the peace negotiations and the first High Representative in Bosnia
and Herzegovina points out that the Serbs and Croats wanted a ‘roof’ as ‘thin’
as possible, meaning they favoured decentralisation. In contrast, the Muslims
wanted a ‘roof’ as ‘thick’ as possible; they wanted a powerful unitary state.
These opposing ideas made it difficult to reach agreement.

Another problematic situation during the peace negotiations was the divi-
sion within the Bosnian delegation while negotiating for peace. According to
Bildt (1998, page 124), the latter “formed one of the most obvious problems of
Dayton”.

Returning topics during the negotiations, and most important to Milošević,
were the map and the boundary line (Bildt, 1998, page 160). But economic
issues were also extensively discussed. The Contact Group believed that for
peace it was important that economic ties would transcend ethnic ties. The es-
tablishment of a common central bank and the introduction of a single currency
help to achieve this. Yet, the central bank was still on dispute on ‘Day 18’ of the
negotiations in Dayton, due to opposing views on whether monetary authority
should be at the federal level or entity level, while the rest of the constitution
was “in hand or within sight” (Holbrooke, 1999). Furthermore, during the ne-
gotiations, Milošević, a former banker, stressed the need for regional economic
cooperation, in contrast to Izetbegović, who hardly paid attention to economic
reconstruction during the negotiations (Holbrooke, 1999, page 144 and 285).

The General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina was
signed in Paris on 14 December 1995, after which the implementation started.
The High Representative was appointed with the task to see to the implemen-
tation of the Peace Accords. As of today, there still is an Office of the High
Representative (OHR) in Sarajevo.

Since Dayton, the Republic of BiH formally consists of two entities and
the sovereign district Brčko (see figure 4.1). 51% of the territory is formed
by the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and 49% by Republika Srpska
(RS). The Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina is mainly inhabited by Muslims
(Bosnians) and Croats, while the RS is mainly inhabited by Bosnian Serbs. The
peace agreements seek to let the people of the entities and the Brčko district
live peacefully together in one country.

The Peace Accords not only contained details on the boundaries, the end
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of violence and the retreat of forces, but also contained a new constitution
for Bosnia and Herzegovina. This means that the constitution of BiH did not
arise from a ‘normal’ political process, but in fact by ‘international decree’
(Bildt, 1998, page 139) during the Dayton peace negotiations. Bildt (1998)
explains that to the parties involved in the peace negotiations, in particular to
the respective constitutional experts, it seemed better to have a constitution
to enter into force simultaneously with the peace agreements, then to start a
political process for a new constitution after signing of the peace agreements.

The constitution allocates the ‘Responsibilities of and Relations Between
the Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Entities’ in Article III, 1.
This article contains an exhaustive list of governmental functions and powers
that were finally agreed to be the responsibility of the institutions of the Re-
public of Bosnia and Herzegovina, i.e. the federal level. The following matters
are on this list: foreign trade policy; customs policy; monetary policy (as pro-
vided in Article VII of the constitution); finances of the institutions and for
the international obligations of Bosnia and Herzegovina; immigration, refugee,
and asylum policy and regulation; international and inter-Entity criminal law
enforcement, including relations with Interpol; establishment and operation of
common and international communications facilities; regulation of inter-Entity
transportation; air traffic control and foreign policy. “All governmental func-
tions and powers not expressly assigned in this Constitution to the institutions
of Bosnia and Herzegovina shall be those of the Entities” (Article III, 3).

Finally, in Annex 5, The Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article
IV and V details are provided on the Parliamentary Assembly and the Presi-
dency. Representation in the Parliament is coupled to the division of BiH in
two entities as well as to the division of the population in Croats, Muslims and
Serbs, i.e. ethnic background. The Presidency consists of three presidents, one
per ethnic group, directly chosen in accordance with the same geographic and
ethnic boundaries that also apply to the representation in the Assembly. The
Constitution agreed upon while ending the war is still valid today

4.5 Kosovo War

Kosovo is mainly inhabited by Albanians, as stated earlier, most of whom are
Muslim, while there is a Serb-minority living in Kosovo as well. Several Serb-
Orthodox monasteries are located in Kosovo and many Serbs regard Kosovo as
the cradle of Serbian religion and culture. Already back in 1981, there were
protests calling for Kosovo’s independence, but these were suppressed. In 1989,
Slobodan Milošević, by then the leader of the ruling communist party in Serbia,
abrogated the autonomous status of the provinces of Kosovo and Vojvodina and
hence centralised power, by a change of the constitution (Meier, 1999), implying
that also formally the voice of Kosovo was suppressed. While in the early 1990s,
the international community focussed on the wars in Croatia and Bosnia, the
wish for autonomy of Kosovo-Albanians continued. Ibrahim Rugova, the first
President of Kosovo, in office from 1992 to 2006, advocated peaceful resistance to
the repression by Serbs. But eventually, many Albanians saw armed resistance
as the only way out.

Attacks on Serbs carried out by the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) intensi-
fied in 1998 and the Yugoslav Army was sent to Kosovo by Milošević, who was
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President of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia at that time, after having been
President of Serbia from 1991 to 1997. The war in Kosovo was characterised by
ethnic cleansing and displaced persons, Serbs as well as Albanians. In contrast
to when wars broke out in Bosnia and Croatia, the international community
responded more quickly and more adequately to the war in Kosovo, though in
October 1998 this was not that clear yet (Meier, 1999). The difference in in-
volvement of the US is particularly striking. Madeleine Albright (2003, page
387) explains that this can be traced back to the ‘Christmas warning’ that the
Bush sr. Administration addressed to Milošević in December 1992. Milošević
was informed that the US would respond with military means if Serbs would
start armed conflict in Kosovo. This warning was reaffirmed by the Clinton
administration in 1993, shortly after the start of Bill Clinton’s first term as US
President, and several times more. So, when Milošević indeed started using
military force against the KLA and the Kosovar-Albanians, the US was morally
obliged to take action. Initially, their efforts were concentrated on diplomacy.

Formed during the Bosnian War, the Contact Group met again, now to
discuss the situation in Kosovo. In response to the concerns expressed by the
Contact Group, on 31 March 1998, an arms embargo was imposed on the FRY,
including Kosovo, by Security Council Resolution 1160 (UN, 1998a). By Reso-
lution 1199 of September 1998 (UN, 1998b) the UN Security Council demanded
all parties to cease hostilities and maintain a ceasefire and demanded the FRY
to take measures to come to political solutions, but soon the cease fire was
violated. The EU and the United States imposed economic sanctions on the
FRY.

Madeleine Albright, then US Secretary of State, was convinced that the war
could be ended by an air campaign and strongly opposed the idea of sending
ground troops. Moreover, the US did not want to go the ‘UN way’, because
that would require Russia (and China), permanent member of the UN Security
Council, to agree with military force in Kosovo, while that was unlikely, given
the good relations between Russia and Serbia. Military intervention in Kosovo
was unacceptable to Russia. Russia regarded the Kosovo conflict as an internal
conflict of the FRY and repeatedly emphasised the importance of respecting
the sovereignty of the FRY. This viewpoint can be understood when looking at
‘internal’ problems of Russia, like in the Chechen Republic, where it does not
want international intervention.

In early 1999, peace talks were organised in Rambouillet, France, but Milošević
did not attend those. The proposed agreement would allow Kosovo to govern
itself, while the Federal Republic would keep competence in several areas (UN,
1999a). The proposal also contained details on military aspects for establishing
peace. The peace talks failed. On 18 March 1999, in Paris, the Rambouillet
Accords Interim Agreement for Peace and Self-Government in Kosovo were only
signed for Kosovo by its President Ibrahim Rugova, but not for the Federal Re-
public of Yugoslavia nor for the Republic of Serbia (UN, 1999a). Moreover,
hostilities continued. Ultimately, consensus within NATO about an air cam-
paign was reached. On 24 March 1999 NATO started a bombing campaign,
named Operation Allied Force, without having sought approval of the Security
Council. The bombing lasted over ten weeks and several targets in Serbia were
hit, in the cities of Belgrade and Novi Sad among others, as well as in Montene-
gro, as to force Milošević to stop hostile acts in Kosovo. The targets included
bridges, factories, power stations and telecommunication facilities, among oth-
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ers, which were of use to the military as well as civilians. Meanwhile, diplomacy
continued. Eventually, Milošević capitulated.

After the Kosovo war, in line with the Rambouillet Accords (UN, 1999a),
Kosovo remained part of the FRY, but it came under control of the United
Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK). It is UNMIK’s
mandate “to help ensure conditions for a peaceful and normal life for all inhab-
itants of Kosovo and advance regional stability in the Western Balkans” (UN-
MIK, 2014). UNMIK is headed by the Special Representative of the Secretary-
General. NATO-led peacekeeping force Kosovo Force (KFOR) was deployed in
Kosovo to provide security and deter renewed hostilities, among others. UN-
MIK and KFOR entered Kosovo in June 1999 after Security Council Resolution
1244 was adopted (UN, 1999b). UNMIK and KFOR are still present in Kosovo.
Despite earlier objections of Russia to intervene, it did contribute to KFOR. Un-
der the same Resolution, the European Union Rule of Law Mission in Kosovo,
EULEX Kosovo, is also deployed in Kosovo.

After having witnessed conflict in Kosovo, as well as in Darfur and East-
Timor, in which the rights of minorities were seriously violated and minori-
ties were expelled and slaughtered, views on sovereignty of countries changed.
The UN concluded that sovereignty is not above human rights and that states
have the so called Responsibility to Protect (Annan and with N. Mousavizadeh,
2012). In case of violations, this norm provides ground for intervention by the
international community.

In 2000 the Milošević regime fell. This marked the end of many years of na-
tionalist rhetoric, in particular by politicians of a party that dominated politics
for years, Milošević’ Socialist Party of Serbia, while it never won a majority of
votes (Gordy, 1999). Gordy (1999) argues that all those years, Milošević could
remain in power by destruction of alternatives. On 7 October 2000, Milošević
was succeeded by Vojislav Koštunica of the Democratic Party of Serbia. After
this change of leadership, the acceptance of Serbia by the international com-
munity increased. In 2008, Kosovo declared independence from Serbia, but its
independence is not recognised by several states. Moreover, until today, Serbia
is unwilling to recognise the full independence of Kosovo. This forms a barrier
to Serbia’s accession to the European Union, according to Cviić and Sanfey
(2010, page 118).

4.6 Economic situation after the wars

In September 1995, “the city [of Sarajevo] was coming back to life” (Holbrooke,
1999, page169), after the first successful negotiations. Nonetheless, when the
war was over, the Office of the High Representative (OHR) estimated that in
the first months of 1996, the industrial output of the country amounted only
10% of pre-war output (OHR, 1996). Bildt (1998, pages 240–241) describes the
immediate post-war situation in BiH as follows. Some parts were intact, but
most parts had visible traces of war: 60% of the houses were made inhabitable,
circa 5% of industrial production facilities was functioning, the power supply
system was virtually knocked down and circa 80% of the population relied on aid.
This made him conclude that “In a broad sense, the task of reconstructing the
country was enormous”, but “there was no blueprint for such an undertaking”.

Data in table 4.3 show that economic growth in Bosnia and Herzegovina was
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Year Nominal GDP Real GDP growth Unemployment Public debt
per capita (annual % change) rate (in % of GDP)

(US dollars)
1998 1,472 32.2 54.4
1999 1,587 9.5 31.1 56.0
2000 1,507 5.2 31.1 35.9
2001 1,574 3.6 31.1 34.8
2002 1,733 5.0 31.1 31.9
2003 2,170 3.5 31.1 28.1
2004 2,577 6.3 31.1 25.3
2005 2,746 4.3 31.1 25.3
2006 3,102 6.2 31.1 21.8
2007 3,824 6.5 29.0 32.9
2008 4,636 5.4 23.4 31.2
2009 4,279 -3.4 24.1 36.0
2010 4,303 0.5 27.2 39.7
2011 4,525 4.0 27.6

Table 4.3: GDP, unemployment and public debt of Bosnia and Herzegovina
from 1998 to 2011. Source: IMF Data Mapper.

high after the war. Only in 2009, during the global financial crisis, the economy
contracted. Yet, with percentages over 30%, unemployment remained very high
during the first decade after the war. In 2008, it was lowest, at 23.4%, but
increased to 27.6% in 2011. Public debt was brought back from 54.4% of GDP
in 1998 to 21.8% in 2006, but since that year, it has increased.

One of the first things that the Ministry of Finance in BiH did after the
war was to re-establish international financial relationships. This implied that
agreement had to be reached concerning old debts of BiH as proportion of the
debt of the former SFRY, before BiH could receive any new assistance, BiH9
explained, who worked at the Ministry of Finance in those years. Agreement
had to be reached between the successor states or between them individually
and the institutions involved, including the International Monetary Fund, the
World Bank, the London Club and the Paris Club and other actors in the case
of bilateral relations. A major proportion of assets and liabilities of the former
SFRY was distributed among the successor states in the 1990s, whereas in 2001,
agreement was reached between the successor states about the remaining issues
(UN, 2001), including the division of former SFRY’s assets (gold and other re-
serves, and shares) held at the Bank for International Settlements, the allocation
of diplomatic and consular properties and the distribution of remaining financial
assets and liabilities.

After the war, BiH did not only find itself in a process of reconstruction,
respondent BiH3 explained. The post-conflict situation was what he called a
‘multilevel complex situation’, with overlapping processes of the legacy of war,
the restructuring of the state after independence, and the continuation of the
economic transition from a socialist system to a market economy. He said:

“We have three complex processes unified in one process after war:
rebuilding after war. . . We have rebuilding and reconstruction from a
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physical point of view, the other one is rebuilding and reconstruction
from the legal point of view, because we have Dayton Agreement
constitution. Then, reconstruction after war, rebuilding of a country
according to new constitution. And transition. All at the same
time.” (BiH3)

According to interviewee BiH3, there was disorder in the years immediately
after the war. Moreover, he argued that to a certain extent the disorder was
created, by some people who had an interest in disorder and weak institutions,
as to profit from the situation and in particular from the privatisation process,
i.e. the transition from social ownership to private ownership.

Under these circumstances, the Dayton Peace Agreement was to be imple-
mented. For the implementation of the military aspects of the peace agreement,
the Implementation Force (IFOR) was established by UN Security Council Res-
olution 1031 (UN, 1995b), to which the authority of UNPROFOR was trans-
ferred. A year later, the Stabilisation Force (SFOR) was established as legal
successor of IFOR. It was given a mandate by UN Security Council Resolution
1088 (UN, 1996b), but was NATO-led. SFOR also had the task to implement
the military aspects of the Peace Agreements. Several years later, in December
2004, EUFOR Althea replaced SFOR. This military deployment is EU-led.

As for overseeing the implementation of the civilian aspects of the Dayton
Peace Agreement, the position of High Representative and a supporting office
(OHR) was created. He regularly reports to the Secretary-General of the United
Nations on the progress of the implementation as well as on economic develop-
ment, among others. The implementation was not easy. In his memoirs, the
first High Representative, Carl Bildt, states that the end of the negotiations in
Dayton was “just the beginning of a long and arduous peace journey” (Bildt,
1998, page 160). The struggle for power among Muslims, Croats and Bosnian
Serbs continued and slowed legislative processes. About this, Carl Bildt, the
first High Representative, wrote in his memoirs (pp 164):

“But is was very clear to me that the struggle between the different
parties for power over Bosnia’s future was by no means over. It had
only shifted from the military to the political battleground. Turning
Clausewitz upside-down, peace was going to be the continuation of
war by other means.”

Despite the political struggles and slow reconciliation, interviewee BiH8 re-
membered that in the first six to eight years after the war, people’s lives were
improving. He explained it was the phase of immediate post-conflict reconstruc-
tion, during which substantial resources were mobilised. The resources included
not only aid money for reconstruction purposes, but also local purchases of
IFOR, SFOR and other international organisations. According to Bildt (1998,
page 352), the international presence, concentrated in Sarajevo, played an im-
portant role in the economic recovery. The total influx of money from donors
and investors, however, is unknown, as there was no single point of entry, in-
terviewee BiH5 and BiH9 explained. Moreover, to a certain extent, aid was
provided in non-monetary form, including goods, building material as well as
expertise.

Holbrooke (1999, page 357) noted that while in the first years after Dayton
implementation went slowly, “the pace of implementation picked up” in 1998.
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This was reason for optimism, according to interviewee BiH8. He said that after
the successes of the initial years,

“ [there was hope] that the time is right to put forward some struc-
tural reforms of the system of social benefits, of the public wages,
education, privatization, etcetera, etcetera. But we failed miser-
ably.”

Bose (2002), in Mostar, also saw frustration and failure coming to the fore
after seven years of substantial reconstruction. In 2005, the OHR reported ‘re-
form fatigue’ (OHR, 2005). Reasons for stagnation can be found in the political
arena. In an 2008 EU report on progress of BiH towards EU membership, it
is stated that there was little consensus on main reform priorities (Commission
of the European Communities, 2008). According to the CIA World Factbook,
the ethnic and political stalemate in BiH negatively affected economic reform
and enthusiasm for investment in the country (CIA, 2014). Moreover, repeat-
edly, there are discussions on partition of the country after all (see for example
articles on news site Balkan Insight by Dzidić (2013) and Jukić (2013), and a
report of the OHR (2013)).

In Serbia, the process of economic transition continued. But in several re-
spects the situation after the Bosnian War was different. Its economy had also
severely suffered during the war and the income of many people was not suffi-
cient to cover basic needs (Gordy, 1999, pages 182–187). In 1998, the nominal
per capita GDP was about the same in Serbia as in BiH (see table 4.3 and 4.4).
But with a rate of 12.8%, in 1998 in Serbia unemployment was much lower than
in BiH, yet it increased to almost the same level as BiH in 2011. Furthermore,
in Serbia, public debt amounted 241.7% of GDP in 1998, which means that in
relative terms the public debt burden was much larger in Serbia than in BiH.
But also Serbia successfully reduced public debt.

Serbia suffered from war damage, but not on a scale similar to Bosnia and
Herzegovina in the first half of the 1990s. In addition, it suffered from eco-
nomic sanctions, imposed during the Croatian and Bosnian Wars as well as the
Kosovo War. After those periods, Serbia had to re-establish its trade relations.
Moreover, there was no large scale presence of international troops and aid or-
ganisations that could give a boost to the economy of Serbia. Nonetheless, the
Serbian economy had comparable growth rates, except in 1998 and 1999, during
the war in Kosovo. Serbia’s economy also contracted during the global economic
crisis.

In the 2014 World Economic Outlook of the IMF, all successor states were
among emerging market and developing economies except Slovenia, which was
classified as an advanced economy (IMF, 2014, page 160 and 162). Slovenia
quickly recovered from the ten-days war. It became EU member in 2003 and
member of the Eurozone in 2007. With a GDP per capita of $ 27,400.-, it
is by far the most prosperous successive state, Croatia coming second with $
17,800.- (2013 estimate; 2013 US dollars; (CIA, 2014)). They rank 55 and 78
respectively of 229 countries included in the CIA overview of GDP per capita
(PPP). Montenegro comes next, at rank 107 with a PPP of $ 11,900.-, closely
followed by Serbia at rank 111 with $ 11,100,- and FYR Macedonia at rank
113 with $ 10,800.-. Bosnia and Herzegovina ranks 131 with $ 8,300.-. With a
PPP of $ 7,600.-, Kosovo ranks 136 and lowest of the successive states. If we
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Year Nominal GDP Real GDP growth Unemployment Public debt
per capita (annual % change) rate (in % of GDP)

(US dollars)
1998 1,444 0.7 12.8
1999 1,152 -11.2 13.3
2000 1,552 5.3 12.1 241.7
2001 1,524 5.3 12.2 114.5
2002 2,012 4.3 13.3 81.2
2003 2,613 2.5 14.6 77.8
2004 3,169 9.3 19.5 65.4
2005 3,391 5.4 21.8 56.3
2006 3,958 3.6 21.6 43.0
2007 5,277 5.4 18.8 35.6
2008 6,458 3.8 14.7 34.3
2009 5,438 -3.5 17.4 38.2
2010 5,142 1.0 20.1 45.7
2011 6,081 1.8 23.7

Table 4.4: GDP, unemployment and public debt of Serbia from 1997 to 2011.
Source: IMF Data Mapper.

compare this with the regional differences in wages presented in table 4.2 before
the breakup, we can see that Kosovo and Bosnia and Herzegovina score lowest
in both overviews, but also that Montenegro and Croatia passed Serbia.

Serbia could benefit from foreign investment, but this remains low. Accord-
ing to Cviić and Sanfey (2010), the high level of corruption forms a disincentive
for new firms to enter. Indeed, in 2013 the corruption perceptions index of
Serbia was 42 on a scale from 0 to 100, with 0 meaning highly corrupt and 100
meaning very clean (Transparency International, 2013). Serbia scored higher
than previous years, though, so in this regard there is some improvement. Fur-
thermore, when looking at the indices of other successor states, it becomes clear
that Serbia is not an exception. In 2013, for these states the scores were as
follows, from most to least corrupt: Kosovo 33, Bosnia and Herzegovina 42,
FYR Macedonia 44, Montenegro 44, Croatia 48 and Slovenia 57. The rankings
of the Global Competitiveness Index 2013, published by the World Economic
Forum (2014), however, Serbia ranks lowest of the successor states. For 2013,
the ranks out of 148 countries/economies were as follows, from least competitive
to most competitive: Serbia 101, Bosnia and Herzegovina 87, Croatia 75, FYR
Macedonia 73, Montenegro 67 and Slovenia 62. This means that in particular
in Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, there is need for improvement in this
respect. Kosovo is not included in these rankings.



Chapter 5

Historical overview of
changes in payments in
Bosnia and Herzegovina

5.1 Introduction

This chapter aims to provide an answer to the second research question. It
describes a series of changes in payments that occurred in the case of Bosnia
and Herzegovina. The description starts in the 1970s, before the breakup of the
SFRY, covers the Bosnian War and ends in the present day situation of 2014.
Empirical data from several sources of evidence converge in this chapter.

After a description of the pre-war situation, each of the subsequent sections
in the current chapter describes a major change in payments, either with respect
to the payment system, the payment network, the legal tender or the currency
regime. Appendix C provides a detailed overview of the varieties of the official
currencies in Bosnia and Herzegovina before, during and after the Bosnian War.
The changes described in the current chapter are analysed in chapter 7.

5.2 Pre-war situation

The starting point of the series of changes in payments examined for the case of
Bosnia and Herzegovina as well as Serbia is the pre-war situation of the 1980s,
with its origins in the 1970s, in particular the Constitution of 1974.

The 1974 Yugoslav federal constitution had led to a decentralised system of
the central banking system of the SFRY, with national banks in each constituent
republic and autonomous province. The National Bank of Yugoslavia (NBY:
Narodna Banka Jugoslavije) was led by the board of governors from those na-
tional banks, chaired by the governor of the National Bank of Yugoslavia. This
governor was not vested with any competences; it was the council of governors
that had decision-making power (BiH1). Moreover, each of the national and
provincial bank governors had veto power. The board decided on the single
monetary policy for the whole of the SFRY, while implementation of this policy
was the responsibility of the decentralised national banks. Furthermore, to-
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gether with the executive council of the former SFRY the NBY was involved in
taking loans abroad and paying foreign debt (BiH1). The Yugoslav dinar was
the single currency of the SFRY, issued by the NBY.

For non-cash domestic payments, BiH had a payment system that was a
component of the state-led integrated Yugoslav payment system, called SDK
(Služba = service, Društvenog = social; Knjigovodstva = accounting). In re-
ports and other documents concerning the SDK, for example a report of the
International Advisory Group (IAG, 1999), involved in the transformation of
the BiH payment system, SDK is usually translated as ‘payment bureaus’, ‘so-
cial bookkeeping agencies’ or both. Each of these names in English, however,
refer to only a part of the full range of tasks performed by the SDK, including
social bookkeeping as well as processing payment orders. With regard to the
latter, it functioned as a clearing house, while it also had front offices, where it
was in contact with the holders of accounts. Because of the extensive tasks and
functions of the SDK and its specific relationship with the banking sector, it is
difficult to adequately refer to the SDK by a single term that is common within
the payments literature. Therefore, in this thesis, we follow other literature on
the payments side of the SDK and likewise refer to it as payment bureaus.

The SDK held the monopoly on domestic non-cash payments throughout
the SFRY; banks did not offer payment services to their clients. The SDK had
branch offices in almost every municipality. Its clients held Giro accounts with
the SDK; legal entities, like enterprises, companies and state institutions, were
obliged to do so. At the SDK offices, it was possible to place payment orders, as
well as to deposit and withdraw cash. Statements of account balances could also
be received there. The SDK also processed payment orders initiated by cheques.
This was common. One respondent (BiH13), with many years of experience in
a bank and in the SDK, also mentioned a special kind of credit card issued by
a Croatian bank in association with Diners Club. The card could be used by
private persons. The invoice for the payments made with this card had to be
paid in foreign currency.

Because of the range of services provided to the public by the SDK, to many
of its clients the SDK seemed like a sort of bank (Coats, 2007). But it was not.
In fact, for banks the SDK functioned as an agent. The deposit accounts of the
banks’ clients were linked to their giro accounts with the SDK, while each branch
of a bank was linked to a unique local SDK office. Moreover, employers chose a
bank where all their employees had to open an account in order to receive their
salaries. Furthermore, the SDK processed payment orders, but held no assets
and no liabilities on its own; deposits were with the banks. With regard to cash
in the SDK vaults, the SDK functioned as a safe keeper for the central bank.

Settlement of payment orders took place every end of the day by transferring
bank balances with the central bank. For payments in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
this was the National Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina (NBBH) of for Serbia
the National Bank of Serbia. Banks located in BiH held settlement accounts
with the NBBH.

In the perceptions of the interviewees, the SDK processed payment orders
efficiently in pre-war time. Moreover, interviewee BiH1 mentioned that in the
pre-war situation the rate of participation of paper notes in the total number
of transactions was rather low because of the well functioning of the payment
bureaus. Yet, Coats (2007) notes that salaries and pensions were paid in cash,
to be collected personally or received by mail. As this contradicts the remark
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Rate of growth
Year CPI (in %) of base money (in %)
1965 47.9 35.7
1966 6.7 3.2
1967 6.3 0.5
1968 5.9 17.5
1969 12.6 18.9
1970 9.9 13.6
1971 18.0 19.8
1972 16.2 48.5
1973 21.1 26.8
1974 23.1 6.5
1975 20.8 20.8
1976 9.4 46.9
1977 13.1 11.0
1978 16.5 83.9
1979 23.1 20.5
1980 57.5 33.3
1981 35.6 34.8
1982 32.7 41.5
1983 60.1 62.9
1984 53.1 56.9
1985 75.4 62.1
1986 91.6 92.4
1987 168.7 192.7
1988 240.5 255.7

Table 5.1: Consumer Price Index and rate of growth of base money in the SFRY
from 1965 to 1988, all rates of growth refer to end of period. Source: Lahiri
(1991).

of BiH1, the remark of BiH1 seems to reveal his frame of reference of low use of
paper money. Moreover, it ignores informal payment arrangements. For person
to person transactions like remittances, for example, cash was sent by mail or
in packages or personally brought during family visits.

In interviews also some critique on the SDK was uttered. Interviewee BiH3,
Professor at the University of Sarajevo at the time of the interview, for example,
addressed the monopolist position that provided the SDK, and hence the state,
full insight in all domestic non-cash money transfers and left no privacy in this
regard. There was also critique on the multiple role that the SDK played in
the economy. It processed payment orders, but also managed all government
treasury operations, expenditure and revenues. With regard to the latter, the
SDK had the competence to deduct taxes directly from firms’ accounts, mak-
ing tax enforcement simple (USAID, 2004), while with regard to allocation of
government resources, it is assumed that this was tampered.

For cash payments, in the pre-war decade, Yugoslav dinar from the 1978
issue was used, as can be read in the Standard Catalog of World Paper Money
of Cuhaj (2011), which lists and briefly explains banknotes. Notes ranged in
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denominations from 10 to 1,000 dinar. This issue was identical to the 1965
Issue and includes the 500 and 1,000 dinar notes of the 1968 and 1974 issue, as
a complement. The 1965 Issue of the Yugoslav dinar was issued for reason of
currency reform after a period of high inflation in the 1960s. The conversion
rate was 1 new dinar for 100 old dinar.

The legal tender of the SFRY appeared not stable already in the years before
the war. In the 1970s and 1980s the Yugoslav dinar inflated, as can be read from
the data on the consumer prices index in second column of table 5.1, from an
IMF working paper by Lahiri (1991). Since 1971, there was almost continuously
double digit inflation, while in 1987 and 1988 it was even 168.7% and 240.5%
respectively. In this working paper, published in the year before the war broke
out, the author characterised the inflation in the SFRY as a classical wage-
price-exchange rate spiral, which eventually exploded. As can be seen in the
third column of table 5.3, base money grew increasingly fast. This was reflected
by issues of additional banknotes with higher denominations between 1985 and
1989, starting with 5,000 dinar in 1985 and increasing up to 2,000,000 dinar in
1989 (Cuhaj, 2011). The IMF report explains that the increase of money supply
under the circumstances of rising consumer prices and wages was meant to pre-
vent liquidity problems that could cause systemic disruptions. Meanwhile, as
the IMF paper also shows, the velocity of money increased considerably. Con-
ceptually, it is clear that if under these circumstances the volume of transactions
remains rather constant, prices will rise fast. Hence, the paper concludes that
the inflation of the Yugoslav dinar in the 1980s perpetuated and was acceler-
ated by monetary accommodation. With the real value of the dinar decreasing
fast, from 1985 in groceries and shops buyers who were willing to pay with dol-
lars or Deutsch Mark were favoured, according to Woodward (1995, page 51).
In the 1980s, when several goods and foodstuff had come in short supply, in
particular the people with low income and limited or no access to foreign cur-
rency increasingly faced difficulties to acquire goods and services in exchange of
money. With regard to overcoming these difficulties, Woodward (1995) notes a
rise in barter, which marks the end of the monetary economy to a certain extent.
Moreover, with problems in the formal market, the importance of connections
and friendships increased and black-market transactions and bribery rose.

In a paper on the exchange rate regimes of the Yugoslav dinar Stojanović
(2007) reports that between 1945 and 1990 the authorities changed the exchange
rate regimes of the dinar three times. Between 1945 and 1973, it was a fixed
exchange rate regime. This was the time of the Bretton Woods system, of
which Yugoslavia was one of the founders. These years, the Yugoslav dinar
was pegged to the US dollar, and thereby also fixed to the other currencies
that made up this international monetary system. Between 1973 and 1989, the
SFRY had a managed float. In 1989, a fixed regime was adopted again, but then
the Yugoslav dinar was pegged to the German Mark instead of the US dollar.
Stojanović (2007) argues that the Yugoslav dinar remained overvalued under
all three regimes. One of the consequences was a vicious circle of devaluation
and inflation. Moreover, she states that while the fixed regimes and managed
float had the potential of bringing about stability of the dinar, they were not
accompanied by monetary discipline. Instead, there was persistent monetary
expansion.

From a different angle, interviewee BiH1, former governor of the NBBH,
provided some background information on this. He argued that inflation in
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these years spurred from the moment that loans under a ‘selected programme’
were granted in the absence of adequate backing. The government undertook
this programme to promote agricultural production and export, he explained.
Also, in the 1980s, there had been successive devaluations of the Yugoslav dinar
against foreign currencies, meant to stimulate export by making prices more
competitive, but these devaluations were not supported by policies that could
make this strategy work.

Meanwhile, the government had a problem getting hold on foreign currency
in order to pay foreign debt. To deal with this problem, the government had
allowed banks to substantially raise interest rates on foreign currency savings
as to attract the stock of foreign currency held at home to the banking sector
(Woodward, 1995). Despite this, not all foreign currency inflow was deposited
at banks. It is well known that already in the decades before the war, there had
been an inflow of foreign currency, in particular German Mark, from relatives
working abroad, in part kept “under the mattresses” (BiH8).

In 1989, Ante Marković became prime minister of the SFRY. By then, in-
flation was over 3,000 percent on annual basis (Zimmermann, 1999). He was
determined to end the runaway inflation. Notwithstanding the great political
difficulties he encountered, Marković succeeded in persuading the factitious re-
publics to push forward monetary reform for the SFRY that encompassed a
revaluation of the Yugoslav dinar. On the first of January 1990 four zeros of
the nominal value of the Yugoslav were removed. By this reform, the range of
denominations was back as it was before 1985, as can be concluded from the
lists of banknotes in the catalogues of Cuhaj (2011) and Vǐsčević (2011). Fur-
thermore, the Yugoslav dinar was declared fully convertible and it was pegged
to the Deutsch Mark at a ratio of 1 Deutsch Mark to 7 Yugoslav dinar. The
IMF (1990) reported that the programme of rapid ‘disinflation’ in 1990 was
part of the plan to transform to a market economy. The IMF supported this
programme by a stand-by arrangement. In addition to the peg, the programme
also involved a cap on nominal wages and a partial price freeze (IMF, 1990).
However, the reform plan seems to have been deliberately undermined (see sec-
tion 6.2) and hence did not result in the hoped for monetary stability. Under
political pressure the peg was levied mid-1990 and the common currency inflated
again.

Another phenomenon that occurred in 1992, also underlines that the NBY
was not totally in control any more in its final years. Respondent BiH3 referred
to what happened in the months before the war as follows:

“[There was already] a very high level of inflation when the war
started, because it was some specific monetary war before the war.
What does it mean? Belgrade issuing money and try to buy real
goods and services everywhere. And Bosnia stayed without efficient
Government robbed from everywhere, from Slovenia, from Belgrade
firstly, from Slovenia, Croatia. . . They coming here with Yugoslav
dinar buying exchanges here. Deutsch Marks. Golf car, wood. . . It’s
another story. It was preparing for the war. If you have no efficient
government in the country, everyone use[s] this situation. . . abuse[s].”
(BiH3)

According to this respondent, his own calculations (Kreso, 1997) of how
much money came into Bosnia and Herzegovina this way and the associated
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impact on money supply in Bosnia and Herzegovina are the only quantitative
data available on this. He does not know whether whether these are correct,
though. He made these calculations in the preparation phase of the introduc-
tion of Bosnia’s own money, in order to calculate the required money supply in
Bosnian dinar. He found a sharp increase of transactions in Sarajevo between
January 1992 and end of March 1992, in particular in cash, for which he could
not think of any other explanation than illegal entry of money with the pur-
pose of devastating the Bosnian economy. He regrets that the subject is often
neglected in literature. Indeed, no other quantitative data was found. But the
topic is mentioned by one other respondent of this case, BiH15, a numismatist.
This interviewee even spoke of “truck loads full of Yugoslav dinars”, exchanged
for hard currency, like Deutsch Mark. Both see this practice as ‘robbery’, be-
cause hard currency was taken from Bosnia in exchange of money that was near
worthless. Dinkić (1995) also mentions these monetary practices (see chapter 6).

5.3 Split of the payment system

The Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina declared independence on 3 March
1992. Along with independence of the formerly constituent republics the Yugoslav-
wide payment system disintegrated. In BiH this did not result in one domestic
payment system. Instead, in the beginning of the Bosnian War, the network
of payment bureaus in the country was split in three separate systems, each
covering an area controlled by a different army (Coats, 2007; IAG, 1999).

The IAG (1999), reports that the situation of payment systems had become
as follows during the war. The payment system in the Republika Srpska (the
SPP: Služba za platni promet) technically and legally remained tied to the
Yugoslav system, while the system in Croat area (the ZAP: Zavod za platni
promet) and in the Bosniac area (the ZPP: Zavod za platni promet) separated
from the Yugoslav system and were also no longer connected to each other. The
systems were head-quartered in Banja Luka, Mostar and Sarajevo respectively.
The ZAP in the Croat part in BiH, though having the same name, was not
technically nor legally connected to the ZAP in Croatia.

In general, the three systems, or circles as interviewee BiH9, project director
at USAID, called them, continued their operations in a way that was fairly
similar to the pre-war organisational and procedural frameworks (IMF, 1998).
However, as became clear only after the war, they had diverged in functions and
operational procedures during the course of the war. The ZAP, for example,
even performed limited central bank functions, because there was no central
bank in the Croat part of BiH (Coats, 2005). The SPP had developed along
the lines of the development of the payment system in the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia (IMF, 1998). The systems had not only diverged, they had also
been technically split, with the result that during the war until shortly after,
processing of inter-area transactions required correspondent banks abroad, or
else had to be settled in cash (IMF, 1998).
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5.4 Operational failure

War activities not only affected the connections in the payment bureau network,
but also affected the extent to which the payment bureaus could fulfil their role
in the circulation of money within the respective areas. During the war, damage
was done to roads, utilities and telecommunication systems. Damage to utilities
and telecommunications impeded electronic messaging, while damaged roads as
well as road blocks hindered cash distribution among SDK offices. Interviewee
BiH1, who was governor of the NBBH during the Bosnian War, described the
situation as follows:

“But unfortunately, the war broke out. That was a total paralysis,
as people could not freely walk around. [. . . ] so all communication
stopped. [. . . ] We had a problem then, how to communicate with
the world.” (BiH1)

With a limited level of non-cash payment services, the demand for cash
increased. However, the increased demand could not instantaneously be met
everywhere. Local shortages of cash were particularly imminent in places that
had become isolated, like Sarajevo, Goražde, Visoko, Travnik and Zenica, all
under control of the Bosnian authorities, but besieged by Serbs and cut off from
Sarajevo, the capital of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. In various
places where local shortages of cash were imminent, emergency money was is-
sued, called novčani bons (money bons) (Cuhaj, 2011; Vǐsčević, 2011). Stamps
on the notes indicate the branches of the SDK that were involved in the process
of issuing emergency money.

Emergency money was in circulation from May to August 1992, i.e. in the
early months of the war, Vǐsčević (2011) notes in the catalogue of Coins and
Banknotes of Yugoslavia, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia,
Montenegro and Macedonia. The money issued in this period was the first
contemporary Bosnian money (also see appendix C). There were different kinds.
Bons known as ‘Doves’, for the peace dove it features, were issued in Breza,
Fojnica, Kreševo, Tešanj, Vareš, Visoko and Zenica. This is regarded as the
second provisional issue of Bosnian dinar. Figure 5.1 shows an example of
this emergency money issued in Visoko. Printed with ordinary presses on thin
and thick paper the bons were surrogate banknotes with hardly any security
features, if at all. Perhaps the stamps of the SDK branches had to underline
that it was official money. In Travnik, Novi Travnik and Vitez small sized
‘Travnik bons’ made of hard paper were issued. These also contain stamps
of SDK branches. From data presented by Kreso (1997, page 52) it can be
calculated that between April and in July 1992 the cash supply in Sarajevo was
almost doubled by the issue of extra cash while the supply of cash was increased
by about 13% in Goražde and Zenica and 20% in Visoko, though Vǐsčević (2011,
page 790) warns that precise information about the emergency issues is lacking.
According to Kreso (1997), in July 1992, the first ‘real’ Bosnian dinar was issued
in quantities based on calculations of cash supply in March 1992 plus the extra
cash meanwhile issued in any form. After the introduction of the ‘real’ Bosnian
money, the Yugoslav dinar and the early-war emergency money phased out.

The war-time authorities realised that services for non-cash payments were
important for the economy, also during the war. Therefore, they put effort in
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Figure 5.1: 1992 Novčani bon with stamp of the SDK in Visoko.

restoring the domestic payment system, encompassing technical repairs as well
setting rules adapted to the new situation. Restoring the payment bureaus was
also of importance for tax collection by the respective authorities, not in the
least place to finance the war.

In the area controlled by the legal authorities of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
it was 1993 when non-cash domestic payments through the payment bureaus
resumed, the then Governor of the National Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina
recalled with pride during the interview with him. This was after a set of reg-
ulations was passed in order to have a well functioning payment system again
through which two currencies could be transferred in parallel: BiH dinar and
Deutsch Mark. From then, it was no longer required to carry “suitcases full
of notes” from, for example, Sarajevo to Zenica, “through various barriers”
(BiH1). With barriers he refers, among others, to checkpoints of the respective
armies along the road. Instead, a payment order would do. The payment sys-
tem became more ‘advanced’ when the NBBH managed to re-establish SWIFT
connections with foreign corresponding banks by use of faxes and other devices
connected to satellite phones (BiH1). In his memoirs, IMF officer Coats (2007)
also reports that the payment systems in all three areas operated during the
war. Though these achievements might give the impression that the situation
normalised after important institutional and practical problems were solved, the
following quotes suggest that the functioning and availability of the payment
system during the war must not be exaggerated:

“But the bank was working. In that period, it was not domestic
payment in bank, but we had international payments. And I think
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in Sarajevo, it was six or seven banks which worked. Only one bank
have [had] a connection with SWIFT, I think, one or two have [had]
a connection with SWIFT and the other banks. . . it was, you know,
it was maybe one or two payment orders during the month. But we
worked. This banks which haven’t connection with SWIFT works
[worked] on old version. . . working with payment orders abroad.”
(BiH1)

An official of the Ministry of Finance, with no professional experience within
the payment system, thought the situation was different for domestic and inter-
regional and international payments:

“They each had their own payment system that they would use either
in their own form of currency or such as a legal tender which was only
valid for internal transactions. And then I have no idea how they
did external transactions. I think there was a lot of improvisation
there, improvised channels dealing with foreign currency, because
there was no institutional mechanism for it.” (BiH4)

Interviewee BiH12 also remembered that officers of the payment bureaus
indeed kept going to their work during the war, but she doubted whether there
were many transaction to be processed. Another interviewee, not professionally
involved in payments during the war, so drawing in his experience as user of
payment services only, unsure of his words on this topic because he only re-
membered cash payments, said the following about the availability of payment
services during the war:

“payment systems, perhaps they operated in some way, in some
form. . . ” (BiH8)

The hesitation in his answer underlines the abnormal situation of that time.
Interviewee BiH13, who worked at a bank in Sarajevo during the war, remem-
bered that in that period the payments orders that were processed were not
domestic payments but international payments. If we combine these views from
different perspectives, we can infer that during the war indeed households in
Sarajevo did not make use of formal payment services for domestic payments.
Interviewee BiH13 stressed that she was talking about the specific situation
in Sarajevo under siege; she does not know about payments outside Sarajevo
during the war.

With limited services provided by the payment bureaus since the beginning
of the war, the public sought for alternative payment channels for impersonal
transfer of money, facilitating long distance transfer of money. Alternative in-
termediaries include family and friends, but also journalists. Journalists in BiH
enjoyed a privileged position with respect crossing front lines. They could travel
to places where ordinary people could not go during the war, depending on their
ethnic background. Some travelled in UN convoys. For their freedom of move-
ment, journalists were simply asked to take money with them on their trips and
bring it to the denoted person when around (Sacco, 2011; Reid and Schofield,
2011). Money was hidden in parcels as well. As for Sarajevo, the tunnel under
the airport runway was an important route for inflow of money (Andreas, 2008;
Kolar and Kolar, 2011).
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Knowing that the inflow of remittances continued during the war, but not
knowing exactly how, one interviewee addressed the informal alternatives for
remittances as follows

“The diaspora would be sending money through mysterious channels
to people.” (BiH8)

In their autobiography, Reid and Schofield (2011) mention that some formal
channels for remittances were in tact even into Sarajevo during the war, but,
with sparsely available telecommunication lines, there was a problem of how to
notify the receiving party of arrival of a sum of money. As a solution, remittance
agencies published lists of names in their offices, so that people could search the
lists to find out whether some money had been sent to them. One respondent
remembered the crowds in front of such list, but she was never on that list,
because she had no family or friends abroad who could have sent her money.
Because of her work at a bank that time, though, she had a vague idea of how
the money might have come into Sarajevo:

“I was speaking about Sarajevo, because Sarajevo was during the
war in specific situation, very specific situation. But the money is
coming, as payment orders for [from] abroad for private clients. And
that banks have special kinds of import. . . the cash from abroad from
their account to Sarajevo. [. . . ] Deutsch Mark. [. . . ] that was in
bags. That bank sent people with bags. And from their account, for
example, Deutsche bank, they take cash and come with that cash. . . I
don’t know the channels. . . how they were going. . . ” (BiH13)

5.5 Monetary sovereignty under circumstances
of war

As it turned out, the 1990 Issue was the last issue of Yugoslav dinar for the
whole SFRY, before the Yugoslavia broke up and the Yugoslav monetary union
dissolved in 1991 and 1992. The successor states of the SFRY embarked on
processes of establishing monetary sovereignty. The dissolution of the Yugoslav
monetary system started with the introduction of the Slovenian tolar by the
newly independent Republic of Slovenia, introduced on 8 October 1991 (see ta-
ble 5.2). This was three months after the signing of the Brioni Agreements,
which marked the end of the ‘Ten-Day War’ in Slovenia. The Republic of Croa-
tia had declared independence on 25 June 1991, the same day as Slovenia, and
introduced its own currency, the Croatian dinar, before the end of that year, on
23 December 1991. The Republic of Macedonia was next. It declared indepen-
dence from the SFRY on 18 September 1991, and introduced the Macedonian
denar in the following Spring, on 26 April 1992. The Slovenian tolar, Croatian
dinar as well as the Macedonian denar were introduced at par with the Yugoslav
1990 dinar.

In May 1992, changes to the financial system of BiH became visible by the
introduction of the Bosnian dinar, in provisional issues and in the form of money
bons, as explained before. The first provisional issue consisted of Yugoslav dinar
notes of the 1990 issue worth 3,594 billion Yugoslav dinar made Bosnian by
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Date of declaration
of independence of

Currency Date of introduction the issuing republic
Slovenian tolar 8 October 1991 25 June 1991
Croatian dinar 23 December 1991 25 June 1991
Macedonian denar 26 April 1992 18 September 1991
Krajina dinar 1 July 1992 19 December 1991
Republika Srpska dinar 1 July 1992 9 January 1992
Bosnia and Herzegovina dinar 1 July 1992 3 March 1992
Yugoslav 1992 dinar 1 July 1992 27 April 1992

Table 5.2: Currencies resulting from the dissolution of the Yugoslav monetary
system. Sources: Standard Catalog of World Paper Money (Cuhaj, 2011) and
Allcock et al. (1998).

stamps of the National Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Kreso, 1997). The
second provisional issue consisted of money bons called ‘Doves’. The 1st of July
1992 the NBBH, the monetary authority of the independent Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, formally issued its domestic currency, the Bosnian dinar, the
assigned legal tender. Printed in Slovenia, the notes feature the famous bridge
of Mostar (Cuhaj, 2011). These notes replaced the first and second provisional
issue as well as the early-war emergency money. Furthermore, the Ministry
of Finance of BiH and the NBBH opened the possibility to make payments in
foreign currency through the SDK.

When the Bosnian dinar was introduced, the NBBH was not the only central
bank in the country. In May 1992, the National Bank of the Republika Srpska
(NBRS) was established. By the RS government, this central bank was given
the monetary authority over the parts of BiH that had come under the control
of the RS army. The NBRS issued its own currency, the RS dinar, also on
the 1st of July 1992. Simultaneously with the RS dinar, the Krajina dinar was
introduced in the self-proclaimed Serbian Republic of Krajina located within the
borders of the Republic of Croatia. Also, on the same date, the Yugoslav dinar
was transformed from the currency of the SFRY to the currency of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), comprising Serbia and Montenegro, including
Kosovo. The only visible change of the former and succeeding Yugoslav dinar
was the replacement of the coat of arms of Yugoslavia with the monogram of the
National Bank of Yugoslavia, all other images and features remaining the same.
The official introduction of these final four currencies completed the dissolution
of the monetary system of the former Yugoslavia.

The Bosnian dinar, the Republika Srpska dinar and the Krajina dinar were
introduced at par with the simultaneously introduced Yugoslav 1992 dinar FRY,
which in turn was introduced at a ratio of 1 new dinar to 10 old dinar. The
RS dinar and Krajina dinar remained at par with the Yugoslav dinar through-
out their period of circulation. As a consequence, these currencies experienced
the same instability as the Yugoslav dinar, including severe hyperinflation (see
chapter 6 for details about this period of hyperinflation). Eventually, in the be-
ginning of 1994, when the Yugoslav dinar was stabilised by a peg to the Deutsch
Mark, the RS dinar and the Krajina dinar were replaced by the Yugoslav dinar.
In the areas of BiH under control of the RS government, the new Yugoslav di-
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nar remained the official currency in the RS until the introduction of the single
currency of Bosnia and Herzegovina on 22 June 1998. In the Serbian Republic
of Krajina, the Yugoslav dinar was replaced by the Croatian kuna when Croatia
took control of Serbian Krajina in August 1995 (Linzmayer, 2012), after the fall
of Knin, the capital of the Serbian Republic of Krajina.

In the Croat controlled parts of BiH, the Croatian dinar, and later the Croa-
tian kuna, was the legal tender. This part of BiH did not have a central bank
of its own. Instead, as mentioned previously, the payment bureau ZAP carried
out central bank functions. So, the war had led to a situation of three sepa-
rate monetary authorities in one country, with three separate balance sheets.
Moreover, each of the three payment systems in the country, the SPP, ZPP and
ZAP, each processed different currencies: the SPP processed order in RS dinar,
the ZPP Bosnian dinar and the ZAP Croatian dinar, and after 1 June 1993
Croatian kuna.

In spite of institutional links to the National Bank of Yugoslavia, the RS
dinar and Krajina dinar did not resemble the Yugoslav 1992 dinar. However,
the two did resemble each other. The banknotes are identical with respect to
design, denominations and colours. Moreover, they both feature the coat of
arms of the Kingdom of Serbia, which existed from 1882 to 1918, underlining
the bonds of the RS and Krajina with Serbia. The banknotes differ in signature
and place of issue. The RS dinar was issued in Banja Luka and the Krajina
dinar in Knin, the capitals of the respective self-proclaimed republics.

The banknotes of the RS dinar and Krajina dinar were both printed in
Yugoslavia’s Banknote Printing Works in Belgrade, the capital of Serbia (Linz-
mayer, 2012). This is the money printing press that had previously served the
whole SFRY. But with the war going on, this press was not eligible to the
Bosnian government. Instead, the original issues of the BiH dinar 1992-1993
issue were printed in Slovenia (Cuhaj, 2011). For the Croat-controlled part of
BiH, no new banknotes were designed and printed, as this part used the official
currency of Croatia.

Yet, making the new currency available for use was another challenge. Whereas
conversion of bank deposits is relatively easy, the distribution of cash in the new
currencies was not, in particular in the territory under control of the Bosnian
authorities, as this included isolated parts. Changeover took place when BiH
was already a couple of months in war. Interviewee BiH15 declared that this
impeded the distribution of BiH dinar, especially to the besieged cities, includ-
ing the capital of Sarajevo. Words of the same meaning were expressed by the
then governor of the NBBH about reaching the so-called Bihać pocket in the
western part of the country:

“It was a problem for the state to reach Bihać [. . . ] There were three
different armies on the way [from Sarajevo] to Bihać [. . . ] it was the
last place to be available. . . to have Bosnian dinar.” (BiH1)

The situation of Sarajevo was special. Already in pre-war time, Sarajevo
had by far the largest participation in total money supply in BiH and it was
also the place where deposits constituted a large part of the total money supply
(Kreso, 1997). As a consequence, the failure of the payment bureaus had large
impact on liquidity need. Yet, while the monetary authority of the Bosnian-
controlled part of BiH head-quartered in Sarajevo, it faced difficulties providing
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1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

683.80 214.00 73,309.70 44,169.00 880.00 83.50 77.90

Table 5.3: Yearly indices of retail prices in BiH dinar. Source: Kreso (1997).

the city with sufficient supply of Bosnian dinar notes, as inflow of these new
notes was hindered by the almost complete siege of the city by Bosnian Serbs.
Therefore, in August 1992, locally printed special Sarajevo bons of the domestic
currency were issued, which were supplemented with higher denominations in
1993 and 1994. In Sarajevo, this form of Bosnian dinar circulated parallel to
‘real’ Bosnian dinar and a variety of foreign currencies.

Finally, the distribution was not the only problem when the new currency
was introduced. Kreso (1997, page 51) also mentions the danger of entry of
enormous quantities of Yugoslav dinar freshly withdrawn from circulation in
the rest of Yugoslavia. He refers to this practice by the ‘aggressor’ as ‘monetary
dilution’.

5.6 Hyperinflation and black markets

During the war, from May 1992 to December 1995, the economy of BiH was
disrupted severely for several reasons, including war activities as well as the
sanctions imposed on the country. Though accurate data on the economic situ-
ation during the war is hardly available and the reliability of the available data
can be questioned, the IMF reported that production decreased dramatically
during the war (IMF, 1998). Distribution of goods among the country was hin-
dered by opposing factions (Andreas, 2008). Several cities were besieged. And
people faced scarcity of basic products - or feared scarcity (Drakulić, 1993). She
called the situation of war ‘a new reality’, in which people did things they would
not have done under normal circumstances, including hoarding. Several stores
were completely empty and therefore closed (Prstojević, 1993). Many people
relied on humanitarian aid.

There was a black market for products like cigarettes, matches and wood.
Prices were high as to compensate for the danger of smuggling and for bribes
paid at roadblocks a long the way (Andreas, 2008). Still, the smugglers were
in lucrative business, according to respondent BiH4, employed at the Ministry
of Finance of BiH. According to the price list in the cynical ‘Survival Guide’ to
Sarajevo by Prstojević (1993), in 1993, a kilo of onions cost 20 DM, for example,
and one jar of fat cost 30 DM, while one could also buy a wool sweater for 30
DM. The similar price level of the latter two products underlines that basic
foodstuff was more in demand than clothing.

Especially in the early years of the war, retail prices in BiH dinar rose spec-
tacularly, as table 5.3 shows. These yearly indices, though, do not reflect scarcity
alone, but also loss of confidence in the domestic currency. The real value of
the Bosnian dinar decreased fast. It was therefore that one interviewee said:

“In a hyperinflation, money means nothing.” (BiH3)

In these years, like in pre-war time, banknotes with higher denominations
were issued. This can be understood in connection with war finance. Though
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the war-time governor of the NBBH did not directly say during the interview
that money was printed with the purpose of financing the war, he did say the
following when he talked about the success of the peg that stopped hyperinfla-
tion:

“When something goes wrong with the [state] budget, it used to. . . the
old way, they would come to the National Bank and then knock at
the door and ask for a loan.” (BiH1)

Interviewee BiH3, who was counsellor at the Ministry of Finance at that
time, also admitted that money was printed for financing the needs during the
war, with the mere effect that the value money was destroyed.

Figure 5.2: BiH dinar 1993 Emergency Issue with additional zeros.

Figure 5.3: BiH dinar 1993 Novčani Bon Emergency Issue with overprint (not
issued).

Under the circumstances of war, still, in 1993 printing and distributing of
Bosnian dinar notes was problematic. By the NBBH, and on behalf of the NBBH
in isolated parts of the country under control of the Bosnian government, in
September and October 1993, the face value of the BHD notes was increased by
printing a new value on existing notes with lower value, with spatial differences
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in appearance. Examples are shown in figure 5.2 and figure 5.3, with additional
zeros and overprints respectively (also see appendix C). Denominations were
increased up to 100,000,000 dinar, though according to the catalogue of Cuhaj
(2011) the notes with new denominations higher than 100,000 dinar were not
issued. For use in Sarajevo, additional bons were added to the set of Sarajevo
bons, with denominations reaching 1,000,000 in 1994.

In the same period, in the Serbian part of Bosnia, also higher denominations
of the local currency came into circulation, up to 10,000,000,000 RS dinar in
the second half of 1993. A 50,000,000,000 RS dinar note was also printed,
but according to Vǐsčević (2011, page 840) this note does not belong to the
official issue. It is not sure whether the highest denomination of Yugoslav dinar,
500,000,000,000 dinar, issued in December 1993 circulated in the RS. On 1
January 1994, the RS abandoned its own currency and adopted the Yugoslav
dinar (also see appendix D). The inflation of the Croatian dinar, in circulation
in the part of Bosnia and Herzegovina that was controlled by Croats, was far
less severe.

As to preserve value, it became vital to exchange low value dinars for real for
goods or for hard currency, like Deutsch Mark, soon after dinars were received.
Table 5.4 contains the official exchange rates of the dinar in the period 1990
to 1996. The table shows the fixed exchange rates of the Yugoslav dinar to
the Deutsch Mark in 1990 and 1991 at 1 to 7 in 1990, then 1 to 9 in the first
months of 1991, followed by 1 to 13. The exchange rate to the US dollar was
determined by market forces all the time. This seems to be underlined by the
fact that data on the exchange rate to the US dollar is available in rates accurate
to four decimal places, of which the first two are included in table 5.4, though
one could wonder what the meaning of this precision was to the money exchange
practice in a hyperinflation context. After September 1991, the exchange rate of
the Yugoslav dinar was no longer fixed. The table shows that in the subsequent
months, i.e. in the months before the Bosnian War started, the value of the
Yugoslav dinar decreased and after the start of the war the value dropped even
further. The official exchange rates after 17 August 1992 are those of the Bosnian
dinar (BHD), officially introduced on the 1st of July 1992. The Bosnian dinar
was introduced at a ratio of 1 Bosnian dinar to 10 old Yugoslav dinar, which
explains the difference by about a factor 10 in August 1992. By then, the
Yugoslav dinar officially was not in use any more in the part of Bosnia and
Herzegovina that was under control of the Bosnian government. The severity
of the hyperinflation in BiH during the war becomes clear when looking at the
exchange rates of the BHD in the period between August 1992 and June 1994.
While on 17 August 1992, 350 BHD could be exchanged to 1 DM, on the 1st
of June 1994 no less then 650,000 BHD were required for 1 DM. Finally, the
table shows that since the 1st of August 1994, the exchange rate of the BHD
was fixed to the DM at a ratio of 100 to 1 and hyperinflation ended.

It should be noted that the data in table 5.4 do not account for spatial
variation. Kreso (1997) wrote that at a certain moment in time, the difference
from place to place ranged between 100,000 to 600,000 dinar to 1 DM. He
associates these differences with the different appearances of the Bosnian dinar,
including high quality banknotes as well as ‘vouchers’, which implied that there
was no ‘unique’ Bosnian dinar. Yet, this spatial variation may also reflect the
limited integration of economic actors under the circumstances of war, allowing
the existence of price differences that would otherwise be cancelled out.
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Date 1 DM 1 USD Date 1 DM 1 USD
to dinar to dinar to dinar to dinar

1-1-1990 7 11.86 Start Bosnian War
1-2-1990 7 11.75 1-4-1992 140,14
1-3-1990 7 11.96 13-4-1992 200 328.50
1-4-1990 7 11.87 14-3-1992 329.76
1-5-1990 7 11.76 15-4-1992 331.40
1-6-1990 7 11.86 29-4-1992 330.80
1-7-1990 7 11.70 10-7-1992 1,500 2,486.69
1-8-1990 7 11.15 11-8-1992 3,000 4,973.39
1-9-1990 7 11.10 Introduction Bosnian dinar

1-10-1990 7 10.85 17-8-1992 350 580.23
1-11-1990 7 10.67 7-9-1992 580.23
1-12-1990 7 10.42 22-10-1992 550 777.99

28-12-1990 7 21-12-1992 750 1,060.90
1-1-1991 9 13.45 4-1-1993 892 1,386.17
1-2-1991 9 13.31 8-2-1993 2,240 3,684.80
3-3-1991 9 13.79 2-3-1993 3,500 5,804.75

11-3-1991 9 14.20 13-4-1993 6,800 10,968.40
26-3-1991 9 15.18 3-5-1993 10,000 16,045.00
1-4-1991 9 15.23 11-5-1993 14,500 22,999.69

20-4-1991 13 22.25 18-5-1993 15,100 23,951.40
1-5-1991 13 22.78 25-5-1993 18,250 29,592.38
1-6-1991 13 22.44 30-8-1993 35,000 58,982.00

10-6-1991 13 23.05 1-1-1994 120,000 204,480.00
1-7-1991 13 23.54 1-2-1994 150,000 255,600.00
1-8-1991 13 22.69 1-3-1994 200,000 340,800.00
1-9-1991 22.68 1-4-1994 300,000

1-10-1991 21.70 4-4-1994 762,075.00
1-11-1991 21.01 1-5-1994 450,000

31-12-1991 19.74 1-6-1994 650,000 1,068,275.00
3-1-1992 19.91 Currency reform:

10-1-1992 20.29 peg Bosnian dinar to DM
25-1-1992 65 104.47 1-8-1994 100 158.91
3-2-1992 84.20 135.35 End Bosnian War
4-2-1992 134.72 31-12-1995 100 143.90
6-2-1992 132.74 31-12-1996 100 155.37
3-3-1992 139.10

10-3-1992 85

Table 5.4: Official exchange rates of the National Bank of Bosnia and Herzegov-
ina of 1 DM to dinar (YUD and BHD) and 1 USD to dinar (YUD and BHD)
from 1990 to the end of 1996. Source: Kreso (1997).
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The speed at which the BHD lost real value explains why merchants’ ac-
ceptance of the BHD was low while acceptance of DM was high and the DM
became a dominant means of payment. Moreover, signs in shops stated prices
in DM, or in DM on top (Prstojević, 1993). About the wide use of DM, one
interviewee said:

“All of a sudden, people had Marks and they were spending Deutsch
Mark, which is fascinating, really, to see.” (BiH8)

Another, however, seemed less surprised about the use of the German Mark:

“But of course the German Mark was extensively used as the tra-
ditional means of payment. Here, it was the most popular foreign
currency since the sixties.” (BiH4)

With low merchant acceptance of dinars and low confidence in the domestic
currency, money changing became thriving business. Money could be exchanged
at unofficial money changers on the street, who made their services known to
passersby by saying the words “devize, devize”, which means foreign currency.
Interviewee BiH7 remembered that in Sarajevo money changers were active even
on a corner of a street within sight of the main building of the NBBH, the issuer
of the domestic currency. Unofficial exchange rates allegedly differed from the
exchange rates presented in table 5.4.

In addition to exchanging dinars, for many people remittances were an im-
portant source of Deutsch Mark, as remittances, mostly in Deutsch Mark, kept
flowing in from the diaspora; relatives sent money “like a pump” (BiH15).

In January 1995, Rohde (1995), a journalist of the Christian Science Mon-
itor, reported another important source of foreign currency: Islamic countries,
including Turkey, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Kuwait, wanting to help the
Muslim-led Bosnian government. He wrote:

“Barred by a UN embargo from openly sending arms and blocked
by Bosnian Serbs and Croats from sending in humanitarian aid and
convoys, frustrated Islamic countries are helping the only way they
can - with cash”

Aid workers took suitcases full of cash into Sarajevo via the airport. UN
officials were aware of this. The cash was distributed among people in need or
used for special projects, Rohde (1995) reported. In his analysis of business in
Sarajevo during the siege, Andreas (2008) concludes that such inflow of money
in combination with business opportunities for local black market transactions
may well have prolonged the siege, though he does not believe that this was
deliberately done. He thinks that the inflow made life in Sarajevo possible
somehow, while without it, perhaps the city would have surrendered.

Despite the inflow of remittances and aid money, several private persons as
well as companies could not get sufficient quantity of goods without alterna-
tive means of payment. Several sources, including BiH11, BiH14, BiH15, Sacco
(2011) and Reid and Schofield (2011), mention cigarettes as example of com-
modity money. In some cases, cigarettes were given to employees as a kind of
salary. Famous were the Drina cigarettes, continued to be produced in Sarajevo
throughout the war. Interviewee BiH11 said the following about cigarettes as
means of payment:
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“Believe it or not, during the war, if you had [a] box of cigarettes, you
could go to the market place and you could buy 1 litre of oil, 1 kilo
of sugar. . . [for] a full box. . . [. . . ] I remember this, now, because my
husband was also a soldier [. . . ]. And we got our salary in cigarettes.
And we got cigarettes, because this is Balkan: everybody likes to
smoke. And we used to go to the market place and we buy flower,
sugar, oil, coffee, you know something we dreamed of.”

Respondent BiH10 mentioned other commodities that also served as com-
modity money, including sugar and gold. Lack of cash, though, was not the sole
reason for paying out salaries with cigarettes or other commodities. It was also
lack of funds, when acquiring raw materials had become difficult, production
decreased and access to markets was limited.

Finally, goods and services were also bartered, i.e. exchanged without a
medium of exchange:

“Like in the ancient times, we would trade eggs for cigarettes, plum
brandy for meat, things like that. Very, very basic.” (BiH8)

5.7 The end of hyperinflation

In all areas in BiH, during the war hyperinflation was ended by intervention of
the respective responsible monetary authorities, though at different moments in
time (see appendix C). First, the Croatian dinar, used in the Croat controlled
part of BiH, was stabilised in 1993 by a currency reform in Croatia that besides
stabilising the currency also encompassed a change of the monetary unit from
Croatian dinar to Croatian kuna, issued on 31 October 1993 at a rate of 1,000
dinar = 1 kuna. This occurred several months before the Croatian Republic
of Herzeg-Bosnia formed a federation with the Bosniak controlled part. In the
Croat-controlled part, hyperinflation had been least severe.

In the Serb-controlled area, hyperinflation ended in the end of January 1994
by a currency reform of the Yugoslav dinar, after which Republika Srpska used
Yugoslav novi dinar. Conversion took place at a ratio of 12,000,000 old dinar to
1 novi (new) dinar. Simultaneously, the novi dinar was pegged to the Deutsch
Mark at a ratio of 7 to 1. Further details about this reform are included in
chapter 6.

In the part of BiH under control of the Bosnian government, hyperinflation
came to an end in the summer of 1994. By then, the republic of BiH was divided
into pieces for more than two years already and the economy was destroyed.
Facing this ‘nightmare’ (BiH3) situation, employees of the NBBH developed
new monetary policy that would halt hyperinflation and financing of the state by
unbridled printing of money, in order to prevent further erosion of the economy.
The basic idea of the final proposal was threefold, as interviewee BiH3 explained.
Firstly, the domestic currency would be stabilised by a peg to the Deutsch Mark,
whereas the peg was to be maintained by a 100% reserve in DM, with the NBBH
acting as a currency board. Secondly, the public would be free to choose a
currency to settle a transaction, except for paying taxes. And thirdly, taxes
and all other payments to the state were be made in the domestic currency.
The Deutsch Mark was chosen as anchor currency, because it was renown for
its stability and most people had positive associations with this currency, which
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was already widely present in the country for decades in the form of savings and
later also as a means of payment.

Because this proposal of drastic monetary reform would prevent going “the
old way”, i.e. issue unbacked money, the governor of the NBBH realised that he
had to push the Presidency “tactically” to accept it (BiH1). The proposal was
accepted by the BiH government and a law on this matter was passed. Subse-
quently, after careful calculations of money supply and demand by the NBBH
(BiH3), on the 1st of August 1994, the new monetary regime was effectuated by
issuing new banknotes at a ratio of 1 new dinar to 10,000 old dinar and guar-
anteeing that 100 new dinar could be exchanged to 1 DM. The 1994 Issue of
Bosnian dinar consisted of denominations ranging from 1 to 1,000 dinar. When
comparing the designs of subsequent issues of the Bosnian dinar, it can be con-
cluded that the design of the 1994 Issue was a mixture of the 1992-93 Issue and
the 1992-1994 bon Issue. It features the Mostar bridge again, but no longer
the crowned arms. From the introduction of this note during the war until it
was replaced by the single currency of BiH in 1998, the Konvertibilna Marka or
Konvertible Mark (KM), the exchange rate of the BHD to DM remained 100 to
1, as data in table 5.4 indicate.

“During the war, after war, we preserve[d] the fixed exchange rate.
It is mission impossible, somehow.” (BiH3)

The monetary reform was a success. Though retail prices still inflated in
1994 to 1996, it was by far not as absurd as during the years before, as table 5.3
shows. According to interviewee BiH3, it was due to ‘market forces’ that a
few months after the introduction of the new Bosnian dinar the quantity of the
Bosnian dinar in circulation passed the quantity of German Mark in circulation.
But the perseverance of the authorities to make this peg a success might also
have played a role, if one considers the following:

“And the business people start[ed] to buy Bosnian dinar to pay taxes.
Not very happy. They were astonished But if you persist. . . In a so
unstable situation, you can just stabilize your money through this
channel. Pay taxes and all other you have to pay to the state by our
own currency. No issuance of the money, no financing of a state for
the purpose of a war or whatever. It is typical quantitative theory
of the money. It is efficient if instability is huge.” (BiH3)

About this turning point, interviewee BiH8, expressed his thoughts as fol-
lows:

“We got used to hyperinflation and inflation in general. So, all
of a sudden, to have a stable [domestic] currency was interesting.”
(BiH8)

This currency reform took place a few months after the signing of the Wash-
ington Agreements. In these agreements, the Bosnian Government and the
Bosnian Croats had agreed that the national currency and monetary and fiscal
policy, among others, would be the exclusive responsibility of the central gov-
ernment. Though the Bosnian Croats had not issued their own currency, the
reformed Bosnian dinar was mainly used in the Bosnian part, whereas in the
Croat areas, the already stable kuna remained in use.
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In 1995, extra banknotes of 50, 100, 500 and 1,000 dinar were printed (Cuhaj,
2011), required to meet the increased demand for banknotes. These were printed
in London. One of the interviewees (BiH15) pointed to a false signature of
the governor of the national bank. It was a false signature, because it was
impossible to send a real signature to London in time. However, after the
additional banknotes were printed, they could not be delivered due to isolation
of the city by the Bosnian Serb forces, so they were never issued. This illustrates
how isolated parts of the country were during the Bosnian War.

Because of the remarkable timing of the peg, namely during the war, IMF
delegates who visited BiH shortly after the war had ended could hardly believe
the exchange rate was indeed maintained. But after they took a try to convert
dinar to DM and back to dinar themselves, on instigation of the governor of the
NBBH, they were convinced (BiH1).

5.8 Provisional solutions for a countrywide pay-
ment system

At the end of the war, though not at pre-war standards, the payment bureaus
were one of the few state institutions that functioned relatively efficiently, the
IMF reported (IMF, 1998). The circles of payment bureaus, SPP, ZAP and
ZPP, each had optimised their operations the best they could under the given
circumstances. This includes, for example, using SWIFT connections via satel-
lite telephone, as one respondent recalled. After the war, repair of electricity
supply positively affected the operations of the payment bureaus. The same
is true for telecommunications, though it took a very long time before interre-
gional telephone calls were possible. These developments were of importance
for the improvement of the functioning of every single branch office in all three
circles, but were external to the payment system.

Despite the achievements, the payment services remained limited in the ini-
tial period after the war. In January 1996, Carl Bildt, the first High Represen-
tative in Bosnia and Herzegovina, for example, personally took three envelopes
containing 300,000 DM from Brussels to Sarajevo to get started (Bildt, 1998).
This money was sent by the EU no further than to a bank in Brussels, where
Carl Bildt had opened an account for the OHR, when this was not an option in
Sarajevo yet (Bildt, 1998).

In the phase of immediate post-conflict reconstruction, which lasted several
years in total, the reconstruction of the payment system in BiH initially in
particular aimed at enabling interregional money transfer, without having to
use channels that lie for an important part outside the country. In the situation
of three technically and legally separated payment bureaus in one country, for
some years interregional non-cash payments in Bosnia and Herzegovina namely
required foreign correspondence banks of the banks in the respective regions,
Coats (2007) reports. In this situation, as a matter of fact, foreign central
banks were key actors in final settlement of interregional payments in Bosnia
and Herzegovina. This unusual detour was not in accordance with the pre-war
situation, and, moreover, was not desirable in a country that is to form unity
again. Not wanting to wait for the establishment of the CBBH that would play
the lead role in final settlement, provisional solutions were put in place, in close
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cooperation with the IMF (Coats, 2007).
The provisional solutions were as follows. The three circles, directed from

Sarajevo, Mostar and Banja Luka respectively, continued processing payment
orders that arose in their own territories, each using their own, different IT (IAG,
1999), and each following their own procedures to a large extent . The payment
orders were in different ‘domestic’ currencies, namely Bosnian dinar, Croatian
kuna and Yugoslav dinar, but also in DM. All three circles once a day netted
the orders that arose in their circle. Final settlement within the circles was done
according to the respective central-bank like arrangements. As for interregional
orders, every end of the day, they were reported by fax to the circle concerned,
then accumulated and netted once a week. The end-of-week total net positions
of the banks of one region to the other regions were settled by bringing cash
Deutsch Mark of the amounts due by Mercedes to the payment circle concerned.
No data is found about what period exactly this final-settlement-by-Mercedes
took place, but Coats (2007) states it was in place for more than a year.

5.9 Towards a unitary payment system

While the temporary arrangements facilitated interregional money transfer, final
arrangements were drafted for the payment system of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
It was the provisions in the Constitution on the responsibilities of the Central
Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina (CBBH) that made a unitary payment system
about inevitable. The Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which is valid to
this day, was prepared during the peace negotiations in Dayton, Ohio, November
1995. It forms the content of Annex 4 of the General Framework Agreement,
signed in Paris, 14 December 1995. Article VII of the Constitution is on the
Central Bank and reads as follows:

There shall be a Central Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which
shall be the sole authority for issuing currency and for monetary
policy throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina.

1. The Central Bank’s responsibilities will be determined by the
Parliamentary Assembly. For the first six years after the en-
try into force of this Constitution, it may not extend credit by
creating money, operating in this respect as a currency board;
thereafter, the Parliamentary Assembly may give it that au-
thority.

2. The first Governing Board of the Central Bank shall consist of a
Governor appointed by the International Monetary Fund, after
consultation with the Presidency, and three members appointed
by the Presidency, two from the Federation (one Bosniac, one
Croat, who shall share one vote) and one from the Republika
Srpska, all of whom shall serve a six-year term. The Governor,
who shall not be a citizen of Bosnia and Herzegovina or any
neighbouring state, may cast tie-breaking votes on the Govern-
ing Board.

3. Thereafter, the Governing Board of the Central Bank of Bosnia
and Herzegovina shall consist of five persons appointed by the
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Presidency for a term of six years. The Board shall appoint,
from among its members, a Governor for a term of six years.

The first sentence of this article, without mentioning the situation that had
evolved during the war, makes clear that the situation of three ‘domestic’ curren-
cies circulating in Bosnia and Herzegovina should come to an end, as it states
that there shall be one central bank with authority throughout the country,
which will issue a currency that will consequently be a common currency. This
article in fact ordained the closure of the NBBH and the NBRS, after which
there would be only one central bank, the Central Bank of Bosnia and Herze-
govina (CBBH). The building of the former NBBH in the city center of Sarajevo
became the office of the CBBH, while in Mostar, Banja Luka and Pale so-called
‘main units’ of the central bank were established and in Brčko a branch of the
central bank, all fully subordinate to the CBBH. This contrasts the Bosnian
Serbs’ initial position in the peace negotiation process to have separate central
banks in the entities. In particular, the role of these main units and branch was
‘hotly debated’ Coats (2005). In essence, the debate was about the allocation
of power. In particular the Bosnian Serbs were reluctant to transfer autonomy
to the CBBH, but in the end they had to, as the Constitution states that there
should be a nationwide central bank.

In his memoirs, Holbrooke (1999), chief negotiator in Dayton, states that
the idea of creating a single currency and a single central bank was first thought
unrealistic by the delegations, but eventually it was clear to all that this was im-
portant for nationbuilding. Yet, in view of the inter-ethnic tensions, during the
negotiations in Dayton it also became clear that a way had to be sought to guar-
antee a neutral, a-political position of the central bank from its start. In order
‘to defuse the potential post-war power struggles among ethnic groups’ (Ugolini,
2006) and to ensure that the central bank would not be subject to political con-
troversy, the CBBH was due to be led by a foreigner in the first six years of
its existence (OHR, 1995). The first Governor was Serge Robert, from France,
who served from November 1996 to October 1997. The second Governor was
Peter Nicholl from New Zealand. When his term was over, in principle, a BiH
citizen could have been appointed as his successor, as provided for in the con-
stitution (Article VII, sub 2 and 3). But in 2002, the time was not ready for
this. Therefore, Peter Nicholl was asked to assume the Bosnian nationality and
serve as Governor for three more years, which he did. Since 1 January 2005, a
Bosnian citizen has been governor of the CBBH, namely Kemal Kozarić, who
at present serves in his second term.

The introduction of the single currency was highly politicised (Castillo, 2008)
and is interesting in its own right; it is described in the next section. But with
regard to the post-conflict reconstruction of the payment system, it was impor-
tant that for the payment bureau circles the introduction of a new, common
currency implied that in time they had to switch to a new currency, issued by
a central bank with which they were legally obliged to become connected with.
This required several adjustments in their systems and procedures and surely
imposed challenges, but the biggest challenge in the post-war reconstruction of
the payment system of Bosnia and Herzegovina comes from the choice to have
the CBBH operate as a currency board (Coats, 2007), stipulated in section 1 of
the above piece of legal text.
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At the heart of the matter was final settlement. In a cash transaction, final
settlement of the transaction immediately takes place when the payee receives
the money from the payer; there is nothing more to be done. This is not true for
transactions in a payment system that applies a net settlement scheme, which
was the scheme applied by the former SFRY payment bureaus as well as by
the three circles of payment bureaus in BiH that evolved from this system. In
a net settlement scheme, during a period of time, typically a day, all payment
orders submitted in the system are collected. At the end of the period, the
payment orders are netted and consequently the net positions of the involved
banks are known. Only after settlement of these net positions of the banks, the
payment orders are finally settled. Between submission of an order and final
settlement, the settlement is only provisional: the payer assumes he had paid,
while final settlement has not taken place yet. Crucial for final settlement is
sufficient liquidity and credit of the banks to cover their net positions; if a bank
fails to pay, extensive recalculations are required. Moreover, this implies that a
certain amount of orders cannot be settled. Ultimately, failure of one bank to
fulfil its obligation in the system may lead to failure of the whole system.

Usually, a central bank can extend credit to a bank in need, guaranteeing
final settlement from its function of so called lender of last resort (Humphrey
and McAndrews, 2010). But for a central bank operating as a currency board,
like the CBBH, this is not possible: it is not allowed to extend credit, because
it should maintain the balance between its assets, typically gold and foreign
reserve, and liabilities, in the form of coins and banknotes plus bank’s balances
at the central bank. In the case of Bosnia and Herzegovina, credit extension
would imply violation of the Constitution.

So, a lot of effort was put in designing a resilient system, capable of ensuring
final settlement without extension of credit by the central bank. According to
Coats (2007), who, on behalf of the IMF, was closely involved in the creation
of the Central Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina, this was one of the most chal-
lenging aspects of the reconstruction process of the payment system. In the
end, it was the authority given to the CBBH with regard to reserve balances
of banks to be held at the CBBH that gave the central bank the instrument
to avoid credit risk in the payment system. This might not seem a surprising
result from theoretical perspective, but it implicitly implied that the monetary
authorities of the respective regions in Bosnia and Herzegovina had to transfer
their power to the CBBH. This was an end result of fierce political debate in
the Parliamentary Assembly (Bildt, 1998), where the details were to be defined
in the Law on the Central Bank. It was the 12th of June 1997, one and a half
year after the end of the Bosnian War, when this law was adopted.

With the Law on the Central Bank, provisions were made to safeguard final
settlement in a payment system in which the CBBH is a key actor. But it
was two and a half years after Dayton that the CBBH was established and its
operations were started.

5.10 Introduction of the single currency

In accordance with the Dayton Peace Agreement, the Central Bank of Bosnia
and Herzegovina introduced a single currency for the whole country, the Kon-
vertible Mark (KM). Initially, it was a unit of account only, for bank deposits
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Year Inflation rate Exchange rate
(average consumer prices)

1998 KM 1 = DM 1
1999 2.8 KM 1 = DM 1
2000 4.9 KM 1 = DM 1
2001 4.6 KM 1 = DM 1
2002 0.3 KM 1.95583 = AC1
2003 0.5 KM 1.95583 = AC1
2004 0.3 KM 1.95583 = AC1
2005 3.6 KM 1.95583 = AC1
2006 6.1 KM 1.95583 = AC1
2007 1.5 KM 1.95583 = AC1
2008 7.4 KM 1.95583 = AC1
2009 -0.4 KM 1.95583 = AC1
2010 1.6 KM 1.95583 = AC1
2011 1.9 KM 1.95583 = AC1

Table 5.5: Inflation and exchange rates in Bosnia and Herzegovina from 1997
to 2011. Source: IMF Data Mapper.

and payment system transfer (IMF, 1998). It came into circulation on 22th of
June 1998 and replaced the three previous ‘domestic’ currencies. Until today,
the KM is Bosnia’s domestic currency; there have been no currency reforms
since its introduction. The KM actually succeeded the BHD and substituted
the YUD and Croatian kuna between the borders of BiH. The ratio of BHD
to KM was 100 to 1. The conversion of the other currencies was linked to the
exchange rate to DM.

When the KM was introduced, it was pegged to the DM at a ratio of 1 to 1,
implying that it was 100 BHD to 1 KM, and 1 YUD to 1 KM. The peg of the
KM is never levied, as can be read in table 5.5. When the euro was introduced
in 2002, the exchange rate of the KM was set exactly the same as the conversion
rate of the DM to the euro. This means that the current exchange rate is 1 euro
is 1.955830 KM (CBBH, 2011).

Since its introduction, the value of the KM is safeguarded by a strict currency
board regime, as stipulated by the Constitution. The currency board is supposed
to guarantee full coverage of the monetary base (M0), consisting of cash and
deposits in KM, by foreign currency reserves, firstly in DM and since 2002 in
euro. In 2010, the coverage was 109.5% on average, implying consistency with
the regime (CBBH, 2011). Interviewee BiH8, who worked for the World Bank,
called it and ‘excellent idea’ to peg the currency and install a currency board,
because of stability. He said:

“To have a floating currency at that time in a very unstable envi-
ronment would have been dreadful.” (BiH8)

Moreover, when asked, he said that he expects massive inflation in Bosnia
and Herzegovina if the peg is levied, because of

“lack of trust and lack of coordination between entities.” (BiH8)
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More or less in line with this, another respondent said:

“[a] currency board arrangement is a temporary arrangement for the
certain period only, just to stabilise. That was a good arrangement
for the after-the-war-situation. [. . . ] The fact is that Bosnia has
never stabilised also to the extent that we do not need to worry of
the Central Bank and its monetary operations.” (BiH9)

She stresses that discussion is required about an exit-strategy:

“But still, there must be discussion at least amongst the professionals
what would be an exit-strategy. [. . . ] an exit-strategy is to accept
euro once the country has joined European Union.” (BiH9)

For sixteen years already, the KM is a fact in the Bosnian economy, but dur-
ing the peace negotiations, the views about the feasibility of a currency at joint
level differed among the key actors, as the memoirs of both Holbrooke (1999)
and Bildt (1998) make clear. Momčilo Krajǐsnik, for example, representing the
Bosnian Serbs during the peace negotiations, did not think it was feasible. But,
Carl Bildt (1998, page 106) explains

“A unified state, with responsibility for an independent currency and
foreign trade, was absolutely essential for participation in interna-
tional commerce and European integration.”

Therefore, efforts were directed towards Krajisnek as well as Milošević to
convince them to agree that these responsibility should be on state level. That
it took quite some before they understood this as “a prerequisite for a modern
state and a modern economy” is ascribed by Bildt (1998, page 106) to the legacy
of communism and nationalism.

But while the neutrality of the CBBH was eventually arranged for by the
Constitution, the very establishment of the bank as well as the introduction
of the single currency required more detailed regulation that would have to be
drafted in the political arena. The introduction of a single currency for BiH,
as demanded by the Dayton Peace Agreement, was a long and cumbersome
process. It took more than two and a half years after the Bosnian War ended
to clear all hurdles. Of first importance was a law on the central bank that
details the task and responsibilities of the CBBH. But, before laws could be
written, a parliament needed to be installed, which in turn required elections.
The first post-war elections for the Presidency and the Parliament of BiH took
place in September 1996. About a year later, on 12 June 1997 the Law on the
Central Bank was adopted by the Parliamentary Assembly and took effect eight
days later. This law states the monetary unit of BiH shall be the “Convertible
Marka”, KM, (Chapter V, Article 38, sub 1) that shall serve as legal tender
(Chapter V, Article 38, sub 2, and Chapter V, Article 41).

There was room for political debate as the law on the central bank stated
the following about the decision over the design (Chapter V, article 42, sub 1-4):

1. [. . . ] The design of the banknotes and coins shall be decided
by the Governing Board with approval of the Presidency of Bosnia
and Herzegovina. 2. As an interim measure until a permanent solu-
tion for the design of the notes has been agreed upon, and as legal
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tender for cash payments, the Central Bank will put in circulation
‘Coupons’. [. . . ] 3. The coupons will have common design elements
as well as distinct design elements for the Federation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and the Republika Srpska. [. . . ] 4. [. . . ] The design of
the notes shall be fully consistent with the Dayton Treaty and will
not include elements offensive to the other Entity. [. . . ]

There were salient differences in the views of the Federation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and the Republika Srpska with regard to the design of the ban-
knotes (OHR, 1997): what symbols and whose portraits should be printed on
the banknotes? For long, representatives of both entities persevered in promot-
ing their own proposals. They were eager not to lose face; neither was willing
to distance itself from its own proposed design. Moreover, during the process,
even offensive designs had been proposed, like an image of the 1389 Battle of
Kosovo (Coats, 2007). While the law on the central bank stipulated that the
BiH presidency had to decide on the design of the banknotes (Chapter V, arti-
cle 42, sub 1), it was what BiH1 called ‘the international factor’ that eventually
decided, meaning the High Representative, though officials of the IMF, among
others, were also involved in this process (Coats, 2007). From his memoirs, we
can induce that Holbrooke (1999) was not surprised that an outsider had to
conclude the discussion on the design and that he regrets that intervention had
not taken place earlier:

[Ultimately, the second High Representative Carlos Westendorp] “did
what should have been done two years earlier: he simply declared
the design of the new common currency.”

Coupons were never issued; only a permanent solution. The permanent
solution is the KM, which adheres to most of the rules that were initially defined
for the coupons; eventually, in June 1998, two sets of banknotes were issued.
One set contains portraits proposed by the Republika Srpska and the other
set contains portraits proposed by the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The banknotes have text in both the Latin alphabet and the Cyrillic alphabet,
though in opposite order. In all other respects, the two sets are equal and
should be treated equally. The notes are mixed in use, like euro notes and coins.
The 200 KM note, the highest denomination, forms an exception, as there is
only one version issued. Almost half a year after the issue of banknotes, coins
were released into circulation (Cuhaj and Michael, 2011; Vǐsčević, 2011), ending
practical problems with regard to change in KM and small value payments in
KM.

Some of the interviewees appeared unaware of the different notes for the
same denominations in their own purses. One interviewee said:

“I never noticed that. Money is money for me. It doesn’t matter
whose head is on this paper.” (BiH11)

This ignorance reflects a gap between a hard-fought issue on the political
level and the awareness of the ‘man on the street’ on this particular issue. A
respondent who was aware of the quarrels on the banknote design said that the
reason for having two different sets is political only:

“Different face, the same value. People don’t care about face.”
(BiH3)
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Moreover, one respondent pointed out

“And in all these big political issues leaders tend to forget about
bread and butter issues.” (BiH8)

Shortly after the introduction of the KM, the High Representative (OHR),
the international institution that is responsible for overseeing the implemen-
tation of the Dayton Peace Agreement, reported to the UN Security Council
(OHR, 1999a):

“Despite numerous difficulties, including popular misgivings about
the currency, the KM has increasingly won confidence.”

In the report, the ‘difficulties’ are not mentioned in detail, but it could refer
to what Bose (2002), for example, based on his personal experience, states about
Croats and Serbs living in Bosnia and Herzegovina who initially still preferred
the Croatian kuna and Yugoslav dinar, respectively, and sometimes even refused
to accept the KM as a means of payment. It was one of the goals of the CBBH in
1999 and ahead to “ensure that the DM, Kuna and Dinar eventually disappear
from the payment system” (OHR, 1999a). In the next report, the OHR provided
more detailed information on the monetary situation:

“The KM use continues to broaden and deepen. In Herzegovina, a
region where the KM faced strong resistance, the estimated currency
use is: KM 35 percent, DM 50 percent, and Kuna 12-15 percent. A
few months ago, KM use was around 10-15 percent. In the RS, cur-
rency use is estimated over 70 percent KM and less than 30 percent
Yugoslav dinar.” (OHR, 1999b)

Respondent BiH1 affirmed the rather quick turnaround in the RS and slower
turnaround in the part of BiH where Croatian kuna was used and relates this to
the differences in stability of these two currencies; the Croatian kuna was rather
stable while at that time the Yugoslav dinar was inflating (also see table 6.5).
Respondent BiH7 gave similar reasoning. Bose (2002) reports that eventually,
by 2000, the KM circulated widely across the whole republic of BiH. A drastic
measure contributed to this, namely “the exclusion of DM and Kuna transac-
tions in the Federation Payment Bureaus” (OHR, 2000). But according to Peter
Nicholl (2003), then governor of the NBBH, there was another big event that
caused an increase of the usage of KM: the introduction of the euro, because, as
he explains, this urged people to convert their DM cash savings, worth a total
of 4.3 billion DM. A large proportion was converted to KM or deposited in KM.

Several interviewees put that, in retrospect, the introduction of a single
currency, the Konvertible Mark, can be regarded as one of the main post-conflict
successes in a country in which political consensus is often hard to establish.
In a presentation in which he reflected on the first five years of the CBBH, the
then governor called the KM a ‘unifying symbol in the country’ (Nicholl, 2003).

Yet, in accordance with the Law on the Central Bank of Bosnia and Herze-
govina private transactions could be settled in “whatever currency the parties
to the transactions agree to”, until this was no longer allowed by the Foreign
Exchange Law. Since this law came in effect, in Sarajevo exchanging money
is only allowed at one officially appointed exchange office. This law, however,
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did not prohibit deposits and loans in foreign currency. From statistics on the
structure of deposits and loans by currency published by the CBBH (2011), it
can be calculated that in 2010 almost 51.6% of deposits was in foreign currency,
of which 91.1% was in euro. Though still considerable, the ratio strongly de-
creased since 1997. Then, total deposits in foreign currency amounted more
than five times the amount of deposits in KM. Besides, the total of deposits
in 2010 is a tenfold of the total in 1997. For loans, the situation is different.
Though in 1997 loans in DM far exceeded loans in KM, in 2010 loans in euro
were only 2% of the total.

5.11 Transformation of the payment system

In 1998, a few years after the payment system’s revival, during the Madrid
Conference, the decision was taken by the Government of BiH and the Donor
Community to transform the payment system as to better fit a market economy
(IAG, 1999). In a report of the OHR (2001) several reasons for the transforma-
tion are mentioned:

“The payment bureaux made financial transactions in BiH cumber-
some and operated in a non-transparent manner, deterring potential
investors. Their abolishment was also one of the requirements of the
‘EU Road Map’, and one of the measures BiH had to take to qualify
for membership in the Council of Europe.”

The CBBH played the lead role in this transformation process and was
assisted by the so-called International Advisory Group (IAG), formed by the
Donor Community. The IAG consisted of technical experts from the United
States Agency for International Development (USAID), the World Bank, the
International Monetary Fund, the Office of the High Representative, the US
Treasury, the Customs and Fiscal Assistance Office (CAFAO) and the Euro-
pean Commission. Other main actors were the payment bureaus SPP, ZAP and
ZZP and retail banks.

The transformation of the payment system of BiH encompassed the transfer
of payment services from the payment bureaus to the banking sector. Similar
transformations had taken place in other former SFRY republics. Slovenia,
for example, embarked on this process after its independence. The transfer
of services was part of the overall transfer and phasing out of tasks of the
payment bureaus. From the payment bureaus, there was resistance against the
idea of elimination of the payment bureaus, for reasons of employment and
transparency (BiH1 and BiH2). But the latter was precisely the reason for the
transfer: privacy would be better guaranteed in the new system (BiH3).

The transformation required the establishment of a new clearing house. It
was chosen to have a multi-lateral clearinghouse run by the CBBH, “for the
purpose of expediency” (BiH2). It processes small value payments, i.e. less
than 10,000 KM, through a giro clearing system and large value payments, i.e.
above 10,000 KM, and payments that require speed through a RTGS system.
For giro clearing, three sub-clearinghouses are in place, in Mostar and Sarajevo,
both in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and in Banja Luka, situated
in the Republika Srpska. The sub-clearinghouses each process payment orders
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three times a day, first within their branches and the remainder with the head
office in Sarajevo.

With regard to the legal foundation of this clearinghouse, frameworks of
developed countries served as models. It was also ensured that the clearing-
house operate in accordance with the Lamfalussy standards (IAG, 1999). This,
together with the choice of settlement type, has resulted in a payment system
that is rather similar to payment systems of developed countries. But there is a
salient difference: the central bank of BiH cannot act as a lender of last resort,
because of the strict currency board regime in place. Interviewee BiH2 explains
that the settlement risk that this imposes was diminished by the introduction
of interbank lending, when the new payment system was established, but still,
it imposes a risk.

Unlike in Slovenia, which “did a sort of gradual transformation” of the pay-
ment system according to BiH4, in line with the overall gradual approach of
transition in Slovenia (Mencinger, 2004), the transformation in BiH was carried
out in a shock-wise manner, which means that after a period of careful prepa-
ration, the new system started without the old system functioning parallel. It
started on the 5th of January 2001. Because of the shock-wise introductions,
users who had not prepared themselves for this transformation soon found out
the changes. According to BiH2, the first few months of the new system were
“slightly chaotic” and BiH13 called it “some stress period”, but both agree that
since then “the system has been functioning perfectly”.

With the transformation of the payment system, banks had become actual
participants in the payment system of BiH, instead of actors with a kind of
background role in payments. According to the information of the CBBH, in
2013, there were 28 banks in BiH, down from 55 in 2000 (CBBH, 2013). Of
those, 18 are located in the Federation of BiH and 10 in the Republika Srpska.
For the four banks that are located in both entities, the existence of different
sets of banking regulation per entity has the effect that every inter-entity money
transfer is an interbank transaction, and not intrabank, even though the banks
belong the same mother bank. According to respondent BiH9, the reason for
the existence of two separate legal frameworks for banks is that the entities
never agreed upon banking supervision. Banking supervision is not a task of
the CBBH, but of the banking agencies of the entities. But she also noted that
the differences might fade away if the frameworks of the entities become more
and more aligned with international standards.

Since its start in 2001, the total number of transactions processed by the
system, RTGS plus giro clearing, increased almost every year and more than
doubled in less than ten years. In the same time, the total amount of money
quadrupled, as can be read from table 5.6, based on data published by the Cen-
tral Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina in bulletins (CBBH, 2011) and on their
website (CBBH, 2013). The main share in the increase of the total amount
is from large value payments, processed through the RTGS. The amount of
money through giro clearing not even doubled in ten years, though the number
of transactions tripled. But while the average amount per transaction pro-
cessed through giro clearing is decreasing, still small amount transactions are
presumably paid in cash, as an average of 8 transactions in 2012 per year per
inhabitant processed by giro clearing, based on four million inhabitants, is fairly
low. Moreover, only 56.2% of the Bosnian population above the age of 15 has an
account at a formal financial institution and 34.4% has a debit card, as can be
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RTGS Giro clearing Total
Year Number of Amount Number of Amount Number of Amount

transactions transactions transactions

1 2 3 4 5=1+3 6=2+4
2001 333 9,701 11,584 7,144 11,916 16,845
2002 258 13,520 15,269 8,990 15,527 22,510
2003 294 14,460 17,427 9,883 17,721 24,342
2004 481 19,179 20,761 9,205 21,242 28,384
2005 521 27,237 22,388 8,958 22,909 36,195
2006 592 37,280 24,309 10,448 24,901 47,728
2007 705 48,174 27,662 12,018 28,367 60,193
2008 767 57,335 28,832 13,009 29,599 70,345
2009 693 52,283 28,347 12,175 29,040 64,458
2010 714 55,281 31,061 12,498 31,775 67,779
2011 760 63,608 31,729 13,046 32,490 76,653
2012 763 68,310 33,074 13,223 33,837 81,533

Table 5.6: Transactions in BiH payment systems (number of transactions: *
1000; amounts in millions of KM). Sources: CBBH (2011, 2013).

read in the data on financial inclusion presented in the The World Bank (2014,
page 167). In contrast, 99.8% of the firms in the formal sector of Bosnia and
Herzegovina have checking or savings accounts.

One respondent summarised the current situation as follows:

“The banking system is developed [. . . ] [but] domestic payment is
overall not efficient.” (BiH13)



Chapter 6

Historical overview of
changes in payments in
Serbia

6.1 Introduction

Like the previous chapter, this chapter aims to provide an answer to the second
research question, but now for the case of Serbia. It describes the series of major
changes in payments for the same period as the Bosnia and Herzegovina case,
so from the 1970s to mid 2014. The major changes are changes of the payment
system, the payment network, the legal tender and the currency regime. It ap-
pears that the pre-war situation of the cases with regard to payment networks
and currencies was fairly similar. Therefore, it is not described in detail again
in this chapter; only the differences are addressed. Subsequently, payments in
Serbia is described for the periods when Serbia was part of the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia together with Montenegro from 1992 to 2003, when it formed a
state Union with Montenegro from 2003 to 2006 and after this state union was
dissolved. The focus is on the payment system in the territory that has been
under control of the Serbian government. The changes in payments in Kosovo
and Montenegro are briefly described; the emphasis lies on the implications of
the Kosovo conflict and of Montenegro’s course on payments in Serbia. Ap-
pendix D provides a detailed overview of the varieties of the official currencies
in Serbia, Montenegro and Kosovo from 1990 to present.

6.2 Pre-war situation

When Serbia was part of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the in-
stitutional framework for payments was identical to the framework of Bosnia
and Herzegovina. The Yugoslav dinar was the legal tender, the payment system
was a component of the state-led integrated Yugoslav payment system called
SDK (Služba = service, Društvenog = social; Knjigovodstva = accounting),
and the National Bank of Serbia was a part of the Narodna Banka Jugoslavije,
the National Bank of Yugoslavia (NBY). Further details about the structure
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of the central bank, the state-led network of payment bureaus, SDK, and the
legal tender can be found in the previous chapter. This also applies to the data
with regard to the (in)stability of the Yugoslav dinar in the 1970s and 1980s as
presented in the previous chapter.

Like in BiH, interviewees in Serbia with whom the SDK was discussed were
predominantly positive about the functioning of the SDK. One interviewee, for
example, who was involved in the transformation of the payment system stressed
the efficiency of the SDK several times during the interview (S5). Another
interviewee (S6), a researcher, also said the former system was efficient, though
he believes that the current system is more efficient. Yet two other interviewees
(S1 and S7) underlined the positive aspects of control of transactions in the
former system, for example with regard to automatic payment of contributions
when paying out salaries, with a stable pension system as a result. Moreover, to
the knowledge of interviewee S1, in the time of the SDK, there were no payments
in arrears between companies.

With regard to foreign currency savings of private persons, also for the case
of Serbia data are found on accumulation of foreign currency savings in the
decades before the SFRY broke up, mainly from emigrants living in Western-
Europe. Moreover, in the mid-1980s, saving in foreign currency had become
legal and foreign currency could even be bought locally (Chicago Tribune, 1993).
According to interviewee S1, most of these savings were deposited in banks.
Data on total savings in the SFRY are found in an analysis of the ‘economic
destruction’ of Serbia and Montenegro in the early 1990s written by Dinkić
(1995), who later became the first governor of the National Bank of Serbia,
after Montenegro no longer used the Yugoslav dinar as legal tender, and who
was also several years in office as minister. From his data, it can be read that
particularly in 1960s and 1970s stocks of foreign currency rose, while in the
1980s, total registered stock did not grow fast any more, and in some years even
declined. Reasons for this may include the economic crisis of that time, which
may also have affected the real incomes of Gastarbeiter.

There were differences between the cases of Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Serbia. One difference relates to the fact that there were two autonomous
provinces located within the Republic of Serbia, namely Vojvodina and Kosovo.
This implied that in a way Serbia had three governors in the board of governors
of the National Bank of Yugoslavia.

Strikingly, in December 1990, without permission of the National Bank of
Yugoslavia, the National Bank of Serbia secretly printed money worth US$
1.4 billion, for a loan to the Serbian government in need of funds for wage
increases, of which it was hoped that it would yield an electoral victory of
Milošević (see for example Cviić and Sanfey (2010)). This sudden increase of the
money supply undermined the economic reform plan that was set out by Ante
Marković somewhat earlier, including a peg of 7 to 1 to the Deutsch Mark and
convertibility, among others. According to Dinkić (1995, page 32), the amount of
money that was printed was approximately equal to half of the primary emission
anticipated for the whole 1991. He states that this event was one of the main
reasons for the breakaway of Slovenia and Croatia from the SFRY. Dinkić (1995,
page 33) reports that at the end of 1990, annual inflation stood at 121.7%. In
January 1991 the currency was devalued to a rate of 9 dinar to 1 Deutsch
Mark, whereas in September the same year, the restrictive monetary policy was
abandoned and the issuance of money accelerated, according to Dinkić (1995,
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page 33–35) (also see table 5.4).

6.3 Preserving the Yugoslav dinar

Until the breakup of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the
Yugoslav dinar had been the single currency of the constituent republics of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Slovenia and Serbia,
which formed a monetary system. But when the SFRY fell apart, one after
another, the successor states cut the ties with the federal central bank, created
new monetary authorities and introduced their own respective currencies (see
table 5.2). All did so, except Serbia and Montenegro, which formed the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia: the Yugoslav dinar remained their common currency
and the name of National Bank of Yugoslavia was kept for their national bank
at federal level. They provided the public with a new issue of the Yugoslav dinar
in July 1992 and introduced this currency at a ratio of 10 old to 1 new Yugoslav
dinar. But the banknotes were fairly identical to the previous issue, except that
they featured the monogram of the National Bank of Yugoslavia instead of the
coat of arms of SFRY, that the order of scripts in Cyrillic and Latin was altered
and that the colours were somewhat different, as can be seen for example in
the specialised catalogue of coins and banknotes of Yugoslavia and succeeding
republics by Vǐsčević (2011) as well as in the Standard Catalogue of World
Paper Money by Cuhaj (2011). Since the Yugoslav dinar was the legal tender,
this is the currency in which payment orders were processed in the domestic
payment system of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the SDK. In the 1990s,
the SDK was renamed to ZOP (Zavod za obracun i placanje), the Bureau for
Settlement and Payment. In Bank for International Settlements refers to this
system as CPD, Clearing and Payments Department (BIS, 2007). According to
interviewee S6, this change was “mainly [an] organisational transformation, not
a technical one”.

Two remarkable currencies that originated from the dissolution of Yugoslav
monetary system were the Republika Srpska dinar and the Krajina dinar, is-
sued by the National Bank of the Serbian Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
in Banja Luka and the National Bank of the Republic of Serbian Krajina in
Knin respectively. Then, Republika Srpska was a Serb majority part in Bosnia
and Herzegovina claimed independent from BiH while Serbian Krajina was a
self-proclaimed Serb state within the territory of Croatia. The location of the
Republic of Serbian Krajina in Croatia is visible on the map in figure 4.2. This
self-proclaimed republic within the territory of Croatia de facto existed between
1991 and 1995 and consisted of two parts, one part at the Croatian-Serbian
border and one part enveloping the north-western side of Bosnia and Herzegov-
ina. In those two ‘republics’, currencies were introduced that were equivalent
in value to the Yugoslav dinar of the then Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. So,
these currencies inflated like the Yugoslav dinar and were revalued likewise until
in 1994 they were replaced by the new Yugoslav dinar. The banknotes of these
currencies featured the Serbian coat of arms and were printed in Belgrade (Linz-
mayer, 2012). In Krajina, after the Croatian War ended in November 1995, the
Yugoslav dinar was replaced by the Croatian kuna. In Republika Srpska, after
the Bosnian War ended, in December 1995, the Yugoslav dinar remained in cir-
culation until the single currency of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
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the Konvertible Mark, was established, in accordance with the Dayton Peace
Agreement, and ultimately introduced in 1998. Details about the introduction
of the Konvertible Mark are included in chapter 5.

In sum, with five new currencies established in the successive states plus two
currencies in Serb majority regions, a total of seven currencies succeeded the
Yugoslav dinar of the SFRY. Table 5.2 shows that the associated currency re-
forms did not take place simultaneously. What table 5.2 does not reveal is how
problematic this uncoordinated timing appeared for the states that reformed
latest, and in particular for the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. By introducing
new currencies, the newly established monetary authorities made the Yugoslav
dinar obsolete in their respective territories, while in other parts of the dissolving
monetary union the Yugoslav dinar was still in use. This provided incentives
and opportunities for dumping of ‘old’ currency where it was still legal ten-
der. According to interviewee S1, it was particularly Slovenia and Croatia that
dumped Yugoslav dinars:

“So, Croatia and Slovenia had huge stocks of dinars. So, they had
to, I mean, they had an incentive to convert it into hard currency,
because nobody needed it any more. So, what was going on? They
were. . . So, okay, it was very hard for anybody from Croatia or Slove-
nia to come to Serbia and exchange money. But Bosnia at the time,
it was still part of the federation up to. . . I think April, May the
following year, so they almost one year, entire year. . . ” (S1)

He also described what was going on:

“Okay, this was not a large scale operation, because it was physically
hard to do something like that with huge stocks of money. But it was
the case. . . they were physically transporting whatever they could to
Bosnia and then they were converting to Deutsch Marks.” (S1)

This quote is about the same practice that was mentioned in the case of
Bosnia and Herzegovina in chapter 5.

With the Yugoslav dinar still being legal tender and no or insufficient mea-
sures taken to prevent the influx of notes, this practice could hardly be stopped.
The effect of the dumping was an imbalance of foreign exchange rates in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, but also in the rest of Yugoslavia, as interviewee S1 explains:

“And National Bank of Yugoslavia, which was still in charge of, of
course, monetary policy in Bosnia and Herzegovina, was supplying
foreign currency to local banks, to local exchange offices in these
institutions. So, actually they had a huge imbalance of the foreign
exchange rates in Bosnia, because of this impact and in the rest of
Yugoslavia.” (S1)

In addition to physically dumped money, interviewee S1 mentioned that
also electronically ‘old’ money was used for acquiring hard currency. As those
latter conversions were non-cash and done in the formal system, they were
presumably at the official exchange rate. This contrasts the dumping of cash,
as in cash transactions the exchange rate could be negotiated between the payer
and payee. He described it as follows:
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“Croatia and Slovenia had a few days of opportunity to, I think it
was before. . . I mean, everything was developing quite rapidly, so
nobody could control things and impose [a] stop, including the NBS
people, but they had a few days of an opportunity to convert, well,
their national banks had converted large stocks of, you know, of
real bank money, electronic money into, into hard currency with the
National Bank of Yugoslavia also. So, they extract[ed] large sums
of money. It was not an illegal operation, because they all had their
accounts [at the National Bank of Yugoslavia]. They could approach
them easily. So, they converted. So, practic[ally], what happened:
you had a huge rise of money supply in Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia-
Herzegovina and Macedonia. And you had, of course, transfer of
hard currency to those countries and [the] introduction of their own
currencies.” (S1)

This quote refers to a situation in which the formal arrangements of the
banking system of the SFRY were abused by two republics, at the expense of the
other constituent republics and autonomous provinces. No other interviewees
from Serbia mentioned this practice, but Dinkić (1995, page 35) mentions it
in his book on the economic destruction of Serbia and Montenegro. He stated
that the dinars from Slovenia and Croatia that flooded Serbia in October 1991
caused cracks in the black market for foreign exchange. Moreover, he estimated
that it gave an additional impulse to inflation of 15%.

6.4 War finance, hyperinflation and Deutsch Mark

The currency of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, introduced in July 1992,
appeared very unstable. In 1993, Belgrade was the ‘hyperinflation capital of
the world’, according to a film shown at the Visitors Centre of the National
Bank of Serbia (NBS) in Belgrade (NBS, 2004). The severity of the period of
hyperinflation can be read in figures on price levels and changes of exchange
rates (see table 6.1) as well as from the increasing nominal values of banknotes
and the pace by which new notes were introduced (see table 6.2).

From the data presented in table 6.1, Dinkić (1995) also calculated the
changes of prices and exchanges rates per day and per hour. He calculated
that in 1992, price growth remained under 2% per day, but in 1993, it steadily
increased to 10% in August, reaching 28% in December and peaking at 62%
per day in January, when prices rose about 2% per hour. According to his cal-
culations, the rise of the exchange rate showed a more or less similar pattern.
Moreover, table 6.3 also shows that the exchange rate rose substantially day by
day. However, it should be noted that while Dusanić (2009) presents a peak
exchange rate of 15,000,000 dinar to one German Mark, another source, the
NBS Visitors Centre, even speaks of a rate of 13 trillion dinar to one German
Mark. It is not clear though, whether this is an official or unofficial exchange
rate nor to which date this refers.

During hyperinflation, money printing presses in Belgrade produced new
banknotes twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, according to interviewee
S4, who worked at the Topcider Institute for Manufacturing Banknotes at that
time. The data in table 6.2 shows that in 1993, about every month one or more
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Month Monthly rate of Monthly rate of
price growth exchange of DM

% %
February 1992 50.6 27.5

March 1992 42.0 80.4
April 1992 77.5 78.3
May 1992 80.8 61.0
June 1992 102.2 78.8

Currency reform
July 1992 62.0 73.7

August 1992 42.4 41.5
September 1992 64.4 0.0

October 1992 49.8 37.9
November 1992 33.3 87.5
December 1992 46.6 100.0

January 1993 100.6 166.7
February 1993 211.8 162.5

March 1993 225.8 90.5
April 1993 114.1 120.0
May 1993 205.2 468.2
June 1993 366.7 300.0
July 1993 431.6 800.0

August 1993 1,880.6 1,566.7
September 1993 643.2 700.0

Currency reform
October 1993 1,895.6 1,983.3

November 1993 20,190.1 25,900.0
December 1993 178,882.0 569,130.8

January 1994 313,563,558.0 40,540,440.5

Table 6.1: Monthly rates of price growth and exchange rate of the Yugoslav
dinar to Deutsch Mark from February 1992 to January 1994. Source: Dinkić
(1995).
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Date of issue Nominal value Date out of circulation
01-07-1992 100 01-10-1993
01-07-1992 500 01-10-1993
01-07-1992 1,000 01-10-1993
01-07-1992 5,000 01-10-1993
27-12-1992 10,000 01-10-1993
20-01-1993 50,000 01-10-1993
07-04-1993 100,000 01-10-1993
26-04-1993 500,000 01-10-1993
26-05-1993 5,000,000 01-12-1993
24-06-1993 1,000,000 01-10-1993
22-07-1993 50,000,000 01-12-1993
29-07-1993 10,000,000 01-12-1993
06-08-1993 100,000,000 01-12-1993
13-08-1993 500,000,000 01-12-1993
23-08-1993 1,000,000,000 01-12-1993
21-09-1993 10,000,000,000 01-12-1993

Denomination: 6 zeros removed
01-10-1993 5,000 01-01-1994
01-10-1993 10,000 01-01-1994
14-10-1993 50,000 01-01-1994
30-10-1993 500,000 01-01-1994
12-11-1993 5,000,000 01-01-1994
23-11-1993 50,000,000 01-01-1994
02-12-1993 500,000,000 01-01-1994
11-12-1993 5,000,000,000 28-02-1994
15-12-1993 50,000,000,000 28-02-1994
23-12-1993 500,000,000,000 28-02-1994

Denomination: 9 zeros removed
29-12-1993 10 22-07-1994
29-12-1993 1,000 22-07-1994
29-12-1993 5,000 22-07-1994
03-01-1994 50,000 22-07-1994
01-05-1994 100 22-07-1994
11-01-1994 500,000 22-07-1994
14-01-1994 10,000,000 22-07-1994

Currency reform
24-01-1994 1 01-01-1995
24-01-1994 5 01-01-1995
24-01-1994 10 01-01-1995
03-03-1994 5 31-12-2001
03-03-1994 10 31-12-2001
03-03-1994 20 31-12-2001

Table 6.2: Issue of new banknotes in the period of hyperinflation from February
1992 to January 1994. Source: Dinkić (1995).
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Date Rate
14-01-1994 900,000 dinar = 1 DM
15-01-1994 2,500,000 dinar = 1 DM
16-01-1994 3,500,000 dinar = 1 DM
17-01-1994 5,000,000 dinar = 1 DM
18-01-1994 5,500,000 dinar = 1 DM
19-01-1994 10,000,000 dinar = 1 DM
20-01-1994 14,000,000 dinar = 1 DM
21-01-1994 15,000,000 dinar = 1 DM

Table 6.3: Exchange rates on the ‘black market’ in Belgrade during the peak of
hyperinflation in January 1994. Source: Dusanić (2009).

Date Issue Rate
01-01-1990 1990 dinar 10,000 dinar = 1 dinar
01-07-1992 1992 dinar 10 dinar = 1 dinar
01-10-1993 October 1993 reform dinar 1,000,000 dinar = 1 dinar
01-01-1994 Yugoslav dinar 1994 issue 1,000,000,000 dinar = 1 dinar
24-01-1994 Yugoslav novi dinar 1994 12,000,000 dinar = 1 dinar

reform issue
02-07-2003 Serbian dinar at par

Table 6.4: Official currencies in Serbia from 1992 until today. Sources: Dusanić
(2009) and the Standard Catalog of World Paper Money (Cuhaj, 2011).

notes with higher nominal values were added to the notes already in circulation.
The Yugoslav dinar issue of October 1993 is called a reform issue to express it is
part of an attempt to reform the financial system. When looking at the images
another change is noticeable: while the Yugoslav dinar previously featured a
mixture of ordinary people representing the socialist ideal and of important
historical persons, the banknotes of the October 1993 dinar contain images of
persons from Serbian and Montenegrin history only, which seems to reflect a
change in the political landscape in Serbia, from decades long dominance of
the communists to pluralism. According to Thomas (1999, page 8–9), in this
transition, symbols played an important role in appealing to the public.

Yet, after a month, this reform issue was also supplemented with notes with
ever higher denominations. On 13 December 1993, the Christian Science Mon-
itor published an article entitled ‘Yugoslav economy nears collapse’, in which it
reported that experts said that “the chaos could shortly lead to a total paralysis
in the national monetary system and state services”, while analysts also noted
a great apathy among the majority of the population enduring the misery of
hyperinflation Landay (1993b). Ten days after this news, the highest nominal
value was 500,000,000,000 (see figure 6.1) was issued, on the 23rd of December
1993. On the 1st of January 1994 the currency was revalued at a ratio of one
billion (109) to one dinar. Within the same month, inflation spurred again, but
at the end of the month, hyperinflation was finally successfully stopped by a
comprehensive currency reform on 24 January 1994. Table 6.4 summarises the
currency reforms between 1990 and 2003.

In addition to abstract figures on hyperinflation, Dinkić (1995), for example,
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Figure 6.1: Yugoslav dinar banknote with highest denomination ever.

also illustrated the hyperinflation in a more concrete way by presenting the
dynamics of prices of food products from late 1993 to January 1994. This is the
period he calls ‘monetary chaos’, with the price of bread going up from 12.500
dinar to 4,000,000,000 dinar and of a litre of milk from 25,000 to 9,500,000,000
in less then two months time. According to one interviewee:

“It was [a] silly time.” (S6)

When talking about hoarding of any product you could get, another inter-
viewee said:

“We were in a special state of mind.” (S4)

During the period of hyperinflation, the Deutsch Mark became the de facto
only means of payment (NBS, 2004), whereas previously, Deutsch Mark was
mainly used for saving purposes, i.e. as a store of wealth. But interviewee S6
declares that Deutsch Mark was not a legal tender at that time:

“Well, it was forbidden to express the prices in Deutsch Marks, but
people in markets, in shops they used Deutsch Marks, but actually
don’t write Deutsch Marks, but instead some unit of account. So, it
is 30 units, and all of us know it was 30 Deutsch Marks. . . ” (S6)

The inflow of Deutsch Mark continued during the war (Landay, 1993a), de-
spite prohibitions in this regard by UN resolution 757. For other purposes then
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the exceptions mentioned in this resolution, informal channels were required.
This inflow created opportunities for exchanging dinars to Deutsch Mark, as to
prevent loss of purchasing power, while the money-changers involved ensured
they made a profit. According to interviewee S6 and Dinkić (1995), salaries were
paid out in Yugoslav dinar, but mostly converted to Deutsch Mark as quick as
possible, for example by going to a street dealer.

Interviewee S6 mentioned an increase of the use of cheques during the period
of hyperinflation. He explained that as cheques were legal tender and therefore
could not be refused while processing took some days, the delay of final set-
tlement when paying with cheques delivered a huge benefit during the peak
of hyperinflation, when the purchasing power decreased substantially on a day
by day basis. Thomas (1999, pages 165–166) pointed out another response to
hyperinflation, namely refusal of dinars, and reverting to barter, as dinars had
become worthless (see section 6.4).

There are several views on what caused the hyperinflation in the FRY in the
early 1990s. A plausible reason for price rises comes from the economic sanctions
that were imposed on the FRY. In his chronology of the hyperinflation, Dinkić
(1995) reports that in November 1991 the European Community imposed eco-
nomic sanctions on Serbia and Montenegro because of war activities in Croatia,
with the effect that already in the following January there were shortages of de-
tergents, oil and sugar, among others. A few months later, economic sanctions
were imposed by means of UN Security Council Resolution 757 (UN, 1992) on
30 May 1992 and reaffirmed later. It was decided that all states shall prevent
import from the FRY, export to the FRY, trans-shipment through and flying to,
from or over the FRY among others, except for supplies for medical purposes,
foodstuffs or other humanitarian purposes. In addition, it was decided that no
state shall make funds available for other than medical and humanitarian pur-
poses and foodstuffs. On 17 April 1993, assets held abroad were frozen by UN
Security Council resolution 820 (UN, 1993c). The sanctions had the effect that
income from foreign trade was about annihilated, while the FRY did import. As
a consequence, certain products became scarce and foreign debt increased. The
economic sanctions were suspended by UN Security Council Resolution 1022 of
22 November 1995 (UN, 1995a), and ultimately lifted by Resolution 1074 of 1
October 1996 (UN, 1996a), both well after the hyperinflation was stopped.

Funding of the war efforts of Serbs in Bosnia and Herzegovina as well as in
Croatia is also mentioned as a main cause of the hyperinflation (by interviewee
S1, S2 and S6; also see Thomas (1999) and Landay (1993a) for example), as
this consumed part of the state budget, while income from export as well as
from taxes was low, for reasons of sanctions and the macro-economic crisis,
respectively.

Furthermore, Milošević admitted in an interview held during hyperinflation,
shown in a film available at the National Bank of Serbia (NBS), that uncovered
printing of money for the purpose of mere financial transactions and manipu-
lation was one of the most painful points of Yugoslavia’s economy at that time
(NBS, 2004). With “mere financial transactions”, he may have referred to prac-
tices such as printing of money worth 400 trillion dinars for the purchase of
summer wheat of farmers in the Serbian province of Vojvodina, reported for
example by Landay (1993a) in The Christian Science Monitor. This printing
of money contributed to hyperinflation in two ways. It meant that money sup-
ply was increased, but, as Landay (1993a) reported, it also caused a rush on
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Deutsch Marks on the black market, as the receiving farmers wanted to secure
their wealth. In table 6.1 it can be seen that the next month prices rose with
1180%.

Yet, for funding its activities and paying for its debts, the government did
not only need dinars, but also foreign currency, in particular Deutsch Mark. In
this regard, Dafiment Bank and Jugoskandic bank allegedly played an important
role. Dafiment Bank was founded in 1991 by Dafina Milanović and had branches
in nearly ever town in Serbia. This bank was popular for its high interest rates,
up to 15%, paid out monthly. For many households, the interest payments
formed an important source of extra income under the overall bad economic
situation. Eventually, the bank collapsed; in April 1993, it stopped paying
depositors, a month after the collapse of Jugoskandic bank (Dinkić, 1995, page
39–40). Interviewee S2 declared that after the collapse of those banks, people
stored their money at home instead of in banks. About the eagerness of the
public to deposit their money in these institutions, one interviewee said:

“It was strange but, for example, some of these institutions offered
20% interest rates and then nobody asked where they can invest
that money to that high yield, but people buy it and they lost their
savings, unfortunately. They didn’t think too much. . . ” (S6)

Dafina Milanović never explained how she could pay such high interests, but
in an article of the Chicago Tribune (1993) it can be read that analysts believed
that it was realised by currency-trading and smuggling. Moreover, the Chicago
Tribune (1993) wrote:

“In effect, with the encouragement of Milošević, her bank has lured
the large hard-currency holdings of Yugoslavs out of mattresses to
finance the war effort.”

Eight years later, the Chicago Tribune (2001) came with the news that
strong indications were found that it was indeed Milošević who had pulled the
strings behind Dafiment Bank. The indications were found in minutes of board
meetings of Dafiment Bank, stored in the vaults of the Yugoslav Central Bank.
The Chicago Tribune (2001) quotes Mladjan Dinkić, the then new governor of
the National Bank of Yugoslavia:

“In those minutes we found Milošević’ name. [. . . ] He was com-
pletely informed on how this bank was functioning and how it de-
prived the citizens. [. . . ] This lady [Milanović] was just a puppet in
the scheme. The government organized the whole scheme.”

In accordance with the Law on the settlement of the public debt of the Fed-
eral Republic of Yugoslavia arising from the citizens’ foreign exchange savings,
repayments by the state of these old deposited Deutsch Mark in those institu-
tions continue until 2016, by which date some people have been waiting for their
money for more than twenty years.

6.5 The end of hyperinflation

The hyperinflation of 1992 tot 1994 finally came to an end after drastic currency
reform on 24 January 1994, led by a new governor of the National Bank of Yu-
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goslavia, Dragoslav Abramović. This currency reform encompassed a conversion
from old to new dinar at a ratio of 12,000,000 to 1, resulting in banknotes with
normalised denominations, ranging from 1 to 100. This was accompanied by a
peg of the domestic currency to a stable foreign currency, in casu the German
Mark. The ratio amounted 1:1 which means that the government guaranteed
an exchange rate of one Yugoslav novi dinar 1994 to one German Mark. Inter-
viewee S2 explained that this could be done with the reserves that the central
bank had at that time, because the total amount in circulation at that time
was very low, given the poor economic conditions. The currency regime change
worked; almost immediately the Yugoslav dinar was stabilised. This was to the
benefit of the people in the FRY, but also in Republika Sprska and the Serbian
Republic of Krajina, because these ‘republics’ also used the Yugoslav dinar as
legal tender since the 1st and the 24th of January 1994, respectively, after hav-
ing had domestic currencies since July 1992 that were at par with the Yugoslav
dinar (see appendix D).

About the sudden stop of the hyperinflation, the following text of the exhi-
bition of the Visitors Centre of the National Bank in Serbia in January 2012 is
of interest:

“Hyperinflation had, in a direct or indirect way, destroyed the wealth
accumulated by generations. It was the consequence of disintegra-
tion of the country, of war, transition and external economic pres-
sures, but also a phenomenon caused consciously, by manipulations
on the part of the regime motivated by possibilities of wealth redis-
tribution. This is indicated by its sudden stop at the beginning of
1994, also based on a political decision.”

The reasoning is that if the other factors, i.e. disintegration of the country,
of war, transition and external economic pressures, were of more importance,
hyperinflation could not have been stopped, as those factors had not changed
around the time hyperinflation stopped. So, the fact that it stopped, revealed
that politics was decisive. Nonetheless, inflation remained rather high in Serbia,
as data in table 6.5 indicate.

6.6 From peg to float

After hyperinflation had come to an end, the ratio of dinar to DM remained the
same for a few years. However, the ratio was changed to 3,3:1 (see table 6.5).
Later, the ratio was changed to 6:1 in 1998 and to 30:1 in 2000. In 2001, a
regime of managed dirty float was implemented, as announced in the Official
Gazette of the FRY (NBY, 2000). Interviewee S1 referred to this dirty peg and
also called it a ‘crawling peg’: “you hold it, you defend it to the point that
you can’t defend it and then you let it devaluate it and then you try to defend
it”. For the years 2004 to 2008, it was decided to have a floating currency. In
the Official Gazette it was announced that “the dinar exchange rate shall be
determined on the basis of supply and demand on the foreign exchange market”
(NBS, 2003). However, for 2009 and onwards it was decided to implement a
managed floating exchange rate regime (NBS, 2009).

While for several years the focus was primarily on the exchange rate, for 2002
an inflation target was set. The NBY targeted at an inflation rate below 20%
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Year Inflation rate Exchange rate
(average consumer prices)

1994 1 dinar = DM 1
1997 18.3 3.3 dinar = DM 1
1998 30.0 6.0 dinar = DM 1
1999 41.1 6.0 dinar = DM 1
2000 70.0 30.0 dinar = DM 1
2001 80.6 30.5 dinar = DM 1
2002 8.9 61.5 dinar = AC1
2003 2.9 68.3 dinar = AC1
2004 10.6 78.9 dinar = AC1
2005 16.2 85.5 dinar = AC1
2006 10.7 79.0 dinar = AC1
2007 6.9 79.2 dinar = AC1
2008 12.4 88.6 dinar = AC1
2009 8.1 95.9 dinar = AC1
2010 6.2 105.5 dinar = AC1
2011 11.2 104.6 dinar = AC1

Table 6.5: Inflation and exchange rates in Serbia from 1997 to 2011. Source:
www.nbs.rs.

(NBY, 2001) and with an actual inflation rate of 8.9% shown in table 6.5 they
more than reached their target. Gradually, the inflation target was lowered.
For 2014, the inflation target is 4.0 ± 1.5 percentage point (NBS, 2013). After
the currency reform of 1994, inflation rates peaked at 80.6%, but remained far
below 20% since 2002 (see table 6.5) and no banknotes with extremely high de-
nominations have been issued since (see Cuhaj and Michael (2011) and Vǐsčević
(2011)).

It should be noted that the ratio’s listed in table 6.5 are the official exchange
rates. Yet, some privileged people had the opportunity to buy foreign exchange
for a more favourable exchange rate and hence benefit from the difference. When
Mladjan Dinkić became governor of the National Bank of Yugoslavia in 2000,
one of the first things he did, according to respondent S1, was to unify the
exchange rate, as to have equal exchange rates for everybody.

6.7 Kosovo conflict

The violence in 1999 related to the war Kosovo, including bombings by NATO
does not seem to have directly affected payments in Serbia greatly. According to
interviewee S5, an expert with many years of professional experience in the pay-
ment system of Serbia, “in 1999, no, the system functioned well at that time.”
Interviewee S6, a researcher, however, thinks the payment system probably was
affected and payment processing disrupted locally for a while, because power
plants were attacked, while the telecommunications infrastructure was basically
parallel with the energy grid.

Indirectly, the Kosovo War did have an impact on payments in Serbia, be-
cause of the sanctions that were imposed on the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,
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listed by the Global Policy Forum (2000). By UN Resolution 1160 of 1998, the
UN had imposed an arms embargo. In 1998 and 1999, the European Union
imposed several sanctions that hindered trade and oil import and froze assets,
except for humanitarian purposes. The United States also imposed economic
sanctions and blocked Yugoslavia’s access to World Bank and International
Monetary Fund credits. Altogether, these sanctions paralysed the FRY and
led to a huge foreign debt problem. According to interviewee S1, the sanctions
were devastating for the government of Milošević. With hardly any sources of
income, “they could only produce new inflation”. In table 6.5 it can be read
that in 1998 and 1999, the official exchange rate of dinar to DM was 6 to 1 while
in 2000 it was 30 to 1, meaning the currency was drastically devalued.

In September 1999, shortly after Kosovo came under UN interim administra-
tion in June 1999, the Special Representative of the Secretary-General, heading
UNMIK, signed a regulation that provided a legal basis for the use of Deutsch
Mark along with Yugoslav dinar, in fact legalising the status quo (UNMIK,
1999). From the beginning, UNMIK kept its budgets and accounts in Deutsch
Mark. Since the signing of the regulation, obligatory payments, including taxes,
could be paid in Deutsch Mark as well as dinar, though in case of the latter
administrative and handling costs were levied. About a year later, the Yugoslav
dinar was formally banned in Kosovo and the territory of use of the Yugoslav
dinar decreased. After the introduction of the euro in the euro-zone, like in
Germany, in Kosovo the Deutsch Mark was replaced by euro (Cviić and Sanfey,
2010). Still, locally in the north of Kosovo, Serbian dinar, which replaced the
Yugoslav dinar in 2003, is used by some Kosovo Serbs who desire to do business
in this currency. A detailed analysis of changes in payments and the mone-
tary framework in Kosovo that relate to the war in Kosovo and the process of
independence lie beyond the scope of this study.

6.8 Montenegro’s course

While since July 1992 the Yugoslav dinar had been the sole and single currency
of Serbia and Montenegro, on the 2nd of November 1999 Montenegro “passed
a decision to abandon dinar and assume all powers in the area of monetary
policy” (CBNM, 2014). First, Montenegro introduced a dual currency system
of Yugoslav dinar and Deutsch Mark. While there was already a large stock of
Deutsch Mark in the country, interviewee S1 addressed a practical aspect of the
official adoption of the Deutsch Mark, namely a lack of small coins. As to allow
making payment transactions in any amount, Montenegro physically ‘imported’
coins from Germany. The coins were transported by plane to Dubrovnik airport
in Croatia and loaded on trucks to move to Montenegro. However, the border
was controlled by the army of Milošević as well as the police of Montenegro. For
a while it seemed like the army would not allow the transport into the country,
but eventually, the transport was allowed. No material is found that confirms
this story.

On the 1st of January 2001, when there was sufficient supply of Deutsch
Mark, this currency became the only legal tender in Montenegro. The National
Bank of Montenegro declared that these decisions resulted from “misuse of mon-
etary policy and the second largest hyperinflation in the world” (CBNM, 2014).
Respondent S1 gave a similar explanation:
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“[President of Montenegro] Mr. Djukanović decided. . . [. . . ] de-
aligned from Milošević. Because he expected that. . . he figured out
that this thing with dinars and the exchange rate is killing the
country, so he embarked on one-sided dollarization: they imposed
Deutsch Mark as legal tender.” (S1)

In their analysis of the political and economic re-emergence of South-Eastern
Europe, Cviić and Sanfey (2010) call the unilateral adoption of the Deutsch
Mark by Montenegro ‘a clever move’ that was “driven by political considera-
tions, but with a clear economic motivation also”. Respondent S2 also con-
sidered the ban of the Yugoslav dinar by Montenegro as a step towards inde-
pendence. Moreover, according to Cviić and Sanfey (2010), this step indeed
delivered stability and low inflation in Montenegro.

At the time of the above decision to assume all monetary policy, Montene-
gro was still part of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and did not have a
central bank yet. Instead, it had a Main Branch Office of the National Bank
of Yugoslavia on its territory, since 1993. In March 2001, the Central Bank of
Montenegro was established, i.e. after the decisions with regard to monetary
policy had already been effectuated.

The effect of Montenegro’s decision was that after 2001 the Yugoslav dinar
was no longer an official means of payment in Montenegro and hence that the
territory of use of this currency was further decreased. No data is found on
dumping of Yugoslav notes that time. The change also implied that inter-
republic transactions more or less resembled international transactions, while
Serbia and Montenegro still formed a federation. The payment systems had
always been separate networks (S5), but before the change of legal tender, they
both processed payment orders in the same currency, while afterwards they did
not.

In 2002, when in Germany the Deutsch Mark was replaced by the euro, Mon-
tenegro also adopted the euro. However, according to respondent S3, in the case
of Montenegro, the European Central Bank was not pleased with the decision to
unilaterally adopt the euro, because introduction of the euro is regarded as the
final step in EU membership, after having complied to the Maastricht-criteria,
and not something that may already be done even before membership. This is
in line with what Cviić and Sanfey (2010) reported. Moreover, these authors
stress that the European Commission and the European Central Bank firmly
rule out this ‘solution’ for others. An official warning that unilateral adoption
of the euro is incompatible with the Treaty was given to Montenegro when it
signed a Stabilization and Association agreement with the EU, news site Balkan
Insight (2007a) reported. But despite this warning, until today the euro is the
official currency in Montenegro. In another article, Balkan Insight (2007b) re-
ported that Montenegrin officials did not expect that Montenegro would have
to give up the euro and that an expert believed that the warning was actually
directed to some other countries that may be considering unilaterally adopting
the euro.

In response to Montenegro’s decision to abandon the Yugoslav dinar, the Na-
tional Bank of Yugoslavia issued banknotes with new designs, but still featuring
the coat of arms of Serbia and Montenegro, as can be seen in the catalogues of
banknotes of Cuhaj and Michael (2011) and Vǐsčević (2011). This 2000-01 issue
came in circulation in 2000 and 2001 (Vǐsčević, 2011) (also see appendix D).
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In 2003, after the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia became the State Union
Serbia and Montenegro, the National Bank of Serbia was re-established and the
Yugoslav dinar was renamed to Serbian dinar. In the same catalogues, it can be
seen that the main design elements of the banknotes were identical to the 2000-
01 issue of Yugoslav dinar. The exceptions are that the name of the monetary
authority printed on the notes was changed to National Bank of Serbia, that
the monogram of the NBS was added, that the new notes feature the coat of
arms of the Republic of Serbia instead of Serbia and Montenegro and some other
details. According to interviewee S6, initially, the Yugoslav dinar notes had to
be converted to Serbian notes. But he said that when it appeared that this was
not widely done and hard to enforce, the authorities eventually accepted the
status quo of mixed notes, stopped the conversion operation and accepted that
the old notes would gradually phase out. In the banknote catalogue of Vǐsčević
(2011) it can be read that the 2000-01 issue was in circulation until the 1st
of January 2007, except the 5,000 dinar note, which circulated until the 1st of
March 2006.

6.9 Transformation of the payment system

On the 6th of January 2003, a new national payment system operated by the
NBS effectively started to operate in Serbia (BIS, 2007). It comprises a Real
Time Gross Settlement System and a net clearing system, of which the latter
is for clearing and settlement of payment transactions initiated by debit cards,
credit cards and cheques (BIS, 2007). This new payment system replaced the
state-led ZOP. Since the transformation, payment services are provided by banks
instead of by a separate, specialised institution. As a result, banking became
more in line with banking in western countries (Bitzenis et al., 2008).

Interviewee S5 was involved in the payment system transformation processes
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Serbia as well as Montenegro. To her
memory, of the former Republics of the SFRY, Slovenia transformed its pay-
ment system first, followed by Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia,
Serbia and finally Montenegro. Serbia and Montenegro had separate payment
systems at the time of the transformation, because their monetary systems were
separate, she explained. In Serbia, the dinar was the means of payments, while
in Montenegro it was euro. Since the transformation processes in each coun-
try were essentially the same, the countries that transformed their system later
could learn from the predecessors. Interviewee S5 said:

“And it was really chaotic situation in Bosnia. And [in] Montenegro,
the transformation of the payment system in Montenegro was the
best. At the end. Because we had experience. Montenegro was
the last one. And without any mistake, any error. Everything was
perfect.” (S5)

At the time of the transformation, the ZOP was a well established institu-
tion (S5), while confidence in the banks was completely lost (S2). Nonetheless,
the payment system was migrated to the banking sector, because this was a
logical step in a grander scheme, namely the transformation process to a mar-
ket economy, a process that had actually started many years earlier. Moreover,
the reform of the payment systems in Serbia and Montenegro was included in
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the programme that the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia intended to implement,
when it requested financial support from the IMF in 2001 (IMF, 2001). Ac-
cording to Bitzenis et al. (2009), the banking reform in Serbia was delayed for
reasons including war, sanctions, banking crises and dramatic economic decline.
They even conclude that “the 1990s was basically a lost decade for Serbia in
terms of financial sector development.” But in 2012, at the time of the interview,
the banking system was the most stable part of the Serbian economy, according
to respondent S2. He explained that it was well capitalised and therefore not
severely affected by the global crisis then.

The transformation of the payment system was not easy. Though intervie-
wee S5 positively addressed the ancillary tasks of the ZOP, including making
balances of state enterprises as well as the control of the contribution and tax,
according to the BIS (2007) it was this mix of functions of the ZOP that made
the transformation a complex task. Indeed, interviewee S5 admitted that

“In Serbia, the main problem was the definition of the payment
orders in the part of payment of the contribution and tax. And
the banks didn’t control that part of payment. And then, Republic
of Serbia didn’t have enough money for [the] budget, because all
that payments were wrong. And that was the main problem. But
by time, we solved this... that problem. Now, it functions well.
One million payment orders were wrong. In collaboration with the
banks, with the tax administration we solved this problem. But it
took time.” (S5)

In addition, the simultaneous reform of the banking sector challenged the
transformation process of the payment system. In 2001, rehabilitation of the
banking sector started, as to create conditions for the transfer of the payments
into the banking sector (NBY, 2000). Four of the six largest banks were closed
due to insolvency whereas several other banks were recapitalised and privatised
(Bitzenis et al., 2008), and foreign banks entered the scene in Serbia (S5). This
implied that the actors involved in the transformation process changed.

Despite her professional involvement in the transformation of payment sys-
tems, interviewee S5 still regrets that the former system was dismantled, because
to her opinion the SDK and ZOP operated “perfectly” and “very, very efficient”.
Yet, the BIS (2007) states that with the current system “the industry, individ-
uals and financial institutions now have at their disposal a far more efficient
payment system, with greater diversity and enhanced quality of services.” The
BIS (2007) also states that costs of payments have been reduced and that phys-
ical outreach in terms of number of branches and offices has greatly increased.
Interviewee S6, a Professor in the city of Leskovac specialised in banking, agrees
to this, but he also places an important remark:

“The payment system today in Serbia is actually more efficient than
the SDK. . . [. . . ], but the entire economy is not.” (S6)

He also stated:

“It was better in past time. [. . . ] So, the entire economy was much
healthier than nowadays.” (S6)
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Apart from this general observation about the Serbian economy, interviewee
S6 also examined the payment situation in Serbia in detail. In an article, he
compares cash withdrawals from ATM’s with card payments at POS-terminals.
He shows that between 2005 and 2009 the total value of the former exceeded
the latter approximately twice and concludes that in the Serbian economy cash
payments are still preferred (Radovanović and Milošević, 2010). He also stressed
that at the current state of telecommunication infrastructure is a limiting factor
for the functioning of POS-terminals at cash registers. The problem is that in
some stores there is only one telephone line, which means that a card payment
can be processed at only one cash register at the time. Furthermore, he un-
derlined that many people in Serbia have debit cards, but that more than half
of these cards is ‘inactive’, with which he means that they are not frequently
used. In the interview, he explained that banks issue debit cards to their clients
as part of a package of a current account, so having a payment card is not a
matter of free choice. Moreover, banks were stimulated to issue cards as part
of a project to make payment cards accessible (BIS, 2007). The so called Di-
nacard resulted from this project, a card for domestic payments. According to
Radovanović and Milošević (2010), the aim of creating and issuing this card
was “stepping up development of non–cash payments, decreasing the amount
of cash in the money supply and fighting [the] grey economy.” Still, according
to the The World Bank (2014, page 170), only 62.2% of the Serbian population
above the age of 15 has an account at a formal financial institution, whereas
43.1% has a debit card. Like in Bosnia and Herzegovina, this contrasts the level
of financial inclusion of firms in the formal sector, which is 100% for checking
and savings accounts, according to the same report.

6.10 The problem of a euroised economy

The dinar has been the sole legal tender in Serbia throughout the period of
interest for our study. Before July 2003, it was the Yugoslav dinar and after-
wards the Serbian dinar. In payments, dinar is commonly used, but for saving
and lending it is not. In a speech, the Vice Governor of the National Bank
Serbia, Bojan Marković, pointed out that “more than 70% of both assets and
liabilities in the banking system [of Serbia] are either held in foreign currency
or indexed to it” (Marković, 2010). The problem of the euroised economy is
the associated exchange rate risk (FX risk) (Marković, 2010; Chailloux et al.,
2010), which is massive in Serbia. For, a substantial relative rise of the euro
will make it harder to repay loans in euro and hence will lead to nonperforming
loans whereas a fall of the euro will evaporate euro savings and decrease the
real value of bank’s assets. Both occasions may result in a crash of the banking
system and ultimately systemic failure. Respondent S2 called the high level of
euroisation of the economy one of the biggest problems of the financial system
in Serbia today.

Chailloux et al. (2010) argue that the present-day situation of a euroised
economy has its roots in the period of ‘macro-economic instability’, with which
they refer to the 1990s. Without mentioning them explicitly, they refer to the
wars in Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina as well as Kosovo. Looking at the
figures of average consumer prices and exchange rates presented in table 6.5 it
becomes clear that though inflation is much lower after 2001, still there is an
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incentive to exchange dinar to euro, and hence use foreign currency instead of
domestic currency as a store of wealth. Moreover, saving in euro is facilitated
in two ways. Firstly, banks offer saving accounts in euro. Secondly, the country
is scattered with exchange offices (menjačnica in Serbian): in 2012, there were
2067 in total, of which 426 were situated in the capital of Belgrade (NBS, 2012).
Interviewee S6 pointed out that the spread in banks is larger than in exchange
offices, because banks are subject to regulations with regard to observing their
net open currency position, among others, while exchange offices are not. Fur-
thermore, these exchange offices are also important for exchange of remittances
received in cash in euro before making a payment, as interviewee S6 explained.

In Belgrade, in 2012, the researcher observed that advertisements of great
purchases such as cars and apartments are in euro. Interviewee S7 explained
that also in daily language “everything which is kind of valuable is always still
expressed in euro’s”, meaning purchases above 500 euro.

The recent global financial crisis opened the eyes for the FX risk, at least
at state level. Encouraged by the International Monetary Fund the National
Bank of Serbia has developed an agenda that should lead towards ‘dinarization’
of Serbia’s economy (Marković, 2010). An important pillar of the dinarization
strategy is inflation targeting, i.e. ensuring that the dinar is not losing value.
This is tried to achieve through “a flexible exchange rate, alongside durable
economic growth and stable financial system.”

In addition to lowering the FX risk, Chailloux et al. (2010) also mention other
advantages of dinarization. These include a strengthened monetary transmission
channel and widened opportunities for the central bank to act as a lender-of-
last-resort if need be. In all, the ultimate goal of a successful dinarization
programme is to strengthen the resilience of Serbia’s financial system (Marković,
2010). While Marković (2010) put emphasis on the efforts of the National Bank
of Serbia, the banking sector and the government for achieving this goal, he
acknowledged that the public is important too. In this regard, according to
interviewee S2, the perceptions about the stability of the currencies matter.
As still in process, the degree of success and the outcome of the dinarization
programme is unknown today.
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Chapter 7

Analysis

7.1 Introduction

Whereas in the previous chapters the changes in payments in Bosnia and Herze-
govina and in Serbia were described in chronological order, in the current chapter
they are analysed using the analytical framework. The purpose of the chapter
is twofold. Firstly, it aims to explain changes in payments and the economic
outcome of those changes in the case countries, as to answer the third research
question. For this purpose, we lean heavily on the analytical framework. In a
formal, analytical manner, we endeavour to interpret the found changes. Sec-
ondly, it tries to assess to what extent the found changes can be explained by
the breakup of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the as-
sociated wars, as to answer the fourth research question. Drawing on the notion
of Davies (2008) that monetary developments cannot be understood without
knowledge of the context, the answer to the fourth question is incorporated in
the answer to the third.

The first part of the analysis is the within-case analysis (see figure 3.4), which
is structured in accordance with the categories of changes of payments developed
in chapter 2. Per case, identified changes in payments are grouped per category.
Per category of change in payment modes and currencies, we examine what
accounts for the change and particularly to what extent the conflict accounts
for the change. As for changes in payment modes, we study movements along
the payment decision tree, introduced in section 2.2 and displayed again in
figure 7.1. This means that we study movements between de facto personal
transfer, personal transfer, informal impersonal transfer and impersonal transfer
with third party enforcement. Subsequently, the changes are compared with
each other. The second part of the analysis is the cross-case comparison (also
see figure 3.4). We compare the series of major changes of the two cases as
well as the examinations per category. Finally, we assess whether the context
explains the differences and commonalities.

The main focus in this analysis chapter is on decisions of actors at the users
level, the ultimate decision-makers of money transfer channels and currency.
We try to understand their decisions by looking at the availability of intermedi-
aries, formal and informal institutions, network characteristics, settlement risk,
liquidity need, currency stability and currency regime. Decisions at the level
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Figure 7.1: Unilateral payments decision tree (based on Williamson (1985) and
North (1990)).

of providers and regulators are addressed as well, because of the presupposed
reciprocity among the levels.

Strategic choice situations are analysed with game theory, of which the basics
are provided in appendix B. The games included in this chapter are coordination
games, as the problems that we study relate to choice situations where mutually
consistent decisions are required. Cooper (1999), for example, showed how
game theoretical analysis of such choice situations with multiple Pareto-ranked
equilibra helps to understand inefficiencies in economies. We present two-player
games only, while obviously strategic choice situations in payments are not
restricted to one-to-one transactions. We could have added extended matrices
as to present the choice situations in one-to-many transactions and many-to-one
transactions as well, but this would not change the essence of the matter, namely
that all actors gain from coordinating on the same payment mode, method or
currency. Suffice it to say that in one-to-many and many-to-one transactions it
is even more difficult to arrive at the Pareto optimal equilibrium when in the
inferior equilibrium.

7.2 Analysis of the case of Bosnia and Herze-
govina

7.2.1 From transaction to no transaction

First, we analyse movements between payments modes away from ideal. The
category of change we start with, is the change from transaction to no trans-
action, i.e. towards a situation in which it is impossible to transfer money in
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whatever mode and in whatever currency. This occurs when payers and payees
fail to coordinate on similar payment modes. The boxes with a minus sign in
table 2.1 represent these situations. It also occurs when there is no monetary
claim available due to liquidity problems or when the monetary claim available
to the payer is not acceptable to the payee.

The change from transaction to no transaction is potentially most disruptive
to a society, yet it is also the change that is most difficult to examine, because,
obviously, what did not happen cannot be evaluated. However, we found several
indications that this change was imminent in the case of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
especially at the beginning of the war in 1992.

When war broke out, the change from transaction to no transaction can
be explained as follows. Due to war damage, there was loss of power and loss
of telecommunications (see section 5.3 and 5.4). These risk events outside the
payment system caused operational failure of the payment system, as they pro-
hibited the operations of the payment system, SDK, and hence final settlement
in the system. On top of that, there was a problem with the regulatory sta-
tus of the central actor in the payment system, when the territory of Bosnia
and Herzegovina became divided in three areas controlled by different armies.
Though after declaration of independence it may first have seemed natural that
the NBBH would become the single central actor in payments throughout the
country, this was not what happened (see section 5.3). Instead, three separate
systems emerged that each required a central actor. Yet before this actor could
function, design and approval of new institutional frameworks was required to
guarantee final settlement in the respective areas, a process that took time. Had
the breakup of the SFRY occurred peacefully for all successive states, and had
BiH not been split up violently, the payment system of BiH would probably
have stayed intact, and a reasonable transition period agreed, before carving
off the national systems from the federal system and further dividing it into
components, if preferred.

To the holders of accounts at the SDK, the situation at the beginning of the
war implied that there was no formal intermediary available. So, in order to
settle transactions they usually settled through the SDK, the individuals had to
coordinate on another mode (see table 2.1). This required either employing an
informal intermediary or meeting each other as to be able to hand over money
personally. This appeared impossible for some. Especially for long-distance do-
mestic payments, international payments and remittances, it is conceivable that
the alternative of personal transfer was not possible and an alternative informal
channel might have been difficult to find instantly. Yet, the same applied for
relatively short distance transfer in geographical sense across front lines. For in-
ternational payments as well as remittances, the cause of the payment problem
was asymmetric: actors in BiH were no longer linked to the payment network,
while for actors outside BiH nothing had change with regard to their access to
financial intermediaries.

A related reason for the change from transaction to no transaction lies in the
sudden rise in demand for cash, because due to the unavailability of the payment
system cash was required for payments that would otherwise have been paid in
a non-cash manner. Sudden shortages result from the fact that liquidity saving
in accordance with the settlement scheme of the system was not possible, which
implies that the total liquidity need equals the sum of payment obligations. Yet,
there simply was not enough cash to meet the increased demand; there was no
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monetary claim available to transfer. Moreover, cash distribution was hindered
due to war activity whereas the country was split in three parts and included
enclaves that were hard to reach from the capital of Sarajevo. The effect of cash
shortages was that even if an alternative path could be established between the
payer and payee, it could be impossible to settle the transaction. The problem
of lack of cash also accounted for transactions for which personal transfer was
common before.

The shut-down of the domestic payment system affected all account holders:
rich and poor, young and old, small businesses and large companies, aid organi-
sations and governmental bodies. Moreover, the sudden occurrence of this shift
had nothing to do with considerations of valuation and costs of intermediaries.
It is a change caused by forces exogenous to the payers and payees.

When money cannot be transferred, economic activity is likely to come to a
halt until alternatives are found and accepted. It is hard to assess the scale and
duration of this change as well as the impact on the economy. The more actors
used the payment system to transfer money, the larger the potential impact
of failure. In the following sections, we will elaborate on other changes, some
of which can be regarded as solutions to the change analysed here. Finally, it
should be noted that during the war, lack of funds also increasingly was a reason
that individuals could not transact, but this is a different problem.

7.2.2 From impersonal to personal transfer

The shift from impersonal to personal transfer of money occurs when the balance
of costs and valuation of intermediaries tips in the direction of no intermediary
or when formerly used intermediaries are no longer available. We regard the
change from an impersonal mode of money transfer to a personal mode as a shift
away from ideal. In contrast to the change discussed in the previous section,
in this shift the payer and payee successfully coordinate on another payment
mode and the underlying transaction may proceed, though possibly at - much
- higher costs.

In Bosnia and Herzegovina, the shift from impersonal to personal money
transfer occurred at the same time as the shift from transaction to no transac-
tion. While the payment bureaus could not operate, actors made part of their
payments personally, provided they they could meet and had sufficient cash.
Actors with large cash reserve in either domestic currency or foreign currency
were in a better position to make this shift than those without. A little later, as
to prevent economic activity to come to a halt, the Bosnian authorities issued
emergency money in several places in Bosnia and Herzegovina (see section 5.4).
In several places in BiH, including the capital of Sarajevo, emergency money
was issued for more than a year. No indications of issue of emergency money in
the Croat-controlled parts and Bosnian-Serb controlled parts are found. This
seems to reflect the way the territory of BiH was divided among and controlled
by the different armies, and the difficulties this imposed in particular to the
Bosnian government to reach the isolated territories it controlled as well as to
have access to decent money printers.

Inspection of emergency notes in the catalogue coins of banknotes of Yu-
goslavia (Vǐsčević, 2011) learns that payment bureaus were involved in the dis-
tribution of this emergency solution. So, though the payment bureaus temporar-
ily could not offer payment services at the beginning of the war, they remained
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an actor in payments, though with a restricted role. The extent as well as the
impact of the problem of insufficient cash supply is difficult to estimate.
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Figure 7.2: Examples of changes of network structure associated with a change
from impersonal to personal money transfer.

The change from impersonal to personal transfer was associated with a
change of the route along which money was transferred, from a route via one
or more intermediaries to a direct link between the payer and payee. These
comprised links that already existed, but also newly created links. Figure 7.2 il-
lustrates this change. On the left hand of the figure, the network structure with
payers and payees in the core and payment bureaus and the central bank in the
middle shows the pre-war situation. It visualises the advantages of membership
of such network when in working order in terms of being easily connected to oth-
ers. In contrast, the right hand side shows an extreme example of the situation
at the beginning of the war, when the formal payment system became unavail-
able. In the right hand network, there are no links in the core, as money could
not be processed through the payment system any more, for reasons explained
in the previous section. The links from the periphery to the core are also not
drawn, as these former links had no meaning any more when the SDK was out
of order. What happened in response, is the creation of new, alternative links
between members of the network. As for personal money transfer, these links
were all direct, which means that the payer and payee met each other some-
where. Some of these links were within components of the network, others were
between components. Furthermore, the right hand side of figure 7.2 contains an
exclusive group in the upper right. This represents an enclave or other isolated
area.

The economic consequence of the change from impersonal to personal is that
the latter is less efficient and requires more cash, as no netting can take place.
This in turn means that for example individuals with savings in cash at home
accumulated before the war, either in domestic or foreign currency, could make
this change easier than those who had not. This gives reason to believe that the
sudden increase of Deutsch Mark as means of payment not only relates to loss
of purchasing power of the dinar, but also to the practical inconvenience of not
being able to use the formal payment system.

7.2.3 From formal to informal transfer

In the data, we found examples of changes that can be regarded as changes from
formal to informal money transfer. Though the examples seem to be anecdotal,
they are interesting, as they shed a light on how the situation of war affected
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people’s life and also on what a connection with foreigners present in the country
could imply.

The difference between formal and informal money transfer is that in the
latter mode the transfer of money cannot be enforced by a third party. Under
normal circumstances this may result in low valuation of an informal inter-
mediary. But if the incumbent payment system is not available and personal
transfer of money is too costly or even impossible, it may become essential to use
informal channels for money transfer. Examples of informal intermediaries for
domestic transactions include family, friends and acquaintances (see section 5.4)
whereas examples of informal intermediaries for international payments include
aid workers (see section 5.6), during as well as after the war. Whereas informal
safeguards can be very effective, risks remain with regard to settlement of the
payment but also with regard to the safety and security of the informal inter-
mediary. Money may be intercepted while all kinds of dangers lure along the
way from payer to payee.

Like the shift from impersonal to personal, the shift from formal to informal
may require the establishment of new connections. In principle, several actors
in figure 7.2 who are connected to two or more others may function as informal
intermediary. But the network may also be complemented with people, who
were no members of the SDK network, like foreign journalists. Moreover, in the
data, we found examples of money being transferred - or smuggled - literally
outside the normal ways: during the night over the hills to reach Goražde (Sacco,
2011), or through the tunnel connecting Sarajevo with the rest of territory under
control of the Bosnian government (Andreas, 2008; Kolar and Kolar, 2011), for
example.

There are no indications of large scale organized informal networks with the
purpose of filling the gap that the SDK left. Moreover, no indications were found
that informal channels had the potential of saving liquidity; it seems to have
been gross transfer mostly. Yet, though these informal money channels do not
seem to have played a major role in terms of efficiency of money circulation, these
channels, in particular the covert channels, allegedly were of great importance
to war profiteers, because it was either their own money that was carried or
money that could be spent on their products.

7.2.4 From voluntarily to de facto personal transfer

Individuals who, while there were intermediaries present, used to coordinate on
personal transfer of money, had sufficient cash and could still meet the actors
they wished to transact with, experienced no change, in the sense that the
mode of money transfer remained the same, namely the personal mode, though
it was no longer a voluntary choice but de facto, due to changed circumstances.
This applies to daily purchases usually made in cash, for example. However,
the unavailability of payment services during the war implied that they were
trapped in this mode, while there had been non-cash alternatives before that
they could have used if for some reason the balance of valuation and costs of
intermediaries would have tipped in the direction of intermediaries.
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7.2.5 From no transaction to transaction

From here, we turn to shifts towards ideal. The most important change when it
comes to widening trade opportunities or fulfilling ones needs is the shift from
no transaction to transaction. The change from no transaction to transaction
requires that actors are not only willing to coordinate on similar behaviour but
also able to do so. This means that there must be a path again between the
payer and payee and there must be a form of money. If so, the actors are able
to coordinate on similar payment modes and return to the situations presented
in the diagonal of table 2.1.

After a shift had occurred to no transaction, solutions for making payments
were developed on all levels of actors in payments. The issue of emergency
money indicates that the authorities tried to prevent that payments could not
be settled for lack of cash as a consequence of the close-down of the SDK.
Meanwhile, the authorities in all three parts of BiH also tried to restore the
domestic payment system for their respective parts, as to allow formal money
transfer through the system. Though not equally fast, all three succeeded in
their attempts to restore the payment system. However, during the war the basic
financial service of payments remained mostly restricted to some companies and
government institutions; the data suggests that the general public had no access
to payment services during the war.

For the users level, in fact, using foreign currency savings stored ‘under
the mattresses’ can be seen as a way to prevent that no transactions could
take place. Yet, barter also occurred. Furthermore, we found that commodity
money was increasingly used in exchange as well as salary payments during
the Bosnian War, with cigarettes as often mentioned example. This is a form
of money where the role of the state is nil; it circulates without an authority
monitoring the value. What is more, according to one respondent, even the
Bosnian government reverted to this type of money for paying soldiers’ salaries,
reflecting the problems with the state budget.

Furthermore, engaging informal intermediaries is not only associated with
the shift from formal to informal money transfer, as mentioned in the previous
section, but also with the shift from no transaction to transaction, for those
transactions that were previously paid personally, but due to changing circum-
stances could no longer be settled that way.

During the war, the service of remittances were also restored. Demanding
improvisation and creativity, it is not unlikely that this was profit driven. With
extremely low production and correspondingly low wages, family and friends
abroad knew that remittances formed an important source of income to many
people who remained in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and many of them were will-
ing to send money, witness the long lists of names of receivers published by
remittances agencies.

If we follow the reasoning of Simmel (1900, page 308–314), we can say that in
a way the return of the possibility to transact in exchange of money implied that
personal freedom returned. Not being able to transact in exchange of money
while the need is great implies that an actor should give or do something else in
exchange, which may not be consistent with what he prefers to give or do. With
money as medium of exchange, the payer is free in his choice of how to acquire
this form of medium of exchange. Moreover, the benefit is usually mutual, as
by accepting money the payee also acquires freedom to fulfil his needs.
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7.2.6 From de facto to voluntarily personal transfer

In several phases, intermediaries for payments returned or emerged, which
means that choice returned. But depending on perceptions of costs and val-
uation of intermediaries individuals could still have a preference for personal
transfer, as the payment decision tree in figure 7.1 makes clear. If both the
payer and payee in principle are able to engage an intermediary but they prefer
personal transfer, then it is voluntarily personal whereas if either the payer or
the payee has access to an intermediary, the transfer of money is semi-voluntarily
personal (see table 2.1).

First, during the war, the reach of services of the SDK was per part of BiH
only. Later, interregional money transfer was restored, though initially via a
corresponding bank (see the following section for more details). With the re-
turn of formal intermediaries, also freedom of choice returned with respect to
engaging an intermediary or not. The change from de facto to voluntarily per-
sonal money transfer does not have any implications in terms of liquidity saving
or social costs of payments, but it can be regarded as a move in the direction
of the practical ideal type, because it means that freedom of choice returned
and in principle economising on payments was possible again. Moreover, this
means that when time may come that particular actors do wish to engage an
intermediary after all, they can do so. From the data we can see that indeed
this is what gradually occurred. Yet, the data also suggests that quite a number
of actors remain struck in this change.

Despite important developments in the payment system in Bosnia and Herze-
govina in the post-conflict period, including solutions for interregional money
transfer as well as the transformation of the payment system encompassing a
transfer of payment services to the banking sector, still a relatively small pro-
portion of households have accounts at formal financial institutions and an even
smaller proportion has debit cards. In Slovenia and Croatia, the level of fi-
nancial inclusion of households is high, with Slovenia’s levels similar to Western
countries, while both Montenegro and Kosovo have lower levels than Bosnia and
Herzegovina (The World Bank, 2014) In all successor states, the level of finan-
cial inclusion of firms is close to 100%, so, at pre-war levels, when all companies
were obliged to have accounts at the SDK.

7.2.7 From personal to impersonal transfer

A shift from personal to impersonal transfer is optional if one or more interme-
diaries become available (see figure 7.1) and both the payer and payee become
(re)connected to these intermediaries. Before the war, the shift from personal
to impersonal money transfer was institutionalised, with the consequence that
the use of the services of the payment system SDK was relatively high (see sec-
tion 5.2). After the period of unavailability of the payment system SDK since
the beginning of the war, actors made this shift for the second time in their
lives (see section 5.8). For this to happen, practical problems had to be solved,
like restoring telecom connections, but also the problem of institutional vacuum
with respect to procedures and authority had to be overcome. Reviving the
payment system was done per area under control of different authorities, with
the effect that three technically and institutionally different payment systems
emerged out of one.
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Figure 7.3: Examples of network structures with one central bank and with
three payment circles.
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Figure 7.4: Connections between three payment systems in BiH.

Figure 7.3 shows two networks. The left-hand network illustrates the situa-
tion with one payment system for the whole country. The right-hand network
reflects the situations that emerged during the war. The once countrywide pay-
ment system was split in three. Each network had its own central bank, or
central-bank like actor, as essential player. Each local network processed pay-
ment orders in different currency, though they all also processed orders in DM.
Yet, what is most important with respect to impersonal money transfer is that
the split of the former system was such that interregional money transfer was
not possible by use of these three separate systems, as they had technically and
institutionally become incompatible. So, though the revival of the payments
circles implied that locally for some actors freedom of choice with regard to per-
sonal and impersonal money transfer returned, it was restricted to transactions
within the areas of the respective systems.

We found that the problem of final settlement of interregional payments
was solved in three stages (see section 5.8 and 5.9). The first solution for
interregional payments, created during the war, entailed money transfer via
correspondent banks, as illustrated on the left-hand side of figure 7.4. This was
done in Deutsch Mark. The correspondent banks were essential players in this
network and the path length for interregional money transfer increased with
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2 from 4 to 6, when compared to the pre-war situation. Going via a foreign
country, this was a suboptimal and costly way of money transfer.

The second solution was set up in the immediate post-conflict period, when
temporary arrangements were made as to allow final settlement within the
boundaries of the country, as explicated in section 5.8 and illustrated on the
right-hand side of figure 7.4. Still, interregional payments were settled in Deutsch
Mark. An important advantage of this solution was that the path length be-
tween the payer and payee was decreased by one, though it was still one higher
than before the payment system was split up.

In both of these solutions, Deutsch Mark were required, giving Deutsch
Mark a unique role in payments in BiH, as it was the only currency used in
interregional money transfer in a formal mode.

The provisional solution for interregional payments in the immediate post-
conflict phase was characterised by its rare simplicity, but most of all it made
visible what final settlement in a payment system actually is, as Coats (2007)
also underlined. This in turn might have contributed positively to the discus-
sions that followed on the establishment of the Central Bank of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and permanent solution for final settlement in a nation payment
system. At least it made clear what was systemically at stake if no proper rules
and procedures were established. Yet, we also found that the problem of final
settlement of interregional money transfer is only in part a technical problem;
the process of reaching a solution also had a strong political side.

The final solution came after the establishment of the Central Bank of Bosnia
and Herzegovina and the introduction of the single currency. Since then, inter-
regional payments could be made in the domestic currency. With one central
bank as essential player in the payment network, in essence, the network struc-
ture was similar to the pre-war payment system, illustrated at the left hand
side of figure 7.3. Yet, it remained possible to pay in DM through the payment
system, which means there were actually two parallel networks.

Though the re-establishment of links within and between the three payment
systems was a necessary precondition for the change from personal to impersonal
money transfer through a formal system, it was not sufficient to get users on
board. We can understand the relatively slow pace of this change if we regard
the choice between cash and non-cash as a coordination game between two
players, namely the payer and payee. Let’s first assume that the preference
orders of the players are similar and that they benefit from choosing the same.
The game is illustrated in table 7.1. The payoffs of the row player (payer) are
mentioned first, and the payoffs to column player (payee) are mentioned second.
This game has two Nash-equilibria: (cash, cash) and (non-cash, non-cash). We
assume that the latter equilibrium yields the highest payoff to both players.

We know that during the war, for those times when and places where pay-
ment systems were not available, actors had no choice but to coordinate on
(cash, cash); this was not the outcome of strategic decision making, but the
result of the circumstances. This implies that when choice returned, the ac-
tors were in the (cash, cash) equilibrium. In order to subsequently move to the
ideal, the actors had to switch to the other equilibrium, but the game makes
clear that this will not happen just by the mere fact that choice returns, because
being the only one that chooses the option of non-cash payment yields a lower
payoff than continue choosing cash. For as longs as there is sufficient doubt
whether the other actor will choose non-cash, based on previous experience and
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future expectations, or sufficient doubt whether the payment system will remain
functioning and not fail again, each actor is better off choosing cash.

Payee

Cash Non-cash
Cash 1, 1 0, 0

Payer
Non-cash 0, 0 2, 2

Table 7.1: Coordination game cash versus non-cash (1).

Yet, for the duration of the war, the above definition of the game may not
be fully adequate for actors for whom choice returned. The non-cash option
may not have yielded the highest payoff to all actors, if we take into account
that the costs of switching to the non-cash manner may not have outweighed
the benefits this option. This becomes clear if we assume that the payer bases
his choice on his previous transaction in which he was a payee, and the payee
bases his choice on a following transaction in which he will be a payer, while
during the war, the situation was such that transactions were mostly settled in
cash. If we assume that there are no extra costs if payments in two subsequent
transactions are made in the same mode, whereas the actor will bear costs,
including time and effort, of either withdrawal or depositing cash if subsequent
transactions are not effected by the same payment mode, we can redefine the
game as follows for situations in which these costs did not outweigh the benefits
of non-cash payments:

Payee

Cash Non-cash
Cash 2, 2 0, 0

Payer
Non-cash 0, 0 1, 1

Table 7.2: Coordination game cash versus non-cash (2).

In this definition of the game, it is assumed that both players prefer the out-
come (cash, cash) over (non-cash, non-cash) and the latter over (no transaction,
no transaction). This game has the same Nash-equilibria as the previous game,
but the difference is that in this game, the perceptions on future use of cash
from a strong disincentive to negotiate on the payment mode with the purpose
of arriving at (non-cash, non-cash). It must be noted that this choice situation
reflects all kinds of transactions in the early days of the payment system back
in working order, while it is conceivable that for large companies and organ-
isations the preference order changed to the opposite, for reasons of ease and
convenience of transfer of large sums in a non-cash manner. Furthermore, the
game in table 7.2 also applies for actors who do not fully recognise the benefits
of non-cash payments, because of the costs of gathering relevant information
and of finite capacity of processing information. If these actors do act consis-
tent with their particular preference order, their behaviour can still be regarded
rational, namely boundedly rational (see for example Gintis (2009a)).
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Finally, table 7.3 shows a choice situation in which the payer and payee have
opposing preferences with regard to the outcomes (cash, cash) and (non-cash,
non-cash). This reflects, for example, a situation in which the payee transacts
with many payers, before he will act as a payer again, like a retailer, but also
a tax collecting agency. As to prevent a large stack of cash in the vaults, the
payee prefers (non-cash, non-cash), while the payer prefers (cash, cash), because
he has cash and a non-cash payment incurs extra costs to him. Yet, also in
this definition of the game, the players can remain stuck in the (cash, cash)
equilibrium.

Payee

Cash Non-cash
Cash 2, 1 0, 0

Payer
Non-cash 0, 0 1, 2

Table 7.3: Coordination game cash versus non-cash (3).

Recognizing that network effects also play a role in a shift from personal to
impersonal money transfer via a platform with two distinct type of members, it
becomes even more clear that it is hard to make the shift to another equilibrium.
The data did not yield a comprehensive answer to why the shift is going slowly,
despite a modern payment system. It seems like in retail payments the (cash,
cash) equilibrium is habitual behaviour. It may also be related to the on average
low income, in combination with the perception that it is easier to manage the
household budget if it is spent in cash, though no data is found that specifically
supports this relation. A recent survey among households in the Netherlands
by the Dutch Central Bank showed that overall households in the Netherlands
regard the debit card as well as cash a useful means for monitoring expenses,
though households with low income prefer cash for this purpose (Hernandez
et al., 2014).

7.2.8 From informal to formal transfer

A shift from informal to formal transfer of money occurs when formal safeguards
become preferred over informal safeguards or when the option of formal transfer
returns, while it had been the preferred mode before (see figure 2.1).

Found examples of informal payment channels mainly refer to the period
during the war and the immediate post-conflict period. A decrease of the use
of informal channels for remittances was possible after formal channels became
available again, though the formal channels, just like the informal channels,
required creative solutions to adapt to the war-time situation. A decrease of
the use of peacekeepers and journalists, the so called ‘blue lines’ named after
the colour of the UN soldiers, after the war, can be understood in the light of
the return of freedom of movement for all.

International aid organisations may have wanted to switch to formal channels
instead of own personnel carrying money earlier than they made the switch, for
reasons of cost saving and convenience. But the need to make payments in cash,
for pay-out of locally hired personnel or for local purchases and projects, for
example, forced them to continue using their informal channels. Here, it must
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be noted that there is no sharp line between personal transfer and impersonal
informal transfer.

The shift from informal to formal safeguards was constrained by skewed
preferences, where we can assume that aid organisations prefer formal channels.
The situation was also skewed in terms of costs. Aid organisations bore the
burden of the costs associated with the mode of informal money transfer by
their own personnel. This implied that less money and capacity was available
for the aid and reconstruction itself.

7.2.9 From old to new currency

In the case of Bosnia and Herzegovina, in a relatively short period of time, many
times the public was provided with new currency with different look and feel
and in wide ranges of denominations and varying stability. The changes from
old to new currency relate to regime change, internal conflict or hyperinflation,
or a combination of these. Appendix C contains an overview. Currency reforms
in attempts to stabilise the domestic currency may also have occurred in the
1990s had the SFRY stayed together, given the failed reform in the early 1990s,
that resulted in incredibly high inflation once again, which formed an urgent
problem that had to be solved. Moreover, it is also conceivable that then a
reform would also have encompassed a peg to a stable foreign currency, at least
for a while, because the case of BiH shows that if done properly it can yield
stable domestic currency. Whether the Yugoslav monetary union would have
eventually dissolved, remains an open question.

The change from old to new currency in BiH that occurred in the spring 1992
can be associated with internal conflict and associated regime change occurred.
Yugoslav dinar was replaced by the Bosnian dinar in the part controlled by the
Bosnian government, by the Republika Srpska dinar in the part controlled by the
government of the proclaimed Serbian Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and
by the Croatian kuna in the Bosnian Croats-controlled area. The introduction
of these currencies marks the independence from the former SFRY. Yet, the
fact that there was not one succeeding currency of the Yugoslav dinar in BiH,
but three underlines the division of the country when the SFRY dissolved; the
influence of the Bosnian government did not stretch over the whole of BiH.
In contrast, the institutional and practical links of the currencies of Republika
Sprska and the Serbian Republic of Krajina with the FRY reflect that the sphere
of influence of the FRY stretched beyond the borders of the FRY.

The Bosnian government experienced difficulties in the early months of the
Bosnian dinar. Firstly, the fact that the succeeding currencies of the old Yu-
goslav dinar were not introduced simultaneously in the succession countries,
created a window for dumping. According to experts, apparently, the situa-
tion could be exploited, because BiH lacked an efficient government that could
prevent this (see section 5.5). Secondly, there were problems with distribution
of money in the country. Thirdly, the unavailability of the payment system
increased demand for cash, which urged for emergency money, in particular
in isolated places. The emergency notes constitute visible evidence of local
problems with cash and of attempts to relief constraints in economic activity
that emerged from the unavailability of formal payment services. However, the
emergency notes were hardly taken serious by the public. Mainly used for daily
purchases, we can say acceptance of emergency money was low. Finally, the
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division of the country plus the problems of dumping and unavailability of pay-
ment services imposed difficulties on the monetary authorities with regard to
calculating what quantity of money in domestic currency to issue and in what
form.

It was not only the legal tender currencies that differed per area in BiH
during the war, but also the monetary policy space of the authorities in the
respective parts. In the Croat part, the Croatian dinar was adopted, while
the Bosnian-Croats could not exercise any influence on the monetary policy in
Croatia. So, the situation resembled a situation of adopting foreign currency.
The currency issued in the Serb-controlled area remained at par with the Yu-
goslav dinar and was finally replaced by the Yugoslav dinar, which means that
also in the RS the policy space was limited. Only the Bosnian dinar was an
independent currency, with a floating rate.

In particular these choices that were made with regard to monetary authori-
ties reveal that each payment circle evolved with different ideas about the future
- and outcome of the war. The SPP of the RS, processing payment orders in RS
dinar followed by Yugoslav dinar, was oriented towards Yugoslavia, including
Serbia, the ZAP, processing payment orders in Croatia dinar followed by Croa-
tian kuna, was oriented towards Croatia while the ZPP in what remained of
BiH can be regarded as independent. Three different futures, that is what the
respective armies fought for. Also, three separate futures. Against this back-
ground, it is understandable that the post-war process of combining the circles
and introducing a single currency was not easy.

The single currency KM was introduced after the Bosnian War, in accordance
with the Constitution of BiH that resulted from the peace negotiations in Dayton
in December 1995. This currency marked the end of the war-time division of
the country and was meant to symbolise unity. First issued in June 1998, it
was introduced not earlier than two and a half years after the end of the war,
due to a highly politicised process that to a large extent concentrated on the
design of the banknotes of the new currency. The cumbersome process reflected
the cooled mutual feelings among the ethnic groups in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Each would have to give up the independence fought for in the past years, as
to create common institutions. In the words of Acemoglu and Robinson (2013),
the failure to reach agreement in a reasonable amount of time stems from fear
of ‘creative destruction’, with which they mean replacing old institutions with
new, inclusive institutions. The long duration of the process was unforeseen
by the international actors involved in the peace process. The gridlock in the
introduction process that resulted from the steadfastness was Pareto inferior:
without agreement upon the design, there would not be a new, single currency
with all its benefits to interregional trade. Moreover, the usage of multiple
currencies was not in line with what was agreed in the Dayton Peace Agreement.
Without a single currency, the situation of different dominant currencies per area
continued. In particular, actors who transacted within their own area as well
as with other areas transacted in a diversity of currencies. But because the DM
circulated widely all over the country and the law left the choice of currency to
the payer and payee, many actors paid and received money in multiple currencies
(see section 5.10). This suggests that after the war, the level of integration,
which had been low during the war, increased (also see figure 2.4).

The turnover from ‘old’ domestic currencies to KM occurred fastest in the
area where the Yugoslav dinar was used, i.e. in the Republika Srpska. This
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seems to contradict the preference of the Serbian delegation in Dayton of having
as less institutions at state level as possible as well as the wish for independence
that still can be heard in the RS. Yet, there were financial gains associated
with the switch from YUD to KM, providing an incentive that for many must
have outweighed their ideological beliefs. This can be understood from the
following. At the time of the introduction of the KM, inflation in YUD prices
was high, namely 30%. Moreover, the promise with regard to the fixed exchange
rate of the YUD was broken twice since its introduction in January 1994, after
hyperinflation: the initial ratio of YUD to DM was 1:1 ratio, which was later
changed to 3,3:1 in and in 1998 to 6,0:1. It was uncertain for how long this
promise would be kept. In contrast, the new domestic currency was introduced
with several arrangements to safeguard its value. Moreover, it was introduced
with strong involvement of the OHR and in accordance with the Dayton Peace
Agreement. This gave certainty about the currency regime for the first years,
until six years after the Constitution had come into force. When indeed the
KM appeared a stable currency, while inflation in the FRY remained high, the
new currency created a way out of the YUD. In the parts where Croatian kuna
and Bosnian dinar circulated, the move happened at slower pace, which can be
explained by the stability of these currencies relative to the KM.

Changes from old to new currency also occurred in relation to hyperinflation.
Firstly, in 1992 and 1993, this occurred physically, by the issue of supplement
banknotes to the existing set. As there was a floating rate regime in the Bosnian-
controlled area in the early years of the war, there was no strict institutional
constraint to printing money. From the data we can infer that indeed unbridled
printing occurred. This practice in fact accommodated hyperinflation, as the
IMF (1998) concluded. Moreover, it undermined the credibility of the govern-
ment’s ability to maintain stable currency. The situation appeared disastrous
for the economy, with rocketing exchange rates and sky high prices for ordinary
products. Hyperinflation is often understood in relation to war financing, mon-
etary accommodation of inflation and scarcity. The latter can be formalised
with the following game of hoarding of goods.

Consumer 2

Hoard Do not hoard
Hoard 1, 1 2, 0

Consumer 1
Do not hoard 0, 2 3, 3

Table 7.4: Hoarding game.

In the game, there are two consumers, consumer 1 and consumer 2, who
both can choose between the actions Hoard products and Do not hoard. The
consumers do not transact with each other, but the payoffs of their respective
behaviour is the result of the combination of their behaviour. The payoffs display
the following assumed preference relation equal for both players: (Do not hoard,
Do not hoard) ≽ (Hoard, Do not hoard) ≽ (Hoard, Hoard) ≽ (Do not hoard,
Hoard). So, it is assumed that both consumers prefer that both choose Do not
hoard, because in such situation prices and supply remain rather stable. We
assume that the second best situation is being the only one that hoards. Third
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is the situation in which both players hoard. The worst is to be the one that
does not hoard while the other one does.

The hoarding game has two pure strategy Nash equilibria: (Do not hoard,
Do not hoard) and (Hoard, Hoard). In an equilibrium situation, neither player
has an incentive to deviate. Under circumstances of normal replenishment of
inventories, mostly there is no reason to assume that the other consumer will
hoard in such a way that resources will become unavailable, so one can safely
choose Do not hoard. If we assume that under the action profile (Do not hoard,
Do not hoard) the consumers buy with the purpose of consumption, resource
allocation is efficient and this equilibrium can be regarded the social optimum
within this game.

However, when fear rises that certain products, like foodstuffs, fuel or other
essentials, will become scarce, things change. Such fear is understandable with
embargo’s imposed by the UN and lack of freedom of movement resulting from
the way the warring factions were positioned. If consumer 1 has this fear, it is
conceivable that he expects consumer 2 to choose Hoard and that he will choose
Hoard himself as well, because this is best response to Hoard, as follows from
the definition of the game shown in table 7.4. Moreover, the repetitive nature
of daily purchases like food allows actors to learn from previous experience and
include this in their decision making. Yet, if both players choose Hoard, they
get trapped in the inferior Nash equilibrium, increasing the problem of scarcity.
So, if sufficiently many people hoard, the hoarded products will become scarce
indeed, not only because they are scarce, if they are, but also because they are
hoarded out of fear of scarcity. In such occasion, one could say that animal
spirits are at work (Akerlof, 2007). Moreover, a situation of hoarding leads to
inefficient resource allocation, because people buy whatever they can be buy,
not solely what they need or desire. Assets are obtained for the sole reason of
reselling or exchanging them for other products at future date, not as standard
business practice nor for consumption. It is an attempt to cope with scarcity
or fast decreasing real value of money. The allocation of resources that results
from hoarding obviously is inefficient. When hoarding leads to increasingly
higher prices and thus spurs inflation, money will lose its function of a store of
wealth. Money’s function of a unit of account also becomes questionable with
prices rising beyond imagination. Then, it merely functions as a medium of
exchange, though during hyperinflation even that can be doubted, given the
rapid loss of value.

Undoubtedly, the hyperinflation and black market trade in scarce products
brought forth a turnaround in wealth in BiH. Due to hyperinflation, savings
evaporated while loans were easily repaid, impoverishing once wealthy people
and enriching people who lacked sufficient funds in the past. In the long run,
the sellers became rich and buyers who were once wealthy were left poor if they
did not have goods or services to offer that were in demand during the war, or
exchanged their goods at unreasonably low value.

However, it is important to repeat that the severity of hyperinflation differed
from place to place. Kreso (1997) associates these differences with the different
appearances of the Bosnian dinar, including high quality banknotes as well as
‘vouchers’, which implied that there was no ‘unique’ Bosnian dinar. Yet, this
spatial variation may also reflect the limited integration of economic actors not
resulting from a voluntarily chosen way of living but due to the circumstances
of war. Low integrations allows the existence of price differences that would
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otherwise be cancelled out.
Secondly, in 1994, the public was provided with new currency for a reason

that relates to hyperinflation, but that time the situation was the other way
around, both physically and institutionally, and the intention was to stop hy-
perinflation. The public was not provided with supplement notes, but with new
currency that marked the end of hyperinflation. The new currency that was
pegged to the Deutsch Mark, with the intention to restore trust in the domestic
currency and stop hyperinflation. From the data we can conclude that the peg
had the intended effect: hyperinflation stopped and the acceptance of the do-
mestic currency increased. A need to go hoarding no longer arose from reasons
of loss of purchasing power. Apparently the users believed that the currency
board indeed would safeguard the exchange rate and that convertibility was
ensured, despite war circumstances. This belief is crucial for the survival of a
currency under a currency board regime, as once this belief is gone, the public
may turn its back to the domestic currency and seek for another stable currency,
in spite of the real reserve situation. Hence, for a currency board regime to be
effective, it seems important to positively manipulate the public’s expectations.

Yet, the peg to the DM implied that the authorities constrained themselves
from unbridled printing for the purpose of financing government expenditure,
for example. As such, the peg can be seen as an extreme austerity measure. The
KM was also strictly pegged to a stable foreign currency, under strict currency
board regime. While this ensured stability of the currency, several experts
also pointed at the drawbacks of such regime. A regime of pegged currency
namely implies that the exchange rate is rule based, with the disadvantages that
comparative (dis)advantage of the economy is not reflected by the currency’s
exchange rate. When comparing inflation rates in BiH and the Eurozone, it
becomes clear that the KM has been overvalued. Furthermore, the prerequisite
of a full reserve implies that base money can only grow if the reserve is increased
as well. In addition, this prerequisite implies that the central bank cannot
function as a lender of last resort, which means that the central bank cannot help
commercial banks if they temporarily fall short of liquidity; so other provisions
are required as to ensure final settlement in the payment system, including
sufficiently large bank reserves at the central bank.

The General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(OHR, 1995) (Annex 4, Article VII, section 1) offers the Parliamentary Assem-
bly the possibility to change the currency regime to something other than a
currency board, but until date, it has not done so. The reluctance to change
on this matter can be seen as a silent expression of the still valid arguments to
install a currency board initially, namely stability in a politically divided envi-
ronment. There is no clear exit-strategy away from the peg under strict currency
board regime, although membership of the Eurozone some day is suggested by
some. If the latter happens, the underlying problems of ongoing quarrels are
not solved, but just circumvented.

7.2.10 From domestic to foreign currency

From the data we can derive that a large-scale, rather sudden shift from use of
foreign currency instead of domestic currency in domestic payments occurred
in the case of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the early 1990s (see section 5.6). The
currency that became dominant was the Deutsch Mark, while initially the dinar
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was the sole currency assigned as legal tender.
At users’ level, in essence, the choice of a currency to settle a payment obli-

gation is a matter of coordination (Wydick, 2008), because the transaction can
only proceed if the monetary claim that is acceptable to the payee is at disposal
of the payer. This requires that the payer and payee ultimately coordinate on
the same behaviour, i.e. choose the same currency. So, the appropriate way to
model the choices between domestic and foreign currency is as a coordination
game, as illustrated in table 7.5. Dinar refers to the domestic currency and
Deutsch Mark (DM) to the foreign currency.

Payee

Dinar Deutsch Mark
Dinar a, a 0, 0

Payer
Deutsch Mark 0, 0 b, b

Table 7.5: Currency game.

This game has two players. The row player is the payer and the column
player is the payee. It should be noted that individuals can be in one of these
two states: they are payers sending money or payees receiving money. For
simplicity, we assume that in a particular transaction, an individual is either
payer or payee. We also assume that mixed use of currency is not possible.

Under the assumption that transactions will only proceed if agreement about
the currency is reached, the players benefit from doing the same, i.e. choosing
similar currencies. Following the reasoning in our analytical framework (see
chapter 2), where it was concluded that ideally domestic payments are made
in the domestic currency, for both players we assign the highest payoff to the
outcome (dinar, dinar) and we assign lower payoff to the outcome (DM, DM).
Dissimilar choices yield zero payoff. As to underline the macroeconomic impli-
cations of the choices, the table contains payoffs instead of preference orders.
The payoffs are such that a > b > 0. The payoff consist of the utility derived
from the fact that the underlying transaction will proceed plus the benefits or
minus the costs that incur on the actor from the use of a particular currency.

The game has two pure strategy Nash equilibria, (dinar, dinar) and (DM,
DM), which are Pareto-ranked, and a mixed strategy equilibrium. In the years
before the war, the domestic currency widely functioned as a medium of ex-
change, which means that the Pareto efficient equilibrium (dinar, dinar) oc-
curred. In the early years of the war, however, a large scale shift occurred
to the Pareto inferior equilibrium (DM, DM). Because Nash equilibria tend to
be very sticky (Wydick, 2008), such large-scale shift to the other equilibrium
occurred only after a major change in circumstances.

In the case of BiH, it was not a change in the legal framework that triggered
a shift towards the (DM, DM) equilibrium; the dinar remained legal tender,
meaning that payees were obliged to accept it. Instead, the change emerged
at the level of users. Despite the obligation to accept dinar, from the data it
becomes clear that in BiH in the early 1990s more and more payees preferred
receiving stable foreign currency over the domestic currency. This can be ex-
plained from the data on exchange rates (see table 5.4), which show that the
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latter was losing purchasing power fast. Later, the BiH government legalised the
status quo by allowing individuals to settle transactions in currencies other that
the domestic currency. Yet, expectations about the future purchasing power of
the respective currencies alone do not sufficiently explain the scale of the shift.
What seems to be crucial is the large stock of DM accumulated in the pre-war
decades and also replenished during and after the war. It was in the years before
the war that the Deutsch Mark became a backup currency, not de jure, but de
facto. Because of this stock of DM, in the banking sector as well as ‘under the
mattresses’, payees were in a strong position to insist on being paid in DM as
to secure their wealth without having the costs and trouble of exchange. In his
analysis Cooper (1999) includes riskiness of playing the action associated with
the Pareto dominant outcome and relates this to doubt about the other player’s
action in explaining a shift towards the Pareto inferior equilibrium. If we apply
his reasoning to the case of BiH, the explanation of the shift can be elaborated
as follows. If a payer had significant doubt whether dinar will be accepted, he
was best off choosing DM. This doubt may have been based on expectations
about the purchasing power of the dinar and been fuelled by previous personal
experience or experience of others he was aware of. To make the shift, individ-
uals in possession of cash DM savings could use these, while others first had
to exchange their dinars to DM. In this situation, new business opportunities
arose, namely money changing; money changers profited from doubt. However,
while the supply of DM may seem a solution to a problem, i.e. loosing purchas-
ing power, it can also be seen as part of the problem as it allowed the shift to
the Pareto inferior equilibrium.

Respondents did not explicitly relate the shift to DM to the beginning of
the war, when the payment system became unavailable and there was a short
period of lack of cash following the fact that liquidity saving by the payment
system had become impossible. However, the cash DM savings held at home
also formed a solution to that problem.

The shift towards use of DM in payments seems reinforcing. This can be
explained as follows. If an actor, expects to require DM in a future payment,
but received dinar in a former transaction, he will exchange dinar to DM not
only for the reason of DM’s value as store of wealth, but also for its function of
medium of exchange. This increased demand for DM is likely to decrease the
exchange rate of the dinar and lower the purchasing power of the dinar even
further, which will in turn contribute to the preference of DM over dinar for
making payments. Therefore, we conclude that the stock of DM was part of the
problem, though from individual perspective it may have seemed a solution.

The fact that (DM, DM) equilibrium occurred, can be regarded as a sign of
the inability of the government to provide the public with a means of payment.
It can also be regarded as a sign of low credibility that the government could
maintain stability of the domestic currency. If we take unbridled printing of
money in the early years of the war into account, it is not surprising that
credibility in this regard was low. The equilibrium (DM, DM) continued after
the dinar was pegged to the Deutsch Mark in 1994, while then in principle the
argument of loss of purchasing power of the dinar was no longer relevant. But
apparently the memory of unbridled printing was still alive and projected to
the future. Moreover, by that time, the use of DM in payment transactions
was legalised, in addition to the domestic currency. In the following section, we
analyse the return to dinar.
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7.2.11 From foreign to domestic currency

While we saw that the shift from domestic to foreign currency in payments
happened more or less at once in the early nineties, we identified that at the users
level the return to domestic currency occurred in three waves. The first wave
occurred between 1998 and 2000, after the introduction of the single currency
KM (see section 5.10), so after an institutional change. The KM was introduced
at a 1:1 exchange rate to the DM, maintained under strict currency board rule.
Figures of the OHR (1999b) make clear that the KM not only replaced the
three former ‘domestic’ currencies, but also the DM. This reflects trust of the
public in the new currency and in the institutions that support the currency. In a
following report, the OHR (2000) also mentions exclusion of the DM transaction
by the payment bureaus, after which non-cash domestic payments could no
longer be settled in DM. This can be seen as an effective measure to strengthen
the KM as a means of payment. But along with the KM, the DM remained legal
tender, so in cash payments DM could still be used. Here, path dependence can
explain the choice of currency.

The second wave occurred in 2001, when the euro was introduced in the euro
zone and replaced the DM, among others. The then governor reported that then
a substantial share of cash savings in DM was converted to KM, not to euro,
making it more likely that future purchases made from these savings would
be settled in KM. So, an institutional change outside Bosnia and Herzegovina
contributed to the second wave of the shift from foreign to domestic currency.

The final wave occurred after 2010, after a law came into force in BiH that
appointed the KM as the only legal tender for settling transactions on the
domestic market, except for some specifically listed situations. The intended
effect of this law was that the euro would no longer be used in transactions
in the formal economy, cash and non-cash. No data was found that raises
doubt about the effectiveness of the measure for the formal economy; in the
formal economy this law can be seen as the cornerstone in the shift to the
Pareto efficient equilibrium. Yet even in 2012, during field work, the researcher
experienced that euros were still warmly welcomed by some in the informal
economy. So, still some implicit signals of distrust in the country’s domestic
currency can be found.

7.2.12 Change versus change

The found changes away from ideal underscore the difficulties that the people,
businesses and government in Bosnia endured during the war. One could regard
personal transfer of money as a ‘payment mode of last resort’, for the reason
that cash in the assigned currency is legal tender and therefore should not be
refused by a payee. In practice, however, this shift appeared problematic in
several parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina during the war. The problem lied in
the sudden increase in demand for cash associated with this shift, because all
transactions required cash and on top of that liquidity saving was hardly possible
without intermediaries. Lack of liquidity was a problem at individual level as
well as aggregate level.

Though in the case of BiH the low use of the payment system in the early
1990s can to a large extent be ascribed to war damage, the shift towards Deutsch
Mark also partly accounts for the shift towards personal transfer of money, as
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the system initially supported the circulation of the domestic currency only.
If we compare the changes in payments that we found, first of all, it is

important to note that during the war there was spatial variation with regard
to payment problems that occurred and the solutions that were developed. The
found spatial variation itself underlines the division of the country. Moreover,
some changes in payment channels and currencies seem to have taken place with
the very purpose of stressing this division. A domestic currency, for example,
outwardly symbolises independence while inwardly symbolises unity. The latter
symbolic value was also of great importance after the war, when the country
was reunited.

We found changes out of urgency, like the issue of emergency money and the
currency reforms with the purpose to stop hyperinflation. In particular when it
comes to changes related to relative purchasing power of respective currencies,
it was not always clear who responded to whom and what shaped decisions. Did
the authorities respond to the needs of users? Or did the users respond to the
authorities? Or did the authorities respond to the users who did not respond
as expected? Or is it this very tangle of cause and effect that was the problem?

Thirdly, the issue of emergency money at the beginning of the war can be
regarded as an attempt of the authorities to manage the problem of unavail-
ability of payment intermediaries - necessarily so. To solve the problem was yet
another challenge they faced. It was not only operational risk because of lack
of electricity supply and broken telecommunication lines that caused problems
with regard to the continuation of processing payment orders. There was also
the question of institutions, in particular with regard to final settlement. Be-
fore independence, the payment system in BiH was part of the Yugoslav system,
with a national central bank that was the central actor for final settlements in
the republic, the National Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The split of the
country, however, implied that parts came to lie outside the reach of the govern-
ment of BiH and hence also outside the range of the NBBH, the then monetary
authority of BiH and central actor for final settlement of domestic payments.
The data suggests that the closing down of the SDK at the beginning of the
war was easier to manage than to solve.

Fourthly, several changes in payment systems and currencies appear to be
interrelated. For example, with one monetary authority for the country that
issues a common currency, the creation of a unitary payment system is a logical
additional step in the reconstruction process. The reason for this is that a
unitary payment system supports free flow of money from wherever to wherever
in the country better than three separate systems could ever do, because of the
exposure between the systems, even with all procedures fully aligned. Moreover,
one could say that the smooth flow of money touches the core of being a unified
monetary system.

Finally, in terms of currencies, in BiH the situation has returned to ideal,
as the domestic currency now is the sole legal tender and widely used as such.
However, the fact that the currency regime, and in particular the exchange rate
of the KM to the currency to which it is pegged, has never changed since the
introduction of the KM sixteen years ago, has led to a situation of an overvalued
currency, since inflation in BiH has exceeded inflation in the Eurozone.
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7.3 Analysis of the case of Serbia

7.3.1 From transaction to no transaction

For the case of Serbia, we also begin our analysis with movements between
payments modes away from ideal and start with the change from transaction to
no transaction, i.e. to a situation in which it is impossible to transfer money in
whatever mode and whatever currency.

We found indications of a move from transaction to no transaction in Serbia
during the Bosnian War and during the Kosovo conflict (see section 6.7), though
some sources deny that the extreme situation of no transaction occurred. The
latter may relate to limited information or scope of the source, while it may also
mean that the problems occurred incidentally and locally.

The change from transaction to no transaction locally and temporarily dur-
ing the Kosovo War can be explained by the NATO bombing campaign, when
power stations and telecommunication facilities, among others, were hit dur-
ing strategic precision bombardments. It is conceivable that damage to this
infrastructure impeded the functioning of the domestic payment system, but
apparently the damage did not paralyse the whole system.

Yet, of greater impact seem to be the economic sanctions that restricted
international financial relations, both during the Bosnian War and the Kosovo
War. External formal rules, namely UN resolutions, prohibited cross-border
money transfer, except for humanitarian purposes. So, formal connections be-
tween actors inside and outside the FRY could only limitedly be used.

Finally, it is important to note that though it seems like there has not been
a large scale shift from transaction to no transaction that relates to problems
with coordinating on a particular payment mode or currency, the change from
transaction to no transaction did occur in Serbia, particularly during hyperin-
flation, as a result of lack of funds or low real income for products. Barter and
subsistence farming were solutions to this problem (see section 6.4).

7.3.2 From impersonal to personal transfer

We found that a shift from impersonal to personal transfer of money already
started before the Yugoslav wars broke out (see section 5.2 and 6.2). The
new equilibrium, i.e. a larger share of personal transfer, seems to have lasted
several years. Apart from exceptions pointed out in the previous section, this
shift cannot be explained by unavailability of the formal domestic payment
systems, as in Serbia the SDK remained functioning about continuously during
the Bosnian War as well as the Kosovo War. There are also no indications of
substantial increases of costs of membership and usage of the payment system.
Therefore, other factors must explain the shift.

It appears to be a combination of the rules of the payment system, the loss
of purchasing power of the domestic currency and a large stock of foreign cur-
rency in cash, particularly Deutsch Mark. The domestic currency was the sole
legal tender. Hence, for domestic payments, the formal payment system facili-
tated the circulation of the Yugoslav dinar only and not of the Deutsch Mark.
Decrease of acceptance of the YUD as means of payments and simultaneous in-
crease of acceptance of Deutsch Mark therefore implied that more transactions
were settled in cash, mostly personally. The preference for Deutsch Mark re-
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lates to the experience with and expectation of decrease of purchasing power of
the Yugoslav dinar. The shift was possible because of the large stock of DM in
the economy accumulated during several years and stored at home or deposited
in banks. Yet, it should be noted that for transactions with state enterprises
and state-led stores, for example, still payments were settled in Yugoslav dinar,
either cash or non-cash.

Though the shift to personal transfer of money may have increased the to-
tal transaction costs, for the payee these costs outweighed the disadvantage of
having received money that was rapidly losing purchasing power. However, as
we argued in the analysis in the BiH case, switching to foreign currency in re-
sponse to loss of purchasing power of the domestic currency is self-enforcing.
Moreover, a shift to personal money transfer implied that for that share of the
transactions, the population could not benefit from liquidity saving schemes,
among others. Yet, the latter effect must not be exaggerated, as cash payments
have been common while the informal economy has also been quite large.

7.3.3 From formal to informal transfer

A shift from formal to informal money transfer channels in international pay-
ments can be found for the years that Serbia was under economic sanctions.
With formal channels only available for the transactions allowed, for other trans-
actions informal channels became attractive, if the costs of personal transfer
were high.

So, an increased use of informal channels was the result of external rules
that limited the use of formal channels. This underlines that though formal
rules constrained behaviour, the rules were effective only to a certain degree.

7.3.4 From voluntarily to de facto personal transfer

The change from voluntarily to de facto personal transfer of money occurs when
the payer, payee or both lose access to intermediaries (see figure 7.1 and ta-
ble 2.1). Given the contradictory data on unavailability of payment services in
Serbia, especially during the Kosovo conflict (see section 6.7), it seems that for
domestic payments a shift from voluntarily personal transfer to de facto per-
sonal transfer of money did not occur or occurred on a limited scale only. In
those occasions in which DM was preferred, it was a voluntary choice not to use
the payment system; the payment system was mostly available.

For international payments, this shift did occur, as explained in the previous
sections.

7.3.5 From no transaction to transaction

The situation of no international transactions came to an end after the eco-
nomic sanctions against the FRY were lifted. Since then, there were no formal
impediments for usage of the payment systems for international payments any
more. With regard to the temporal and local unavailability of the payment sys-
tem during the Kosovo War, apparently, damage was successfully repaired while
adequate solutions were found in the meantime, though no specific information
in this regard is found.
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7.3.6 From de facto to voluntarily personal transfer

Since payment services have probably been available in Serbia for most of the
individuals for most of the time in the past decades, a large scale shift from de
facto personal to voluntarily personal money transfer did not occur. Moreover,
the shift from impersonal to personal transfer explained above was voluntarily
or semi-voluntarily made.

At present, as for retail payments, however, in spite of the freedom of choice
and a modern payment system, still a large proportion of payments by house-
holds is made personally on voluntary basis, as can be derived from the level of
financial inclusion in Serbia presented by The World Bank (2014, page 170). In
other words, households seem to stay in the equilibrium of voluntarily personal
money transfer and only gradually move towards the mode of impersonal trans-
fer of money. Like in the other successor states, in Serbia the level of financial
inclusion of firms is close to 100%, which corresponds to the pre-war level, when
all companies were obliged to have accounts at the SDK.

7.3.7 From personal to impersonal transfer

We found an interesting shift from personal to impersonal money transfer during
the period of hyperinflation in the FRY (see section 6.4), when the real value
of money decreased substantially day by day, particularly in 1993 and the first
half of January 1994 (see table 6.1). Whereas in our analytical framework we
generally regard a move from personal to impersonal money transfer as a move
towards ideal, the following situation shows that this was not the case when
cheques were used during hyperinflation.

The situation appears to be as follows. While cash and cheques were to
be treated as legal tender, payers and payees took the rapid loss of purchasing
power of the Yugoslav dinar into account when balancing the pros and cons of
using an intermediary. The rapid loss of purchasing power of the YUD dur-
ing hyperinflation implied that the payer could arrange a kind of ‘discount’ on
his purchases by paying for them with cheques in Yugoslav dinar, because the
real value of the amount due could substantially decrease during the time lag
between writing the cheque on the day of purchase and final settlement of the
payment at the moment it was debited from the payer’s account. The faster
the loss of purchasing power of the YUD, the more this discount to the payer
could outweigh the advantages of impersonal money transfer with third party
enforcement. Opposite, for the payee this discount was involuntary and to him
it was better to settle transactions in YUD immediately in cash and to exchange
the received YUD to DM as soon as possible, as to secure purchasing power.
The choice situation can be modelled as follows:

Payee

Cheque Cash
Cheque 2, 1 0, 0

Payer
Cash 0, 0 1, 2

Table 7.6: Cheque or cash during hyperinflation (1).
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The ordinal payoffs make clear that the choice situation is a coordination
problem, with two pure Nash equilibria. In this game, the payer prefers cheques
over cash, while the payee prefers cash over cheques, for the reasons explained
above. We assume that both wish to transact, so the occurrence of opposite ac-
tions is least preferred. As payees were obliged to accept both cash and cheques,
the formal rules did not stimulate actors towards a particular equilibrium. Yet,
the formal rules made the payer’s choice decisive; if cheques would not have been
legal tender, they could easily have been refused by the payee. Expectations
about loss of purchasing power provided a strong incentive for the payer to use
cheques. Altogether, this explains why we found data on use of cheques for the
reason of benefiting from the time lag.

The choice situation in table 7.6 resembles a ‘battle of the sexes’, a special
type of coordination games. It is not strictly competitive, as both players prefer
(cash, cash) over (cash, cheque), for example. Because the game is not strictly
competitive, formally, we cannot say it is a zerosum game, i.e. a game of conflict
in which the sum of payoffs is zero for every outcome. But if we look at the real
payoffs of this game instead of ordinal preferences, we must conclude that in the
equilibrium (cheque, cheque) the gain of the payer from the decrease in real value
of the amount he eventually pays equals the loss of the payee. Likewise, in the
equilibrium (cash, cash), the non-gain equals the non-loss to the payer and payee
respectively. This implies that in fact the game has elements of conflict, with
an effect on the distribution of wealth. Furthermore, the element of conflict in
this game implies that as for the outcome it matters whether the payer values
cooperation with the payee or not. From our data, it is not clear what the
impact of this practice of exploiting cheques was. Since state institutions and
companies could not refuse cheques and compassion with these companies may
not have been high, it is conceivable that these in particular were victims of
this practice. The impact of the exploitation of cheques is not quantified in the
current study.

Under normal circumstances, to the payee, the advantage of cheques include
attracting business and lowering the risk of counterfeit money. But during
hyperinflation in the early 1990s, to the payee, the delay of settlement associated
with cheques inherently imposed a loss. If the loss from accepting a cheque was
higher than the profit margin, it would have even been better not to sell the
product at all. This situation is modelled in table 7.7 under the assumption
that under these circumstances the payee is not willing to abide the legal tender
law, as abiding this law might imply that he would run at a loss, if the outcome
of the payer-payee interactions turns out to be (cheque, cheque).

Payee

Cheque Cash
Cheque 2, 0 0, 1

Payer
Cash 0, 0 1, 2

Table 7.7: Cheque or cash during hyperinflation (2).

In this game, the strictly dominant strategy of the payee is to play cash.
The best response of the payer is to play cash as well. The equilibrium outcome
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of this game is (cash, cash). It can be concluded that under circumstances of
hyperinflation, the payee has a strong incentive to break the law, while the payer
has an incentive to force the payee to accept cheques.

Analogous to the choice situation of cheque versus cash we can analyse a
choice situation of immediate payment and settlement versus paying on account,
which means that settlement takes place at a future date. Under circumstances
of hyperinflation, having customers pay on account may lead to absurd imbal-
ances between the prices of goods and services and what actually is being paid
for those in real terms, as the associated time lag imposes a loss on the payee
and implies a bargain to the payer.

Finally, when considering the shift from personal to impersonal money trans-
fer, we must also look at the usage of the payment system through time. It ap-
pears that personal cash payments are still preferred by many (see section 6.9),
despite the presence of a modern payment system. What prohibits the move
towards ideal? Simple answers would be habits and memories to bad experi-
ence with banks in the 1990s. The collapse of the pyramid saving schemes in
the early 199os, for example, eroded trust in the banking system. Though these
reasons may be valid, it is also important to look at the present day situation
with regard to information and communication technology, legal framework with
regard to internet banking and the procedures and costs associated with using
euro savings for payments in Serbian dinar.

7.3.8 From informal to formal transfer

After the lift of economic sanctions, demand for informal money transfer chan-
nels for international payments decreased, as formal connections were open for
use again. Moreover, since the end of hyperinflation in 1994 the meaning of
the Yugoslav dinar as means of payments normalised, which is reflected by in-
creased use of the YUD relative to DM and other foreign currency, which in turn
implied that demand for informal channels decreased, as the formal payment
system facilitated circulation of YUD.

7.3.9 From old to new currency

In Serbia, in the past decades, several times the public was provided with new
currency. Appendix D contains an overview. All three reasons for new currency
mentioned in chapter 2 seem to apply. In 1990, before the SFRY fell apart, the
Yugoslav dinar was reformed with the intention to stop inflation. The choice of
a pegged currency regime even seemed to have the intended effect. But when the
peg was levied under political pressure and the authorities did not defend the
peg any longer, the currency soon inflated and acceptance decreased. Serbian
politicians in particular objected further economic reform plans, of which the
1990 currency reform was a part, as success of the reform would make clear
that the former system, grown under communist rule, was not that good after
all. This was before the advent of pluralism in Serbia. Moreover, the refusal
to reform the currency as proposed underlines the problematic transition from
socialist economy to market economy that was set in before the SFRY dissolved
in the early 1990s.

The first change from old to new that relates to regime change, and followed
internal conflict, occurred in July 1992, when a new Yugoslav dinar was intro-
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duced, following the breakup of the SFRY and the dissolution of the Yugoslav
monetary union of six republics and two autonomous provinces. The differences
with respect to 1990 Yugoslav dinar were minimal, so, actually, under a new
institutional framework, the Yugoslav dinar continued as legal tender in Serbia
and Montenegro, which constituted the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia since
1992. This choice can be seen as expression of the wish of being regarded as the
legal successor of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. Two new
currencies, the Republika Srpska dinar and the Krajina dinar, remained pegged
to the Yugoslav dinar throughout their - short - periods of existence. So, the
Yugoslav dinar as common element remained, though on a smaller territory
and for a more homogeneous population than when the YUD was the common
currency of the SFRY.

The dissolution of the Yugoslav monetary system and associated turnover
from 1990 Yugoslav dinar to new currencies was accompanied by a dumping
process, described in chapter 5 and 6. This process resembled the dumping
of currency when the Austro-Hungarian Empire fell apart in 1918. Then, new
currencies were also alternately introduced and old notes dumped. Hungary
was the last in row to introduce a new currency then and suffered most from
dumping. The parallels between that occasion and the situation in the Balkans
in the beginning of the 1990s were recognised by the IMF. Because lessons could
be drawn from it, notably in 1991, when the SFRY started to dissolve, the IMF
published an analysis by Garber and Spencer (1992) of the currency reforms
that were associated with the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian Empire in
1918. Unfortunately, their publication could not prevent history being repeated
in the 1990s. This time, it was probably Bosnia and Herzegovina that suffered
most, while dinars were also dumped in Serbia, giving an impulse to inflation
in both republics.

While the dumping of old Yugoslav dinar may indeed have spurred inflation,
it was not the only cause of the hyperinflation in FRY between 1992 and 1994.
Financing of the war effort by printing money also contributed to the decrease
of the real value of the Yugoslav dinar, as it also disturbed the money supply
in relation to economic activity and undermined trust in the currency. Yet,
Milošević wanted the public to believe that the main cause of inflation from
which the country suffered was the burden of economic sanctions imposed on
the FRY. While his reasoning is conceivable too, it also does not seem to be the
whole story. Several sources suggest that the hyperinflation relates to conscious
manipulations of the regime, meant to redistribute wealth to the personal benefit
of the politicians involved and of befriend privileged individuals. Moreover,
by creating hyperinflation in combination with setting up seemingly lucrative
pyramid schemes, Deutsch Mark savings were squeezed from the people, to
fund government activities and repay foreign debt, among other. The choice of
floating rate seems to be exploited to the maximum.

It can be doubted whether the currency reforms of October 1993 and of the
1st of January 1994 were really meant to stop hyperinflation, or just for show, as
the associated currencies inflated again almost immediately, meanwhile provid-
ing opportunities for the elites to enrich themselves. It took a change of governor
of the National Bank of Yugoslavia before the hyperinflation was stopped at the
end of January 1994, by a peg of the Yugoslav dinar to the Deutsch Mark.
This time, the promise of the peg was kept several years. Yet, after 1997, the
peg was adjusted several times; it became a crawling peg. Between 2004 and
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2008, Serbia even had a floating currency, but for 2009 onwards, the regime is
of managed float type.

In 1999, internal conflict in the FRY led to changes in currencies. In Septem-
ber 1999, shortly after the end of the Kosovo War, the use of the DM was
legalised in the province of Kosovo. Later that year, on 2 November, Mon-
tenegro decided to follow its own course with regard to monetary policy and
also adopted the DM. After a transition period of about a year, it banned the
Yugoslav dinar as legal tender. This decision expresses dissatisfaction with the
monetary policy of the FRY government and National Bank of Yugoslavia, on
which Montenegro had only limited influence, and fear of loss of value of the
Yugoslav dinar in the near future. The consequence of the regulators’ level
decisions made in Kosovo and Montenegro with regard to currencies was that
the territory of use of the Yugoslav dinar had decreased. In response to these
developments, in 2001, the National Bank of Yugoslavia issued a new currency,
with banknotes featuring new design. This was the final currency issued by the
National Bank of Yugoslavia.

The second change in currency that relates to regime change occurred in
2003, around the time when the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia turned into a
decentralised state union called Serbia and Montenegro. The Yugoslav dinar
was renamed to Serbian dinar. The new currency was issued by the National
Bank of Serbia. The notes were almost identical to the 2000 Yugoslav dinar:
on the banknotes, the coat of arms of Serbia and Montenegro was replaced by
coat of arms of Serbia and the monogram of the National Bank of Serbia was
added, while other features remained the same. Three years later, the state
union dissolved and the Serbian dinar was replaced by a note that was almost
identical to this one. The new notes express the diverging relation between
Serbia and Montenegro between 1999 and 2006, though in practice, these two
changes to the currency in Serbia seem to have had little meaning. Finally,
Montenegro’s choice for a monetary policy independent from Serbia can be
regarded as an important step towards its later independence.

7.3.10 From domestic to foreign currency

On the micro-level, the change from domestic to foreign currency in Serbia seems
to resemble the situation in BiH. With savings in Deutsch Mark also accumu-
lated in Serbia in the decades before the wars, the initial conditions were more
or less similar. Moreover, both countries experienced hyperinflation, a period
that is characterised by people seeking refuge in foreign currency. Furthermore,
the monetary authorities of both countries chose a regime of fixed currency to
stabilise the domestic currency. Because of these similarities, we will not repeat
the analysis of hoarding of goods and Deutsch Marks, included in the analyses
of the case of BiH.

There are differences between the cases, though, for example with regard to
the length of the period that the peg lasted. In BiH, the peg has never been
levied, while in Serbia, the exchange rate of the dinar to the Deutsch Mark
was adjusted several times. Until today, foreign currency is widely present in
Serbia, in particular euro. While Serbian dinar is the sole legal tender, saving
and lending occurs predominantly in euro. Apparently, it was not believed that
the authorities would keep their promise with regard to the fixed exchange rate.

The problem of euroisation, however, is that it is a fallacy. Individuals think
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they reduce their risk of loosing value by using stable foreign currency, but they
fail to recognise that it is unlikely that a currency will remain strong forever, as
Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) point out. This implies that a euroised economy has
a high FX risk. The global financial crisis increased awareness on this matter,
at least at state level. Another drawback of a high degree of euroisation is that
the effectiveness of monetary policy is limited and that the possibility to adjust
to shocks in the economy is lost.

7.3.11 From foreign to domestic currency

In Serbia, the use of euro in payments was formally banned several years ago.
But euro is still used as unit of account for large purchases whereas saving and
lending is also predominantly in euro or denominated in euro. Expectations
with regard to the extent to which the Serbian monetary authority is able to
safeguard the value of the Serbian dinar is likely to play a role in individual
decision making with regard to currencies.

In view of the risk and disadvantages of Serbia’s euroised economy, the Na-
tional Bank of Serbia, encouraged by the International Monetary Fund, has
developed an agenda that should lead towards dinarization of Serbia’s economy
(Marković, 2010). In addition to lowering the FX risk, Chailloux et al. (2010)
mention other advantages of dinarization. These include a strengthened mone-
tary transmission channel and widened opportunities for the central bank to act
as a lender-of-last-resort if need be. In all, the ultimate goal of a successful di-
narization programme is to strengthen the resilience of Serbia’s financial system
(Marković, 2010). The first steps with regard to adapting formal rules in this
regard have already been taken, but a change in informal rules and the play of
the game are not easily realised, which is understandable, as the latter usually
takes more time (Williamson, 2000). Moreover, with the streets scattered with
reminders to euro, like exchange offices and prices on bill boards in euro, people
frequently get signals that point in the opposite direction of the dinarization
programme.

7.3.12 Change versus change

If we compare the changes in payments in Serbia in the past decades, cur-
rency appears to play a role in most of the changes. Firstly, the preference for
Deutsch Mark as means of payment, a shift in itself, implied a shift from imper-
sonal transfer of money to personal transfer of money, as the payment system
supported the circulation of the domestic currency only. The stabilisation of
the domestic currency stimulated the shift in the other direction, i.e. towards
ideal. All this occurred in the presence of a mostly well-functioning payment
system. This suggests that while the direct effect of the wars on payments was
limited, indirectly the wars in early 1990s and late 1990s both affected the way
money circulated in the Serbian economy and in what currency. Yet, the effect
in particular of hyperinflation was severe in terms of economic loss and personal
suffering while struggling for a decent life.

Remarkable in the case of Serbia is the series of broken promises. Several
times, new currencies were introduced, some of which were pegged to a stable
foreign currency, giving some hope for stability of the domestic currency. But
pegs have been adjusted and levied several times. The massive refuge in foreign
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currency for several decades suggests that based on experience individuals have
anticipated the next broken promise ever since the first such promise was broken
years ago. Moreover, expectations of broken promises have been confirmed
multiple times. Interestingly, the risks of the pyramid saving schemes introduced
in the early 1990s were not recognized by many - or people simply wanted to
believe that the extremely high returns could really continuously be achieved.

The carving off of parts of the payment system, first Serbia and Montenegro
from the former SFRY system and later Kosovo and Montenegro from the FRY
system when they adopted foreign currency, do not seem to have caused inter-
ruptions in payments. Yet what makes these occasions interesting, is that the
payment networks were separated for reasons of politics, while had it been for
facilitating interregional trade, it might have been better to remain connected
in one system - and to maintain stable currency together.

7.4 Cross-case analysis

7.4.1 Case versus case

We start our case versus case analysis with comparison of the series of major
changes that occurred the cases with respect to their payment systems, the
payment networks, the legal tender and currency regimes. This comparison
yields the following commonalities and differences.

Firstly, before 1992, when both republics were part of the SFRY, the in-
stitutional frameworks of payments of BiH and Serbia were similar: they were
part of a SFRY-wide payments network and had a single currency, the Yugoslav
dinar. Another similarity is that in both constituent republics the public had
accumulated foreign currency savings, in particular in Deutsch Mark, in the
years before the dissolution of the SFRY. When BiH became independent and
Serbia formed the FRY with Montenegro in 1992, these republics inherited the
same legacy payment system, a unique system of payment bureaus called SDK.
Furthermore, each republic already had a central bank, in accordance with the
decentralisation of the central banking system by the Constitution of 1974. In
Serbia, as it formed a federation with Montenegro, the central bank remained
situated under the National Bank of Yugoslavia. In BiH, the incumbent cen-
tral bank became the highest level institution. This also applied to Slovenia,
but while this was a favourable situation for Slovenia’s process of establishing
monetary sovereignty after succession, as Rant (2004) argues, in BiH things
rapidly changed when BiH was split in three during the war and the territory
of influence of the National Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina was drastically
constrained.

In July 1992, the dissolution of the monetary system of the SFRY was com-
pleted by the introduction of the final four new currencies, after other successor
states had introduced their sovereign currencies in the year before. The seven
new currencies introduced in 1991 and 1992 in the Balkans are highly visible
marks of the dissolution of former monetary union of the SFRY. Yet, the Yu-
goslav dinar did not disappear after the dissolution of the Yugoslav monetary
system. In the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the name Yugoslav dinar was
conserved. Moreover, in BiH, not one new currency was introduced, but a sit-
uation emerged of three currencies, one per part.
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The study identified that both case countries suffered from dumping of old
Yugoslav dinar by Slovenia and Croatia, stemming from the uncoordinated tim-
ing of introduction of new currencies by the successor republics. Dumping led to
a sudden increase of money supply and associated decrease of purchasing power
of the Yugoslav dinar in the republics that introduced sovereign currencies lat-
est.

In both cases, we saw that the payment systems were split. In BiH, this
occurred during the Bosnian War, when the country was split in three parts.
Being independent subsets of payment bureaus, each of the three emerged pay-
ment networks had its own central actor in payments. The networks developed
separately and appeared to have diverged institutionally and technically during
the war. Moreover, each part processed payments in different currencies, though
they both processed orders in DM as well. The payment system of Serbia was
separated from Kosovo and Montenegro, when the latter two decided to adopt
the German Mark in 1999, notably both well before they became independent.
In BiH, the three payment circles, as they were called, were reconnected after
the war, facilitating interregional money transfer, while the payment system of
Serbia remained separate from Montenegro and Kosovo.

Both case countries experienced severe hyperinflation between 1992 and
1994, in BiH several months longer than in the the FRY. Knowing that they de-
parted from a similar exchange rate to the DM in 1992, a glance at the exchange
rates presented in table 5.4 and 6.3 is enough to conclude that hyperinflation
was most severe in the FRY. Nonetheless, in both countries, hyperinflation dis-
turbed economic activity and caused a turnaround in wealth.

In both countries, hyperinflation was successfully stopped and trust in the
domestic currency restored by pegging the domestic currency to a stable foreign
currency, for which both chose Deutsch Mark. This drastic measure implied
that politicians in both cases were cut off from the possibility to finance war
efforts by printing money, because that would have been diametrically opposed
to the promise to guarantee a fixed exchange rate. The FRY was the first to
implement this strict currency regime, whereas the BiH government could follow
this example. The BiH government chose to safeguard the currency by keeping
a 100% reserve in foreign currency. This is also the regime under which the
single currency of BiH was introduced in 1998. Until today, in BiH this regime
has not changed. In contrast, in the FRY, and hence in Serbia, the peg was
adjusted several times in a few years time. Eventually, the peg was levied and
replaced by alternate regimes of floating exchange rate and managed exchange
rate.

If we compare payment modes in the period of the Bosnian war, from Spring
1992 to the end of 1995, we saw that usage of the payment system was low
in both cases, even though the payment network in Serbia was not damaged.
There, a shift to Deutsch Mark lowered the number of occasions in which the
formal payment system would be of use to transfer money, whereas the rapid
loss of purchasing power of the Yugoslav dinar formed an incentive to the payer
to use cheques as means of payment as to benefit from the time of processing
this takes and the lowering in real value of the amount paid.

Also of interest is the period that starts after the war in Bosnia formally
ended in December 1995. In BiH, a process of post-conflict reconstruction and
reconciliation commenced. In this process, there were technical challenges stem-
ming from war damage and diverged payment circles, whereas the institutional
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frameworks were to be redefined in accordances with the Constitution, included
in the General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Though the situation in Serbia was different, as there had not been war activity
on its territory in the early 1990s, the FRY was also in a process of recovering
from the war, in particular from the effect of the UN sanctions.

The years 1998 and 1999 are of interest for two reasons. In BiH, the sin-
gle currency was introduced in 1998. This appeared particularly welcome to
individuals in the Republika Srpska, because at that time the Yugoslav dinar,
which was the ‘domestic’ currency until then, inflated. This explains why the
conversion to the KM happened faster in the RS than in other parts of BiH.
Furthermore, the introduction of the single currency in BiH occurred around
the same time when Serbia and Montenegro were drifting apart with regard to
legal tender and monetary policy. So, developments in two opposite directions
occurred at the same time.

A process that BiH and Serbia both went through, was the transformation
of the payment system, which encompassed a transfer of payment services from
the state-led system of payment bureaus to the banking system. This transfor-
mation was a logical step in the transition from a socialist system to a market
economy, as the comprehensiveness of the former system did not suit the de-
velopment of a market-oriented private sector (USAID, 2004). This transition
already started more than a decade before the transformation of the payment
bureaus in 2001 in BiH and two years later in Serbia. Serbia was in the prepara-
tory phase when BiH went through this process and was given the opportunity
to learn from the experience in BiH. Though BiH and Serbia were not the last
successor states that dismantled the legacy system, it is conceivable that the
wars in the 1990s caused delay of the transformation.

Finally, comparison of the present-day situation is interesting. With respect
to legal tender and payment system, the cases appear similar: they both have
domestic currency assigned as sole legal tender and their payment systems re-
cently underwent a similar transformation. Moreover, in both cases personal
cash transfer still often is the preferred mode of payment. They differ with
respect to currency regime: in BiH there still is a fixed exchange rate, while
in Serbia the exchange rate is managed. This means that the real value of
the Serbian domestic currency is better reflected by its exchange rate than the
Bosnian domestic currency. Moreover, the strict regime adopted in BiH implies
that Bosnia’s central bank cannot act as a lender of last resort, while the central
Bank of Serbia can.

When compared, the case of BiH delivered several findings that are not
mirrored in the case of Serbia. Firstly, during the war, large scale operational
failure occurred, leaving the payment system out of order for a substantial
period of time. Secondly, the BiH government was urged to issue emergency
money as to prevent economic activity coming to halt. In Sarajevo, for example,
emergency money was in circulation for two years, of which acceptance was
low. Yet, while the monetary authority of the FRY had a money printing
press available and could therefore issue properly looking notes, the abnormally
high denominations of Yugoslav dinar notes in the early years of the war also
negatively affected the acceptance of the currency. Thirdly, in BiH, a highly
politicised process of introduction of a single currency took place after the war.
Finally, the present-day institutional framework for banking in BiH comprises
two banking agencies, one per entity, with the effect that inter-entity money
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transfer is interbank always, even between clients of the same mother bank.

7.4.2 Across case versus context

In this section, we assess to what extent the breakup of the SFRY accounts for
the similarities and differences between the cases of BiH and Serbia addressed
in the previous section.

The currencies introduced in the early 1990s reflect the change of regime
when the SFRY dissolved and the war-time division of BiH. The introduction
of the Bosnian dinar underlines independence of BiH from the SFRY while the
introduction of the RS dinar and adoption of Croatian currency underline the in-
dependence of the Serb-controlled and Croat-controlled parts respectively from
the BiH government. The characteristics and features of the latter currency,
however, also also reflected the bond of the RS with the FRY. The RS dinar
and the Krajina dinar can even be seen as expressions of the wish for a ‘Greater
Serbia’ as well as discontent with the new borders that were drawn in the early
1990s. The choices with regard to currencies made by Montenegro and Kosovo
in the late 1990s likewise underline independence, this time from Serbia.

The post-war introduction of the single currency KM in BiH also has an
important symbolic meaning: unity in an ethnically divided and politically po-
larised country. Against this background, it can be understood that the in-
troduction of the KM was a lengthy process. Yet, the introduction of a single
currency in a small country also had economic advantages of supporting inter-
regional trade, as it implied that the choice of currency and the costs associated
with exchange and foreign exchange rate risk diminished. Moreover, after the
introduction of the KM, particularly individuals in the RS could benefit from
this stable currency. Given the cumbersome and lengthy process towards a
single currency, it seems like these considerations played a background role on
political level, while for the users level the lowering of transaction costs and the
advantages of stable currency were of key importance for normalising economic
activity.

The war-time split of the payment system in BiH as well as the post-war
recombination of the system followed the course of the conflict. Like the intro-
duction of the single currency, the reconstruction of the payment system was
politicised, as this encompassed giving up some independence. It seems like in
the FRY in the early 1990s there was no reason to split the payment system.
Yet, in the late 1990s, after Kosovo’s and Montenegro’s decisions to ban the
Yugoslav dinar, the FRY system was ultimately split for reasons of a process
towards independence.

Finally, the different political landscapes in the case countries seem to ac-
count for the different choices with regard to present-day currency regimes.
Politics in BiH is polarised. In such situation, a strict currency regime seems a
wise option.

7.5 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we analysed the changes in payment modes and currencies in
the case countries in the four ways that are illustrated in figure 3.4. As for the
within-case analysis, the change versus context analysis, done in accordances
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with the analytical framework, delivered insight in the relation between the
microlevel and the aggregate outcome. Among others, the problem of coordi-
nating on payment modes and currencies was elucidated, and in particular the
difficulty of getting out of a Pareto inferior equilibrium. For the change ver-
sus change comparison per case, the changes were viewed from a more abstract
perspective. This allowed us to see, for example, which changes occurred out of
urgency, which were extractive and which relate to sincere attempts of sustained
improvement of financial stability.

The first part of the cross-case analyses is concerned with comparison of the
series of changes, concentrating mainly on the formal aspects of payments. In
particular, this furthered insight in the origin and consequences of policy choices
of the respective cases before, during and after the wars they went through.
Finally, these changes were linked to the context again for final abstractions.



Chapter 8

Discussion and conclusion

8.1 Answering the research questions

We set out our study with four research questions. The answer to the first
research question delivered an analytical framework that guided the rest of the
study. Moreover, we embraced the pragmatism advocated by Shields (1998)
and concluded that developing a practical ideal type would deliver a useful
framework for our objective of increasing an understanding of how and why
payments change under circumstances of conflict. In this section, we discuss
the answering the research questions.

8.1.1 What shapes decision-making with regard to pay-
ment modes and the currencies in which payments
are made, with what economic outcome and how
does a conflict affect the decision process?

Our framework focused on two aspects of a payment: the connection between
a payer and payee necessary to successfully transfer money, and the currency
in which the payment is settled. With respect to the connection between a
payer and a payee, we developed a new categorisation of payment modes, on
the basis of intermediation and of formality of safeguards. The framework is
rooted in the ideas of New Institutional Economics, in particular the ideas of
North (1990) and Williamson (1985). Yet, in our framework, we stressed that
successful transfer of money requires that the payer and payee coordinate on
these aspects. This coordination is strategic in nature. With tools from game
theory, the coordination can be analysed and the outcomes to the micro and
macro level understood. Moreover, it was recognised that this coordination
takes place in a network.

Additionally, the framework addressed main features of payment systems
and currencies, namely settlement schemes, settlement risk, purchasing power
and monetary policy. This further contributed to an understanding of the eco-
nomic outcome of changes in payments beyond the level of users. It was at-
tempted to include the essentials of payments in the framework that help to
understand how and why changes in payments occur on the micro-level and
how these relate to other levels of actors in payments. Nonetheless, several de-
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tails were omitted. Details on the information and communication technology
of particular payment systems, for example, are not included, neither are de-
tails on pricing of payment services. However, for the purpose of our study and
our interest in the relation between payments and conflict, it was assumed that
including such details would not lead to a substantially different outcome of the
study.

8.1.2 What series of changes in payments may occur in
the prelude to a conflict, during conflict and in the
aftermath of a conflict?

The second research question delivered two series of changes, namely for the
cases of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia.

We found differences and commonalities between the series of changes. The
main differences are the following. Since the payment system was hardly avail-
able during the war in BiH due to operational failure while in Serbia the system
was almost continuously available, we found a large scale shift from non-cash
to cash payments in BiH for this reason. Yet, for a different reason, namely
a shift to a currency that was not processed by the payment system, DM, we
also found a shift towards cash in Serbia. Another main difference between the
cases is that in BiH the payment system was split in three during the war and
reconnected to one after the war, while the payment system in Serbia remained
in tact, meaning that the society in the latter case did not experience similar
problems for interregional money transfer. With regard to currencies, we found
that in BiH there was spatial variation, with different currencies in the respec-
tive areas, which were succeeded by a common currency after the war, the KM.
Until today, this is the legal tender in BiH. In contrast, after dissolution of
the SFRY, Serbia kept the Yugoslav dinar, together with Montenegro. Later,
the Serbian province of Kosovo adopted DM and Montenegro followed its own
course and hence the area in which the Yugoslav dinar was further restricted.
Furthermore, when the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro and Serbia fell
apart, Serbia replaced the Yugoslav dinar with the Serbian dinar. So, in terms
of currencies and payment systems the case of BiH showed split and reunion,
while the case of Serbia showed a process of carving off. Finally, in BiH the
peg of the currency has not been levied levied while in Serbia there has been a
managed float currency regime for several years already.

It is interesting that despite these significant differences we also found com-
monalities. Firstly, we found that in both countries new currencies were intro-
duced after the dissolution of the SFRY and that in both countries the first
issues of the domestic currencies were far from stable. Secondly, for both cases,
today’s situation can be called cash-based. This means that a period of unavail-
ability of the formal payment system cannot explain today’s situation; there
must be another factor at work. Thirdly, in both cases we found that people
sought refuge in foreign currency and that the economies got stuck in the Pareto
inferior equilibrium of foreign currency. Finally, in both cases the hyperinflation
was successfully stopped during the war by pegging the domestic currency to a
stable foreign currency, which is a hopeful result for other countries in similar
situation.

The series of changes in our study illustrate what can occur and it is not
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unthinkable that some of the changes occurred or will occur in other conflicts
in more or less similar ways or for similar reasons. Operational failure of the
payment system due to war damage as in BiH, for example, may occur in other
conflicts with large scale violence as well, with the same problem of a sudden
rise in demand for cash. A change of legal tender seems a phenomenon that is
common after independence. Difficulties establishing a new currency under war
circumstances after declaration of independence is conceivable in other conflicts.
Seeking refuge in foreign currency can also be expected in other conflicts if the
domestic currency is unstable. This is particularly likely if the diaspora is
sending cash or if aid organisation locally pay in foreign currency, i.e. if there is
sufficient supply of foreign currency. Then, subsequently, the government is also
likely to face the challenge of strengthening the domestic currency and banning
the foreign currency.

8.1.3 What accounts for changes in payments and the eco-
nomic outcome of those changes in the prelude to a
conflict, during conflict and in the aftermath of a
conflict?

Thirdly, we tried to explain the changes and the economic outcome of the
changes in payments before, during and after conflict. We did not do this
by calculating the social costs per payment instrument, like Humphrey et al.
(2003) for example, or building narratives alone, but adopted an analytical
approach instead. This approach was particularly useful to comprehend why
certain changes did not occur or occurred rather late (Greif et al., 1998, page
25–26).

The application of game theory appeared fruitful. Other authors, like Wydick
(2008), Cooper (1999) and Obstfeld (1996), also analysed coordination on cur-
rencies and other payment related choice situation with game theory, but they
studied choice situations hypothetically. In the current study, empirical data
was the input for the games. We found that there were difficulties to coordinate
on the Pareto efficient equilibrium of currencies. Government intervention ap-
pears to be necessary in such occasion. The peg of the domestic currencies of the
case countries in 1994 is a good example of successful government intervention
that led to a shift out of the Pareto inferior equilibrium. Yet, decision-making by
politicians may be surrounded by coordination problems and conflict, prohibit-
ing decisive action on the regulatory level. Interestingly, our study indicates
that a shift from a Pareto inferior to Pareto optimal equilibrium can also be
triggered by an event outside the country. This was the case when the euro was
introduced in the Eurozone; this led to an increase of money in the banking
sector in the case countries and of money in the domestic currency.

Trying to unravel cause and effect and identifying necessary and sufficient
causes of change, of which the theoretical differences are clearly explained by
Pearl (2000) for example, was not easy and sometimes confusing. Take for
example the large stock of foreign currency already accumulated before the war
in the form of cash and as deposits that became used in payment transaction in
the early 1990s. While it can be argued that this stock of money contributed to
the continuation of economic activity and therefore can be regarded as a solution
to a problem, it can also be argued that the presence of foreign currency put
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pressure on the exchange rate of the domestic currency and therefore can be
seen as one of the explaining variables of hyperinflation. Moreover, while saving
in stable foreign currency seems rational from individual perspective, at the
aggregate level the present day situation of euroised economies, particularly in
Serbia, means that the effectiveness of monetary policy is limited and there is
foreign exchange risk.

8.1.4 To what extent does the conflict account for the
changes in payments in the prelude to a conflict,
during conflict and in the aftermath of a conflict?

We asked whether the breakup of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yu-
goslavia accounts for the changes in payments in the cases of Bosnia and Herze-
govina and of Serbia. This was part of the per-case analysis and the cross-case
analysis. It was not easy to answer this question, since there were many things
going on simultaneously in the case countries: there was a process of redefini-
tion of authority in relation to the dissolution of the former Yugoslav structures,
there was war in the early and late nineties and there was a transition from a
socialist economy to a market economy going on. All these three processes
affected developments in the payment systems in both case countries and the
choices of the actors within them.

8.2 Limitations of the study

As accounts for many - if not all - studies, this study has its limitations. First
of all, the conflict central in this study occurred in the 1990s. While it can be
considered a strength of the study that it includes quite a long period of time
of post-conflict reconstruction and beyond, the fact that the conflict was quite
some time ago imposed limitations on the usefulness in particular of the data
from interviews, as the answers of the interviewees were given with hindsight
understanding and possibly biased in the course of time. By corroborating in-
terview data and also relying on other sources of data, it was attempted to
minimise the consequences of this limitation. Moreover, effort was put in col-
lecting documents, including official publications as well as newsclippings that
were published around the time of happening of particular events. But also this
has its limitations. According to Bildt (1998), for example, journalists created
a world on its own: ‘propaganda’.

What also posed limitations on the data collection for this study is that in
particular of the periods of conflict and hyperinflation, there is limited data
available in archival records and documents. Moreover, the accuracy and pre-
cision of the found quantitative data can be questioned for two reasons. First,
under these circumstances it must have been hard for officials to keep collecting
statistical data, while secondly there may be political reasons for not revealing
the exact data. Another limitation with regard to data collection was that some
data were available in local language documents and archives only and not in
English. These limitations made it sometimes difficult to gain a comprehen-
sive picture of the institutional setting and the connections between actors in
payments.
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Finally, what can also be regarded as a limitation of the study is that in-
side views from the banking systems of the case countries are rather limitedly
gathered. In both case countries, it appeared hard to get access to commercial
banks. This may be related to the researcher’s profile (Soeters et al., 2014), in
particular the fact that the researcher had a military background and was still
working for the Ministry of Defence of the Netherlands when interviews were
requested, which may have put the requests in a less neutral light than when a
researcher from an independent university would have requested the same.

8.3 Future research

While the study delivered valuable results, there are avenues for further research.
Firstly, we would like to make the suggestion to elaborate the current study for
the same cases, but with a slightly different data set. For the current study, a
vast part of the data covers the macro-level, from which the micro-level incentive
structure was inferred. For future research, we would like to suggest collecting
primary data from the micro-level, by conducting interviews with individual
payers and payees instead of experts, as we did in he current study. This will
yield deeper insight in the incentives that drive individuals at the users level
towards specific payment modes and currencies as well as in the impact on their
daily lives. Currently, studies on micro-level conflict processes are only limitedly
available (Justino et al., 2013).

Secondly, we would like to suggest conducting a study on the same cases
and with the same objective, but with a different theoretical approach, namely
a more formal application of network theory as to come with deeper insights in
network effects.

Our third suggestion is to expand the study of changes in payments against
the breakup of the SFRY to the other successive republics, as to develop a
comprehensive account of changes in payments that relate to this particular
conflict. Then, more series of changes can be compared, which might deliver
additional insight on diverging or converging developments after the breakup.

Fourthly, we would like to suggest conducting similar study for a different
conflict. This can be done for the purpose of confirming our results of the
respective cases or of further generalising the outcome of our study. Following
the reasoning of Przeworski and Teune (1970), for the former purpose, most
similar cases need to be selected, while for the latter, most different cases need
to be selected. For both purposes, other contemporary conflicts can be chosen,
yet it can also be interesting to choose a conflict further back in time.

Fifthly, not studied in detail, but worth further inquiry is the relation be-
tween payment systems and tax collection - and tax evasion - in order to stress
the importance of a payment system to an economy even further. This requires
expansion of the data set.

Sixthly, payments services are just a part of a range of services that financial
intermediaries provide. For a more complete picture of the relation between the
services of financial intermediaries, conflict and economic activity, we would like
to suggest studying changes in other financial products as well, like saving and
lending, under circumstances of conflict. From a broader perspective, it would
also be interesting to study capital flight and inflow of aid money in relation to
the size of the economy, in order to assess the impact of these phenomena on
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economies affected by conflict. For such studies, a similar approach and set up
can be adopted as in the current study.

Furthermore, the study found interesting differences in the approaches of
safeguarding the stability of the currency of the case countries. It was endeav-
oured to understand each of these approaches and to understand why they differ.
While it goes beyond the scope of this study to evaluate the approaches in terms
of good or bad, this can be the subject of further study.

Finally, we consider it worthwhile studying the breakup of the Yugoslav
monetary union in more detail. Of particular interest are the conditions that
created the possibility of improper conduct of the leaving states at the expense of
the remaining members and the measures that were eventually taken to prevent
further losses.

8.4 Conclusion and recommendations

The objective of this study was to increase an understanding of how and why
changes occur in the modes and currencies in which payment are made in the
prelude to a conflict, during a conflict and in the aftermath of a conflict and
how these changes relate to economic activity. We investigated the dynamics of
payments under circumstances of conflict - and dynamic the period covered in
our study was.

Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia are our cases. Though they have a shared
history, of which several features are still recognisable, we regard the cases as
most different within the context of the breakup of the SFRY for their differences
in several respects that are of relevance for our study, including the extent of
war damage, whether the country is split or not, the presence of enclaves, and
whether the countries went through processes of post-war reunification, not only
in general, but also of the payment system. With an interest in decisions, actors
were put at the center of the analysis while the understanding of their choices
was built on the institutions and networks that surrounded the actors. The
analytical framework appeared to be a useful heuristic device and is expected
to be of use for other studies on the same topic.

We argued that payer-payee interaction is a matter of coordination: there are
gains for both actors if they succeed in coordinating on similar behaviour as this
means that the underlying transaction can be effected and there are even more
gains if they coordinate on the payment mode or currency that yields the highest
payoff. The study showed that circumstances of conflict may hinder actors to
coordinate on the ideal or to coordinate on similar modes and currencies at
all. The study also showed that if such matching problems occur, alternatives
may emerge like bartering, journalists collecting and bringing money, or using
commodities as medium of exchange.

The main causes of changes in payment modes and currencies away from and
towards ideal before, during and after a conflict that we found, include firstly the
(un)availability of a formal payment system in relation to war damage, secondly
changes with regard to the size of payment networks, the core institution of
a payment network and the legal tender currency in relation to processes of
independence, and thirdly changes in purchasing power of the domestic currency
in relation to the credibility of the monetary policy of the regime. The first cause
of change imposes challenges on the level of providers and users as to cope with a
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situation of unavailability of payment services, find alternatives and ultimately
solve the problem, both technically and institutionally. This cause of change has
great impact on liquidity need and associated costs. The second cause of change
is external to the users; to a certain extent they have no choice but to follow the
choices made at the regulators level. The third cause of change is particularly
important for a currency’s function of means of payment. Though all three
main causes have technical aspects, the case findings show there is also a large
political component in each of them. This means that particularly if groups
of politicians aspire competitive or incompatible means or ends attempts to
develop inclusive institutions for payments to change payments for the better
for society as a whole may be frustrated by politics.

Furthermore, from the cases we conclude that the circumstances of con-
flict can alter the meaning of a formal payment system to a society. The case
of Bosnia and Herzegovina showed the immediate consequences of unavailabil-
ity of a formal payment system that was commonly used before, namely local
shortages of cash. This underlined how much the pre-war economy relied on the
payment system. This event also showed how alternatives and solutions were
sought at different levels of actors. Moreover, it is an example of a situation in
which a payment system temporarily could not be of meaning to the economy,
apart from the meaning in negative sense that freedom of choice was restricted
during the time that the payment system stood idle.

The study also made clear that if acceptability of a domestic currency as
a means of payment is low, a shift to foreign currency as means of payment
can occur. But if the domestic payment system processes orders in domestic
currency only, this shift in currency also implies a shift in payment modes,
namely towards the less ideal modes of personal transfer or of informal imper-
sonal transfer of money, with the consequence of a rise of transaction costs and
a decrease of overall efficiency of payments, not to mention the associated risks
of money being lost or stolen. It is important to note that such a shift can
occur in the presence of a well-functioning payment system. Initially, this shift
seems to originate from beliefs of users with regard to maintaining stability of
the domestic currency in terms of purchasing power. However, this shift can
result in a long lasting situation of this equilibrium even when the initial rea-
sons for the shift away from ideal do not seem applicable any more, for example
when a currency has stabilised. This means that a situation arises in which a
payment system that functions well in its own right cannot deliver its potential
benefits. So, its meaning in the circulation of money is limited not for reasons
of a change of the system nor of connectedness of economic actors with the
system, but for reasons external to the system. Then, for a rise of efficiency in
payments, the study suggests that the use of the system should be stimulated
along with measures to stimulate the domestic currency as means of payment.

The study also showed that a payment system can be ‘abused’. This hap-
pened during hyperinflation when there was an incentive for payers to use
cheques as means of payment for the reason of profiting from the delay of final
settlement. The scale of this practice and the impact are hard to assess, but it
is an example that makes clear that the payment system was used for purposes
for which it is not there.

Finally, both cases show a presently low use of the payment systems. A
legacy of long lasting unavailability of formal payment services cannot explain
this, because this was only the case in Bosnia and Herzegovina and not in
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Serbia. So, there must be other factors at work. Moreover, since both case
countries have modern payment systems whereas Bosnia and Herzegovina also
went through a post-conflict reconstruction process of the payment system, the
low use of the payment system underlines that increasing efficiency of payments
is not just something technical: the presence of a payment system with a sound
institutional framework is a necessary condition for a move towards ideal pay-
ments, but it is not sufficient. This conclusion is of particular importance to
actors involved in post-conflict reconstruction of a payment system: the work is
not finished after reconstruction in the sense of infrastructure and formal rules.
The use should be further enabled and stimulated. This conclusion is also of
importance to other organisations active in (post-)conflict areas. They can play
a role in promoting the use of the payment system and the domestic currency
by insisting on using those, if local actors tend to propose else way.

Based on the case study findings and conclusion, we want to make the fol-
lowing policy recommendations. The first recommendation is directed towards
central bank policy makers of the Eurozone. Whilst more research is required,
we strongly recommend to prepare coordinated introduction of new currency
for the eventuality that the Eurozone breaks up, as to ensure that there is no
window for dumping and hence no financial loss imposed on countries keeping
the euro or on countries last in row if all former members introduce their own
currencies. We already could have learned this lesson from the dissolution of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire, yet, decades later, the Yugoslav monetary sys-
tem likewise dissolved unaligned as well, with similar consequences. Needless to
say that this recommendation also applies to policy makers of other monetary
unions, like those having the West African CFA franc and the Central African
CFA franc as single currency.

A second recommendation is also directed to central bank policy makers
and is concerned with legal tender law. In case it is decided to issue national
currency, this should be accompanied by restrictions for making payments in
foreign currency as well as saving and lending. This is important for preventing
foreign exchange risk, but also to implement monetary policy more effectively.

Thirdly, we want to make a recommendation to all national and interna-
tional institutions and organisations involved in post-conflict reconstruction to
not only immediately put effort in revival of a domestic payment system in
technical and institutional sense as necessary condition for making non-cash
payments through a formal system with the purpose of expanding opportuni-
ties to economise on payments, but also to actively stimulate the use of this
system, because it seems that a shift out of the cash equilibrium does not hap-
pen spontaneously. Insisting on paying out salaries to personnel or obligations
arising from contracts via the domestic payment system are good examples to
begin with.

Finally, we want to recommend aid organisations and the military present
during and after conflict to make payments in the national currency of the coun-
try where they do their work or are deployed, instead of in euro or dollar, for
example. This may imply arrangements with the central bank for conversion.
The economic reason for doing so is threefold. First, large influx of foreign
currency may put pressure on the value of the local currency. Secondly, as ex-
plained above, foreign currency along with domestic currency imposes foreign
exchange risk and, thirdly, limits policy space. Another reason lies in the sym-
bolic meaning of using the national currency of the host country. Use of the
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national currency expresses trust in and support of the government, while use
of another currency may undermine the very effort of the aid organisations and
the military with regard to development of the conflict-affected society.

This study hopes to contribute to future academic studies on payments in
circumstances of conflict and hopes to provide input for discussions for policy-
makers practice.
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Appendix A

List of symbols

A Set of actions
x, y, z Set with elements x, y, and z
a ∈ A a is element of set A
x ≽ y x is weakly preferred over y
v valuation
C Costs
N The number of players
n Player
∀ For all
m Essential player
S Strategy set
si Strategy profile of player i
s−i Strategy profile of player other than i
≡ Is defined as; is equal by definition to
π Payoff function
G(Γ) A game in normal form
Γ A game in extensive form
K Set of events
R Order of events
H Set of information
x An event
Z The set of final nodes z
\ Minus; without
p Probability∑

Sum
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Appendix B

Game Theory

N = {0, 1, 2, . . . , n} is a finite set of players of a game, in which player i = 0 is
Nature. When Nature does not play a specific role in a game, it is eliminated
in the description of that game. Each player i has a set of available actions Ai

to choose from.
The complete set of contingent choices that specifies the decisions for each

of the occasions in the game in which the player has to decide is called the
player’s strategy set Si. Every particular strategy profile s ≡ (s0, s1, . . . , sn),
where si ∈ Si for i = 0, 1, . . . , n, specifies the strategies followed by each of the
players. All players, except Nature, have preferences over their sets of strategy
profiles S. These preferences can be expressed by a payoff function πi, provided
the preferences are consistent.

Preference consistency is formalised as follows. Let set A be the set of
alternative actions:

A = {x, y, z} (B.1)

Then, the preference relation between the alternatives x, y, z ∈ A and any
set B is said to be consistent if the preference ordering ≽A on A is:

1. Complete: x ≽A y or y ≽A x

2. Transitive: if x ≽A y and y ≽A z then x ≽A z

3. Independent form irrelevant alternatives: for x, y ∈ B, x ≽B y if and only
if x ≽A y

From the third property of the preference relation, it follows that it is not
necessary to specify the choice set to which the alternatives belong, so we may
also write x ≽ y, for example.

For a game with ordinal preferences, the payoff function πi expresses the
preference relation of player i over the set of strategy profiles. For a strategic
game with Von Neumann and Morgenstern preferences, the payoff function πi

expresses the preferences regarding lotteries over strategy profiles. These pref-
erences may be represented by the expected value of a Bernoulli payoff function
over strategy profiles.

In a game in normal form the actors decide independently and simulta-
neously, whereas in extensive form the actors decide sequentially. A game in
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normal form is usually illustrated by a matrix. An extensive game can be il-
lustrated by a game tree, consisting of nodes and branches. Nodes represent
events. Branches connect nodes.

A game in normal form consists of the following elements:

G(Γ) = {N, {Si}ni=0, {πi(s)}ni=1} (B.2)

where:
G(Γ) = a game in normal form
N = the set of players
Si = the set of strategies for player i
πi(s) = the payoff to player i when strategy profile s is chosen

A game in extensive form consists of the following elements:

Γ =
{
N, {Ki}ni=0, R, {Hi}ni=0, {A(x)}x∈K\Z , {{πi(z)}ni=1}z∈Z

}
(B.3)

where:
Γ = a game in extensive form
N = the set of players
K = the set of events
R = the order of events
H = the set of information
A = the set of available actions
x = an event (initial or intermediate)
Z = the set of final nodes z, i.e. the set of possible outcomes of the game
πi(z) = the payoff earned by player i in final node z

The previous reads as follows. Γ is an extensive game played by the set of
players N . Let K be the set of nodes of the game and Z be the set of final
nodes, then K \ Z is the set of initial and intermediate nodes. K is divided in
n + 0 subsets Ki. The order of events is defined by the binary relation R on
K. If x ∈ Ki materialises, it is player i’s turn to move. Then, based on his
information set Hi he chooses an action from the set A(x), i.e. from the set of
available actions in event x. Arrival at final node z ∈ Z yields a payoff πi(z) for
the players.

In an extensive game, a set of contingent choices specifies the set of decisions
that are contingent on the information set of the player. So, in an extensive
game, a strategy of player i is a function si : H −→ Ai, with the requirement
that ∀h ∈ Hi, si(h) ∈ A(h).

If there is no move by Nature, every strategy profile induces a unique path
of play, so πi(s) is simply defined by πi(z). Instead, if Nature moves in an
extensive game, it means that there is a lottery over the branches that emanate
from the node(s) at which Nature decides. Then, the preferences over strategy
profiles are not only defined by the payoffs in the final nodes π(z) , but also by
the probabilities corresponding to the move(s) of Nature. So, in an extensive
game in which Nature moves, the payoff function becomes

πi(s) =
∑
z∈Z

p(s, z)πi(z) (B.4)
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where p(s, z) is the product of all the probabilities associated with the nodes of
the unique path from the root to final node z ∈ Z.

Fundamental to the theory of games is the following theorem, often referred
to as the Minimax Theorem:

Theorem 1 (Von Neumann, 1928) (Minimax Theorem) For a two-player,
simultaneous, zero-sum game, let x and y be mixed strategies of the two players
and let the values π(x, y) be the matrix elements of the game.
Then, MaxxMinyπ(x, y) = MinyMaxxπ(x, y) = v.

v is the value of the game. In fact, theorem 1 contains a decision rule: the
player decides such that he minimises his possible loss in a worst case scenario,
or, stated the other way around, he decides such that he maximises the minimum
possible gain.

The solution of a solvable game is the game’s set of equilibrium points (Nash,
1951). The equilibrium points are defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Nash, 1951) (Nash equilibrium) Given a game Γ, the strategy
profile s∗ ≡ (s∗1, s

∗
2, . . . , s

∗
n) is a Nash equilibrium if ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n,∀si ∈

Si, πi(s
∗) ≥ πi(si, s

∗
−i).

From this definition, it is clear that a rational actor is assumed to choose
a strategy s∗i , from his set of strategies Si, if this strategy is optimal against
those of others. So, in a Nash equilibrium, each player’s strategy is the best
response to all other players’ strategies; no player has an incentive to deviate
from the chosen strategy profile. The payoffs of the game are then allocated to
the players according to the Nash equilibrium that is reached.

A Nash equilibrium may results from pure strategies or mixed strategies.

Definition 2 (Pure strategy) A pure strategy deterministically prescribes the
choices on all information sets.

The set of strategies of players of a game with only pure strategy Nash
equilibria is a finite set.

Definition 3 (Mixed strategy) A mixed strategy is a probability distribution
over a player’s actions.

The set of strategies of players of a game with mixed strategy equilibria is a
continuum of strategies.

For any player i, a strategy s
′

i ∈ Si may strictly dominate another strategy

s
′′

i ∈ Si, no matter what the other players do.

Definition 4 (Strict domination) A strategy s
′

i strictly dominates strategy s
′′

i

if ∀s−i ∈ S−i, πi(s
′

i, s−i) > πi(s
′′

i , s−i).

For any player i, a strategy s
′

i ∈ Si may weakly dominate another strategy

s
′′

i ∈ Si, if s
′

i is at least as good as s
′′

i no matter what the other players do, and
better for some strategies s−i of others.

Definition 5 (Weak domination) A strategy s
′

i weakly dominates strategy s
′′

i

if ∀s−i ∈ S−i, πi(s
′

i, s−i) ≥ πi(s
′′

i , s−i), with at least one s−i that gives a strict
inequality.
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From definition 1 and 4, it follows that a strictly dominated strategy cannot
be a Nash equilibrium; it is irrational for any player to play a strictly domi-
nated strategy. From definition 1 and 5, it follows that a weakly dominated
strategy may be a Nash equilibrium; playing a weakly dominated strategy can
be rational.

If some equilibria are equally good, typically, a game gives no clue which
equilibrium will occur, the domestic or a foreign currency, for example. Never-
theless, in practice one or some of the equal equilibria may attract more atten-
tion of the players than others. Such equilibrium is called a focal equilibrium or
Schelling point (Schelling, 1960).

It should be noted that the allocation of payoffs in a Nash equilibrium, i.e.
in a solution of a game, is not necessarily Pareto-efficient. The allocation of
payoffs is called Pareto efficient, or Pareto optimal, if there is no feasible other
allocation that could raise one player’s welfare without lowering another player’s
welfare.
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Notes:

a local issue ‘Travnik bons’; small pieces of hard paper

b the 1st provisional issue consists of Yugoslav dinar 1990 with handstamps of
the National Bank of BiH, issued in Sarajevo, Travnik and Zenica

c the 2nd provisional issue consists of money bons that feature a peace dove at
the upper left center on one side, issued in various central Bosnian cities;
handstamps on the bons indicate the cities of issue; printed on thin and
thick paper

d printed in Celje, Slovenia

e additional notes with higher denominations

f printed in Zenica

g BiH dinar 1992-93 Issue with overprints indicating the new face value

h BiH dinar 1992-93 Issue with three additional zeros printed indicating the
new face value, though with different stamps than those on the BiH dinar
1993 Novčani Bon Emergency Issue; available with stamps of the SDK in
Travnik as well as Sarajevo

i currency reform: 1 new dinar = 10,000 old dinar, and a peg to the DM at a
ratio of 100:1

j BiH dinar 1995 Issue was printed in London, but it was impossible to deliver
it

k remained at par with the Yugoslav dinar

l following the currency reform in the FRY: 1 new dinar = 1,000,000 old dinar;
the Krajina dinar was replaced simultaneously

m currency reform in the FRY: 1 new dinar = 1,000,000,000 old dinar

n currency reform in the FRY: 1 new dinar = 12,000,000 old dinar and a peg
to the DM at a ratio of 1:1

o currency reform: 1,000 dinar = 1 kuna

p new currency for the whole country; 1 KM = 1 DM; 1 euro = 1.955830 KM
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Appendix D

Currencies in Serbia,
Montenegro and Kosovo
from 1990 to present
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Notes:

a similar to the Yugoslav dinar 1990, but with the monogram of the National
Bank of Yugoslavia instead of the coat of arms of the SFRY

b Yugoslav 1992 dinar with four additional zero’s; the largest denomination in
this series was 10,000,000,000 dinara

c issued after currency reform: 1 new dinar = 1,000,000 old dinar; this series in-
cluded the largest denomination of the Yugoslav dinar ever: 500,000,000,000
dinara

d currency reform: 1 new dinar = 1,000,000,000 old dinar; this dinar also was
the official currency of the Republika Srpska

e currency reform: 1 new dinar = 12,000,000 old dinar and peg to the DM at
a ratio of 1:1; this dinar also was the official currency of the Republika
Srpska until the introduction of the Konvertible Mark in BiH on 22 June
1998

f the Yugoslav dinar became the currency of Serbia only, after Montenegro and
Kosovo adopted the Deutsch Mark; new design

g introduced when the FRY changed to Serbia and Montenegro; identical to
Yugoslav 2000-01 Issue, except text and coat of arms and it contains the
monogram of the National Bank of Serbia

h new note issued after secession of Montenegro, but almost identical to the
previous issue

i Kosovo and Montenegro adopted the Deutsch Mark in 1999; in Kosovo, this
was decided in September, and in Montenegro on 2 November

j the Deutsch Mark was replaced with the euro, when the euro was introduced
in the Eurozone
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Summary

We examined changes in the modes and currencies in which payments are made
in the prelude to a conflict, during a conflict and in the aftermath of a conflict
with the objective of increasing an understanding of how and why these changes
occur and how these relate to economic activity. We conducted a comparative-
historical case study for the cases of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) and Serbia
against the background of the breakup of the former Socialist Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia (SFRY). Data is collected by doing interviews with experts in the
case countries and by doing desk research.

First, an analytical framework of payments, conflict and economic activity
was developed. This framework puts individual actors at the center; it focusses
on the micro-foundations of payments within an economy in general and under
circumstances of conflict in particular. Combining concepts from institutional
economics, network theory and banking, it explores individual decision-making,
payer-payee interaction, payment networks, currency regimes, purchasing power
parity, settlement schemes and settlement risk. The basic framework is formed
by a unilateral decision tree that displays the key determinants and choices that
determine the individually preferred payment mode for a specific transaction.
The payment modes are: personal transfer (either de facto or voluntarily), im-
personal via an informal intermediary or impersonal through a formal payment
system in which settlement is safeguarded by third party enforcement. The ac-
tual payment mode and currency are regarded as the outcome of coordination
between payers and payees, which can be gainfully analysed with tools from
game theory. An ideal situation of payments is defined as follows: most actors
in most of their transactions let money be transferred impersonally through a
payment system with third party enforcement, while the chosen currency is the
legal tender. In addition to the practical ideal type of payments, which serves
as a heuristic device, the framework also provides a categorisation of changes
away from and towards this ideal, which structured the analysis. The frame-
work addresses the difficulty of moving towards this ideal if an economy is stuck
in a Pareto inferior equilibrium of payment mode or currency.

The empirical part of the study starts with a description of the breakup of
the SFRY. Both Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia were constituent republics
of the SFRY, together with the republics of Slovenia, Croatia, Macedonia and
Montenegro, and the autonomous provinces of Kosovo and Vojvodina, both
located in Serbia. The SFRY experienced economic decline in the 1970s and
1980s, but there were regional differences in economic performance. In the 1980s,
political and economic transitions were initiated, from a socialist system of self-
management to a market economy and from dominance of the communist party
to pluralism, but there was much disagreement. When the SFRY disintegrated
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in the early 1990s, wars broke out. In Bosnia, the war lasted from Spring 1992
to December 1995, during which the country was split in three parts. Later, in
1998 and 1999, there was war in Kosovo for its desire to become independent
from Serbia.

After the context description, historic overviews of changes in payments in
the case countries from the 1970s to the present day are provided. The case
specific chapters concentrate on major changes in payments on the formal side:
the payment system, the payment network, the legal tender and the currency
regime. The pre-war starting point of both overviews is similar. There was
a state-led payment system consisting of so called payment bureaus (SDK).
This institution had the monopoly on processing payment orders; banks did
not provide payment services. Funds were in banks though and the banks were
connected to the SDK. Netting occurred on daily basis per national bank of the
respective constituent republics of the SFRY. The network of payment bureaus
covered the whole of the SFRY and had high physical outreach. The domestic
currency of the SFRY was the Yugoslav dinar. In 1973, the currency regime was
changed from fixed rate to managed float, in 1989 to fixed rate again and mid-
1990 to float. In the years preceding the wars there was monetary expansion
and high inflation. This period is even referred to as “monetary war before the
war”, for the devastating effects of certain practices with money on the Bosnian
economy in particular.

For the case of BiH, the first major changes in the decades that are covered
in our study occurred in the Spring and Summer of 1992, when the Bosnian War
broke out after declaration of independence. In the early months of the war, the
payment network of BiH was not only carved off from the SFRY wide system,
but also split in three, each part covering an area controlled by a different army.
War damage led to operational failure of the payment system, locally urging
the need for emergency money as to deal with the sudden increase of demand
for cash. With the introduction of new currencies in July 1992, the Yugoslav
dinar no longer was the legal tender in Bosnia and Herzegovina, nor in the Croat
controlled part and in the Serb controlled part. The Bosnian dinar, Croatian
dinar and Republika Srpska dinar became legal tender in the respective parts.
The latter remained at par with the Yugoslav dinar though, which continued to
serve as legal tender in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, consisting of Serbia
and Montenegro. Soon after the break out of war, the exchange rates of the
Bosnian dinar as well as the Republika Srpska dinar reached extreme levels:
there was hyperinflation. The acceptance of dinar was low and Deutsch Mark
became widely used as means of payment. Hyperinflation stopped after a dras-
tic currency reform in August 1994, encompassing a peg to the Deutsch Mark.
After the Bosnian War had come to an end in December 1995, by provisional
solutions interregional money transfer through the payment system was restored
as to facilitate interregional trade until a legal framework for a unitary payment
system was approved, with the newly established Central Bank of Bosnia and
Herzegovina as core actor. At the heart of the matter was guaranteeing final
settlement within the constraints of the new Constitution, which appeared not
only a technical issue, but also a political issue. Part of the Dayton Peace Agree-
ment, the Constitution also stipulated that there would be a single currency.
Meant to symbolise unity, it was introduced not earlier than two and a half years
after the war, after a highly politicised process. The Konvertible Mark (KM)
was pegged to the Deutsch Mark and fully convertible to the Deutsch Mark.
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An independent currency board safeguards the peg. Until today, the KM is the
legal tender in BiH and the currency regime has not been changed. Since 2002,
the KM is pegged to euro. In phases, the use of foreign currency as a means
of payment diminished. A final major change in payments occurred in BiH
in 2001, when the network of payment bureaus was dismantled and payment
services were transferred to the banking sector, as to have a modern payment
system that suits a market based economy. However, resulting from the two
legal frameworks for banking, one per entity, presently, liquidity need of banks
is higher than strictly necessary with the system.

For the case of Serbia, the first major change that we are interested in
occurred in July 1992. Then, a new issue of the Yugoslav dinar came into
circulation and was assigned legal tender of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(FRY), comprising the republics of Serbia and Montenegro. The system of
payment bureaus remained in place, but the size of the payment network was
reduced to Serbia and Montenegro. The FRY experienced a two-year long period
of very severe hyperinflation, often understood in relation to war finance and
in the light of UN sanctions imposed on the FRY for its role in the wars in
Bosnia and Croatia, but also as a deliberately created situation. In this period,
Deutsch Mark became a common means of payment, though the Yugoslav dinar
remained the sole formal currency. In January 1994, hyperinflation ended after a
drastic currency reform, including a peg of the domestic currency to the Deutsch
Mark. The ratio of dinar to DM, however, was changed several times in the
following years, for example when the FRY was under sanctions again, that
time because of the war in Kosovo. Later, in 2001, the peg was replaced by a
regime of dirty peg, followed by regime of floating currency, and changed back
to managed float in 2008. Dissatisfied with the FRY monetary policy, in 1999
Montenegro decided to follow its own course with regard to monetary policy.
Montenegro banned the Yugoslav dinar and unilaterally adopted the Deutsch
Mark. After a year of dual currency, the Deutsch Mark became the sole legal
tender in Montenegro, while in Serbia the Yugoslav dinar remained legal tender.
In the same year, when Kosovo came under UN administration after the war,
the Deutsch Mark became the formal means of payment in Kosovo. In 2002,
when the euro was introduced in the Eurozone, in Kosovo and Montenegro also
conversion to euro took place. The European Union, however, expressed its
discontent with Montenegro’s choice of currency. As for the payment network
of the FRY, the adoption of a currency other then Yugoslav dinar implied that
in the FRY separate networks emerged, processing orders in either dinar or DM,
and later euro. In 2003, like in BiH, though two years later, the payment system
in Serbia was transferred to the banking sector as a logical step in the economic
transition Serbia was still in. Currently, the main concern in Serbia with regard
to financial stability is the high degree of eurisation in saving and lending, as
this limits the effectiveness of monetary policy and imposes a foreign exchange
risk on the economy.

In the analysis chapter, we analysed changes of payments away from and
towards ideal, with a focus on the micro-level. For the case of BiH, movements
away from the ideal payment mode can to a large extent be ascribed to war
damage and to the way the country was divided during the war. Solutions
were found at all levels of actors, yet some problems were easier to manage
than to solve, like the closing down of the payment system. Revival of the
payment system during the war required repair of damaged infrastructure, but
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also new institutional frameworks. By fitting the data into games, we were able
to show why in the cases of BiH and Serbia the Pareto inferior equilibrium
of cash payments prevailed during and after the wars, and how and why only
major institutional changes inside and outside the countries provided sufficient
incentives to move towards formal impersonal transfer of money. It must be
noted though that both case countries still are rather cash-based. Furthermore,
from comparison of the cases, it seems safe to assert that in the case of BiH the
shift towards personal transfer of money during the war would also have occurred
had the payment system remained in tact, because the payment system initially
supported the circulation of the domestic currency only, while foreign currency,
in particular Deutsch Mark, was preferred, like in Serbia. Interestingly, for the
case of Serbia, we found that during hyperinflation the processing time of the
payment system formed a rather perverse incentive to payers to use the system,
namely for the reason of profiting from a decrease of real value of the amount
due. Then, the choice of payment mode was not only a matter of coordination,
but also of cooperation and conflict, as in case of a payment initiated by cheque
the associated profit to the payer resulting from the time lag equals the loss to
the payee.

With regard to legal tender currency in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia,
our study suggests that the choices of the monetary authorities of both cases to
peg the domestic currency to stable foreign currency seem to have been adequate
measures to restore trust and promote usage of the domestic currency, though
the shift at the users level from foreign to domestic currencies in payments
required major interventions as it is a coordination problem whereas foreign
currency remained present in the countries until today for saving and lending,
particularly in Serbia, which seems to reflect ongoing distrust in the authorities.
Yet, it is also important to note that while on the one hand the large stock of
Deutsch Mark accumulated in the years before suggests that confidence in the
Yugoslav dinar as store of wealth was low for decades already it also meant that
a shift to foreign currency was feasible practically. Without denying the value
decreasing practices of the authorities, the accumulation of savings in alternative
currency seems to have undermined the value of the domestic currency as well.
This means that individual optimisation eventually contributed to a suboptimal
outcome on aggregate level.

Finally, the study recognises its limitations, makes suggestions for further
research and concludes with recommendations directed towards monetary policy
makers, the military and aid organisations.
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